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Preface 

When Supply Chain Excellence, A Handbook for Dramatic
Improvement Using the SCOR Model was published in 2003, it doc-
umented a process that had been developed over the course of 30
projects, and it focused on the Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) model as the key facilitator for defining, measuring, and
improving the supply chain.

The second edition reflects the experience gained from still an-
other thirty-plus projects, presenting a wider set of variables and in-
creasingly sophisticated responses to real-life issues. Although
SCOR remains the central framework for defining the AS IS and
TO BE states of an enterprise, Supply Chain Excellence, 2nd edition,
reaches further into the toolbox—seamlessly integrating Lean Six
Sigma and Continuous Improvement into the process. 

It also reaches further to the edges of the traditional supply
chain with a new chapter on how the principles of SCOR can be ap-
plied to the outlying functions of sales and design: the Value Chain.
In 2003, the frameworks to do this hadn’t yet been written. Now,
the Supply-Chain Council, which created SCOR, offers the Design
Chain Operations Reference and Customer Chain Operations
Reference models—both using similar language and logic as SCOR,
and both applied in the Value Chain chapter of this second edition.
At another level, the second edition simplifies the data collection and
analysis involved through the course of a project. It does this by
eliminating some painstakingly manual techniques (anyone who has
struggled to build fishbone diagrams will be relieved) and replacing
them with an easily accessible and affordable computer tool,
ProcessWizard, that makes the arrangement of data faster and more

xi
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beneficial. Metrics have been revised, practices have been honed, and
processes have been updated, including the latest edition of the main
tool, SCOR 8.0.

Perhaps the most significant change is the surefooted evolution
of this book’s primary offering: from an application of SCOR to a
unique, tested methodology—the Supply Chain Excellence method—
that uses SCOR, Lean Six Sigma, and other advanced tools to re-
design your Value Chain in 17 weeks.

xii PREFACE
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Introduction

At one seminar on the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR)
model, one of the executives in attendance opened the question-and-
answer session by asking, “Most of us don’t have good control of our
supply chains—inside the company or with trading partners. What
two or three things would you would motivate us to address the sup-
ply chain?”

“If you can define your supply chain—which isn’t hard to do—
then you can measure it,” I answered. “Once you’ve measured it,
you’ll find the opportunities are so big that you won’t need any more
motivation. You’ll want to drive continuous improvement in your
supply chain. The potential will be that obvious.”

This book is not a manifesto on the power of supply chain
management (SCM). In fact, the two paragraphs that you’ve just
read are the only argument you’re going to get in this book about
why SCM is important.

The rest of this book is about the how—how to achieve these
two fundamental principles of SCM: define and measure, and drive
performance improvement.

■ Defining Supply Chains
Like most bandwagons, SCM has been defined and redefined in
many ways over the past ten years. To a large degree, the definition
depends on your motivation and interest.

A technology provider trying to sell software might align SCM
with the use of advanced planning functionality; a third-party logis-

xiii
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tics provider trying to sell its outsourcing capabilities will align SCM
with distribution practices; and a consulting firm selling services will
align SCM with its intellectual property. There really is an objective
way to help SCM; it’s a cross-industry standardized model called
“SCOR.” It’s the foundation of this book.

■ Supply Chain Performance
Improvement: Fifteen Common
Scenarios

Supply chain performance issues can show up just about anywhere
in a business: profit-and-loss statements, balance sheets, employee
satisfaction surveys, customer report cards, analyst ratings and com-
mentary, and new products or other indicators of innovation.

Ultimately, supply chain performance issues reach a point that
pushes an enterprise to take action. The question is: How do you
take action?

Leading companies in every industry have teams of skilled and
motivated business managers working to build integrated supply
chains. Many of these managers run into trouble; projects stall and
valuable initiatives get scrapped. That doesn’t have to be the case.
SCOR offers a step-by-step engineering approach that can help you
to analyze, design, and improve supply chain performance. Its
framework is both rigorous and flexible, allowing it to work in any
industry and for any supply chain issue.

In more than sixty projects I’ve done with SCOR, I’ve identified
15 general business scenarios that seem to cover just about any circum-
stance. Some are rare; others are present in almost every company.

Because you have come far enough in your thinking about
SCM to be reading this book, you’ll see yourself and your company
in at least a few of the following scenarios.

1: Building a Technology Investment Plan
A chief information officer deflected pressure to install an enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system before 2000—making the case that

xiv Introduction
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simply being Y2K compliant was not a good enough reason to put
the company into upheaval. Even after Y2K, as she watched the
rapid evolution of web-based applications and robust advanced
planning systems, she found herself without a technology invest-
ment plan that supported the company’s business strategy.

2: Searching for a Return on Investment
A company bought its ERP package during the vendor’s end-of-
quarter push to meet sales goals. The deal included all the latest add-
ons—things such as customer relationship management, advanced
supply chain planning, event management, and web portals provid-
ing self-service to customers and suppliers. Now the executive team
is looking for an answer to a question that’s harder to answer than it
would seem: When will we start to see return on investment in the
earnings statement?

3: Creating a Supply Chain Strategy
Three executive vice presidents—for sales, marketing, and opera-
tions—assembled their own strategies for developing supply chain
competence within their departments. Then they invested in appli-
cation technology, manufacturing processes, and product develop-
ment—all with measurable success. What’s missing is a comprehen-
sive blueprint that combines their individual efforts to drive profit
and performance across the entire company.

4: Implementing a Supply Chain Strategy
The company’s top executive for SCM assembled a dozen of his
brightest managers for a structured brainstorming process—re-
sulting in a list of forty-five high-priority projects. But when the
managers began implementation, the results were not encourag-
ing. General managers were being asked to support multiple ini-
tiatives with many of the same financial, human, and technical re-
sources. Goals seemed in conflict. They needed to align their

INTRODUCTION xv
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objectives and prioritize projects to make good use of the available
resources.

5: Improving Sales and Operations Planning
The vice president of operations had serious cash-to-cash problems
and declining customer satisfaction—all resulting from raw materi-
als shortages, mismatched capacity, poor forecasting, and inventory
build-up. The challenge was to address the planning and forecasting
issues, and put the balance sheet back in shape.

6: Meeting Financial Commitments
The Chief Executive Officer promised the board of directors to im-
prove earnings per share. An analysis of competitors’ balance sheets
and income statements indicated that the company’s direct and in-
direct costs were out of line, and that its cash-to-cash cycle was too
long. The leadership was charged with identifying the right mix of
improvements to obtain a predictable result that would satisfy share-
holders. The Chief Executive Officer’s credibility was now at stake.

7: Building Support and Competence
The director of a new supply chain solutions team needed a proven
method for evaluating and implementing projects. That meant
being able to document examples of its use and demonstrating that
it was both scalable and repeatable. Then she would have to sell the
method throughout the organization—requiring executive refer-
ences and easy, low-cost access to the method itself. Finally, she
would have to develop a team who could use the model to deliver
early successes.

8: Optimizing Enterprise Resource Planning
As the ERP implementation wore on and business processes were in-
creasingly automated, things suddenly started to go wrong. The

xvi Introduction
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project leader had a pretty good idea why: The company was organ-
ized in rigid, vertical functions that directed AS IS practices, but the
ERP system was horizontal, organized by transaction flow for pur-
chase orders, sales orders, forecasts, master data, and so on. How
could the corporate culture shift from functional management to
process management?

9: Maximizing Use of Existing Technology
The vice president of administration was being pressured by her col-
leagues to replace a two-year-old transactional system with a new,
name-brand system offering advanced supply chain planning, but
the return on investment analysis just wasn’t adding up. A more de-
tailed investigation revealed that not all of the business leaders were
complaining about the old system. In fact, the vice president found
a direct correlation between a business leader’s satisfaction and the
effort he or she had exerted to learn the system. Those who were least
satisfied hadn’t handled implementation very well and as a conse-
quence were using few of the available modules. The challenge was
to motivate business leaders to use existing functionality better.

10: Achieving Operational Excellence
The executive team agreed that it would differentiate the company
through a strategy of operational excellence. The other choices had
been customer intimacy and product innovation. Now that the de-
cision was made, the team had to define—at tactical levels—the
characteristics of an operationally excellent supply chain.

11: Performing Mergers and Acquisitions
The executive teams from the acquiring and purchased companies
needed the acquisition to go smoothly and yield short-term syner-
gies. The challenge was how to leverage efficiencies in material flow,
technology platforms, work and information flow, and capacity in
the due diligence, integration, and stabilization stages of the merger.

INTRODUCTION xvii
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12: Standardizing and Managing Business
Processes
Five years after a successful ERP implementation, 15 plants had
turned off select pieces of the system in the name of continuous
improvement and “leaning out” their processes; three business
units independently redefined how date fields were used by cus-
tomer service to promise-date orders for customers; corporate lo-
gistics added a transportation optimization tool that made the
promised ship date subordinate to efficient truck load; and the
business rules to manage planning data were changed, ignored, or
forgotten by new employees not having the benefit of the original
training. The net result was poor delivery performance, extended
order cycle times, and seemingly routine feast-or-famine mis-
matches between capacity and demand. The executive team real-
ized it needed to get a handle on defining and managing supply
chain process performance.

13: Extending the Value Chain to Solve
Tough Issues
The operating committee challenged the supply chain executive
with some difficult improvement pairings: support the increased
pace of new product introduction while making material acquisi-
tion more efficient; support increased sales productivity while
making pre- and post-sale customer service more effective; make
global distribution more flexible while increasing the efficiency of
warehouse and transportation costs; and implement planning for
his supply chain AND the customers’ supply chains, even while
improving his own planning efficiency. In each case, these im-
provement pairings move beyond the four walls of the company
and include more than just supply chain processes—requiring a
clear definition for the concept of a “value chain” along with skills
to improve it.

xviii Introduction
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14: Integrating Lean Six Sigma and SCOR to
Build a Better Project Portfolio
After five years of using the annual “brainstorming” technique, the
Lean Sigma Executive Steering Team concluded that corporate im-
pact on operating income achieved its peak last year; all new projects
seemed to be aiming at inventory; many project scopes seemed to
compete for the same resources and have contradictory impact on
metrics (supply chain cost vs. service-level improvement); and the
scope of projects still seemed to be exclusively manufacturing. The
steering team’s challenge was to broaden the scope and increase the
effectiveness of projects.

15: Defining and Building an Effective
Supply Chain Organization
A Chief Executive Officer looked at his organization and com-
plained: “We’ve got five business units, six high-level P&Ls, two
headquarters, four global regions, 26 regional distribution centers,
18 plants, the requirement to implement Collaborative Planning,
Forecasting, and Replenishment with our largest accounts, and
about five-thousand active suppliers. We need a forecast that sup-
ports the corporate financial plan and a set of supply chain plans to
support the regional service levels and cost commitments. How?”
Nothing more needs to be said about this challenge.

A common thread connects these situations. In every case,
SCOR helped define the supply chain challenge, define strategic re-
quirements, measure the size of the issues, and identify necessary
changes to improve performance. Beyond the tactical focus, SCOR
also helped transform organizational thinking from event-driven re-
flexes to strategic, integrated team behaviors that balance customer
requirements with the internal need for cost and asset management.
In other words, SCOR helped these companies to achieve a core
competency in solving supply chain problems and achieving goals.

INTRODUCTION xix
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■ Why Supply Chain Excellence?
By using experience gained from 65 supply chain improvement
projects, Supply Chain Excellence is an instruction manual for any-
body who seeks a rigorous and proven methodology for systematic
supply chain improvement. Whether it’s a system selection or imple-
mentation, an adoption of supply chain process best practices, an
alignment of dysfunctional organizations, or a creation of a culture
of continuous supply chain improvement, Supply Chain Excellence
provides a step-by-step framework to use the leading methodology.

In short, this book tells how an organization can achieve core
competency in the process of supply chain improvement. The stan-
dardized tool for this achievement is the SCOR® model. It is a
handbook for anybody who is motivated to improve and wants to
rely on a rigorous, proven methodology to make sure supply chain
improvement is done right. 

This book is built on the story of how one company, Fowlers
Inc., started its journey toward supply chain excellence using SCOR.

It tells how Fowlers navigated around such difficult issues as
educating the enterprise about supply chain improvement to gain
support; building consensus where to begin; organizing the effort for
success; conducting competitive analysis to define business opportu-
nity; building the burning platform for change; aligning strategy,
material flow, work flow, and information flow to focus on the right
changes; putting hard numbers to the financial value of change; and
implementing those changes to achieve sustainable competitive ad-
vantage.

This book is a working guide for using SCOR as a tool to help
senior managers at every step as they undertake supply chain initia-
tives.

■ How This Book Is Structured
Supply Chain Excellence is built around a simple project timetable,
providing achievable action plans to navigate the SCOR project road.

xx Introduction
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Each chapter represents a week’s worth of work. Each week is
conducted in two days of meetings, with follow-up assignments (or
“homework,” which many clients have learned to love). Included are
sample deliverables, summaries of tasks, tables, and figures to illus-
trate the step-by-step processes.

The case-study company, Fowlers Inc., is not a real company,
and its employees are not real people. Fowlers is a conglomerate,
with diverse products and operating divisions that face their own
unique circumstances. The idea was to provide a case-study subject
that would seem at least a little familiar to everyone, and that would
offer a variety of the real-world issues found in real projects with
which I’ve been involved. Most important, it serves to maintain con-
tinuity to help readers follow the logic of the Supply Chain Excellence
approach from beginning to end.

INTRODUCTION xxi
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1

About the Supply Chain
Operations Reference
Model

Peter was introduced to the Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) model in the fall of 1996 as part of a newly formed corpo-
rate “internal consulting” team for Imation, which had just been spun
off from 3M. He’s been using it in supply chain project work ever
since. He has also been active in the Supply-Chain Council, involved
in the process of improving SCOR, and teaching others how to use it.

So he’s heard all the questions. Among those most frequently
asked are: What is the Supply-Chain Council? What is SCOR? How
do I use SCOR? What is the value to my organization? How do I
learn more about SCOR?

■ The Supply-Chain Council
The Supply-Chain Council (www.supply-chain.org) is an inde-
pendent not-for-profit corporation formed in 1996 as a grassroots
initiative to develop a supply chain process model. Among those in-
volved at the start were individuals from such organizations as Bayer;
Compaq; Procter & Gamble; Lockheed Martin; Nortel; Rockwell

1
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Semiconductor; Texas Instruments; 3M; Cargill, Pittiglio, Rabin,
Todd, & McGrath (PRTM); and AMR Research, Inc. In all, 69 of
the world’s leading companies participated in the council’s found-
ing. Its mission today is to perpetuate use of the SCOR model
through technical development, research, education, and conference
events. By the end of 2006, the council’s technical community had
released eight subsequent versions of SCOR, providing updates to
process elements, metrics, practices, and tools.

The council maintains about 750 corporate members world-
wide, with chapters in Australia/New Zealand, Brazil, Europe, Japan,
North America, Greater China, and Southeast Asia. Membership is
open to any organization interested in applying and advancing prin-
ciples of supply chain management. There are six special-interest in-
dustry groups within the council: Lean Six Sigma convergence, aero-
space, defense, automotive, electronics, and chemicals. Members
work in private-sector companies, academics, government, consulting
firms, and technology services. In 2006, a corporate membership cost
$2,500 per year and the educator’s fee was less than $300. 

■ The SCOR Framework
SCOR combines elements of business process engineering, metrics,
benchmarking, and leading practices into a single framework. Under
SCOR, supply chain management is defined as these integrated
processes: PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RETURN—
from the suppliers’ supplier to the customers’ customer, and all
aligned with a company’s operational strategy, material, work, and
information flows (Figure 1-1).

Here’s what’s included in each of these process elements:

PLAN: Assess supply resources; aggregate and prioritize de-
mand requirements; plan inventory for distribution, production,
and material requirements; and plan rough-cut capacity for all prod-
ucts and all channels.

SOURCE: Obtain, receive, inspect, hold, issue, and authorize
payment for raw materials and purchased finished goods.

2 Supply Chain Excellence
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MAKE: Request and receive material; manufacture and test
product; package, hold, and/or release product.

DELIVER: Execute order management processes; generate
quotations; configure product; create and maintain customer data-
base; maintain product/price database; manage accounts receivable,
credits, collections, and invoicing; execute warehouse processes in-
cluding pick, pack, and configure; create customer-specific packaging/
labeling; consolidate orders; ship products; manage transportation
processes and import/export; and verify performance.

RETURN: Defective, warranty, and excess return processing,
including authorization, scheduling, inspection, transfer, warranty
administration, receiving and verifying defective products, disposi-
tion, and replacement.

In addition, SCOR 8.0 includes a series of enable elements for
each of the processes. Enable focuses on elements such as process
performance, information, policy, inventory strategy, capital assets,
transportation, physical logistic network, regulatory, and other man-
agement processes to enable the planning and execution of supply
chain activities.

SCOR spans all customer, product, and market interactions
surrounding sales orders, purchase orders, work orders, return au-
thorizations, forecasts, and replenishment orders. It also encompasses
material movements of raw material, work-in-process, finished
goods, and return goods.

ABOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS REFERENCE MODEL 3

Figure 1-1. The SCOR framework.
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The SCOR model includes three levels of process detail. In
practice, Level One defines the number of supply chains, how their
performance is measured, and necessary competitive requirements.
Level Two defines the configuration of planning and execution
strategies in material flow, using standard categories such as make-
to-stock, make-to-order, and engineer-to-order. Level Three defines
the business processes and system functionality used to transact sales
orders, purchase orders, work orders, return authorizations, replen-
ishment orders, and forecasts. Level Four process detail is not con-
tained in SCOR but must be defined to implement improvements
and manage processes. 

■ Value Chain Processes
In 2004, the Supply-Chain Council introduced two new frame-
works that help piece together more of the detailed mosaic of enter-
prise Value Chains. The Customer Chain Operations Reference
(CCOR) model defines the customer part of the Value Chain as the
integration of PLAN, RELATE, SELL, CONTRACT, SERVICE,
and ENABLE processes.

The Design Chain Operations Reference (DCOR) model de-
fines the design part of the Value Chain as the integration of PLAN,
RESEARCH, DESIGN, INTEGRATE, AMEND, and ENABLE
processes (Figure 1-2).

Chapter 20 will discuss how these process models can be used
with SCOR to drive overall Value Chain performance improve-
ment.

“Operationalizing” the Definition of Value
Chain
To put Value Chain in the same frame as SCOR, let’s define it as the
integrated macro processes of Marketing, Design, Supply, and
Customer. A Value Chain spans the three essential constituencies of
a business: Markets (of supply and demand), Your Company, and
Your Customer (ultimate buyer of your products). A Value Chain is

4 Supply Chain Excellence
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composed of four dimensions: Strategy, Product Flow, Work Flow,
and Information Flow. As with SCOR, a company must align all
four dimensions in an improvement effort. Figure 1-3 attempts to
put the four frameworks together in a high-level process relationship
map. As illustrated in the diagram, each process relates to its
Markets, to other macro processes in Your Company, and to
Customers through key inputs and outputs. The picture is far from
perfect; the process relationships are more complex and dynamic
than the series of inputs and outputs suggest, but it is a place to start.

Integrated Level One Processes
“Integrated” in this case describes how the macro level Value Chain
processes interact in planned, directive, and yet adaptive ways that sat-
isfy your customer requirements and help your company grow prof-
itably. “Integrated” does not imply that the processes are serially exe-
cuted. We all know that at any given moment of the business day, new
channels are targeted, new products are introduced, salespeople win
and lose contracts, suppliers miss deliveries, customers change their or-
ders, and warranty claims are acted on. Figure 1-4 portrays the parallel
nature of the Value Chain illustrating the Level One processes. The “so
what” of this diagram is the ability to describe the complexity of your
Value Chain using simple, common language and, more important,
determine through analysis which processes are working well, which
need improvement, and which are completely broken or absent.

ABOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS REFERENCE MODEL 5

Figure 1-2. Value Chain frameworks.
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For example, if the Big Question is “Why is revenue not grow-
ing at the expected rate?” this Value Chain framework provides a
context for finding the answer that’s better than simply pointing the
finger at sales. As with SCOR, underneath each Level One process
are two more layers of process detail, definitions, suggested metrics,
and leading practices.

■ Using SCOR to Drive Supply Chain
Improvement

For all its power and flexibility, the SCOR model is still just a noun-a
series of definitions for processes, metrics, and leading practices.
Simply having the dictionary doesn’t do any good for the business. To
make it a verb, you need to add effective change management, prob-
lem-solving techniques, project-management discipline, and business-
process engineering techniques. Supply Chain Excellence attempts to

6 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 1-3. Value Chain process relationship map.
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fill this void with a documented 6-step formula that has been tested
and proven in the course of more than 60 projects (Figure 1-5). 

The phases of the Supply Chain Excellence approach as de-
tailed in this book are as follows:

❏ Educate for Support
❏ Discover the Opportunity
❏ Analyze Basis of Competition
❏ Design Material Flow
❏ Design Work and Information Flow
❏ Implementation Planning and Project Portfolio Development

Educate for Support
Chapter 2 examines this phase of a SCOR project. The focus in this
initial phase is to build effective organizational support. The chapter
explores four important roles: the “evangelist,” the person in the com-
pany who has the passion, experience, and talent to lead a supply chain

ABOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS REFERENCE MODEL 7

Figure 1-4. Value Chain Level One processes.
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project; the “active executive,” the individual who is accountable as
sponsor of a supply chain project through modeling, influence, and
leadership; the “core steering team,” which has the champion role to
review and approve recommendations and ultimately lead the imple-
mentation efforts; and the “design team,” which analyzes the supply
chain from end to end and assembles recommendations for change.

Discover the Opportunity
Chapter 3 helps to define and prioritize the organization’s supply
chains using a combination of data and strategic assessment. One of
the primary outcomes from the discovery step is a Project Charter,
which helps define a project’s scope, approach, objectives, schedule,
milestones, deliverables, budget, organization, measures of successes,
and communication plan.

Analyze Basis of Competition
This analysis stage (Chapters 4 to 7) is where the metrics are defined,
data are collected, benchmarks are tallied, and gross opportunity is

8 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 1-5. The Supply Chain Excellence approach.
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calculated. Frequently used SCOR metrics include cash-to-cash
cycle time, inventory days of supply, perfect order fulfillment, order
fulfillment cycle time, total supply chain management cost, and up-
side supply chain flexibility. This phase also helps the team to prior-
itize and balance customer metrics with internal-facing metrics: de-
livery, reliability, flexibility/responsiveness, cost, and assets.

Design Material Flow
Chapters 8 to 13 describe the material analysis steps to identify a
company’s preliminary project list. AS IS analytic techniques include
analyzing metric defect; assembling geographic maps and process
thread diagrams; conducting a gap assessment using simple brain-
storming techniques; using problem-solving tools such as fishbone
diagrams, run charts, and affinity grouping; and working with fi-
nance to identify both financial and customer service opportunities.

Design Work and Information Flow
Chapters 14 to 18 describe the work and information flow analysis
aimed at the effectiveness and efficiency of transactions (purchase or-
ders, work orders, sales orders, forecasts, replenishment orders, and re-
turn authorizations). Analytic techniques for this phase include process
mapping, transactional data analysis, leading practice assessment, and
“staple yourself to an order” interviews. The resulting analysis is addi-
tive to material flow and together comprise the final project list.

Implementation Planning and Project
Portfolio Development
Chapter 19 discusses the final assembly and sign-off of the project
portfolio and introduces an organization and process for effective
program management. It also discusses the steps for putting together
the implementation plan, including project definition, implementa-
tion approach, and Return on Investment.
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Value Chain Excellence
Chapter 20 introduces a Value Chain Excellence project roadmap
that can be used with any combination of DCOR, CCOR, and/or
SCOR process frameworks. Although a project follows the same
basic steps as illustrated in Figure 1-5, the deliverables have been ex-
panded to accommodate the broader scope of Value Chain issues,
such as product development, sales, post-sale service, or engineering
changes and product life cycle management.

The Value of a SCOR Initiative
The Supply Chain Excellence approach is reliable and predictable
with respect to project duration, cost, and benefits. Implementation
results across the sixty-plus projects for which this approach has been
used are consistent:

❏ Operating income improvement, from cost reduction and
service improvements in the initial SCOR project portfolio,
averaging 3 percent of total sales; depending on how your
company compares with benchmark data, it could be as high
as 4.5 percent or as low as 1.5 percent. Return on investment
of two to six times within twelve months—often with cost-
neutral quick-hit projects under way on a six-month time-
frame.

❏ Full leverage of capital investment in systems, improving re-
turn on assets for fixed-asset technology investments.

❏ Reduced information technology operating expenses
through reduced need for customization and improved use
of standard system functions.

❏ Ongoing profit improvement of 0.5 percent to 1 percent per
year, using continuous supply chain improvement.

10 Supply Chain Excellence
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2

Building Organizational
Support for Supply
Chain Improvement
Planting the Seeds for
Organizational Change:
Educate for Support

Brian Dowell called out of the blue after getting my name from a
Google search; his keywords included SCOR, Supply Chain, Metrics,
and Value Chain. He was looking for some direction for his company,
Fowlers Inc., and had enough motivation within the company to jus-
tify a visit.

We showed up a week later, and Brian, the company’s chief op-
erating officer, gave us a warm greeting. His introductory overview
demonstrated Fowlers to be a well-run manufacturing conglomerate
with the seeds of a supply chain improvement already in place.

The action plan had been developed at the division level by
David Able, vice president of operations in the technology products
group—one of the four operating units. He had pieced it together
with just a little background in supply chain management and a

11
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whole lot of operating pain. His efforts had been encouraged by his
boss, the division president, who had brought the strategy to the at-
tention of other executives in the company.

They had become an informal “gang” with a common feeling
that, although David’s ideas would solve some short-term issues,
there had to be a way to solve the company’s supply chain problems
at a more strategic level. It didn’t take much prodding to get this gang
to start sharing their thoughts.

“Our products are good for a week, maybe ten days, in the
store,” said Doris Early, president of the food products group. “We’ve
got to move a lot of product around with a lot of speed. And if regu-
lators were to bring in the label from something we processed six
months ago, we need to be able to identify the plant, the line, the day,
and the names of everyone on the shift who produced it.”

“Our shelf life is short, but not that short,” added Martha Tekitch,
president of the technology products group. “We also have some other
things in common with the food group; we buy a lot of commodities.
The prices we pay change day-to-day, but our customers won’t let us be
quite that flexible. There’s some seasonality in our sales, and many new
products that are harder to forecast—all of which make it difficult to
maintain consistent margins.” She added, “Much of the cost of our
products is locked in during the product design phase. In hindsight,
many times we start out inefficient because the supply chain design
evolved as an afterthought.” Joe Farelong, president of the durable prod-
ucts group, jumped in: “On a more tactical note, we have tried to tackle
the performance issues through our continuous improvement program.
Four years ago, we invested in a Lean Six Sigma program that has trained
hundreds of black, green, and yellow belts. We have been pretty disci-
plined as an executive team managing the project list. We started out fast
and furious with most projects aimed at our manufacturing plants. In
the past year, it seems we started to run out of steam; most of our proj-
ects now are aimed at what seem to be smaller and smaller scopes and
ultimate pay backs. But we still feel like there are big issues to address.
So how do we identify a more strategic list? How do we integrate Supply
Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) with Lean Six Sigma?”

12 Supply Chain Excellence
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Last, Sally Vesting, the Chief Executive Officer, added, “In our
strategic planning session last month we—the business presidents and
I—theorized which supply chain functions could or should be central-
ized corporately and the level of benefit that could be achieved. It
raised the question: How should we organize ourselves for the future?”

It all came together as they spoke: many products that have
short shelf life and short life cycles; disconnected supply chain and
product development; price-sensitive customers sold through vari-
ous and sophisticated channels with volatility on both ends—de-
mand and supply; a continuous improvement program that needs
rejuvenating; and an organization that needed the right focus.

The executives described how a chosen leader, David Able, had
outlined a strategy and its main components. They then assigned it
to their direct reports in other divisions to execute.

Brian wasn’t quite ready to admit this at our first meeting, but
it was clear what happened: The managers at the next level down
thought they’d just been briefed on the latest program-of-the-month
and did very little with the strategy. To placate the executives, they
did take some small steps: identifying a few projects, assigning some
green belts, and improving a metric here or there—generally at the
expense of others. But after three months, Brian pushed Joe,
Martha, and Doris to join him in looking for an outside perspective.
“We can’t be the only ones with this dilemma,” he said.

Without realizing it, Brian had already taken a few important
steps to ensure a successful approach. Selling supply chain manage-
ment to an organization is tough. It’s an educational sell to everyone
involved. Not only is the reality of an integrated supply chain com-
plex; everyone has his or her own pre-existing ideas of what supply
chains are all about, how they fit in with operational strategy, and
what to do to fix them.

SCOR, as an industry standard, makes the sell easier because it
has gained credibility from a long list of successful case studies, but
the model can’t sell itself, and it can’t teach people who aren’t ready
to learn. That’s why any SCOR project will depend on four key roles
in the education process. These are the evangelist, an active execu-
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tive sponsor, the core members of an executive steering team, and
the analytical design team. Without these, you can’t hope for a pro-
ject’s success.

■ The Evangelist
As is the case with any successful SCOR application, the people who
brought SCOR to Fowlers started by educating the organization to
support the effort. Their first step was to develop an evangelist. This
is the person who is best able to learn the SCOR model; who can sell
it to upper management; who has the experience to pilot a project
and gain early results; and who can become the executive-level proj-
ect manager for spreading it throughout the business. If nobody
steps up to this role, then a SCOR-based project probably cannot
succeed.

The evangelist may be self-selected or appointed from above,
and his or her first role in this position is typically as project man-
ager of the first SCOR project.

At Fowlers, David Able, vice president of operations in the
technology products group, placed himself into the role of evangel-
ist based on his interest in supply chain integration, his diverse back-
ground, and his reputation as an effective, influential leader. He was
readily confirmed by Brian Dowell, the company’s chief operating
officer and the man who would quickly assume another important
role as the executive sponsor (Figure 2-1). 

The Evangelist’s Resume
As the appointed evangelist, David Able had a portfolio of experi-
ences that would help create general understanding of the relation-
ship between financial performance and the central factors of organ-
ization, process, people, and technology. Over the course of 15 years
at the company, he had demonstrated knowledge of “how things
work” and built a strong foundation of leadership roles. He had par-
ticipated on a large-scale re-engineering effort a few years before, so he
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Figure 2-1. Fowlers’ organizational chart.
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had seen the way an enterprise project works. Those who worked for
him also confirmed such important qualities as the ability to teach,
communicate, resolve conflict, and add humor at just the right time.

Experience
The right evangelist candidate will have the following experience on
his or her resume:

Financial Responsibility and Accountability. The former means
understanding the details of how cost, revenue, and assets are assem-
bled on a profit and loss statement and balance sheet—and all the fi-
nancial impacts in real time. The latter means being able to tell the
business story behind the numbers. Accountability also means de-
fending executive critique, explaining bad news with confidence,
preparing for operations reviews, and having the ability to focus and
effectively motivate an entire organization to “hit” a common set of
financial goals and objectives.

Aligning Business Goals with Appropriate Strategy. Cascading
goals is the art of organizing objectives in such a way that every em-
ployee understands the higher levels of success and how their day-to-
day goals support that success.

Setting the Organizational Learning Pace. This means develop-
ing an atmosphere that supports team learning and fosters dialogue
among individuals, teams, and departments. In managing the per-
formance of individuals and departments, evangelists understand
the day-to-day effort that is required to achieve success.

Multiple Worker Roles. The evangelist will have firsthand expe-
rience in a variety of business functions that map to the SCOR Level
One elements PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RE-
TURN. Leading practices in PLAN—such as sales and operations
planning, materials requirements planning, and promotional event
forecasting—can come from experiences as a demand planner, fore-
cast analyst, supply planner, and inventory analyst. Leading practices
in SOURCE and MAKE—such as Kanban, vendor-managed inven-
tory, rapid replenishment, cellular manufacturing, Six Sigma, total
quality management, ISO 9002, to name a few—can come from ex-
periences as a buyer, production superintendent, master production
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scheduler, and engineer. Leading practices in DELIVER and RE-
TURN—such as available-to-promise, Cross-Docking, Cellular
Kitting and Packaging, and so on—can come from experiences as a
customer service representative, transportation analyst, and supervi-
sor for shipping and receiving.

At Fowlers, as vice president of operations for one of the oper-
ating divisions, David Able had experience with a number of the
above areas. In addition, his previous participation in a well-run re-
engineering effort had exposed him to disciplines in four important
areas necessary to a supply chain improvement: process mapping,
recommendations, justification, and project management.

Natural Talent. The right evangelist candidate will demon-
strate the following five talents in his or her daily work:

1. A Talent for Teaching. This is part skill and part art. The
skill is showing employees how to perform a task, model-
ing the appropriate skill, guiding them to understanding,
and finally letting them try it on their own. The art is a
sixth sense that seems to monitor everyone’s level of under-
standing and automatically adjusts the lesson for each indi-
vidual. The ability to generate examples or anecdotes in the
context of each individual can separate the great teachers
from the average ones. Good evangelists are effective story-
tellers.

2. A Talent for Listening. It’s important to know when to ask
clarifying questions and when not to interrupt, further
building an understanding of the speaker’s point of view.
For a successful evangelist, listening and clarifying are more
valuable than preaching.

3. A Talent for Communicating with Executives and Peers. There
are four prerequisites for effective executive communication.
The evangelist must:

Have earned personal and professional credibility with
members of the executive team.

Be a subject matter expert.
Be able to assemble effective executive presentations.
Balance formal group communications (presentations,

proposals, meetings) with informal one-on-one communica-
tions (lunch, golf, hallway, in private).
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4. A Talent for Using Humor Appropriately. Every good evangel-
ist has a great sense of humor and can introduce comic relief
at just the right moment—whether planned or unplanned.
The evangelist doesn’t have to be the funniest person in the
room; on a team of 15 people, there will be at least two or
three others who can be counted on to help at any time.

5. A Talent for Conflict Management Among Groups and Peers.
The constraint to successful supply chain projects does not
always lie in the technical challenges of material flow and ap-
plication architecture; it’s often in the conflicts that occur
between people. Successful evangelists can handle large-
group conflicts and individual conflicts—not by squashing
them, but by constructively helping one side or both to
move toward common ground.

■ The Active Executive Sponsor
The active executive represents the leaders in the organization who
will sign off on resources needed to make the changes happen. This
person has the most to gain or lose based on the success of the proj-
ect and therefore takes on responsibility to review and approve rec-
ommended changes as proposed by the project design team. Behind
the scenes, the executive sponsor needs to sell the changes up to the
chiefs and down to their managers, eliminate barriers to progress,
take ownership of the financial opportunity that comes through im-
provement, and prepare the organization for implementation.

As with the evangelist, picking the right person is critical. At
Fowlers, the obvious choice was Brian Dowell, the chief operating
officer and the executive with supervisory responsibility over the di-
rectors of planning (PLAN), purchasing (SOURCE), manufactur-
ing (MAKE), logistics (DELIVER and RETURN), and customer
service. Organizational role is just one factor.

One gauge of the right executive sponsor uses a scale: “more
savings faster” (MF) versus “less savings later” (LL). It sounds intu-
itive, but there are a lot of LL executives in the world; they behave in
a manner that slows the rate of improvement and lengthens time-
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frames. The nature of a project life cycle demands different behav-
iors at different times from the active executive sponsor. In all cases,
the sponsor will be better served by MF behaviors.

Educate-for-Support Behaviors of the Active
Executive Sponsor
At the beginning of a project, the focus is to get things moving effec-
tively through process management in the right direction by under-
standing the strategic value of supply chain management and with
increasing influence by encouraging public learning.

MF executives can look at their organizations from a process per-
spective as opposed to a collection of individuals grouped by a func-
tional silo. They have experienced the power of process improvement
and understand key roles in process management. MF executives have
invested personal time learning about the strategic value of supply
chain in their respective marketplace. That’s why they are comfortable
learning new things in a public forum regardless of rank—sometimes
setting the capacity for change of the entire organization.

MF executives accelerate the educate-for-support step of a proj-
ect (from six months to one year) by encouraging the progress of the
evangelist as a SCOR subject matter expert and by facilitating core
team buy-in.

LL executives, when in public, seem to know everything—
whether they do or not. They depend on individual heroics to make
things better. Thus, LL executives need to be sold on the merits of
supply chain improvement.

Planning and Organizing Behaviors of the
Active Executive Sponsor
In this second step of the project life cycle, the focus is on three es-
sential areas: an understanding of how organizational change occurs,
a respect for supply chain complexity, and an effective integration of
business resources. The critical output of this step is a project char-
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ter that defines project scope, objectives, organization, benefits, and
approach. MF executives understand their sponsor role and can ar-
ticulate a burning platform for change. They learn to look at supply
chain performance needs from various perspectives such as organiza-
tion, process, people, technology, and strategy. MF executives can
accelerate the discovery stage by effectively involving business lead-
ers and participating directly in early steps of the project design.

LL executives, on the other hand, short-circuit the discovery
work by directing efforts to focus on one or two prescribed metrics,
rather than actively engaging business teams to define scope and op-
portunity. LLs delegate learning about SCOR to subordinates rather
than understanding the basic steps of the SCOR Project Roadmap
and associated deliverables themselves.

Measures and Strategy Behaviors of the
Active Executive Sponsor
At this stage of the project life cycle, important behaviors are respect
for the schedule and fueling the fire on the platform for change.

MF executives commit themselves, their evangelists, and their
design teams to the detailed, 17-week analyze-and-design process.
This process involves two days per week for 17 weeks plus home-
work for design team members and half a day two times per month
plus homework for executive members of the steering team. The
project manager will work on the effort full time, and the MF exec-
utive sponsor will spend part of each week in oversight and review.

MF executives spend time understanding how actual, bench-
mark, and other comparative data were gathered, and they accept the
completed analysis at face value as a defined opportunity. MF exec-
utives begin laying the groundwork for organizational change by ini-
tiating regular communication regarding the relative opportunity,
the expected changes, and the approximate timing of the project.

LLs don’t attend design team sessions, miss some executive
sponsor reviews, and don’t put in any personal time. They discount
the validity of the data because they don’t understand how they were
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gathered, and they view the analysis as the end of the project—not
the beginning.

Design Solutions Behaviors of the Active
Executive Sponsor
At this stage of the project life cycle, the focus is on understanding
the integrated nature of material, work, and information flow; spar-
ring with the difficulties of designing improvement; and prioritizing
change.

To this end, an MF executive sponsor will spend time each
week with the design team learning about the basic steps of produc-
ing desired material, work, and information and then leverage this
knowledge to educate his or her other C-level peers and prepare
them for anticipated supply chain changes.

MF executives constructively challenge the design team on as-
sumptions and results, and invest time to understand the scope and
sequence of recommended changes. LL executives are only con-
cerned with the “what,” not with how key milestone deliverables
were built. LLs use a shotgun approach to savings by initiating all
projects at the same time and letting the strong survive.

■ Establishing Core Team Buy-In
With Brian Dowell established as the active executive sponsor and
David Able in the role of evangelist and project manager, the two
were solely responsible for picking the right people as the core of the
executive steering team.

This group would bear responsibility to review and approve the
project as it progressed. The challenge was to build the right mix of
leaders who ultimately will determine the supply chain changes that
happen.

It’s a reality in any corporation that an executive steering team
will contain some members who are not going to be helpful and for-
ward thinking. That’s why it was so important for Brian and David
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to hand-select the core of this team—an elite group who would ac-
tively power the steering team to provide constructive oversight and
help keep the project moving. Leveraging momentum and knowl-
edge gained in David’s earlier supply chain strategy discussions,
David and Brian picked the core team to include Doris, Martha, and
Amanda Messenger, vice president of corporate marketing and a
long-time proponent of organizational alignment.

There are four important criteria for the evangelist and execu-
tive sponsor to consider as they begin assembling this core group:
collective experience, attitude, effective communication skills, and
ability to cope well in chaos.

Collective Experience
Experience is measured individually and as a team. In either case, im-
portant considerations when forming this group include the following:

Level of Authority. Effective steering teams have members at
similar levels of authority within the organization who are willing to
assign resources from their own teams to the project design effort
and who have earned confidence from the senior executive team.

Cross-Functional Relationships. An effective steering team mem-
ber has built relationships over time instead of leaving a trail of “my
way or the highway” casualties. The best contributors have a sense of
how the whole business works and have developed cooperative rela-
tionships with other functional leaders.

Knowledge Contribution. Depth of historical perspective is
important—not only of the business process evolution but also of
the organizational response to change. This perspective can be both
good and bad; the right steering team members can balance their ad-
dition of knowledge with the occasionally unavoidable attitude of
“we’ve tried that before.”

Attitude
Steering team members don’t have to go through a battery of psy-
chologic tests to determine whether they have the right attitude, but
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they should pass three simple ones. First, they should be immune to
the “not invented here” syndrome. Second, they should have a con-
trolled and adaptable style of communication. Third, they should be
effective learners.

Effective Communication Skills
An effective steering team sets the learning pace of a SCOR project
by dictating the effectiveness of the learning environment. It is de-
liberate about expectations and spells out exactly the type and fre-
quency of feedback it needs to help keep the project moving. The
most valued feedback can be categorized as critique, opinion, or clar-
ifying dialogue (team learning). Effective critique assumes that the
steering team members understand the material under review, have
assembled a list of checking questions for the design team, and are
comfortable exploring the logic to check the integrity of the work.
Opinion is reserved for forks in the road where decisions must be
made to go forward with the project. It’s rendered only after dia-
logue and critique. Clarifying dialogue is as simple as asking ques-
tions and discussing work both spontaneously and at planned re-
views. The objective is simply to understand the design team’s point
of view with an open mind.

Ability to Cope Well in Chaos
Many leaders in industry suggest that the closer an organization can
get to the edge of chaos without going over, the more it will thrive
in today’s business environment. Let’s not kid ourselves; moving to-
ward the edge of chaos is stressful, so steering team members need an
intuitive feel for how close is too close. Process thinking helps set the
appropriate distance from the edge. Process thinkers look at per-
formance as the result of the interaction of process steps. They look
at an organization from a systems point of view. They can articulate
the basic relationships between the supplier inputs (capital, human
resources, raw materials), the organization (business processes and
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functions), the customer (who buys products and services), the com-
petitors (who compete for supplies and customers), and other factors
that touch the system. The alternative to a process thinker is a func-
tional thinker who stakes out some territory, builds a big wall, and
shuts out the rest of the world. This silo behavior is, at some level,
an attempt to avoid chaos, and it is one of the first big changes to be
addressed in a SCOR project.

The Fowlers’ core team rounded out the short list for an exec-
utive steering team to include Lisa Booker, chief financial officer;
Tim Goodfriend, vice president of sales; and Jim Erp, chief informa-
tion officer.

■ Picking the Project Design Team
With Brian, David, Lisa, Tim, and Jim in place, their first official
duty was to pick the right project design team, the group of people
who would ultimately spend time analyzing supply chain issues and
assembling recommendations for change. Their obvious guideline,
like every other significant initiative, was to pick “the best and
brightest.” Experience has proven four additional factors to equally
contribute to the quality of project output: problem-solving experi-
ence, personality factors, dedication/discipline to task, and access to
data.

Problem-Solving Experience
Design teams who have at least one black or green belt take the analy-
sis deeper and faster at each project phase than those who don’t. Real
experience (with such Lean Six Sigma disciplines as Value Stream
Analysis and Eliminating the Eight Areas of Waste; Kano, Voice of
the Customer, and Force Field Analyses; calculating Cost of Poor
Quality; putting together data collection plans; calculating process
sigma levels; using data analysis tools such as Pareto and run charts,
histograms, and scatter plots; process analysis tools such as supplier-
input-process-output-custome (SIPOCs), value stream, and cross-
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functional maps) will help the team pinpoint root causes to problems,
identify effective solutions, and more accurately predict the value and
confidence with improvement recommendations. 

Personality Factors
There seem to be four personality factors to consider when picking
individuals for the project design team. The first scale pits FACTS
and FEELINGS. The FACTS side of the scale describes people who
prefer to look just at the numbers and let the data do the “talking,”
whereas the FEELINGS side describes people who only look at the
human factors of change. The second scale pits DETAILS and VI-
SION. The DETAILS side of the scale describes people who look at
situations from the “ground up”; they come to conclusions by put-
ting the pieces together. The VISION people look at the whole, the
big picture, and come to their conclusions by looking at the trends.
The third scale pits INTROVERT and EXTROVERT. The IN-
TROVERT side of the scale describes people who “think inside”
and stereotypically are the quiet ones in groups. The EXTROVERT
side of the scale describes people who “think out loud” and, right or
wrong, will refine their hypotheses in public and can sway a group
through verbal skills. INTROVERTS gain energy with individual
down time, whereas EXTROVERTS gain energy in the group. The
fourth scale is focused on degree of ORGANIZATION. This scale
pits unorganized on the one side with highly organized on the other.

Although these personality factors may seem trivial, consider-
ing the right mix of people on the team can help avoid two common
pitfalls. The first we’ll call “The Loud Lead.” Characterized by a ma-
jority of FEELINGS, VISION, EXTROVERT, and low ORGANI-
ZATION, this team talks a good game but will likely not have the
details to stand up to executive scrutiny at the end. We’ll call the sec-
ond pitfall “Analysis Paralysis.” Characterized by a majority of
FACTS, DETAILS, INTROVERT, and high ORGANIZATION,
this team always needs more data and often freezes when confronted
with executive teams who want a recommendation or decision.
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Dedication: Discipline to Tasks
There was a sign that hung in a colleague’s office that read, “The re-
ward for good work is more work....” As you will come to appreci-
ate, each deliverable in a Supply Chain Excellence project helps
make a decision; each decision then becomes a part of the next de-
liverable and so on until the end. It’s like learning algebra (I can hear
you groaning): You need to understand multiplying and dividing
fractions before you can begin to simplify algebraic expressions; if
you don’t do your homework, it’s difficult to move ahead. Likewise,
if the team doesn’t complete its project homework, it will be ill pre-
pared to make the next decision.

Access to Data
The last thing to consider in selecting your team is access to data.
Although this one is fairly self-descriptive, there are several nuances
to consider. The first nuance is in regard to data. During each phase
of the project, different “cubes” or “tables” will be queried from your
information system in an attempt to extract data. This may be in the
form of extracts from the production system, a data warehouse, or
standard reports. The second nuance is in regard to access. Team
members who have access directly or indirectly to the data versus hav-
ing to submit a data request generally progress faster and more reli-
ably. The third nuance is in regard to analysis. Team members who
have knowledge and skill with MS Excel, Access, Mini-Tab, and so
forth, to summarize, segment, and otherwise look at data progress
faster and more effectively than team members who don’t.

Considering each of the four factors, Fowlers assembled the
project Design Team. It consisted of the following:

Director, Logistics
Director, Customer Service
Director, Manufacturing
Director, Purchasing
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Director, Planning
Vice President of Sales and Marketing—Food Products Group
Corporate Controller
Director, Applications
David Able—Project Manager
SCOR Coach
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3

Week One: Planning 
and Organizing
Decide What to Work On 
and How to Get Started

Understanding the business reasons for a project and then properly
defining the project’s scope are critical steps to a successful launch.
There are three primary deliverables for this phase. They are (1) the
business context summary, (2) a supply chain definition matrix, and
(3) an approved project charter. A fourth deliverable in the first week
of active project planning is to assemble a complete presentation of
information to be used in the project kickoff meeting.

■ The Business Context Summary
You’ll start with a checklist, which outlines information that needs
to be reviewed and summarized to gain a full understanding of (and
appreciation for) the business context for supply chain improve-
ment. This information eventually helps to set the direction for sup-
ply chain focus and project scope.

28
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Just as important, though, are the soft benefits of working
through the checklist. By involving the business leaders in this
process, they will help set the agenda for the company’s supply
chain. Getting these important people engaged in the earliest stages
of a project has untold value in the change management challenge
that all companies face. Understanding their problems, asking for
their point of view, and acknowledging their good work goes a long
way toward positioning the supply chain as “our thing” versus “a
corporate thing.”

Assembling the business context summary involves several tech-
niques, including interviewing key stakeholders; scouring the com-
pany’s Web site and 10K earnings reports; reviewing existing business
plans as found in the annual report or any other big-picture docu-
ment; locating and reviewing competitive analyses that have been
conducted internally or by any external entity; and checking out the
reviews of financial analysts readily available on such Web sites as
hoovers.com, forbes.com, marketguide.com, and reuters.com.

Why all the emphasis on public documents and financial state-
ments? Because the important step you’re taking is to create the often-
overlooked connection between the company’s operations and the real-
world business goals as defined by the people who hold the purse
strings. There’s always a temptation to dismiss investors and bean
counters as being out-of-touch and unrealistic in their demands, but by
understanding their goals and creating a bridge to operations, you can
establish the basis for high performance at all levels over the long term.

There are four categories of information that make up a busi-
ness context summary: (1) strategic background, (2) financial per-
formance, (3) internal profile, and (4) external profile.

Strategic Background
Strategic background summarizes the business and its status in a
competitive environment with respect to meeting customer needs
and comparing with competitors.
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A business description is the first component of the strategic
background. It describes the enterprise, its businesses, and a high-
level view of the competitive landscape. It’s the kind of information
that managers should be able to develop off the top of their heads,
or by drawing from the dozens of such descriptions that probably re-
side in brochures, memos, and written documents throughout the
organization.

A strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT) analy-
sis is another source of information that describes the relationship
between the enterprise and its marketplace. First, it outlines where
the company surpasses direct competitors and where it falls short.
Then it projects ways in which it might grow and ways in which it
is most likely to be overtaken by competition. On its surface, the
SWOT analysis is a simple, four-point document, but for large or di-
versified organizations, this can become an intricate document with
information on each major product or served market.

Another piece of the strategic background is a value proposi-
tion statement, which describes the competitive value of a business
from the customer’s point of view. Inherent in a good value propo-
sition is an intimate understanding of the business requirements of
each major customer or customer segment.

For example, a company such as Procter & Gamble—with a
broad range of consumer products sold primarily through large re-
tailers—might view its relationship with Wal-Mart as deserving its
own value proposition, owing to Wal-Mart’s particular require-
ments of suppliers. At another level, it might include Wal-Mart in a
“large retailer” value proposition while developing a separate value
proposition for its network of distributors that serve grocery chains
and small retailers.

Common requirements in a value proposition statement are
price, product quality, technical innovation, customized packaging,
delivery reliability, order lead-time, strategic relationship, and value-
added services such as inventory management. Customer value
propositions are commonly found directly or indirectly in contracts
or Service Level Agreements.
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The last important components of the strategic background
document are critical success factors and critical business issues.

Critical success factors describe three to five variables most cen-
tral to an organization’s success. (Success is defined as thriving—not
merely surviving.)

Supply Chain Operations Reference defines the following as
critical success factors in supply chain performance: delivery reliabil-
ity, flexibility and responsiveness, supply chain cost, and effective
asset management.

Critical business issues describe how well an organization stacks
up against the competition for each of these factors. In each cate-
gory, the comparative performance level will be rated as disadvan-
tage, parity, advantage, or superior. Sources for these perspectives are
not standardized. Good places to look for ratings include annual
business plans, quarterly business reviews, annual reports, analyst
web casts, 10K reports, and regular company communications.

Fowlers Inc., Strategic Background 
Here are highlights of the strategic background for Fowlers from the
business context summary developed by the core team. 

Business Description
Fowlers Inc., is a billion-dollar conglomerate with worldwide leadership
in three businesses: food processing (food products group), optical tech-
nology products (technology products group), and business services
(durable products group).

Fowlers’ food products group is a leading North American sup-
plier of premium fresh and frozen meat products and management serv-
ices to the food service, retail, on-line retail, and government sectors.
Customers include SuperValu, Wal-Mart, Aramark, Simon Delivers,
and thousands of independent grocers and specialty restaurants.

Fowlers’ technology products group is one of the world’s largest in-
dependent suppliers of optical storage products and services such as CD-
ROM replication, CD-read and CD-write media, title fulfillment and
distribution services, and optical drives. Customers include retail leaders
such as Wal-Mart and Target, and category leaders such as Best Buy,
Circuit City, Office Depot, and CompUSA. Fowlers is also a major sup-
plier to the North American original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
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for the personal computer market. Customers include Compaq, Dell, and
Apple Computer.

Fowlers’ durable products group was formed by acquiring one of
the fastest-growing suppliers of business services, providing personalized
apparel, office supplies, and promotional products to more than 14,000
companies and a million individual wearers. By using a dealer franchise
as the route delivery mechanism, Fowlers’ durable products group has
gained a competitive edge by being both knowledgeable and responsive
to individual customers in the markets it serves.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
❏ The company has superior product quality in the food prod-

ucts group and technology products group.
❏ Low-cost manufacturer status in the technology products group

existed before outsourcing several key items in the product line.
❏ The durable products group is perceived as the most responsive

group in its chosen geographic markets, often delivering prod-
ucts and services on the same day as ordered.

❏ The food products group has a reputation of having superior
delivery performance, mitigating criticism of its premium
prices in a commodity marketplace.

❏ The company’s growth in durable goods exceeded expectations.

Weaknesses
❏ There is a lack of organization-wide assimilation of the new

Tier One Enterprise Resource Planning system because of ac-
quisitions and the diversified nature of the company.

❏ Delivery performance is inconsistent, especially in the technol-
ogy products group. Customer complaints in this market are
especially high. Because the market visibility is so high, Fowlers
is developing a reputation in customers’ eyes as being tough to
do business with (hard to place an order with, incomplete and
incorrect product shipments, inaccurate pricing, poor order
status capability, and so on). This is negatively affecting overall
satisfaction ratings.

❏ Operating income of the food and technical product groups is
eroding because of price pressure and too flat of a cost-reduc-
tion slope.

❏ The company has high indirect purchasing costs, despite lower
cost of sales.
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❏ The company’s rate of cost increase for customer service is sig-
nificantly higher than the rate of sales growth.

❏ Despite sales growth, Fowlers’ stock price has taken a hit be-
cause of five quarters of poor profit-after-taxes and a bloating
cash-to-cash cycle. Analyst criticism focuses on the inability of
Fowlers to effectively manage return on assets and integrate
profit potential of the business services acquisition.

Opportunities
❏ Leverage commodity buys across all product groups to improve

gross profit.
❏ Improve effectiveness and efficiency of order fulfillment to im-

prove customer satisfaction and reduce rate of spending on in-
direct goods and services (those that don’t add value to the
product being produced).

❏ Develop more advanced knowledge management capability to
add financial value to customers beyond simple price-cutting.

❏ Accelerate market share in the durable products group by intro-
ducing an online catalogue for its end customers.

❏ Leverage cost-to-manufacture leadership in the technology
products group to increase profits.

Threats
❏ Key competitors in the food products group are buying their

way into the marketplace with a “lowest list price” strategy.
❏ Although the overall market for the technology products group

has been in a period of decline, the group’s market share is de-
clining even faster; customer satisfaction scores put this group
in the lowest quartile of performance.

❏ Price point in the technology products group is getting too low
to meet profit targets with the current cost structure.

❏ Established catalogue apparel companies are potential competi-
tors to the online sales channel being introduced this quarter.

Fowlers’ Value Proposition
The Fowlers Inc., corporate value proposition is summarized by prof-
itable growth as the preferred supplier of customers in targeted markets,
driven by exceeding customer requirements.

Fowlers’ Critical Success Factors
❏ Maintaining revenue contribution by increasing the share of

the food products group in existing markets.
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❏ Driving revenue growth by introducing durable products in
the direct-to-consumer market and capturing targeted share.

❏ Achieving overall revenue growth for current year, targeted at
10 percent, and achieving targeted after-tax profit of 7 percent.

❏ Maintaining an image as technical leader in the technology prod-
ucts group and food products group, while improving overall re-
turn on assets and aggressively driving costs out of operations.

❏ Improving overall cash-to-cash position.
❏ Optimizing the newly implemented Tier One Enterprise

Resource Planning system.
❏ Effectively integrating assets of the new durable products ac-

quisition.

Fowlers’ Critical Business Issues
❏ Customer satisfaction from all channels in the technology

products group is negatively affecting sales.
❏ Profits are disappearing from the technology and food products

groups because of higher direct and indirect costs.
❏ Revenue is targeted to grow to $1.02 billion, but actual projec-

tion after nine months is $1 billion.
❏ The durable products group integration of online capability is

behind schedule.
❏ Inventory and receivables are expanding, seemingly uncontrol-

lably.
❏ Key customers in the food products group are leaving on the

basis of price-only criteria.

Financial Performance
Finding information about a publicly traded company’s financial
health is as easy as knowing the stock symbol and logging on to
hoovers.com. There you can find all the ratio statistics, share price
analyses, profit reports, and cash flow data necessary to paint the rel-
ative financial picture of a company.

To complete a current-state summary, you’ll need information
about income and cash position. The income statement contains rev-
enue, cost, and profit data. The balance sheet looks at the right-now
cash position by documenting assets and liabilities, including inventory.

In the business context document, profit is considered three
ways, and each will eventually have its place in planning a supply
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chain project. First is gross margin: revenue less the cost of goods
sold. This picture of profit is usually stated as a percent of total rev-
enue. The second picture of profit is the operating margin (also re-
ferred to as operating income), which is gross margin less the costs
of sales and administration. In effect, it’s the gross margin with all
indirect costs removed. It, too, is usually represented as a percent of
total revenue. The third picture of profit is economic profit, which
is operating margin less taxes and interest expense. The interest ex-
pense is affected by the amount of cash tied up in the business
through inventory, receivables, and payables. By using these indus-
try standards for developing your profit picture, you’ll gain a better
understanding of how your business fits into its competitive envi-
ronment—an important piece of the business context summary.

In Fowlers’ case, the business context summary contains consol-
idated income (Table 3-1) and balance sheet data (Table 3-2) from the
2006 and 2005 financial reports. In addition, because each operating
unit of the company may have its own supply chain requirements, the

Table 3-1. Fowlers’ 2006, 2005 consolidated income statement (in millions).

2006 2005 Change

Revenue 1,000 925 8%
Cost of Revenue (Sales) Expense 860 750 15%

Gross Profit 140 175 �20%
% 14% 19%

Selling, General, Administrative Expenses 70 65 8%
Research and Development Expense 0 0 0%

Total Operating Expenses 930 815 14%
Operating Income 70 110 �36%

% 7% 12%

Interest Expense (10) (11) �9%
Income Before Tax 60 99 �39%

% 6% 11%

Income Tax Expense 23 38 �39%
Income After Tax 37 61 �39%

% 4% 7%

Extra Item Expense (2) (3) �33%
Net Income 35 58 �40%

% 4 6%
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business context summary contains product group revenue and oper-
ating income financial reports for 2006 and 2005 (Table 3-3). 

This kind of information can be harder to obtain, because not
all companies report division financial reports separate from the par-
ent company.

Internal Profile
The internal profile summarizes the physical aspects of the company
and other performance measures that influence results. The first
physical aspect is the organization chart. In a publicly held company,
you can find this at the top level—usually down to the management
of operating units or divisions—in the executive profile section of a
corporate-reporting Web site such as hoovers.com. Many companies
also share this information, including names, titles, and brief biog-

Table 3-2. Fowlers’ 2006, 2005 consolidated balance sheet (in millions).

2006 2005 Change

Cash and Short Term Investments 20 15 26%
Total Receivables 371 370 0%

Total Inventory 215 175 19%
Other Current Assets 50 58 �17%
Total Current Assets 656 618 6%

Property/Plant Equipment Gross 269 248 8%
Accumulated Depreciation (140) (123) 12%

Goodwill 122 116 5%
Long Term Investments 16 14 15%
Other Long Term Assets 24 25 �4%

Total Net Assets 291 279 4%

Accounts Payables 72 62 14%
Accrued Expenses 31 32 �3%
Short Term Debt 21 26 �24%

Leases 2 2 20%
Other Current Liabilities 62 60 4%

Total Current Liabilities 188 181 4%

Long Term Debt 76 71 6%
Minority Interest 11 13 �14%
Other Liabilities 40 43 �6%
Total Liabilities 127 127 0%
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raphies, on their own Web sites. Good starting places for this Web
site hunt are the “investor relations” section or “about the company”
section of the Web site.

The second physical aspect of the internal profile is identifica-
tion of all locations where the company has operations, including
manufacturing sites, warehouses, call centers, technical service cen-
ters, return locations, headquarters, and all contract locations in
cases in which these functions are outsourced. This usually takes
some work to collect; good sources for this information are the
human resources department, the information technology depart-
ment, the purchasing department, and accounting.

The third physical aspect of the internal business context is a
picture of how the organization is set up to plan, manage, and exe-
cute key performance measures or indicators. For example, Fowlers’
organization chart in Chapter 2 (Figure 2-1) reflects that sales, oper-
ations, and finance are controlled at both the corporate level and the
business unit level. Note that the chief operating officer is at the
same hierarchical level as the product group presidents; corporate di-
rectors have potential for conflict with the vice presidents of opera-
tions in each product group.

Most companies have such intricacies built into their reporting
structures, and it can lead to overly complicated supply chains and
delays in making improvements, as politics of control get in the way.

Table 3-3. Fowlers’ product group revenue and operating income performance.
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Fowlers’ physical locations contain similar quirks. Each prod-
uct group manages its own manufacturing locations, but the distri-
bution locations are a mix—some are managed by a product group,
and others are managed at the corporate level, demonstrating previ-
ous efforts to manage efficiency.

A final element of the internal profile is how success is meas-
ured. At Fowlers, the project team discovered five key performance
indicators that were on the business team’s dashboard, which are as
follows:

1. Unit Cost
2. Line Item Fill Rate
3. Operating Income
4. Revenue
5. Backorders

External Profile
The external profile lists customers and suppliers in the context of
groups that have significant impact on your supply chain. To keep
it simple, a customer group is most easily defined by revenue report-
ing groups. Often these revenue categories are established by busi-
ness model (i.e., direct-to-consumer, retail, distributor, and OEM). 

Likewise, a supplier group is often defined by a major com-
modity type, such as packaging; tooling; process materials; mainte-
nance, repair, and operations; value-added service; and so on. In
both cases, use the 80/20 rule to list the largest customers and sup-
pliers within each group—the 20 percent who get 80 percent of your
revenue and material spend. 

In Fowlers’ case, the customer profile summary yielded seven
market/customer channels across all of the product groups:

1. Retail markets, including mass merchant and category killer
2. Distributor/wholesaler markets
3. Direct-to-consumer markets
4. OEM/key account customers
5. The U.S. government
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6. Home delivery/route sales markets
7. International markets

Fowlers’ key supplier profile included raw material commodity
types of resins, packaging, electronic components, live produce, hard
goods, and apparel. In addition, the supply base included several
contract manufacturers that supply apparel, optical media, pre-
cooked food, and computer hardware.

The Supply Chain Definition Matrix
Up to this point in the discovery process, the emphasis has been on
gathering background pieces of contextual information. Now is the
time when the team needs to develop a consensus on how the com-
pany’s supply chains are defined—a key to defining the project’s scope.

In most cases, a supply chain is defined by a combination of
product, customer, and geography. It can also include financial re-
porting and other factors. To create its definition, the team must
take into account all points of view and prioritize the importance of
each. 

Using a supply chain definition matrix can help. (See Table 3-4
for an example of Fowlers’ supply chain definition matrix.) The fi-
nancial reporting hierarchy can help identify “major” geographies of

Table 3-4. Fowlers’ supply chain definition matrix.
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the world. For example, if a company has profit-and-loss reports for
Europe, Latin America, the Far East, North America, and Japan, then
start with five matrices. To start, choose the geography that either has
the most sales or serves as the location of the corporate headquarters.

The columns of each matrix represent demand including mar-
kets, customers, and/or channels. To build the columns on your first
matrix, look at how sales regions are tracked, market channels are or-
ganized, and/or customers are segmented. Adding the revenue in
each column should yield total revenue for geography represented in
the matrix. The lowest level of detail in a column can be an “invoice-
able” customer ship-to address.

The rows in the matrix focus on supply, including business
lines or products; indirectly the rows address locations (manufactur-
ing and distribution) and suppliers. To build the rows, start with the
highest level of business lines or product families or groups. The
lowest level of detail in a row is a Stock Keeping Unit; the rows
should total your costs. There may be disconnects between how fi-
nancial costs are aggregated versus how product families are aggre-
gated. This has been a challenge in nearly every project; the use of
more sophisticated data warehouse applications has started to make
data more accessible.

Most companies are in the habit of defining their supply chains
from a product cost perspective—solely by product and financial
definitions, regardless of the customer. They worry about how the
product is made, what suppliers are involved, and where the rev-
enues and earnings are credited, but they often don’t view a supply
chain from the customer point of view. This can potentially derail a
project’s success. First, customer requirements are key factors that
drive supply chain performance; although the gross margin may look
good, the net profit might suffer because of high indirect costs to
serve. Second, manufacturers are often indiscriminate about what
items of the total product line should be available to a particular cus-
tomer segment. Third, with a product-only view, supply chain costs
can evolve to support the delivery requirements of the most aggres-
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sive customers—meaning the manufacturer provides superior deliv-
ery performance even where it is not needed or valued.

At Fowlers, the number of supply chains could be viewed in
more than one way. If defined by product, the company would have
three supply chains: food, technology, and durable products. If de-
fined by market or customer channel, there would be seven supply
chains: retail/mass merchant, distributor/wholesaler, direct-to-con-
sumer, OEM, U.S. government, home delivery/route sales, and in-
ternational. Fowlers could also define supply chain by geography, in
which case there would be two: international and North America.
Last, and the preferred view, Fowlers could say there are ten supply
chains as defined by customer and product (count the Xs in Table
3-4).

The next step in the project scoping process is to collect data
for each supply chain in an effort to help rank and ultimately prior-
itize them. A simple priority matrix can help organize the ranking
process (Table 3-5). A partial list of Fowlers’ supply chains is repre-
sented in this example. The matrix is organized by prioritization cri-
teria (columns) and supply chains (rows—combination of product
to customer). Each of the columns is weighted against each other. In
this example, they all share equal weight. With data, the supply
chains are then ranked high to low for each criterion. The total score
for a supply chain is calculated using the following equation:

Total Score = [Criteria 1 Weight � Criteria 1 Rank + Criteria
2 Weight � Criteria 2 Rank + ... + Criteria 5 Weight � Criteria 5
Rank] � 100. In this example, the retail supply chains ranked the
highest. Other common priority criteria could include gross margin
dollars, inventory dollars, or inventory turns.

By using their matrix and some good sparring, the Fowlers’
core team narrowed the scope for its supply chain project to six sup-
ply chains as defined by the U.S. sales of technology products and
food products (Table 3-6). 

Now, with the four basic components of a business context
summary complete-strategic background, financial performance, in-
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Table 3-5. Fowlers’ supply chain priority matrix.

Supply Chain Priority Matrix

Strategic
Overall Revenue - Gross Margin Number of Unit Volume - Importance - Supply Chains Rating Criteria Rank % - Rank SKUs - Rank Rank Opinion

Weight 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Food Products - 
U.S. Retail Markets 400 4 0.8 2 0.4 3 0.6 5 1 6 1.2

Food Products - 
U.S. Distributor 
Markets 360 3 0.6 5 1 4 0.8 4 0.8 2 0.4

Food Products - 
U.S. Direct-to-
Consumer Markets 320 2 0.4 3 0.6 6 1.2 2 0.4 3 0.6

Food Products - 
U.S. Government 240 1 0.2 4 0.8 5 1 1 0.2 1 0.2

Technology 
Products - U.S. 
Retail Markets 400 6 1.2 1 0.2 2 0.4 6 1.2 5 1

Technology 
Products - U.S. 
OEM-Key Accounts 380 5 1 6 1.2 1 0.2 3 0.6 4 0.8

Ranking
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Result
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ternal profile, and external profile-the team was able to move ahead
to the project charter.

■ The Project Charter
The project charter is created during this phase to establish a com-
plete understanding of the project’s scope and objectives. The doc-
ument helps to align assumptions and expectations among execu-
tive sponsors, stakeholders, and team members. The page most
project members jump to first is the schedule. There are two proj-
ect delivery formats. The first mirrors the organization of this book:
two days of classroom each week focused on specific deliverables to
be completed as “homework” before the next session. The second
format completes the same deliverables in the same elapsed time,
but the classroom sessions are organized by phase, not by week.
Figure 3-1 illustrates an alternative Fowlers’ schedule using the “by
phase” approach. This approach uses three days of classroom fol-
lowed by two weeks of time to complete the deliverables. This ap-
proach makes more productive use of teams with members who
must travel as part of the project.

The second page people usually turn to in the charter is the one
defining roles and responsibilities. As illustrated with the Fowlers’
project, there are specific expectations for Fowlers’ Steering Team,

Table 3-6. Fowlers’ supply chain project scope. 
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Figure 3-1. Alternative schedule by phase.

Phase Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 0 March 1 to April 30, 2007
Building SCOR Implementation Overview March 5, 2007
Organizational SCOR Framework Workshop March 19, 2007
Support for SCOR Implementation Workshop April 2, 2007
Supply Chain Custom Executive Briefing April 3, 2007
Improvement

May 14 to June 8, 2007

Phase 1
Kickoff Workshop

Discover the 
Business Context Summary

Opportunity
Supply Chain Definition Matrix
Supply Chain Priority Matrix
Project Charter

Metric Definitions and Data Collection Plan
May 14, 15, and 16, 2007

Phase 2
Industry Comparison

Analyze Basis of
Competitive Requirements (Chip Exercise)

Competition
Benchmark Data
Preliminary SCORcard
SCORcard Gap Analysis

June 11 to July 13, 2007
AS IS Geographic Map
Planning Matrix
AS IS Thread Matrix
Defect Data Collection Plan

Phase 3 Defect Analysis
Design Material The Brainstorm Event and Documentation

June 4, 5, and 6, 2007

Flow Disconnect Analysis
June 25, 26, and 27, 2007

Preliminary Project Portfolio
Opportunity Analysis
TO BE Geographic Map
TO BE Thread Diagram
Quick Hits

July 16 to August 31, 2007
Staple Yourself to an Order Interviews
AS IS Process Diagram

Phase 4
Process Performance Summaries

Design Work
Leading Practice Assessment

July 16, 17, and 18, 2007
and Information

TO BE Process Blueprint
August 6, 7, and 8, 2007

Flow
RACI Analysis
Level 4 Process Blueprints
Project Definitions

September 3 to September 14, 2007
Phase 5

Portfolio ROI
Implementation

Implementation Scope and Sequence
August 27, 28, and 29, 2007

Planning
Implementation Resource Options
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Fowlers’ Project Sponsor, Fowlers’ Project Manager, Fowlers’
Design Team, Fowlers’ Extended Team, and Coach.

Other components of the project charter include scope, busi-
ness and project objectives, methodology, deliverables, risks and de-
pendencies, budget, organization chart, stakeholder expectations,
benchmarks, benefit analysis, critical success factors, communica-
tion plan, and control procedures (Figure 3-2). 

Figure 3-2. Fowlers’ project kickoff agenda. 

Supply Chain Project
Project Kickoff Presentation

Kickoff Agenda
• Introductions
• Fowlers’ Business Case for Supply Chain Improvement
• Supply Chain FAQs and the SCOR approach
• Lunch
• Fowlers’ Project Charter
• Social Event

Fowlers’ Business Case
• Technology Products Group Strategy, Critical Success Factors, and Critical Business

Issues
• Food Products Group Strategy, Critical Success Factors, and Critical Business Issues
• The case for Supply Chain Improvement

SCOR—FAQs
• What is the Supply-Chain Council?
• What is SCOR?
• How do you use SCOR to achieve supply chain performance improvement?
• How can this apply to my company?
• How can I learn more about SCOR?

Project Charter Review
• Business Objectives
• Project Objectives
• Milestones
• Design Team Schedule
• Steering Team Schedule
• Organization Chart
• Dependencies
• Communication Plan 
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Week Two: Project
Kickoff and Supply
Chain Operations
Reference Metrics
Get a Good Start and Begin
to Define Supply Chain
Metrics

The objectives of this week are to kick off the project effectively and
to initiate the design steps for assembling a balanced set of supply
chain metrics and associated scorecard. Typically, the project kick-
off can be orchestrated in half a day; the remaining day-and-a-half
are allocated to identifying and defining supply chain metrics and
then initiating homework to collect actual performance data.

� The Project Kickoff
There are two ingredients necessary for a great kickoff. First, all the
right people have to be there. The audience should include all re-

46
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sources participating on the project, including the steering team, ac-
tive executive sponsor, project manager, design team, and extended
team. If in doubt about a particular person or group, invite them.
Providing the big picture to anyone who might participate in the
project makes their support in gathering details more productive.

At Fowlers Inc., executive sponsor Brian Dowell invited the
eight-member steering team and ten-member design team as identi-
fied on the project charter. He also invited extended team resources
from information technology, finance, and site operations from
both the technology and food product groups. In all, there were 36
people present.

The second ingredient to a great project kickoff is having the
right materials presented by the right people. The most popular and
effective agenda organizes the content into three basic chunks: (1)
setting the strategic context for supply chain improvement, delivered
by the executive sponsor(s); (2) providing a high-level overview of
how Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) works, delivered
by the coach; and (3) summarizing critical elements of the project
charter, delivered by the project manager (Figure 4-1).

To prepare for the kickoff, Brian Dowell, Martha Tekitch, and
Doris Early prepared “state of the business” summaries highlighting
the issues related to Fowlers’ supply chain improvement. Their pre-
sentations summarized business plans, strategy, critical success fac-
tors, critical business issues, and expectations with regard to supply
chain improvement.

The coach prepared the SCOR overview presentation. It pro-
vided the big picture of the SCOR framework, highlighted the
Supply Chain Excellence project roadmap, and gave examples of the
deliverables that individuals across the design and extended teams
would be asked to produce in the coming weeks.

Finally, David Able prepared key points from the approved
project charter; emphasizing the thing most people were interested
in—the schedule. He allowed time for everyone to synchronize their
own calendars to the rhythm of the project as outlined in the proj-
ect charter. In addition to the schedule, the kickoff provided the op-
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portunity to set remaining stakeholder interviews left over from
Week One. These would be incorporated into a revised project char-
ter, in the stakeholder expectations section.

Mixing the three ingredients—the business context for supply
chain improvement, the SCOR education, and key points of the
project charter—built a powerful shared vision of the pace of the
project. It aligned expectations for deliverables and outlined the ef-
fort required for the various project roles.

Figure 4-1. Fowlers’ project kickoff agenda. 

Supply Chain Project
Project Kickoff Presentation

Kickoff Agenda
• Introductions
• Fowlers’ Business Case for Supply Chain Improvement
• Supply Chain FAQs and the SCOR approach
• Lunch
• Fowlers’ Project Charter
• Social Event

Fowlers’ Business Case
• Technology Products Group Strategy, Critical Success Factors, and Critical Business

Issues
• Food Products Group Strategy, Critical Success Factors, and Critical Business Issues
• The case for Supply Chain Improvement

SCOR—FAQs
• What is the Supply-Chain Council?
• What is SCOR?
• How do you use SCOR to achieve supply chain performance improvement?
• How can this apply to my company?
• How can I learn more about SCOR?

Project Charter Review
• Business Objectives
• Project Objectives
• Milestones
• Design Team Schedule
• Steering Team Schedule
• Organization Chart
• Dependencies
• Communication Plan
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� Picking a Balanced Set of Supply
Chain Metrics

With the kickoff meeting complete, the real work begins. Typically,
the only people in the room at this point are the project manager,
coach, and design team. The first order of business is to define the
number of scorecards to be assembled. In an ideal world, there
would be one scorecard for each supply chain determined to be in
scope—as illustrated in the definition matrix (Table 3-4). In reality,
the many variables in how financial reports and customer-order data
are organized makes it difficult to have all three key metric sets—
customer, internal, and shareholder—on every scorecard. For exam-
ple, a company may report the profitability measures at multiple lay-
ers of the organization and the balance sheet only at the corporate
level. Or, a company may be able to track revenue by customer chan-
nel but costs by product group only. In almost all cases, compro-
mises are necessary between the desire to measure all aspects of every
supply chain and the ability to collect that data.

To help the Fowlers’ design team figure out what data to put
on each scorecard, the coach suggested creating another matrix. This
time, the rows would be defined by available customer, internal, and
shareholder data. The columns would represent the number of de-
sired scorecards, which in turn was influenced by the scope of the
project (Figure 4-2).

Fowlers reported balance sheet data at the corporate level, and
profits, customer revenue, and order data were all reported at the
business group level. After some discussion, the design team agreed
that it needed to build three scorecards: Fowlers’ consolidated enter-
prise, food products group, and technology products group. The
consolidated scorecard would include everything. The product
group scorecards would omit the return and per-share categories of
the shareholder-facing metrics, because such data simply weren’t
available at the business group level.

The next order of business was to select the appropriate metrics
from the SCOR Level One list.
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The best approach to selecting the right mix of metrics is to ed-
ucate the team on the pure SCOR definition, calculation, and collec-
tion requirements. The team can then contrast the SCOR ideal with
their current metrics and ultimately achieve consensus on inclusion,
exclusion, or modification. A good general rule is to pick at least one
metric from each category. The coach offered Tables 4-1 to 4-9 as
guides for the Fowlers’ discussion. By day’s end, the Fowlers’ design
team had identified the following metrics for its balanced supply
chain scorecard and created a blank scorecard template (Table 4-10):

� Line item on time and in full
� Perfect order fulfillment
� Order fulfillment cycle time
� Upside supply chain flexibility
� Cost of goods
� Total supply chain management cost
� Sales, general, and administrative cost
� Warranty/returns processing costs
� Cash-to-cash cycle time
� Inventory days of supply
� Asset turns
� Gross margin
� Operating income
� Net income
� Return on assets

Figure 4-2. Fowlers’ scorecard matrix.

Fowlers Scorecard
Number of Scorecards

Fowlers Food TechnologyMatrix
Enterprise Products Products

External X X X
Facing

Internal X X X
Facing

Shareholder X Omit Omit
Facing
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(text continues on page 60)
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Table 4-1. Perfect line fulfillment. Also called Line Item On Time and In Full.

Perfect Line Fulfillment is treated by the Supply Council as a level 3 
Perfect Line metric measuring the percentage of lines delivered “on time and in full” 
Fulfillment to customer commit date AND flawless match of purchase order, invoice, and

receipt in your customer’s system. SCOR Manual, page 436.

Measurement Calculation
Component Score Data Component Query Assumptions

Total Number of
Customer Lines

Total Number of
Lines Delivered
On Time to
Customer Request
Date

Total Number of
Lines Delivered In
Full to Customer
Request Date

Total Number of
Lines Delivered
On Time and In
Full to Customer
Request Date

Total Number of
Lines Delivered
On Time to
Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Lines Delivered In
Full to Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Lines Delivered
On Time and In
Full to Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Lines On Time
and Complete
Meeting 3 Way
match Criteria

Self explanatory. This is the base for Request,
Commit, and Perfect Order. In this case the 100
orders averaged 100 line items.

Request date is the first request date from the cus-
tomer at the line level. This includes agreed to
lead times by SKU that may ultimately be part of
the customer’s master data settings. This also
helps differentiate MTO and MTS items that are
on the same order.

Request quantity is the first request quantity prior
to application of Available To Promise (ATP)
checks at the line level.

Many applications have a difficult time with both
on time and in full by order. Each line needs to
be evaluated and considered good if quantity and
date are met. As with the order, many companies
do not store original request data and, hence, do
not calculate this component.

Commit date is the original confirmation date
first given the customer after the first ATP check
at the line level. Ideally this is a committed deliv-
ery date to the customer. Many companies are
not getting receipt data from their carriers and
measure to the committed ship date.

Commit quantity is the first confirmation quan-
tity after the application of ATP checks at the line
level.

Many applications have a difficult time with both
on time and in full even by line. Each line needs
to be evaluated against original commit and is
considered good of quantity and date are met.
Many companies do not store original commit
data and, hence, always measure against the latest
commit making the metric look like 100%.

This is the most difficult measure to  get. The best
method is to evaluate your three way match percent-
age at the line level via your customers purchasing or
payables system. Many companies attempt to meas-
ure this metric using the On Time and In Full
Commit as a base and then subtract order invoices
that have some deduction associated with it.
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Line On Time
and In Full to
Customer
Request

Line On Time
and In Full to
Customer
Commit

Perfect Line
Fulfillment

10000

5899

5788

5680

7456

7209

7199

4899

56.8%

72.0%

49.0%
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Table 4-2. Perfect order fulfillment.

Perfect Order Fulfillment measures the percentage of orders 
Perfect Order delivered “on time and in full” to customer commit date AND flaw
Fulfillment less match of purchase order, invoice, and receipt in your customer’s system.

SCOR manual, page 436.

Measurement Calculation
Component Score Data Component Query Assumptions

Total Number of
Customer Orders

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
On Time to
Customer Request
Date

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
In Full to
Customer Request
Date

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
On Time and In
Full to Customer
Request Date

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
to Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
in Full to
Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Orders Delivered
On Time and In
Full to Customer
Commit Date

Total Number of
Orders On Time
and Complete
Meeting 3 Way
match Criteria

Self explanatory. This is the base for Request,
Commit, and Perfect Order.

Request date is the first request date from the cus-
tomer. This includes agreed to lead times by SKU
that may ultimately be part of the customer’s
master data settings.

Request quantity is the first request quantity prior
to application of Available To Promise (ATP)
checks.

Many applications have a difficult time with both
on time and in full by order. Each line needs to
be evaluated; if all of the lines are on time and in
full to original request then the order is consid-
ered good. Many companies do not store original
request data and, hence, do not calculate the
component.

Commit date is the original confirmation date
first given the customer after the ATP check.
Ideally this is a committed delivery date to the
customer. Many companies are not getting re-
ceipt data from their carriers and measure to the
committed ship date.

Commit quantity is the first confirmation quan-
tity after the application of ATP checks.

Many applications have a difficult time with both
on time and in full by order. Each line needs to be
evaluated; if all of the lines are on time and in full
to original commit then the order is considered
good. Many companies do not store original com-
mit data and, hence, always measure against the
latest commit making the metric look like 100%.

This is the most difficult measure to  get. The best
method is to evaluate your three way match percent-
age at the order level via your customers purchasing
or payables system. Many companies attempt to
measure this metric using the On Time and In Full
Commit as a base and then subtract order invoices
that have some deduction associated with it.
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Order On
Time and In
Full to
Customer
Request

Order On
Time and In
Full to
Customer
Commit

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

100

47

50

38

47

50

40

24

38.0%

40.0%

24.0%
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Table 4-3. Order fulfillment cycle time for make-to-stock (MTS).

Simply put, Order Fulfillment Cycle Time measures the number of  days
from order receipt in customer service to the delivery receipt at the cus-
tomer’s dock. Originally intended only for “Make-to-Order Items,” it has
been broadened to include stock and engineer-to-order items. SCOR 8.0
Manual, page 445.

Calculation
Score Data Component Query Assumptions

Customer
Authorization to
Order Entry
Complete

Order Entry
Complete to Order
Received at
Warehouse

Order Received at
Warehouse to
Order Shipped to
Customer

Order Shipped to
Customer to
Customer Receipt
of Order

Order Received at
Customer to
Installation
Complete

In practice, this is the time from initial re-
ceipt of the customer order Purchase Order
(PO) until the order entry is complete. For
EDI transmissions, the clock starts with the
system receipt day and time.

This is normally the time order entry com-
plete until the order delivery is created at the
warehouse. This is also where future dated
orders sit (dwell time).

This is the time from delivery creation in the
warehouse until the order is shipped to the
customer.

This time bucket is often referred as “in tran-
sit” time.

This category is reserved for those having an
installation component and is calculated
from receipt of first good until installation
complete.
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Order
Fulfillment
Cycle Time
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Table 4-4. Order fulfillment cycle for make-to-order and engineer-to-order
(MTO and ETO).

Simply put, Order Fulfillment Cycle Time measures the number of days
from order receipt in customer service to the delivery receipt at the cus-
tomer’s dock. Originally intended only for “Make-to-Order Items,” it has
been broadened to include stock and engineer-to-order items. SCOR 8.0
Manual, page 445.

Calculation
Score Data Component Query Assumptions

Customer
Authorization to
Order Entry
Complete

Order Entry
Complete to Start
Manufacture

Start Manufacture
to Manufacturing
Ship

Manufacturing
Ship to Order
Received at
Warehouse

Order Received at
Warehouse to
Order Shipped to
Customer

Order Shipped to
Customer to
Customer Receipt
of Order

Order Received at
Customer to
Installation
Complete

In practice, this is the time from initial re-
ceipt of the customer order Purchase Order
(PO) until the order entry is complete. For
EDI transmissions, the clock starts with the
system receipt day and time.

This is normally the time order entry com-
plete until the production order is created in
manufacturing. This is also where future
dated orders sit (dwell time).

This is the time from production order cre-
ate to ship to the warehouse or customer.

This time bucket is often referred as “in
transit” time.

This is the time from delivery creation in
the warehouse until the order is shipped to
the customer.

This time bucket is often referred to as “in
transit” time.

This category is reserved for those having an
installation component and is calculated
from receipt of first good until installation
complete.
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Table 4-5. Upside supply chain flexibility.

Practically speaking, Upside Supply Chain Flexibility measures the num-
ber of days it takes a supply chain to respond to (plan, source, make, and
deliver orders) an unplanned significant increase or decrease in demand
without penalty. SCOR 8.0 Manual, page 452. In order to make this
measure more science and less opinion, SCE has defined this by adding
the “Planned Lead Times” found in a SKU’s master data.

Calculation
Score Data Component Query Assumptions

Re-Plan Planned
Lead Time

Source Planned
Lead Time

Make Planned
Lead Time

Deliver Planned
Lead Time

Often associated with frequency of MRP up-
date

This is the longest component planned lead
time for a SKUs bill of materials

This is frequently associated with SKUs
manufacturing scheduling cycle, i.e., weekly,
monthly, quarterly, etc., or it ca be part of
the “replenishment lead time” found in item
setup screens for ATP.

This is also associated with the “replenish-
ment lead time” and refers to the planned
time from order entry to ship.
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33

45
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113.0

Upside
Supply
Chain
Flexibility
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Table 4-6. Total supply chain management cost.

This metric was redefined in the 7.0 release. Much of the benchmark data is based on 6.1. This worksheet still uses the 6.1 calculation components. Total
Supply Chain Management Cost measures the cost to plan, source, and deliver products and services. Make costs are often captured in COGS while
Return costs are calculated in Warranty/Returns Processing Costs. SCOR 8.0 Manual, page 496.

% of Raw 
Score Revenue Data (000s) Calculation Component Query Assumptions

21.9%

Total Supply
Chain
Management
Cost

$1,000,000  Revenue

9.8% $98,011 Order Management Cost

3.5% $35,098 Customer Service Cost Cost centers that have to do with entering customer orders, reserving inventory, credit check, 
consolidating orders, processing inquiries and quotes.

2.4% $23,908 Finished Goods Warehouse Cost Cost centers that have to do with the storage,receiving, picking and shipment of finished goods 
products.

2.1% $21,098 Outbound Transportation Cost Cost centers that have to do with the transportation (all modes, including export) of finished goods
products.

0.9% $9,000 Contract and Program Cost centers that have to do with the initiation and ongoing management of customer contracts, 
Management Cost including master agreements, compliance to volume-based incentives and other special incentives.

0.0% $0 Installation Planning and Cost centers that have to do with the planning and execution of product installation at customer-
Execution Costs designated locations.

0.9% $8,907 Accounts Receivable Cost Cost centers that have to do with the processing and closure of customer invoices, including 
collection.

6.2% $61,638 Material (Product) Acquisition 
Cost

1.9% $18,997 Purchasing Cost The cost centers associated with the strategic as well as the tactical parts of the purchasing process.

0.6% $5,987 Raw Material Warehouse cost The cost centers associated with the receiving, storage and transfer of raw material product.
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0.1% $1,099 Supplier Quality Cost The cost centers associated with supplier qualification, product verification, and ongoing quality sys-
tems for raw materials.

0.3% $2,987 Component Engineering and The cost centers associated with engineering (design and specification) and tooling costs for raw 
Tooling Cost materials, i.e., packaging.

2.5% $24,678 Inbound Transportation Cost Cost centers that have to do with the transportation (all modes including import) of raw material
and/or purchased finished goods products.

0.8% $7,890 Accounts Payable Cost Cost centers that have to do with the processing and closure of supplier invoices, including credit and
disputes.

0.8% $8,092 Planning and Finance Cost

0.2% $2,349 Demand Planning Cost The cost centers allocated to unit forecasting and overall demand management.

0.5% $4,509 Supply Planning Cost The cost centers allocated to supply planning, including overall supply planning, distribution require-
ments planning, master production planning and production scheduling.

0.1% $1,234 Supply Chain Finance The cost centers in finance allocated to reconcile unit plans with financial plans, account for and 
Control Cost control supply chain cost centers, and report financial performance of the supply chain Scorecard.

3.1% $30,806 Inventory Carrying Cost

2.6% $25,609 Opportunity Cost The value of inventory times the cost of money for your company.

0.3% $3,452 Obsolescence Cost The additional cost of obsolescence in the form of accruals and/or write-offs.

0.1% $1,245 Shrinkage Cost The additional cost of  shrinkage in the form of accruals and/or write-offs.

0.1% $500 Taxes and Insurance Cost The cost centers allocated to the payment of taxes and insurance for inventory assets.

2.0% $20,000 IT Cost for Supply Chain

1.0% $10,000 Supply Chain Application Cost The cost centers summarizing the fixed costs associated with supply IT application costs to Plan,
Source, Make, Deliver and Return.

1.0% $10,000 IT Operational Cost for Supply The cost centers summarizing the ongoing expenses associated with maintenance, upgrade and 
Chain development of IT costs to support Plan, Source, Make, Deliver and Return.
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Total Returns
Management-Warranty

Costs

0.4%

Table 4-7. Total returns management – warranty cost.

This metric was redefined in the 7.0 release. Much of the
benchmark data is based on 6.1. This worksheet still uses
the 6.1 calculation components. Total Returns
Management – Warranty Costs is a discrete measure that
attempts to segment the cost centers associated with de-
fective product returns, planned and unplanned returns 
of maintenance, repair and overhaul products (MRO),
and returns associated with excess customer inventory.
Total Returns Management – Warranty Cost is additive
to Total Supply Chain Management Cost. SCOR 8.0
Manual, page 496.

% of Raw 
Score Revenue Data (000s) Calculation Component Query Assumptions

$1,000,000  Revenue

0.01% $134 Returns Authorization Cost centers that have to do 
Processing Costs with entering return authoriza-

tions, scheduling receipts and
processing replacement or
credit.

0.22% $2,222 Returned Product Cost centers that have to do 
Warehouse Cost with labor and space for receipt

and storage of return products.

0.02% $222 Returned Product Cost centers that have to do 
Transportation Costs with the transportation cost of

returned products.

0.10% $1,000 Warranty Costs Cost centers that have to do
with the material, labor, and
problem diagnosis for verifica-
tion and disposition of returned
product.
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Table 4-8. Cost of goods sold.

COGS is a common measure that includes the material
and labor to manufacture products. This cost includes di-
rect costs (labor, materials) and indirect costs (overhead).
This is not intended to be additive to Total Supply Chain
Management Cost. SCOR 8.0 Manual, page 502.

% of Raw 
Score Revenue Data (000s) Calculation Component Query Assumptions

$1,000,000  Revenue

55.6% $556,000 Material Cost Cost centers that include all
materials directly incorporated
into the cost of the finished
good product.

13.4% $134,000 Direct Labor Cost centers that include all
labor that directly impacts the
manufacturing – assembly of
the finished good product.

7.5% $75,000 Indirect Labor Cost centers that include indi-
rect labor and overhead sup-
porting the manufacturing – 
assembly of the finished good
product.

Cost of Goods

76%
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Building on the momentum of the first day and knowing that re-
lationships were critical to executing the schedule, Brian, Martha, and
Doris sponsored a social event to finish up a day that all agreed was
one of the best project launches anyone at the company could recall.

� Data Collection and Benchmarks
The second working day of Week Two begins the process of filling
the blank scorecard with data. The main objective is to assemble a
data collection plan, including gathering appropriate benchmark

Table 4-9. Cash-to-cash cycle time.

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time is calculated by adding days of
inventory to days sales outstanding subtracting days
payables outstanding. It provides a snapshot how many
days it takes a company to turn its working capital.

Raw 
Data (000s) Calculation Component Query Assumptions

Score $556,000 Material Cost

$765,000 COGS

$1,000,000 Revenue

95.4 Inventory Days of Total Inventory $ / (COGS / 
Supply 365); Inventory Turns is calcu-

lated by COGS / Total
Inventory $

$200,000 Total Inventory As defined on your balance
sheet

$100,000 Finished Goods Includes both manufactured 
Inventory and purchased FG.

$25,000 Work in Process 
Inventory

$75,000 Raw Material Inventory

54.8 Days Sales Outstanding Total Receivables $ / (Revenue /
365)

$150,000 Total Receivables As defined on your balance
sheet.

32.8 Days Payables Total Payables $ / (Material 
Outstanding Cost / 365)

$50,000 Total Payables As defined on your balance
sheet.

Cast to Cash 
Cycle Time

183.0
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data for review during Week Three (Chapter 5). There are generally
five important elements to a data collection plan. First and most im-
portant is a definition of the metric; use the SCOR definitions as a
baseline.

Second, it’s necessary to assemble a segmentation strategy that
will allow for aggregation and desegregation. Examples of segmenta-
tion options are by location, customer, item, country, forecast plan-
ning family, or commodity.

The third requirement is a data extract query (taking into ac-
count the segmentation strategy) that includes specific data tables
and fields from either the live system or data warehouse.

The fourth consideration is the sample size of the data.
Collecting customer order data for perfect order fulfillment and
order fulfillment cycle time may use a sample size of the last three
months, whereas total supply chain management cost may use a
sample size of the last fiscal year.

The fifth element in the data collection plan is to identify a data
collection team. This team will follow the collection all the way
through defect analysis (Chapter 8).

Table 4-10. Fowlers’ Enterprise scorecard template with selected metrics.
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Before launching an all-out effort to benchmark performance,
it’s important to consider the level of detail necessary, comfort level
of divulging company data, and effort required to get the data back.
With this in mind, there are two types of sources for benchmark
data. First, there are subscription sources that generally require a fee
to access the data. Subscription data are evolving in the level of de-
tail, require no company data, and can be acquired with little or no
effort. Second, there are survey sources that require a company to
complete a survey of supply chain metrics and submit them as con-
tribution to a larger sample. Although the effort is greater (up to
forty hours), these kind of resources provide a higher level of detail.
Table 4-11 summarizes some frequently used benchmark sources. In
any case, the goal is to get multiple sources of benchmark data for
each selected metric.

With the data collection plans in place, the second part of the
day focuses on planning how to assemble an industry comparison
spreadsheet using hoovers.com. This spreadsheet summarizes actual
and benchmark data for the shareholder metrics of profitability, re-
turns, and share performance at the enterprise level (Table 4-12).
The industry comparison list should contain at least twenty-five
companies for statistical reasons and as many industries as necessary
to compare relevant competition at the business group level. Less
than twenty-five is considered more a point-to-point comparison.

Table 4-11. Benchmark data sources.

Source

APQC - Supply Chain Surveys
AMR
CAPS Research
Hoovers
Manufacturing Performance Institute
Performance Measurement Group
Supply Chain Council
eSCM
Warehouse Education Research Council (WERC)

Link

www.apqc.org
www.amrresearch.com
www.capsresearch.com
www.hoovers.com
www.mpi-group.net
pmgbenchmarking.com
www.supply-chain.org
www.escm.org.sg
www.werc.org

(text continues on page 65)
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Industry Comparison - 
Computer Network Industry - 
Hoovers.com

Revenue SG&A
Cost of 
Goods

Cash-to-
Cash Cycle 

Time

Inventory 
Days of 
Supply

Asset Turns
Gross 
Margin

Operating 
Income

Net 
Operating 

Income

Return on 
Assets

YOUR COMPANY 176.1 41% 47% 159 98 0.66 53% 12% 7% 7.8%
Network Appliance, Inc. 1006.0 29% 40% 58 20 1.58 60% 31% 7% 49.1%
Dassault Systemes S.A. 546.0 57% 14% 91 0 1.17 86% 28% 16% 33.0%
The Titan Corporation 1033.0 25% 73% 105 12 2.23 27% 1% -2% 3.3%
RadiSys Corporation 340.7 24% 66% 130 87 1.30 34% 10% 10% 12.9%
Convergys Corporation 2320.6 30% 55% 35 0 5.91 45% 16% 9% 70.0%
3COM 2820.9 64% 81% 39 32 1.61 19% -45% -34% -54.9%
Enterasys Networks, Inc 1071.5 66% 52% 106 64 1.08 48% -18% -57% -15.0%
Jack Henry and Associates 345.5 19% 56% 94 0 2.68 44% 25% 16% 49.8%
Novell, Inc. 1040.1 80% 32% 51 1 1.35 68% -12% -26% -11.8%
Reynolds and Reynolds 1004.0 39% 44% 24 9 4.68 56% 17% 10% 60.0%
Cerner Corporation 404.5 71% 22% 149 9 1.87 78% 6% 26% 8.9%
The Black Box Corporation 827.0 26% 60% 79 38 4.13 40% 14% 8% 43.7%
Integraph Corporation 690.5 40% 63% 86 21 2.44 37% -3% 1% -6.3%
Entrada Networks, Inc. 25.7 66% 67% 130 98 1.56 33% -33% -82% -38.6%
Inrange Technologies 
Corporation

233.6 35% 45% 197 102 1.03 55% 20% 6% 15.6%

Computer Networks Industry 100.0 35% 52% 58 20 1.23 48% 13% 2% 12.0%
Networking Solutions Q3 38.9 50% 47% NA NA NA 53% 3% NA NA
Storage Solutions Q3 16.5 17% 91% NA NA NA 9% -8% NA NA

Industry Parity - 50th 
Percentile

759 39% 53% 92 21 1.60 47% 11% 7% 11%

Industry Advantage - 70th 
Percentile

1165 32% 41% 65 10 2.97 59% 19% 12% 32%

Industry Superior - 90th 
Percentile

1571 25% 28% 37 0 4.35 72% 26% 16% 54%

Table 4-12. Sample industry comparison spreadsheet and raw data.

(continues)
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Raw Data (in millions) Revenue $ SG&A $
Cost of 

Goods $
Inventory $ Receivable $

Total Assets 
$

Gross 
Margin $

Operating 
Income $

Net 
Operating 
Income $

YOUR COMPANY 176.1 72 83.2 22.4 43.6 268.6 92.9 20.9 12
Network Appliance, Inc. 1006.0 292 402 22.5 187 636 604 312 75
Dassault Systemes S.A. 546.0 313.5 78.3 0 181 467 467.7 154.2 90
The Titan Corporation 1033.0 260.7 757 25.4 347 463.3 276 15.3 -18.7
RadiSys Corporation 340.7 82.9 223.8 53.2 68.2 262.8 116.9 34 32.6
Convergys Corporation 2320.6 685.5 1268.7 0 413 523.1 1051.9 366.4 215.5
3COM 2820.9 1814.6 2287.3 200.1 286.8 2334.8 533.6 -1281 -965.4
Enterasys Networks, Inc 1071.5 711.2 558.4 98.2 210.9 1322.2 513.1 -198.1 -606
Jack Henry and Associates 345.5 65.9 193.9 0 117.1 172.1 151.6 85.7 55.6
Novell, Inc. 1040.1 833 327.9 0.9 227 1027.4 712.2 -120.8 -272.9
Reynolds and Reynolds 1004.0 389.4 442.9 10.8 125 286.2 561.1 171.7 99.6
Cerner Corporation 404.5 288.8 90.1 2.2 188 288.5 314.4 25.6 105.3
The Black Box Corporation 827.0 216.2 493.9 51.1 160.9 267.3 333.1 116.9 64.2
Integraph Corporation 690.5 275.9 438.2 25.3 178.9 377.5 252.3 -23.6 10.1
Entrada Networks, Inc. 25.7 17 17.2 4.6 4.4 22 8.5 -8.5 -21.2
Inrange Technologies 
Corporation

233.6 81.5 105 29.3 80 301.1 128.6 47.1 14.3

Computer Networks Industry 100.0 35 52 2.8 18.8 108.7 48 13 2.4
Networking Solutions Q3 38.9 19.5 18.3 NA NA NA 20.6 1.1 NA
Storage Solutions Q3 16.5 2.8 15 NA NA NA 1.5 -1.3 NA

Table 4-12. (continued)
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WEEK TWO: PROJECT KICKOFF 65

At Fowlers, the corporate controller, director of logistics, and
director of customer service divided up the scorecard metrics data
because they had the easiest access to the financial and customer
order information, and had extended team resources who could help
collect the data. The corporate controller, vice president of sales and
marketing in the food products group, and—in his capacity as vice
president of operations for the technology products group—David
Able took responsibility for assembling the industry comparison
spreadsheet. Because the team knew that Fowlers’ own data were
listed in the “conglomerates industry” on hoovers.com, they re-
quested that food and computer industries be added to the list for
more specific comparisons with the operating groups. The director
of applications planned to assign an extended team resource to help
with actual data queries and collection.

The key deliverables that the team set out to produce (which
will be needed for review during Week Three) include a completed
industry comparison spreadsheet and updated scorecards with actual
query results.
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Week Three:
Benchmarks,
Competitive
Requirements, and
Steering Team Review
Number One
Start to Put Data to Work

The objectives of the third week are to review the results of the data
collected during Week Two, including industry comparisons, metric
queries, and other subscription benchmark comparisons (Chapter 4).
Also on the schedule is steering team review number one, conducted
by the project manager and chosen members of the design team.

■ Data Review
The first agenda item on Day One is to review the preliminary re-
sults of the metric data collection. The owner of each metric should

66
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WEEK THREE: BENCHMARKS 67

lead the review, including query definition, available segmentation
options, adjustments to assumptions, and estimates on the time re-
quired to finish collecting data for the scorecards.

The second agenda item is to review the completed benchmark
data results assigned during the previous week. For this, the team
will use its industry comparison spreadsheet (Table 4-12) and sub-
scription data sources.

When the Fowlers’ team reached this point, the corporate con-
troller, the vice president of sales and marketing-food products
group, and the vice president of operations-technology products
group volunteered to present their findings (Table 5-1). 

They had assembled company data and industry summary data
for conglomerates, but they also added summary data for the
“food/meat products” industry and “media/movie, television, and
music production services and products” industries. These provided

Table 5-1. Fowlers’ Industry comparison spreadsheet and raw data.

(continues)
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meaningful comparisons for the company’s food and technology
product groups, respectively. They used the most recent actual data
and didn’t bother with current-year data that were reported as pre-
liminary. The team filled out the appropriate sections in the Fowlers’
enterprise scorecard but had little time for analysis (Figure 5-1).

Even on the first examination of the data, several things
jumped out.

First, the wide range of figures for Cost of Goods and Sales
General and Administration costs made it clear that there is no stan-
dard for reporting these numbers from one company to another.
Operating income seemed to be a good comparison point for ex-
penses. “But there’s still no way to compare supply chain costs using
the data we have so far,” the coach pointed out. “You can’t add Cost
of Goods and Sales General and Administration and supply chain
costs to create a working scorecard metric. Total supply chain man-
agement costs are more activity based, and they can borrow from the
other two categories, so you’d be double-counting certain costs if
you just added them.”

Table 5-1 (continued)
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Second, the metrics of 197 days for the cash-to-cash cycle and
1.5 percent asset turns confirmed what many in the finance commu-
nity seemed to think about Fowlers: It used physical assets well and
cash assets poorly.

Third, the 7 percent operating income in the food products
group compared well against the food/meat products industry. It
was a similar story for technology products. But sales were declining
in each business, and profits were nearly half of what they had been
the previous year. The strategy of charging a premium price for a
premium product wasn’t holding, and in fact was causing some cus-
tomers to go elsewhere.

As the team looked at the “parity opportunity” portion of the
chart, their eyes got wide. As a conglomerate with a $1 billion in rev-
enue, Fowlers’ 7 percent operating income ($70 million) was only
half the level of the conglomerate industry benchmark. To achieve
parity in operating income, they would need to find another $70
million of additional benefit through supply chain performance.

Next, the corporate controller, director of logistics, and director
of customer service took their turn. In addition to the review of en-
terprise supply chain and warranty/returns processing costs, they re-

Figure 5-1. Fowlers’ enterprise scorecard.
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viewed some data from their preliminary sample not yet recorded on
the scorecard. They learned that combined food and technology
products Line Item on Time and in Full performance was 22 per-
cent—meaning that just 22 orders of 100 were delivered on time and
complete. Perfect Order Fill Rate was 5 percent, Order Fulfillment
Cycle Time was 4.1 days, and Upside Supply Chain Flexibility was
122 days. By the next week, they said they’d be ready to provide data
for each product group scorecard and the enterprise scorecard.

By this time, everyone was nearly speechless. Each measure in
the customer-facing section was new, and it was the first time that
the team had really thought about overall delivery reliability through
the customer’s eyes.

The ensuing discussion sounded a bit like a classic session with
a grief counselor; there was denial, bargaining, anger, and eventually
acceptance of the data. Every member of the team wanted to bolt
from the room and jump right into fixing the problem—as they had
all done so many times before. Fortunately, it was the end of the day.
Tomorrow’s agenda would focus the team on something else, and a
good night’s sleep would put this information in perspective: The
team had found an opportunity for the kind of improvement it
needed to make.

■ Competitive Requirements Analysis
The agenda for Day Two is composed of two tasks: conducting com-
petitive requirements (sometimes known as the chip exercise) and
preparing for steering team review number one.

Rules for Prioritization
There are four attributes of supply chain performance:

1. Delivery reliability
2. Flexibility and responsiveness (combined)
3. Supply chain management cost
4. Asset management efficiency
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The objective of the competitive requirements exercise is to pri-
oritize these attributes for each customer or market channel, deter-
mining whether the company needs to perform each attribute—
compared with other providers—at a superior level (90th percentile),
at a level of advantage (70th percentile), or at parity (50th percentile).

There is a catch: For each customer or market channel, the
team is only allowed to set one performance attribute at the superior
level and one at the level of advantage. The other two attributes must
be set at parity.

One last note, the requirements are established from the com-
pany’s point of view as they relate to the competitive landscape of the
future. This is not a firefighting exercise for trying to identify where
to improve the most; it’s a strategic exercise, focused on how to dif-
ferentiate against stiff competition in the future.

Many companies are using the strategic categories written
about in The Discipline of Market Leaders (by Michael Treacy and
Fred Wiersema) defining operational excellence, customer intimacy,
or product innovation as the strategy driver. The results of the com-
petitive requirements exercise should reflect and support the strategy
driver. At the end of the exercise, the team must reach consensus on
the requirements for each supply chain. Empirically, it might help to
assign numeric values to each chip: three for superior, two for advan-
tage, and one for parity.

This exercise needs to be performed three times. It’s performed
first by the design team. It will be performed almost immediately af-
terward by the full steering team. The third time it’s performed by
each relevant business team as the Supply Chain Operations
Reference process is spun further out through the enterprise. In each
case, the coach should review the metric categories and definitions
with the players along with available benchmarks, but actual data
should not be revealed. That’s because people tend to put the “supe-
rior” chip where they see the need for the most improvement, not
necessarily where the strategic advantage lies.

At Fowlers, the coach facilitated as the design team went
through the exercise (Figure 5-2).
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Figure 5-2. Fowlers’ competitive requirements summary for five channels. 

For each channel, prioritize strategic metric performance using 1 superior, 1 advantage, and 
2 parity

Competitive Requirements U.S. Direct-to-
U.S. Retail U.S. Distributor Consumer U.S. OEM-Key U.S.

Markets Markets Markets Accounts Government

Supply Chain Reliability Superior Parity Parity Parity Parity

Supply Chain Responsiveness
Parity Parity Superior Superior Parity

Supply Chain Flexibility

Supply Chain Cost Advantage Superior Advantage Advantage Superior

Supply Chain Asset Parity Advantage Parity Parity Advantage
Management Efficiency
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By using the five channels identified as being in scope (Table
3-6) as a baseline, the team determined that there were really only
three supply chains with unique requirements. Fowlers’ U.S. retail
markets had the same overall performance requirements regardless
of the product group. Similarly, the U.S. distributor markets and
U.S. government had similar requirements independent of product
type. Last, the U.S. direct-to-consumer markets and U.S. original
equipment manufacturer/key accounts were grouped together with
similar delivery, cost, and inventory requirements—again, with lit-
tle distinction required from one product to another.

The results of the competitive requirements exercise were clear.
To differentiate in the U.S. retail channel, Fowlers needed to achieve
superior delivery performance, advantage supply chain cost, and par-
ity performance in flexibility and asset efficiency.

To differentiate in the U.S. distributor and government mar-
kets, Fowlers needed to achieve superior performance in supply
chain cost, advantage performance in asset efficiency, and parity on
delivery performance and flexibility and responsiveness.

To differentiate in the demanding direct-to-consumer and
original equipment manufacturer/key accounts, Fowlers needed to
achieve superior performance in flexibility and responsiveness, ad-
vantage performance in supply chain cost, and parity on delivery
performance and asset efficiency.

■ Preparing for Steering Team Review
Number One

In advance of the first steering team review, consider the following
points:

1. The project manager should be the principle person consol-
idating and preparing the presentation.

2. The project manager should conduct one-on-one discus-
sions with steering team members who are responsible for
key data, because they may be called on to provide explana-
tion or detail.
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3. Any rumors, objections, and other cultural issues that need
to be addressed during the steering team meeting should be
discussed candidly.

4. Speaking roles should be determined for the steering team
review. In addition to David, design team members who did
a lot of homework should be given a chance for exposure.

Overall, the objectives of steering team review number one are
to review supply chain metric definitions and preliminary query
data, conduct the competitive requirements exercise with the entire
steering team, review preliminary industry comparison sample and
benchmark data, and establish expectations for steering team review
number two.

The corporate controller, the vice president of sales and mar-
keting-food products group, the director of logistics, and the direc-
tor of customer service worked with David to prepare the first steer-
ing team review. They established the following agenda:

❏ Project roadmap status.
❏ Reminder—communications plan.
❏ Conduct chip exercise with the steering team—review de-

sign team results.
❏ Review preliminary supply chain metric data—Fowlers’ en-

terprise scorecard.
❏ Review preliminary benchmark data—Fowlers’ industry

comparison.
❏ Make decisions required today.
❏ Set expectations for steering team review number two.
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Week Four: Scorecards
Tackle the Difference Between
Competitive Requirements
and Actual Performance

After a proper debrief of highlights from the steering team meeting,
the design team starts to work on the objectives of Week Four:
Review data on all scorecards, and begin the process of calculating
and assigning financial value to gaps.

� The Scorecard Review
For a scorecard to be complete, it must include actual data for each
metric, appropriate industry benchmarks, competitive require-
ments, and gap calculations. In a perfect world, scorecards would
cascade neatly from the enterprise level to each business or from the
enterprise level to each market segment. But that rarely happens, as
the Fowlers’ design team learned on Day One of the fourth week.

As the review process took shape for each of the three score-
cards (enterprise, food products, and technology products), the team
discovered that courageous conversations were necessary to make

75
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sense of the data and focus the design effort. The first day centered
on the actual and benchmark columns.

Discussion of the enterprise scorecard (Table 6-1), led by the
corporate controller and director of logistics, considered three issues.
First, although enterprise-wide customer-facing data indicated “below
parity” performance, the aggregate data were not helpful in pinpoint-
ing the severity of some of the issues. The team agreed that segment-
ing the reliability, responsiveness, and flexibility metrics by business
group, Stock Keeping Unit (SKU), and/or customer “ship to” was the
right direction.

A second compromise had to do with the fact that balance-
sheet data were only available at the corporate level; trying to pre-
cisely allocate that information back to the product groups would
have taken a major balance-sheet restructuring. As a result, the team
simply used sales as means to allocate inventory on the product
group scorecards.

Publicly available financial data researched by PRAGMATEK at Marketguide and Hoovers.com.  Subscription data available through Supply Chain Council and Performance Measurment Group (PMG).

Line Item On Time and In Full

Perfect Order Fulfillment

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility

Cost of Goods

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time

SG&A Cost

Total Supply Chain Management
Cost

Warranty / Returns Processing
Costs

Inventory Days of Supply

Asset Turns

Gross Margin

Operating Income

Net Income

Return on Assets

Table 6-1. Fowlers’ Enterprise scorecard.
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Third, and most important, the scorecards weren’t organized
in the same way as the supply chain competitive performance re-
quirements generated during Week Three. The scorecards were or-
ganized by business—because that’s how the data existed. The sup-
ply chain requirements were determined by market/customer
channel—because that represented the ideal situation the team
wanted to create. So translating from the competitive requirements
to the scorecard would be a challenge.

For example, the food products group supplied goods to food
service, retail, and government channels-each requiring its own pri-
orities (summarized in Figure 5-2). How could these different re-
quirement profiles be aligned on a single scorecard?

“You’ll come up against more than one roadblock like this,” the
coach said. “We’re not always going to have complete data or perfect
alignment. What is your preference? Go back and do some more
homework, or pick a direction to go forward?” The team was impa-
tient, and a few minutes of conversation made it clear that there
probably was no perfect solution. So they agreed to apply the prior-
ities of the retail channel because it represented the operating unit’s
largest share of revenue.

The food products scorecard discussion (Table 6-2), led by the
group’s vice president of sales and marketing, summarized three
learning points and considered two compromises. Here was the first
learning point: Although it was perceived internally as superior in
delivery performance, the actual food products group performance
was below cross-industry average; there was an opportunity to im-
prove its competitive gap by focusing on delivery reliability metrics.

Here was the second learning point: The supply chain cost fac-
tors helped the team better understand why they were below parity
in operating income. Comparing individual components of these
costs with industry benchmarks highlighted new opportunities for
cost reduction that would help put the division at a more acceptable
level.

The third learning point was that the food products business
team, to focus on cash-to-cash efficiency, would first need to create
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Table 6-2. Fowlers’ food products scorecard with competitive requirements. 

Performance Parity Advantage Superior
Attribute or 50th 70th 90th Parity Requirement Requirement
Category Level 1 Performance Metrics Actual Percentile Percentile Percentile Gap Gap Opportunity

Supply Chain Line Item On Time and In Full 68.4% 74.7% 85.0% 95.0% ��6.3% ��26.6%
$350,000

Delivery Reliability Perfect Order Fulfillment 35.0% 74.0% 81.0% 88.0% ��39.0% ��53.0%

Supply Chain 
Order Fulfillment Cycle Time 5 days 10 days 6.5 days 3 days 5 days 5 days EnablesResponsiveness Inventory

Supply Chain 
Upside Supply Chain Flexibility 90 days 60 days 45 days 29 days ��30 days ��30 days

and Delivery

Flexibility
Reliability

Cost of Goods 86% 69% 61% 53% ��17% ��25%
Total Supply Chain 17.0% 9.5% 6.7% 3.9% ��7.5% ��10.3%

$25,750,000
Supply Chain Cost

Management Cost
SG&A Cost 7% 17% 12% 7% 10% 5%

Warranty/Returns 
1.5% 1.5% 1.0% 0.5% 0.0% ��0.5% $1,250,000

Processing Costs

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time* 197 97.9 63.8 29.7 ��99.1 ��99.1
Enterprise Data* .25

Supply Chain Asset
Inventory Days of Supply* 91 74 48 23 ��17.4 ��17.4

$6,464,137Management
Enterprise Data* .25Efficiency

Asset Turns* 1.5 2.5 4.7 7.0 1.0 1.0
Enterprise Data* .25

Gross Margin 14% 31% 39% 47% ��17% —
$33,814,137

Profitability
Operating Income 7% 14% 19% 23% ��7% —

Net Income NA — — — — — —

Effectiveness of Return Return on Assets NA — — — — — —
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new data-extraction tools for analysis and better leverage its new
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system; percentage allocation
would not get to SKU level data for problem-solving purposes.

In this way, the scorecard exercise helped members of the food
products business team to visualize a strategy of supply chain excel-
lence as a means to compete, not on list price of its products but on
total landed price (or cost to serve) to customers.

The first necessary compromise focused on how to distribute
the market/customer channel competitive requirements—the chip
exercise priorities from Week Three—onto the food products score-
card. Although their supply chain definition matrix identified four
potential supply chains (Table 3-4) that had three distinct competi-
tive scenarios (Figure 5-2), the food products business team agreed
to adopt the retail market’s superior/parity/advantage/parity priori-
ties for their scorecard gap baseline. Why? Because it was the largest
and most profitable segment. Supply chain cost was a high priority
in all segments, and lead time requirements for the direct-to-con-
sumer markets and original equipment manufacturers (OEM)/key
accounts could initially be set up on a fee-for-service basis for re-
quirements above parity.

The second compromise was recognized at the enterprise level.
The competitive opportunity for asset management efficiency would
be defined through the enterprise scorecard until information sys-
tems and financial reporting could support truer activity-based def-
initions. As discussed earlier, to calculate opportunity the team used
an allocation rule of 25 percent of enterprise cash-to-cash and inven-
tory numbers.

Discussion about the technology products group (Table 6-3),
led by David Able in his capacity as the group’s vice president of op-
erations, summarized three unique learning points and considered
necessary two compromises.

The first learning point was this: Although the decision to out-
source manufacture of several products succeeded at achieving low-
est unit cost, it drastically reduced the responsiveness and flexibility
metrics—which in turn affected inventory levels. The second learn-
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Table 6-3. Fowlers’ technology products scorecard with competitive requirements. 

Performance Parity Advantage Superior
Attribute or 50th 70th 90th Parity Requirement Requirement
Category Level 1 Performance Metrics Actual Percentile Percentile Percentile Gap Gap Opportunity

Supply Chain Line Item On Time and In Full 10.0% 74.7% 85.0% 95.0% ��64.7% ��64.7%
$877,500

Delivery Reliability Perfect Order Fulfillment 1.0% 74.0% 81.0% 88.0% ��73.0% ��73.0%

Supply Chain 
Order Fulfillment Cycle Time 8 days 10 days 6.5 days 3 days 2 days 5 days EnablesResponsiveness Inventory

Supply Chain 
Upside Supply Chain Flexibility 110 days 60 days 45 days 29 days ��50 days ��81 days

and Delivery

Flexibility
Reliability

Cost of Goods 87% 69% 61% 53% ��18% ��26%
Total Supply Chain 14.0% 9.5% 6.7% 3.9% ��4.5% ��7.3%

$32,850,000
Supply Chain Cost

Management Cost
SG&A Cost 7% 17% 12% 7% 10.1% 5.1%

Warranty/Returns 
0.7% 1.5% 1.0% 0.5% 0.8% 0.3% $0

Processing Costs

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time* 197 97.9 63.8 29.7 ��99.1 ��99.1
Enterprise Data* .45

Supply Chain Asset
Inventory Days of Supply* 91 74 48 23 ��17.4 ��17.4

$11,635,446Management
Enterprise Data* .45Efficiency

Asset Turns* 1.5 2.5 4.7 7.0 1.0 1.0
Enterprise Data* .45

Gross Margin 13% 31% 39% 47% ��18% —
$45,362,946

Profitability
Operating Income 6% 14% 19% 23% ��8% —

Net Income NA — — — — — —

Effectiveness of Return Return on Assets NA — — — — — —
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ing point was that the new metrics on service reliability provided
empirical evidence to complaints by customers that the company
was “hard to do business with.” In the third learning point, by as-
sembling supply chain costs it became clear that material acquisition
expenses outpaced all other cost increases. Inbound transportation,
normally calculated as a cost of material, was isolated for all to see.
The last learning point was similar to one of the lessons for the food
products group: There was considerable opportunity to improve op-
erating income by attacking supply chain costs, improving use of
working capital, and better leveraging the new Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system.

Like the food products group, the technology products group’s
first necessary compromise focused on how to distribute the mar-
ket/customer channel performance requirements onto the technol-
ogy products scorecard. The technology products business team
agreed to adopt the direct-to-consumer and original equipment
manufacturers/key accounts parity/superior/advantage/parity
(PSAP) priorities for their scorecard gap baseline. The second com-
promise was that competitive opportunity for asset management ef-
ficiency would be defined at the enterprise level on the basis of in-
formation systems and financial reporting. In the meantime, to
calculate the opportunity gap, David used 45 percent of the enter-
prise cash-to-cash and inventory dollars. That effort completed a full
day of work.

� The Gap Analysis
The agenda for Day Two is focused on completing the scorecard gap
analysis. The first step is to calculate the mathematical opportunity
for each metric. This is done by calculating both the parity gap and
the competitive requirement gap and then subtracting actual per-
formance for each metric from the benchmark number determined
by the competitive requirement for the category.

If the gap analysis results in a negative number, it means actual
performance is less than the benchmark (e.g., the gap between an 
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actual delivery performance of 78 percent and competitive require-
ments of 92 percent is 14 percent). The next step is to translate each
gap number into a profit potential; the most frequently used meas-
ure is operating income.

The calculations are straightforward for the internal metrics
but can be subjective for customer-facing metrics. The basic calcula-
tion that the design team, and ultimately the business team, must
agree on is the anticipated effect on operating income of improve-
ments in delivery performance, responsiveness, and flexibility. This
is often more art than science, but there are some accepted ap-
proaches:

The Lost Opportunity Measure. This calculates the revenue lost
before order-entry because of lack of availability of a product.

The Canceled Order Measure. This measure calculates revenue
lost after order-entry because of canceled orders that result from
poor delivery performance.

The Market Share Measure. This measure attempts to project a
revenue increase based on achieving competitive advantage in the
customer-facing metric categories.

Because any approach will have its tradeoffs, just make sure to
document the assumptions and details for the financial analysis and
identify some of the steering team or business team members to help
validate preliminary numbers.

In Fowlers’ case, the design team agreed on the organization of
the gap analysis itself, agreeing with the norm that all the opportunity
dollars should be calculated using an operating income; this would
allow them to add up the numbers in the “opportunity” column of
the scorecard. Here are some other decisions made by the team:

� Group all delivery reliability metrics, and use “lost opportu-
nity” and “canceled order” calculation methods. The de-
tailed calculation required an estimated revenue increase
multiplied by the gross margin, resulting in an operating in-
come opportunity.
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� Use opportunities in the supply chain responsiveness and
flexibility category to improve results in reliability and cash-
to-cash. This minimized the risk of double counting.

� Group the supply chain cost category, and base the opportu-
nity calculation on the total supply chain cost and war-
ranty/returns processing cost metrics.

� Base the supply chain asset management efficiency category
on the cash-to-cash metric. Because these data were only
available at the enterprise level, the calculation first multi-
plied the enterprise working capital times the cost of capital
and then multiplied it by the percent of total revenue for
each product group.

� Use the number in the profitability section as the sum total
of the operating income improvements on the scorecard.

Here are the assumptions made for the food and technology
product group gap analysis (Tables 6-2 and 6-3):

� Food products delivery reliability assumed a 1 percent in-
crease in revenue because of availability of product at the
point of order using a 14 percent gross margin. The 1 per-
cent was based on analysis of lost and canceled orders, con-
ducted by the customer service department over the course
of one week.

� By using the same study, the technology products group as-
sumed a 1.5 percent increase in revenue using a 13 percent
gross margin.

� Total supply chain cost was based on the cost centers allocated
to material acquisition, order management, Information
Systems cost, planning, finance and administration, and inven-
tory carrying cost. Inventory carrying cost and warranty/
returns processing cost were eliminated from the opportunity
column to avoid double counting.

� Warranty/returns processing cost was based on the cost cen-
ters to support return transactions, warehouse storage, and
transportation.
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With a total enterprise working capital of $514 million and a
cost of capital at Fowlers of 10 percent, the economic profit poten-
tial for Fowlers is $51.4 million. This number was allocated to food
products at 25 percent and technology products at 45 percent repre-
senting their share of total Fowlers’ revenue.

The team’s homework for the next week was to identify steer-
ing team and extended team members to validate the calculations
and, more important, the detailed assumptions behind the numbers.
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Week Five: Initiating AS
IS Material Flow and
Steering Team Review
Number Two
Transition from Data
Collection to Analysis and
Action

Week Five marks the close of the pure information-gathering phase
of the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) project life cycle
and bridges to the third phase of supply chain design. Specifically,
the design team will launch the AS IS material flow and metric de-
fect analysis. To logistical types this is the most interesting part of
the project, with the biggest potential for improvement. The objec-
tives for the week are to finish the scorecard gap analysis, initiate the
AS IS material flow, and conduct the second steering team review.
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■ Validating Gap Analysis and
Preparing Steering Team Review
Number Two

The first agenda item for Day One is for each assigned sub-team to
review its validated scorecard gap analysis, including revised assump-
tions, calculations, and feedback from validation resources. The goal
is for the entire design team to achieve consensus for each metric on
the total opportunity calculated on the scorecard.

The second agenda item is to identify the design team members
who will make presentations in the second steering team review and
to prepare and conduct a dry run before the steering team review. Do
not underestimate the impact of a crisp, clear, and concise presenta-
tion delivered by the people who did the work. This review will be
the first one where data will be presented that may be contentious.

The agenda for the steering team review includes the following:

❏ Project roadmap status
❏ Review consolidated competitive requirements by supply

chain
❏ Review enterprise and product group scorecards (Tables 6-1

to 6-3) 
❏ Gap analysis results
❏ Set expectations for steering team review number three

The validation effort ultimately did not change the numbers or
assumptions, but the process did reveal some change-management
stages that would have to occur. The careful organization of the sub-
teams for each metric and the choice of influential validation re-
sources helped to manage the length of these stages as the wider
Fowlers’ audience was introduced to “the numbers.”

Change Management: Dealing with Denial
In the first stage, reactions are predictable as the design team’s work
spreads through the organization: The numbers are wrong; we aren’t
that bad.

86 Supply Chain Excellence
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The technology and food products business teams, when pre-
sented with the scorecard gap analysis, reacted predictably: They
challenged the numbers. This happens in almost all projects. That’s
why it’s important to have the right design team members from each
of the product groups present to explain the data and have their val-
idation resources sitting right next to them (as opposed to a consult-
ant). For people seeing the data for the first time, this builds confi-
dence that the numbers are, in fact, reliable and quickly puts the
focus on the issues.

Change Management: Placing Blame
The second-stage reaction is to allocate blame, which is easier than
taking responsibility for the results. Positioning design team mem-
bers to share their personal perspectives on the gap analysis, and to
review competitive performance facts, helps accelerate business unit
leaders through this stage and moves them beyond the convenient
catch-all phrase: “But we’re unique.”

Change Management: Book the Numbers
The third reaction is to confuse acceptance of the analysis with actu-
ally having solved the problem. Agreeing on the opportunity does
not improve anything. At this point, the business team is excited at
the value of improving supply chain performance; based on bench-
marks and competitive requirements, the numbers can add up fast.
But it’s too soon to start booking the savings in corporate forecasts
and memos to the board. The real value of change will show up as
part of the next phase.

In closing out Phase II, the Fowlers’ project team learned an
important lesson: one that would be repeated again and again. They
learned that the main goal of the scorecard analysis and validation ef-
fort is to manage change, not just to complete a deliverable. Their
ability to quickly learn the Supply Chain Excellence process, under-
stand the main idea of the deliverables, and then carefully transfer
that knowledge to the wider Fowlers’ audience was critical. With ad-
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vanced apologies to Dilbert, they realized the essential change man-
agement value of “greasing the skids,” “getting others up to speed,”
and “touching base with key leaders.”

■ Launching Phase III: Design
Material Flow

The third phase of Supply Chain Excellence focuses on material flow
design-the effort to identify inefficient and ineffective material move-
ments between locations that are ultimately linked to the metric gaps
calculated in the scorecards. The design is completed in three steps.

First, the design team focuses on physical material flow.
Primary deliverables are AS IS geographic maps, a planning process
matrix, and AS IS thread diagram.

Second, the team completes a disconnect and gross opportu-
nity analysis including metric defect analysis, a brainstorm event, a
project portfolio, and an opportunity analysis.

Third, the team identifies a TO BE material flow with deliver-
ables including new SCOR Level Two strategies, TO BE material
geographic maps, and TO BE thread diagrams.

■ Initiating AS IS Material Flow
Day Two of this week is occupied with learning about SCOR Level
Two processes and creating geographic maps of the material flow.
The design team must address three things: (1) determining the
number maps at the appropriate level of detail; (2) assembling the
geographic maps; and (3) characterizing each physical location using
the SCOR Level Two process types.

■ About the SCOR Level Two Process
Types

The SCOR model version 8.0 decomposes from five Level One
process categories—PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and
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RETURN—to twelve supply chain execution process types and five
planning process types (Figure 7-1).

Level Two elements identify the types of material flow strategy
used by item that are used to move material from location to location.
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Figure 7-1. SCOR Level Two process types.
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Source
The SOURCE Level Two process types—source stocked product
(S1), source make-to-order product (S2), and source engineer-to-
order product (S3)—attempt to characterize how a company pur-
chases raw materials and finished goods. The key factors in deter-
mining the source process types are the trigger event from PLAN,
MAKE, and DELIVER processes, and the state of the material at the
supplier when the purchase order is placed.

S1—a make-to-stock environment—is generally triggered by a
forecast requirement from PLAN, MAKE, or DELIVER, and the sup-
plier has the item available in a finished-goods inventory before the
purchase order; the material movement is a simple pick, pack, and ship.
S2—a make-to-order environment—is usually triggered by a specific
customer-order requirement from MAKE or DELIVER. The supplier
must convert raw materials or semifinished goods in response to a pur-
chase order; manufacturing or assembly lead time is added to trans-
portation. S3—an engineer-to-order environment—is most often trig-
gered by a specific customer order and design specifications from
MAKE or DELIVER. A qualified supplier must be identified before a
purchase order is issued; the purchase order quantity is dependent on
specific customer order quantities and is often executed only once.

Frequently, the supply of a given raw material or finished good
evolves through each of these process types over the course of its
product life cycle. Just as frequently, a location may use one, two, or
all three SOURCE process types. Each purchased component has
one of these three strategies.

Make
The MAKE Level Two process types—make-to-stock (M1), make-
to-order (M2), and engineer-to-order (M3)—attempt to character-
ize how your company converts raw materials to work-in-process to
finished goods status. The conversion process generally is located in
a manufacturing site or sites but can be applied to a warehouse as
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well. The key factors in determining the make process types are the
trigger event from PLAN or DELIVER and the state of the material
when the customer order is placed.

M1 is generally triggered by a forecast or replenishment require-
ment from PLAN; the conversion process is executed before the cus-
tomer order. The work-order quantity is independent of specific cus-
tomer order quantities and is often related to a replenishment
economic order quantity. M2 is generally triggered by a specific cus-
tomer order requirement from DELIVER; the conversion of raw ma-
terials or semifinished goods is executed in response to a customer
order. The work order quantity is equal to customer order quantities.
M3 is generally triggered by a specific customer order requirement and
design specifications from DELIVER. Manufacturing engineering
specifications (product, process, and/or product) must be completed
before the issue of a work order. The work order quantity is depend-
ent on specific customer order quantities and is usually executed once.

As with raw materials, work-in-process items can evolve
through each process type over the course of the product life cycle,
and a location may use one, two, or all three MAKE process types.
Each item will have one of these strategies identified in master data.

Deliver
The DELIVER Level Two process types—deliver stocked product
(D1), deliver make-to-order product (D2), and deliver engineer-to-
order product (D3)—attempt to characterize how a company
processes its finished goods in response to customer orders. The de-
livery process frequently is located in a warehouse site but can be ap-
plied to manufacturing or supplier direct ships as well. The key fac-
tors in determining the deliver process types are the trigger event
from PLAN or the customer, and the state of the material when the
customer order is placed.

D1 is generally triggered by a forecast from PLAN that places
finished goods in inventory on an available-to-promise basis before
the customer order. Inventory levels are independent of specific cus-
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tomer order quantities. D2 is usually triggered by a specific customer
order requirement of finished goods that are planned to be con-
verted, assembled, or configured after the receipt of the customer
order. The sales order quantity is equal to customer order quantities.
D3 is triggered by a specific customer order requirement and design
or manufacturing specifications to be completed before the issue of
a sales order. The sales order quantity is equal to customer order
quantities and is usually executed once. Finished goods items can
evolve through each process type over the course of the product life
cycle, and a location may use one, two, or all three DELIVER
process types.

Return
The RETURN Level Two process types—return defective product
(R1), return maintenance, repair, and overhaul product (R2), and re-
turn excess product (R3)-attempt to characterize how a company re-
turns its finished goods in response to customer return authorizations.
The return process frequently is located in a warehouse site but can be
applied to a manufacturer or supplier that directly ships as well.

There are two perspectives built into the return process types:
returns from customers (DRx) and returns to suppliers (SRx). Key
factors in determining the return process types are the trigger event
from the customer of PLAN and the state of the material when the
customer order is placed.

R1 is triggered on a small scale by a warranty claim initiated by
a customer and on a large scale by a product recall triggered by in-
ternal resources executing the process steps in PLAN Return. R2 is
triggered by a planned maintenance event initiated by PLAN return,
an unplanned maintenance event initiated by engineering, mainte-
nance, or other technical resources. R3 is triggered by planned in-
ventory returns based on contractual agreements with specific cus-
tomers or unplanned inventory returns based on category
management data for retail or distributor shelf space.
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Plan
PLAN supply chain (P1) is the process of taking actual demand data
and generating a twelve- to eighteen-month supply plan including
rough-cut capacity for a given supply chain. The basic steps require
the following:

❏ A unit forecast that is adjusted for marketing and sales
events.

❏ A supply plan that constrains the forecast based on availabil-
ity or resources, such as inventory, manufacturing capacity,
and transportation.

❏ A balance step where demand/supply exceptions are re-
solved, financial projections are created, and unit plans are
updated on the system.

This planning process type is most closely associated with the
leading practice of sales and operations planning.

PLAN source (P2) is the tactical planning process of compar-
ing total material requirements with the P1 constrained forecast gen-
erated above, and generating a twelve- to sixteen-week material re-
quirements resource plan based on P3 to satisfy landed cost and
inventory goals by commodity type. This translates to a material re-
lease schedule that lets the buyer know how much product must be
purchased on the basis of current orders, inventory, and future re-
quirements. It is carried out for items on the bill of materials and
may be aggregated by supplier or commodity type. This planning
process type is most closely associated with the leading practices in
material requirements planning.

PLAN make (P3) is the tactical planning process of comparing
actual production orders plus replenishment orders coming from P4
against the P1 constrained forecast generated above and then gener-
ating a twelve- to sixteen-week master production schedule resource
plan to satisfy service, cost, and inventory goals. This translates to
material requirements, P2, that tell the purchasing (or commodity)
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manager how much product is required by item and a master pro-
duction schedule that lets the plant scheduler know how much total
product must be made by ship date. It is carried out for each plant
location and may be aggregated to region or another geography type.
This planning process type is most closely associated with the lead-
ing practices of master production scheduling.

PLAN deliver (P4) is the tactical planning process of compar-
ing actual committed orders with the P1 constrained forecast gener-
ated above and developing a twelve- to sixteen-week distribution re-
source plan to satisfy service, cost, and inventory goals. The plan
generally translates to replenishment requirements that tell the plant
manager how much product to plan for, P3, and visibility into avail-
able-to-promise inventory. P4 is carried out for each warehouse
stocking location and may be aggregated to regional levels or another
geography type. This planning process type is most closely associated
with the leading practices of distribution requirements planning.

PLAN return (P5) is the process of aggregating planned returns
and generating a return resource plan to satisfy service, cost, and in-
ventory goals. The plan generally translates to return requirements
that tell the manufacturing, maintenance, and logistics teams the
type, volume, and schedule of planned and known unplanned re-
turns. P5 is carried out for each warehouse and maintenance return
and may be aggregated to regions or other geography type.

■ Creating a Geographic Map
The first job in creating a geographic map is to determine the num-
ber of maps. On the one extreme is a pure logical view where one
map can represent from a macro level how products move using one
supplier, one manufacturer, one warehouse, and one customer to il-
lustrate material flow. On the other extreme is a pure actual view
where illustrating product flow for each supply chain checked on the
matrix (Table 3-4) including every supplier, manufacturer, ware-
house, shipping, and customer receiving location (very much like a
network study). Which level is the right answer? Unfortunately, it
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depends. Experience would suggest to use the highest level that can
point to both tactical and strategic inefficiencies in service levels,
transportation cost, lead-time (cycle time), and days of inventory.
Most teams create an actual geographic map for some of their more
complicated supply chains for visual impact and then create one log-
ical geographic map representing all supply chains to make docu-
mentation a less complex task.

With the number and level of detail defined, construction of
the maps can begin. Physical locations are usually placed on the map
first, followed by the product-family routes between the locations. It
may be of benefit to focus your transportation design team member
on collecting and summarizing the route data using freight bills.
Freight bills contain the important details of the item, quantity, sales
value, freight expense, and delivery cycle time, point of origin, and
destination. Depending on the transportation carriers used, much of
these data may be available electronically. In Fowlers’ case, the tech-
nology products’ actual geographic map (Figures 7-2 and 7-3) sum-
marizes the locations and material flow of four product families from
supplier location to manufacturing site to warehouse location. It also
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Figure 7-2. Technology products actual geographic map locations.
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highlights all warehouse-to-warehouse and warehouse-to-manufac-
turing moves.

The next step is to determine SCOR Level Two process types
used by each location on the geographic maps. Start by identifying
appropriate process categories specific to the location, that is,
SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and/or RETURN. Next, determine
the process type-stock-to-order, engineer-to-order, defective, excess
inventory, and maintenance, repair, and overhaul. A typical manu-
facturing location might have a profile defined by S1, S2, M1, and
D2.

In this case D2 refers to direct shipments configured in the
manufacturing warehouse to customer specs based on the exact cus-
tomer order. Not all locations have to have all process categories. A
warehouse, for example, may have only D1 and D2 profiles because
the plan and deliver replenishment orders are driving the supply
from manufacturing. The same warehouse that also issues purchase
orders to a contract manufacturer for purchased finished goods may
have a profile that includes S1, D1, and D2. In Fowlers’ case, the
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Figure 7-3. Technology products actual geographic map with product flow.
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manufacturing locations used all process types for SOURCE,
MAKE, and DELIVER and just R1 returns. By using the logical ge-
ographic map, they illustrated their primary configuration character-
ized as S2 for key suppliers of resins and packaging: S1 for contract
manufacturers that supplied optical media and optical drives; M2
for CD-ROM replication and M1 for fulfillment and life cycle man-
agement; and D2 customer direct parcel ship for CD-ROM replica-
tion and D1 for stocking programs for fulfillment and life cycle
management. The primary technology products configuration of
the Fowlers’ corporate distribution locations was characterized as S1,
S2, D1, and D2 for optical drives and optical media (Figure 7-4).

With the AS IS geographic maps under construction, the team
was ready to move on the planning matrix, thread diagram, and met-
ric defect analysis. The project team agreed that the workload for
everyone would be greater in this phase than the scorecard.
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Figure 7-4. Technology products logical geographic map with SCOR Level Two 
classifications.
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Week Six: The Planning
Process Matrix, Thread
Diagram, and Metric
Defect Analysis
Build a Deep Understanding
of Material Flow

This week, the design team will look at supply chain material flow
from two perspectives: process and data. The issue with many sup-
ply chains is the way they evolve: one supplier at a time and cus-
tomer-by-customer. They tend to be less strategic and more events-
driven than those that have been engineered. For improvement to
occur, process and data are needed to align supply chain strategy
with material flow efficiency. Process looks at the macro issues of
how supply chain material flows relate to planning, execution, and
strategy (i.e., make-to-order vs. make-to-stock). Data look at the
micro issues of why the company has failures with respect to supply
chain reliability, responsiveness, and flexibility and negative vari-
ances in costs for transportation, warehousing, and inventory to
meet stated service levels.

98
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■ The Planning Process Matrix
The planning process matrix is an analytical tool that works to doc-
ument the horizon, interval for update, and planning level for all the
Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) planning and schedul-
ing processes. Horizon is the planning time period (i.e., eighteen
months, one year, one quarter). Interval is the time between updates
(i.e., a quarter, month, week, daily, real-time). Planning level refers
to where the planning data are stored, aggregated, and analyzed (i.e.,
Profit and Loss business entity, Planning Family, Stock Keeping
Unit (SKU), Stock Keeping Unit by Location(SKUL), item). The
goal is to identify and document disconnects in planning and sched-
uling that lead to material flow inefficiency and to illustrate them on
the thread diagram. Figure 8-1 illustrates a generic planning process
relationship map, and Table 8-1 summarizes the completed Fowlers’
planning process matrix.

The design team found three “ahas” in putting the matrix to-
gether. First, they were trying to use Sales and Operations Planning
to do a little of everything and ended up focusing on orders and
short-term revenue; when mixing planning and execution, execution
always wins. The consequence was little or no effort in rough-cut ca-
pacity beyond six months. This led to demand/supply mismatches
that caused either excess inventory or service problems, especially in
retail promotional periods. The second “aha” was that the tactical
planning processes were absent; enough said. Third, the team found
that the scheduling processes were adequate; not surprising because
they had perfected the art of fighting fires with pure muscle.

■ The Thread Diagram
The thread diagram is a process view of the geographic map that il-
lustrates the material flow, material strategy, and planning process
relationship map. Figure 8-2 illustrates a Technology Products
thread diagram illustrating their “stocking program” customers;
these are CD titles that they stock on behalf of their customers and
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Figure 8-1. Planning process relationship map.
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Table 8-1. Fowlers’ planning process matrix.
Process Horizon Update Interval Level

Annual budgeting process begins in
July to August.

Fowlers does not have a consolidated
S&OP process; the business groups each
have their own “forecasting” process and
associated horizon. In general, the busi-
nesses spend most of their planning time
on the current month plus the next two.

Because the S&OP process focuses so
heavily on the near term and the sched-
uling processes dominate daily and
weekly activity, tactical planning
processes seem to be absent in all
Fowlers business groups.

The scheduling process horizon ranges
from two weeks to four weeks depend-
ing on the business group.

Budget Business  
Planning

S&OP

Tactile Planning

Scheduling

EP.9 - Align
Supply Chain
Unit Plan with
Financial Plan

P1 - Plan Supply
Chain

P2 - Plan Source

P3 - Plan Make

P4 - Plan Deliver

S1.1 - Schedule
Product Deliveries

M1.1 - Schedule
Production
Activities

D1.3 - Reserve
Inventory &
Determine
Delivery Date

D1. - Plan &
Build Loads

Fowlers formally updates the budget
each quarter as part of its SEC report-
ing requirements.

All business groups update their “fore-
casts” once a month; each business is
on a different cycle that is dependent
on the Presidents management meet-
ings.

Not applicable

Material Requirements Planning
(MRP) is run daily and is displayed by
day for 7 days, by week for the next 3
weeks, and by month for twelve
months. Available-to-Promise (ATP)
occurs real time with re-scheduling
running each way.

Budgets are created in using the chart
of accounts Profit & Loss (P&L) busi-
ness groups.

All business groups utilize a combina-
tion of product family forecast groups
and business unit cost centers (driven
largely by plants and warehouses).

Not applicable

All planning is at the SKUL level.
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then fulfill according to their customer’s customer order. The thread
diagram was generated from their AS IS logical geographic map.

The pieces of a thread diagram include the following:

1. The location labels at the bottom (for Fowlers’ Headquarters,
Production 1, Production 2, and Regional distribution center.

2. The process and material strategy performed in each loca-
tion (S2, Source Make-to-Order Product, and M1, Make-
to-Stock in location Production 1).

3. The generic physical process flow as illustrated by the solid
lines connecting process labels (M1 in Production 1 to M1
in Production 2). In this case Production 1 is a factory that
solely makes subcomponents for Production 2.

4. The planning information flows as illustrated by the dotted
connections (P1, Plan Supply Chain to/from M1 Production
1). These flows were derived from the planning process matrix.

102 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 8-2. Technology products AS IS thread diagram for their “stocking program”
customers.
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The Fowlers’ design team, after learning how to read the chart,
came to several conclusions. First, there was a potential strategy mis-
match from D2 Overseas Suppliers to S2 Production 1 to M1
Production 1; poor flexibility and inventory turns seemed to be a re-
sult of this issue.

Second, P2 Production 1 and P2 Production 2 were not con-
nected to the forecast; that, in combination with the lack of connec-
tion between the Fowlers’ P2s and the Overseas Suppliers’ P4—Plan
Deliver, illustrated how suppliers had limited visibility with respect
to longer-term requirements. That, in turn, provided the supplier
with poor rough-cut capacity planning data, making it hard to sup-
port upside spiked demand.

Second, the M1 to P2 to S2 connection in Production 1 and
Production 2 illustrates a Material Requirements Plan (MRP) that is
driven off of production schedules, driving lots of purchase order
changes. Third, P4—Plan Deliver and P3—Plan Make weren’t mak-
ing the connection between P1 (Sales and Operations Planning), M1,
and D1, resulting in less business management and more order man-
agement. Fourth, sending the returns back to Production 2 facilities
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Figure 8-3. Food products LOTIF defect analysis. This analysis uses system flags to iden-
tify major reasons that a line was not delivered on time and/or complete.
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(remember, this is a logical map) versus to a regional distribution cen-
ter may be inefficient. Finally, there were potentially duplicate enable
processes (enable make [EM]) between Production 1 and Production 2.

Although the coach helped with the interpretation at first, the
team soon got accustomed to speaking the language of SCOR and
was able to begin the process of “thread diagramming” potential fu-
ture-state scenarios.

■ Metric Defect Analysis
Metric defect analysis is borrowed from the Six Sigma and Total
Quality Management disciplines. The basic idea is that for each met-
ric identified in the scorecard during Phase Two, the team must ana-
lyze the failures or defects as they begin to answer the “why” question
(Figure 8-3). For example, the food products group line order on time
and in full performance is 68.4 percent, meaning 31.6 percent of the
lines weren’t delivered On-Time and In-Full. The objective of defect
analysis is to use simple analytical tools such as Pareto charts, run
charts, histograms, control charts, and so forth, to help answer the first
“why did this line fail” question. This is the first step in root-cause
analysis; an important guideline is to use the technology system to
help with the first sort. Many companies resort to manual research
right away. Although sometimes unavoidable, manual research right
out of the gate generally reduces the frequency of analysis, further re-
inforces “not using the system,” and limits the sample size for analysis.

The Fowlers’ design team would need another week to collect
the data, but they did identify for each metric a first draft of defect
categories.

Perfect Order Fulfillment (and Line Item On
Time and In Full)

❏ Product Not Available at Initial Available-to-Promise Check
❏ Manufacturing Shipped Late
❏ Inventory Reallocated
❏ Warehouse Shipped Late
❏ Transportation Delivered Late

104 Supply Chain Excellence
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WEEK SIX: THE PLANNING PROCESS MATRIX 105

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time
❏ Orders that have cycle times exceeding the target in each of

the major cycle time segments
❏ Order Receipt to Order Confirmed
❏ Order Confirmed to Shipment Created
❏ Shipment Created to Order Picked
❏ Order Picked to Order Shipped
❏ Order Shipped to Order Delivered
❏ Orders with More than One Category

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility
❏ Part numbers that have planned lead times exceeding the

target in each of the major lead time categories
❏ Plan, Source, Make, Deliver
❏ Part Numbers with More than One Category

Cost of Goods, Total Supply Chain
Management, and Total Return
Management and Warranty Costs

❏ Use Pareto analysis for the level three categories (i.e., mate-
rial cost, customer service cost, warehouse cost), and then
calculate variances for the top 80 percent of the spend

Inventory Days of Supply
❏ For working inventory, conduct Pareto analysis on the in-

ventory days of supply for each Stock Keeping Unit, highest
to lowest

❏ For nonworking inventory, Pareto dollars of excess, slow
moving, and obsolete

■ Planning for Next Week: 
Disconnect Analysis

The data from the metric defect analysis set the stage for the next
steps in the process: disconnect and opportunity analysis. The dis-
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connect analysis provides the first opportunity to involve the ex-
tended team (and others) in a formal way. The brainstorming event
that is central to this step can engage as many as fifty people collect-
ing and sorting up to one thousand anecdotal issues. The metric de-
fect data and the issues list provide the foundation for the first draft
of the project portfolio. Figures 8-4 to 8-10 are samples of the work
the Fowlers’ team would accomplish in the week ahead. Back to the
present, the agenda for Day Two focuses on initiating the metric de-
fect data collection, updating the geographic maps and thread dia-
grams, and figuring out who to invite to the brainstorm event.

106 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 8-4. Technology products order fulfillment cycle time histogram. This chart por-
trays the actual order cycle time spread across different time buckets and helps the team
define a “defective cycle time” (�7 days).
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Figure 8-5. Technology products order fulfillment cycle defect analysis. This analysis at-
tempts to answer the question of which cycle time category contains the most defective
orders.
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Figure 8-6. Technology products order fulfillment cycle defect profile. This analysis at-
tempts to aggregate total defective orders by category and gives the team an idea of where
the most issues occur.
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Figure 8-8. Food products upside supply chain flexibility defect analysis. This analysis
identifies which planned lead time category contributes to the defects. The cumulative
82.8 percent defect rate means that only 17.2 percent of food product part numbers are
better than target.
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Figure 8-7. Food products upside supply chain flexibility histogram. This analysis iden-
tifies the count of part numbers in different buckets of lead time and helps define “defec-
tive” parts for this metric (�60 days).
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WEEK SIX: THE PLANNING PROCESS MATRIX 109

Figure 8-9. Food products stacked planned lead times sample for multiple categories.
This answers two “Why?” questions: which parts are defective and which planned lead
time(s) cause the defect.
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Figure 8-10. Food products total supply chain management cost defect analysis. Defects are defined as “variances” to plan and/or other spending
waste.
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9

Week Seven: Material
Flow Disconnect
Analysis and Steering
Team Review Number
Three
Add Up the Value While
Getting the Whole Company
Involved

What do the numbers fifty, twenty, one thousand, fifteen, and three
have in common? They’re the typical results of a successful discon-
nect analysis, focused on identifying all the issues, inefficiencies, and
assorted problems of moving goods from suppliers through the com-
pany and on to customers.

Fifty is the typical number of people who participate in a day-
long brainstorm event. Twenty is how many disconnects or issues a
typical person can come up with in an hour. A thousand is the num-
ber of disconnects or issues the whole team can generate in the same
amount of time. Fifteen is approximately the number of projects

111
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that will be identified to eliminate the issues. Three is the percent of
savings (relative to sales) that an average performing company will
achieve by implementing these projects. For example, a supply chain
supporting $100 million in revenue typically may yield $3 million
in gross opportunity savings.

The objectives of the seventh week are to (1) complete the dis-
connect analysis, which includes conducting the brainstorm event,
documenting the brainstorm event output, and assembling the pre-
liminary project portfolio; and to (2) prepare for the third steering
team review, providing the first executive look at scorecard gaps.

■ Planning the Brainstorm Event
A well-planned brainstorm event takes the data and detail collected
and analyzed through the metric defect analysis (Figures 8-3 to
8-10) and integrates them with an efficient means of gathering and
aggregating employee experiential data. The combination creates a
positive feeling of teamwork, shared vision of the real issues, and
confidence in the benefit impact. It also provides for greater involve-
ment in the process, giving extended team members a feeling of con-
tribution and, ultimately, ownership of the changes.

There are six ingredients to a good brainstorming event:

1. An appropriate invitee list
2. Effective communication, including advance invitation,

project overview, and instructions for event preparation
3. Organized brainstorm categories using the metric defect

analysis and scorecard data
4. An appropriate venue
5. Predefined leadership roles for the design team that carry

from defect analysis through to opportunity analysis
6. Documentation approach that captures the individual dis-

connects, problem groups, preliminary projects, and benefits
estimate

Invitees
Select people who are close to the day-to-day and week-to-week de-
tails of all facets of the movement of materials. Attempt to represent

112 Supply Chain Excellence
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WEEK SEVEN: MATERIAL FLOW DISCONNECT ANALYSIS 113

the locations identified in the geographic map as well as expertise
from planning, sourcing, manufacturing, marketing and sales, ware-
house, transportation, finance, and customer service. For the brain-
storm event, the quantity of issues, with examples, is a critical factor.
Don’t reach too high in the organization; participants at higher lev-
els of management have more trouble generating a detailed list and
often cannot point to specific examples. The examples are what help
drive the root cause analysis. Invitees are considered part of the ex-
tended team listed in the project charter.

Effective Communication
The invitation letter needs to clearly convey the purpose of the
event, preparation instructions, and the basics of where, when, and
so on. The invitation needs to be in participants’ hands one to two
weeks in advance; anything less gives the impression that the project
is poorly planned and limits the quality of individual preparation. A
project overview session conducted before the event provides partic-
ipants with a wide-angle view of the project, including a status re-
port on the key deliverables of the scorecard gap analysis, AS IS ge-
ographic map, and metric defect analysis. Further, it gives them a
short tutorial on their homework assignment, including the defini-
tion of a “disconnect” (any issue or barrier to achieving a desired
level of performance), how to use the Excel template (Figure 9-1),
and an expectation of identifying twenty disconnects.

Organized Brainstorm Categories
Setting up brainstorm categories in advance (and incorporating
them into the project overview presentation above) helps the partic-
ipants generate more detail faster. There are three common methods
of selecting categories. First, you can use Supply Chain Operations
Reference (SCOR) process categories: PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE,
DELIVER, RETURN, and ENABLE. Second, you can use physical
locations, as illustrated in either the actual or logical geographic
maps. Third (and the one Fowlers picked), you can use the Level
One SCOR metrics and associated defect analysis. This is a major
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organizational decision; during the first part of the event, partici-
pants will need to place their issues under a metric and appropriate
defect category (Figure 9-2).

Other essential data that are helpful include the actual, bench-
mark, and gaps from the scorecard (Figure 9-3). 

The Appropriate Venue
The ideal venue is a large rectangular room with enough theater seat-
ing for all attendees. The category titles (typed in large print on 8.5
� 11 paper), defect analysis, and scorecard data are taped on the wall
and spaced equally around all four walls of the room (Figure 9-4).
Many teams have used “Post-Its,” flip chart paper, or “butcher block
paper” to capture the individual disconnects. Most of the time will
be spent in small groups, frequently standing next to the collected
items in a brainstorm category; the activity does not work as well as
in a small conference room.

Figure 9-1. Disconnect summary template. Each person participating in the
event needs to identify at least twenty issues from their experience; describe the
issue, including an item, customer, or supplier example; and include their initials.

Description for Disconnect or Issue - Example Initials Disconnect
Serial Number

Item master data setup errors cause poor planning data to pass to 
plants and suppliers resulting in poorer forecasts – item 093232

PB 1

No visibility to customer demand – consumption rate leads to 
unpredicted spiked demand resulting in customer shortages – order 
0930211

PB 2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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WEEK SEVEN: MATERIAL FLOW DISCONNECT ANALYSIS 115

Predefined Leadership Roles
For the brainstorm event, design team members formalize their role
in the knowledge-transfer process, transitioning from student to
teacher. The project manager (or coach) serves as the master of cer-
emonies, reviewing the agenda and instructions for each step. He or
she also serves as pace keeper, moderator of conflict, and general role
model for everyone. Each extended team member is assigned to a
brainstorm category; it is important to make the assignment on the
basis of each individual’s expertise. Each design team member is as-
signed to lead (co-lead) a brainstorm category and facilitate the dis-
connect analysis steps. This includes grouping similar issues, defin-
ing problem statements, and assembling the preliminary project
portfolio. It’s a proven strategy for each brainstorm category leader
to have also participated in that metric’s defect analysis.

Documentation Approach
The preliminary project portfolio worksheet is filled out for each
brainstorm category in two steps: assemble problem definition data

Figure 9-2. Extended team members during the initial brainstorm part of the agenda
perform a three-step task. First, they walk their individual disconnects (recorded on “Post-
It” type notes) to the primary metric of impact; second, they decide which defect category
is most appropriate; and, third, they “stick” the disconnect on (under) the appropriate de-
fect category.
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Figure 9-3. Posted scorecard data including actual, benchmark, and gaps will help the extended team gain perspective on the overall
improvement challenge. 

Performance Parity Advantage Superior
Attribute or 50th 70th 90th Parity Requirement Requirement
Category Level 1 Performance Metrics Actual Percentile Percentile Percentile Gap Gap Opportunity

Supply Chain Line Item On Time and In Full 68.4% 74.7% 85.0% 95.0% ��6.3% ��26.6%
$350,000

Delivery Reliability Perfect Order Fulfillment 35.0% 74.0% 81.0% 88.0% ��39.0% ��53.0%

Supply Chain 
Order Fulfillment Cycle Time 5 days 10 days 6.5 days 3 days 5 days 5 days EnablesResponsiveness Inventory

Supply Chain 
Upside Supply Chain Flexibility 89 days 60 days 45 days 29 days ��30 days ��30 days

and Delivery

Flexibility
Reliability
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WEEK SEVEN: MATERIAL FLOW DISCONNECT ANALYSIS 117

and then calculate impact (Chapter 10). Figure 9-5 is a screen shot
of the whole template, with one worksheet for each brainstorm cat-
egory.

Figure 9-6 describes how to fill out a worksheet. As illustrated,
the team needs to:

❏ Document the brainstorm category.
❏ Give each problem statement a unique number.
❏ Write a detailed description of the problem.
❏ Summarize a problem with a statement phrase.
❏ List the individual disconnect IDs comprising the issue.
❏ List the metric defect category where the issues were grouped.
❏ List the metric defect category rate.
❏ Agree to the weight of this problem relative to the other

problems within the defect category.
❏ Calculate the problem impact by multiplying the problem

weight by the defect category rate.
❏ And, finally, list the SCOR process where the problem most

likely occurs.

■ Conducting the Brainstorm Session
The Fowlers’ brainstorm team included the entire design team;
Chief Operating Officer Brian Dowell; product development man-
agers; buyer/planners; customer service representatives; cost ac-
countants; marketing analysts; material planners; focus factory man-
agers; sales managers; product line managers from both the
technology and food products groups; functional experts for pur-

Figure 9-4. There are many ways to prepare the room. Listed here is a room
scenario.

Line Item On Time
and In Full

Order Fulfillment
Cycle Time

Brainstorm Room

Cost of Goods

Total Supply Chain
Management Cost

Upside Supply
Chain Flexibility

Inventory Days of
Supply

(text continues on page 120)
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Figure 9-5. Preliminary project portfolio worksheet.

Brainstorm
Category

Problem
Statement Number

Problem Statement 
Phrase

Problem Statement Description
Individual
Disconnect IDs

Metric Defect 
Category

Metric Defect 
Category Rate

Problem Weight 
within Defect 
Category

Problem Impact SCOR Process

The title of the 
brainstorm category
is listed here. i.e., 
Line Item On Time 
and In Full

After the 
disconnects have 
been aggrgated to 
problems, a number
is assigned, i.e. 
1.01, 1.02, etc.

The problem statement 
phrase briefly describes
the problem.

The problem statement description is a 
sentence or two that describes the problem. It 
must be relevant to all of the individual 
disconnects and include an example, i.e. part 
number, supplier, or customer.

The individual 
disconnect IDs are 
recorded here.

This comes directly
from the metric 
defect analysis.

This is the overall 
defect rate for the 
category and is 
taken directly off the
defect analysis 
pareto chart.

This is the weight 
the team assigns to
the problem. For 
each defect 
category the 
weights of all the 
problems must add
to 100%.

This is a calculated
field multiplying the
METRIC DEFECT 
CATEGORY RATE
times the 
PROBLEM
WEIGHT. This is the
estimated impact to
the SCOR Level 
One metric

To the best of their 
ability, the team 
attempts to identify
the SCOR element
where the problem
occurs. Some 
teams use Level 
Two categories, 
others use Level 
Three categories.
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Figure 9-6. Preliminary project portfolio worksheet—problem definition. 

Problem
Problem Problem Problem Individual Metric Metric Weight

Brainstorm Statement Statement Statement Disconnect Defect Defect within Defect Problem SCOR
Category Number Phrase Description IDs Category Category Rate Category Impact Process

The title of
the
brainstorm
category is
listed here
(i.e., Line
Item On
Time and In
Full)

After the
disconnects
have been
aggrgated to
problems, a
number is
assigned, i.e.,
1.01, 1.02,
etc.

The problem
statement
phrase briefly
describes the
problem.

The problem
statement
description is
a sentence or
two that
describes the
problem. It
must be
relevant to all
of the
individual
disconnects
and include
an example,
i.e., part
number,
supplier, or
customer.

The
individual
disconnect
IDs are
recorded
here.

This comes
directly from
the metric
defect
analysis.

This is the
overall defect
rate for the
category and
is taken
directly off
the defect
analysis
pareto chart.

This is the
weight the
team assigns
to the
problem. For
each defect
category the
weights of all
the problems
must add to
100%.

This is a
calculated
field
multiplying
the METRIC
DEFECT
CATEGORY
RATE times
the
PROBLEM
WEIGHT.
This is the
estimated
impact to the
SCOR Level
One metric.

To the best
of their
ability, the
team
attempts to
identify the
SCOR
element
where the
problem
occurs.
Some teams
use Level
Two
categories,
others use
Level Three
categories.
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chasing, order management, planning, distribution, and manufac-
turing from the corporate applications group; a transportation man-
ager; an import/export manager; a warehouse manager from corpo-
rate logistics; a market research analyst; forecast analysts for each of
the product families; and a business development manager from the
corporate marketing group. In all, there were forty people on the list.
As mentioned earlier, the design team agreed to use their six SCOR
Level One metrics as the brainstorm categories. Their rationale was
to get the extended team thinking about the relationship of each
issue to the defect data and why things failed.

The planning director was assigned to be team leader for the
“line on time and in full” category. “Order fulfillment cycle time” was
led by the purchasing director; the director of manufacturing oversaw
discussion of “upside supply chain flexibility”; “total supply chain
management cost” was handled by the director of logistics/customer
services; the corporate controller led the “cost of goods” discussion;
and the vice president of sales and marketing for the food products
group led “inventory days of supply” with help from the director of
applications. David Able served as the master of ceremonies, and the
coach was used as a floater between teams helping them as needed.

Fowlers’ Brainstorm Event
The agenda for the brainstorm event at Fowlers had five line items and
looked like this:

1. Introduction. David reviews the agenda, room layout, brainstorm
categories (line item on time and in full, order fulfillment cycle
time, upside supply chain flexibility, and total supply chain man-
agement cost, cost of goods, and inventory days of supply), and
associated defect analysis, and introduces the category leaders.

2. Initial Brainstorm: Sixty Minutes. David facilitates the brain-
storming activity, getting all those involved to identify at least
twenty individual disconnects. Fowlers opted for the manual
version where the Post-It notes were filled out on-site.
Participants had one hour to transpose their homework, with
one disconnect per note. David reminded those who missed
the overview that a good disconnect is one that contains an ac-
curate description of the issue, uses a full sentence, references a
real example (e.g., list an item, supplier, customer), provides a
frequency estimate (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly), and includes
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WEEK SEVEN: MATERIAL FLOW DISCONNECT ANALYSIS 121

their initials. They then had to identify the primary metric the
issue impacted and stick it under the appropriate defect cate-
gory (Figure 9-7 for individual disconnect examples under the
“Poor Forecast Management—7.18” problem statement).

3. Affinity Diagrams: 120 Minutes. By using the predetermined
extended team list, David moved people to their appropriate
brainstorm categories with their design team leaders. They
spent two hours reading through the disconnects and grouping
them under each metric defect category. Next they were tasked
with completing the problem definition and impact sections of
the preliminary project portfolio worksheet.

4. Question and Answer Review: 60 Minutes. David then facili-
tated a public question-and-answer review of each team’s prob-
lem statements. There was overlap where similar problems oc-

Figure 9-7. The individual disconnects behind the “Poor Forecast
Management—7.18” problem statement, under the “Product not Available at
ATP Check” defect category, under the “Line On Time and In Full Metric.”

Disconnect
Serial

Description for Disconnect or Issue—Example Initials Number

PO 217

LZ 26

CJ 267

SJ 469

PA 551

RT 242

YU 431

JB 181

CB 236

KB 308

New product forecasts are inaccurate and result in lost
opportunities.

Inaccurate forecasting on new products.

Better market information for new product forecast.

Forecast at product family level does not help with indi-
vidual SKU variance.

Integrate new product growth rates into sales budgets
and forecasts.

Too heavy a reliance on sales forecasts for new products.

Repair parts are not forecasted as separate demand
points.

Item master data setup errors that cause lack of planning
passing to plants or vendors.

Lack of accountability between field forecasting, mar-
keting forecasting, and supply chain forecasting.

No visibility of sales to end customers and sales to deal-
ers clouded by return.
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curred in different metrics. This would be rectified during the
project consolidation process (Chapter 10).

5. Documentation: 120 Minutes. The individual disconnect tem-
plate and preliminary project portfolio worksheet are the two
main tools to help document the brainstorm output. Fowlers’
disconnect analysis session yielded 838 individual disconnects
in six brainstorm categories and an initial sixty-two problem
groups with their own statements. For a detailed example, con-
sider the line on time and in full category, which yielded
twenty groups of problems representing 147 individual discon-
nects (Figure 9-8).

After an exhausting day, the first agenda item for the design
team on Day Two of this week is to prepare for steering team review
number three; below is a tentative agenda. The second item is to
begin to assemble a disconnect analysis summary for each metric.
The coach demonstrated how to build a fishbone diagram using the
brainstorm category as the head of the fish, metric defect categories
as the primary bones, and the problem statements as the secondary
bones (Figure 9-9). He also showed how to build a Pareto diagram
(Figure 9-10) by sorting problem statements from highest to lowest
impact. Although the team grasped the logic, they all agreed that this
task would carry over to homework.

■ Conducting Steering Team Review
Number Three

Prepare and conduct steering team review number three with the
following agenda:

❏ Project roadmap status.
❏ Education on disconnect process.
❏ Introduce team disconnect.
❏ Share disconnect statistics.
❏ Review group problem statements.
❏ Decisions required today.
❏ Expectations for steering team review number four.

122 Supply Chain Excellence
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Figure 9-8. Fowlers preliminary project portfolio worksheet—line item on time and in full problem definitions. 

Problem
Metric Weight

Problem Individual Metric Defect within
Brainstorm Statement Problem Disconnect Defect Category Defect Problem SCOR
Category Number Statement Phrase Problem Statement Description IDs Category Rate Category Impact Process

Line On 7.06 Poor definition Poor or no customer automated 448,453,406, Inventory 7.0% 50.0% 3.5% D1.3, 
Time and of customer allocation rules and re-confirmation 174,232,40, Re-allocated ED
In Full allocation rules communication plans cause 146,12,258, 

unnecessary and unwanted re-allocation 180
of inventory causing ship date changes
and customer frustration over
unannounced late orders.

Line On 7.20 Rush Order Special requests to Customer Service 319,295,182, Inventory 7.0% 35.0% 2.5% ED
Time and override FIFO to expedite perceived priority accounts 386,385,212, Re-allocated
In Full from Sales and Marketing causes 432,317,493,

shipment delays for other equally 383,4,315,
valuable customers. 497

Line On 7.07 Inventory Per DC tracking data, 5% of the total 361,375,374, Inventory 7.0% 15.0% 1.1% D1.9
Time and Transaction orders daily cannot ship due to 367,368,145, Re-allocated
In Full Errors—Can’t (suddenly) product not being available. 184,249,266,

Ship 245

Line On 7.09 Manufacturing Schedule attainment rules are based on 488,147,461 Manu- 8.8% 20.0% 1.8% M1.1
Time and Schedule total volume not mix which leads to facturing 
In Full Attainment Rules production order grouping that do not shipped late

are not Aligned meet product availability objectives.
to Service 
Requirements

(continues)
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Problem
Metric Weight

Problem Individual Metric Defect Within
Brainstorm Statement Problem Disconnect Defect Category Defect Problem SCOR
Category Number Statement Phrase Problem Statement Description IDs Category Rate Category Impact Process

Line On 7.08 Manpower Unplanned absenteeism negatively 335,333,101, Manu- 8.8% 15.0% 1.3% M1.3, 
Time and Resources effects production capacity. 35,252,37,30, facturing EM
In Full 225,185 shipped late

Line On 7.13 Poor Dependent A lack of visibility (or sharing) of 443,499,477, Manu- 8.8% 15.0% 1.3% EM
Time and Demand Sharing internal, sister plant demand occurs 22,497,438, facturing 
In Full 95% of the time on 40% of the orders. 478 shipped late

Line On 7.14 New Product New product component availability 167,339,398, Manu- 8.8% 15.0% 1.3% EM
Time and Component and lack of communication effects 434,202, facturing 
In Full Availability ability to manufacture 15% of the time. shipped late

Line On 7.04 ATP Check Rule Poor manufacturing schedule 198,184,316, Manu- 8.8% 10.0% 0.9% D1.3, 
Time and Includes Planned attainment causes inaccurate sales order 442,191,288, facturing ED, 
In Full Orders confirmation because the ATP is 292,290,170 shipped EM

confirming against planned orders not late
in physically manufactured product.

Line On 7.10 Internal Quality Non-conforming parts impact internal 59,430 Manu- 8.8% 10.0% 0.9% M1.3
Time and manufacturing 10% of the time. facturing 
In Full shipped late

Figure 9-8. (continued)
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Line On 7.17 Stretched Lack of equipment resources 161,39 Manu- 8.8% 10.0% 0.9% P3
Time and Manufacturing cause capacity shortages to meet facturing 
In Full Capacity large and impact orders. shipped

late

Line On 7.16 Secondary Supplier According to material data in the 25,317,437 Manu- 8.8% 5.0% 0.4% ES
Time and SYSTEM, 95% of our supplied facturing 
In Full components do not have a secondary shipped late

supplier.

Line On 7.11 External For 70% of our planning, we have a 321,255,217, Product not 10.1% 37.0% 3.7% P1.1, 
Time and Customer Sales lack of visbility to the customer’s 26,267,469, available EP
In Full Plan demand or promotions resulting in no 551,242,431, at ATP

forecast and a 36% sales plan error. 181,236,308 check

Line On 7.18 Poor Forecast SKU level forecasts are inaccurate due 217,26,267, Product not 10.1% 37.0% 3.7% P1.1
Time and Management minimal analysis, poor input from 469,551,242, available 
In Full known sales and marketing input, and 431,181,236, at ATP 

a lack of corporate discipline to 308 check
support one forecast.

Line On 7.12 New Product- New Product Development items are 385,142,203, Product not 10.1% 26.0% 2.6% P1, EP
Time and Manufacturing not planned and released to production 257,418 available
In Full Lead Time & with enough lead-time for production at ATP

Planning not to meet customer orders/demand in check
Aligned units and timetable.

Line On 7.01 Carriers Violate Transportation providers do not adhere 1,20,31,232 Trans- 0.9% 33.3% 0.3% ED6
Time and EDI Business to the contractual obligations of EDI portation 
In Full Rules transmission requirements on a weekly delivered

basis. late

(continues)
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Problem
Metric Weight

Problem Individual Metric Defect within
Brainstorm Statement Problem Disconnect Defect Category Defect Problem SCOR
Category Number Statement Phrase Problem Statement Description IDs Category Rate Category Impact Process

Line On 7.02 Carrier Delivery Transportation providers are not 384,222,521, Trans- 0.9% 33.3% 0.3% D1.12, 
Time and Performance is rigorously scorecarded and performance 478, 476, portation ED6
In Full Unreliable issues are not systematically dealt with. 370,227,483, delivered 

75,310,372, late
475,147,149,
571,109

Line On 7.03 Fowlers Does Not Fowlers relies on carrier to make 22,434,268, Trans- 0.9% 33.3% 0.3% D1.2, 
Time and Control Customer customer delivery appointments. 557,271,23, portation D1.3, 
In Full Delivery 444 delivered D1.13

Appointments late

Line On 7.15 Poor Supplier Purchased finished goods arrive late 183,351,29, Ware- 4.7% 50.0% 2.4% S1, ES
Time and Delivery from vendors causing missed 218,417,209, house 
In Full Reliability shipments to customers. 353,446,264 shipped late

Line On 7.05 Poor Inventory Location and quantity errors cause 67,228,144 Ware- 4.7% 25.0% 1.2% D1.8
Time and Accuracy at allocated orders to ship late. house 
In Full Shipping DC shipped late

Line On 7.19 Customer “Order Customer orders are held for 100% 369,318,154, Ware 4.7% 25.0% 1.2% D1.5, 
Time and Complete” quantity fill creating late late 158,148,72 house ED 
In Full Requirement shipments shipped late

Figure 9-8. (continued)
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Figure 9-9. Fishbone summary of the Fowlers’ line on time and in full disconnect analysis.

Transportation Delivered
Late

Fowlers Does Not
Control Delivery

Appointments

Carrier Delivery
Performance is

Unreliable

Carriers Violate EDI
Business Rules

Warehouse Shipped Late

Customer “Order
Complete” Requirement

Poor Supplier
Delivery Reliability

Poor Inventory Accuracy
at Shipping DC

Manufacturing Shipped Late

ATP Check Rules Include
Planned Orders

Manpower Resources

Internal Quality

Manufacturing Schedule
Attainment Rules are not

Aligned to Service
Requirements

New Product Component
Availability

Poor Dependent Demand
Sharing

No Secondary Supplier

Stretched 
Manufacturing Capacity

Product Not Available at
Initial ATP Check

Poor Forecast
Management

External Customer
Sales Plan

New 
Product-Manufacturing

Lead Time & Planning not
Aligned

Inventory Re-Allocated

Rush Order override
FIFO

Inventory Transaction
Errors - Can’t Ship

Poor Definition of
Customer Allocation

Rules

Line On Time and In Full
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128 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 9-10. Pareto analysis of the Fowlers’ line on time and in full disconnect analysis.
The numbers are slightly different because of rounding errors.
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10

Week Eight: 
The Project Portfolio
How to Take Sixty-Two Issues
Down to Fifteen Projects

There is no easy way to take all of the information collected in the brain-
storm session and turn it into a working plan of action, but that’s the
job of the week: consolidating the sixty-two problems across six metrics
into a concise set of projects and completing impact-effort assessments
for each of them. The tools the team will use are the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) elements, affinity diagram techniques,
and project portfolio worksheet. To reiterate, the objectives of Week
Eight are to complete any unfinished documentation, consolidate prob-
lems into projects, and complete the impact-effort assessment.

� Consolidating Problems to Projects
The four-step process (Figure 10-1) of consolidating problems into
projects is an easier task with experience using the Excel spreadsheet
functions “filter” and “sort.” In preparation for the first day’s meet-
ing, the project manager consolidates the problems from each of the

129
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130 Supply Chain Excellence

metric worksheets onto a single worksheet called something like “All
Metrics.” With the “AutoFilter” on, the consolidation process be-
gins. There are three levels of filtering that, when applied in the
proper order, seem to yield the best results.

Figure 10-1. Problem statement to project list consolidation process.

Fourteen 
potential 
projects based
on SCOR level 
two filter

Nine projects 
based on the 
SCOR level 
one filter, 
planning and 
strategy 
consoldiation

Twelve 
potential 
projects based
on SCOR 
enable 
process filter

Sixty two 
problems 
based on the 
disconnect 
analysis

Figure 10-2. Filtering the data field “SCOR Process” using the custom autofilter “con-
tains D1.”

© Copyright 2007 SCE Limited. Used with permission. 
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WEEK EIGHT: THE PROJECT PORTFOLIO 131

The first is to filter the heading “SCOR Process” by SCOR
level two process. At this point, some problems may have level three
IDs, such as P1.1, and some may have level two IDs, such as P1. Use
a custom autofilter containing a SCOR level two ID (Figure 10-2)
to identify all problems with at least one common process category.
This yields fourteen projects: Enable Source, Enable Make, Enable
Plan, Enable Deliver, Plan Source, Plan Make, Plan Deliver, Plan
Supply Chain, Make-to-Stock, Make-to-Order, Source Stocked
Product, Source Make-to-Order Product, Deliver Stocked Product,
and Deliver Make-to-Order Product. At this point, the person driv-
ing the mouse assigns the same project number to all the problems
resulting from each SCOR level two filter; for example, all D1 prob-
lems get assigned the project number “1” (Figure 10-3).

After the filtering fourteen times, all problem statements
should have a project number.

The next level of filtering, coined “Strategic Similarity,” again
uses the field “SCOR Process.” This time the team uses a custom fil-
ter containing a SCOR level one ID (i.e., “S,” “M,” “P,” or “D”). For
the source, make, and deliver processes, the team attempts to consoli-
date projects that can address both “to stock” and “to order” strategies
with the same effort and scope. For the plan projects, the team looks
for potential consolidation of the planning process projects; for exam-
ple, a frequent consolidation involves P4, P3, and P2 into a project
called “Tactical Planning.” Typically, the leader reads each problem
phrase and description, the team assesses implementation uniqueness,
and then they come to consensus on whether it remains or should be
moved to another project. To finish up, the leader changes the project
number as appropriate. The Fowlers’ team agreed to consolidate all
problem statements in the “to order” projects with their “to stock” part-
ners and consolidated P4, P3, and P2 into a project called “Tactical
Planning.” This level of filtering brings our overall project list to nine.

The last filtering level, called “Enable” again uses the field
“SCOR Process,” This time the team uses the custom autofilter con-
taining “E.” This leaves all problem statements that are connected to

(text continues on page 133)
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Figure 10-3. Assign a project number to all the problems resulting from a SCOR Level Two filter. In this case, these problems have been as-
signed project number one based on the D1 filter.

Brainstorm
Category

Project
Number

Problem
Statement
Number

Problem Statement 
Phrase

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.06
Poor definition of 
customer allocation rules

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.07
Inventory Transaction 
Errors - Can't Ship

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.04
ATP Check Rule 
Includes Planned Orders

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.02
Carrier Delivery 
Performance is 
Unreliable

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.03
Fowlers Does Not 
Control Customer 
Delivery Appointments

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.05
Poor Inventory Accuracy 
at Shipping DC

Line On Time and In
Full

1 7.19
Customer "Order 
Complete" Requirement

Order Fulfillment 
Cycle Time

1 1.01
Internal pick, pack, ship 
issues

Order Fulfillment 
Cycle Time

1 1.04
Customer service and 
process problems

Problem Statement Description
Individual
Disconnect IDs

Metric Defect 
Category

Metric Defect 
Category Rate

Poor or no customer automated allocation rules
and re-confirmation communication plans cause
unnecessary and unwanted re-allocation of 
inventory causing ship date changes and 
customer frustration over unannounced late 
orders.

448, 453, 406, 174,
232, 40, 146, 12, 
258, 180

Inventory Re-
allocated

7.0%

Per DC tracking data, 5% of the total orders 
daily cannot ship due to (suddenly) product not
being available.

361, 375, 374, 367,
368, 145, 184, 249,
266, 245

Inventory Re-
allocated

7.0%

Poor manufacturing schedule attainment causes
inaccurate sales order confirmation because the
ATP is confirming against planned orders not in
physically manufactured product.

198, 184, 316, 442,
191, 288, 292, 290,
170

Manufacturing
shipped late

8.8%

Transportation providers are not rigorously 
scorecarded and performance issues are not 
systematically dealt with.

384, 222, 478, 476,
521, 370, 227, 483,
75, 310, 372, 475, 
147, 149, 571, 109

Transportation 
delivered late

0.9%

Fowlers relies on carrier to make customer 
delivery appointments.

22, 434, 268, 557, 
271, 23, 444

Transportation 
delivered late

0.9%

Location and quantity errors cause allocated 
orders to ship late.

67, 228, 144
Warehouse shipped
late

4.7%

Customer orders are held for 100% quantity fill 
creating late late shipments

369, 318, 154,158,
148, 72

Warehouse shipped
late

4.7%

Internal process problems delay shipments an 
estimated 10%

263, 251, 265, 261,
553, 51, 143, 282, 
199, 554, 386

More than one 
category

7.0

Customer service and process problems affect 
1% of order allocation.

247, 409, 270, 300,
388, 200, 250, 248,
426, 118, 272

Order confirmed to
shipment created

1.5

Problem
Weight within 
Defect
Category

Problem
Impact

SCOR Process

15.0%

10.0%

33.3%

33.3%

25.0%

25.0%

25%

33%

          D1.3, ED

D1.9

D1.3, ED, EM

D1.12, ED6

D1.2, D1.3, D1.13

D1.8

D1.5, ED

D1

D1

                   3.5%

1.1%

0.9%

0.3%

0.3%

1.2%

1.2%

1.75

0.50

50.0%
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WEEK EIGHT: THE PROJECT PORTFOLIO 133

some form of enabling process. This last filter drives some consoli-
dations but more frequently separates many enable elements into
projects all by themselves, consequently adding to the project total.

As before, the team leader reads each problem phrase and descrip-
tion. Then the team identifies the enable level three identification (i.e.,
ED1 Customer Business Rules); documents in the “SCOR Process” col-
umn; assesses uniqueness against other enable problems; and then
comes to consensus on whether to leave it in the current project num-
ber, consolidate it with another project, or give it a new project number.

At this stage, Fowlers added three new projects, bringing the
overall total to twelve.

The last activity for the day is to write project descriptions that
include a phrase and a full description (Figure 10-4). This step can
use the divide-and-conquer approach within the design team. The
big challenge is to describe the project so it represents all its associ-
ated problem statements and is written in the positive view. Below
are listed phrases and descriptions of the twelve projects the Fowlers’
team identified.

1. Improve Demand Management and Forecasting. This
project will improve poorly defined practices, underused
modeling techniques, and untrained personnel.

2. Optimize Supply Management Practices. This project will
focus enabling and execution of tactical processes with tar-
geted suppliers.

3. Improve Information Technology Effectiveness. This proj-
ect will focus on scaling up more effective and efficient data
warehouse capability, and improving the business units’
use of the planning-and-forecasting module within the en-
terprise resource planning package.

4. Improve Data Integrity. This project will define a master
data management process and correct errors in supplier,
item, and customer master data.

5. Improve Supplier Flexibility. This project will focus on de-
veloping vendors’ capability to respond to near-term de-
mand fluctuations for source-to-stock and source-to-order
items.

(text continues on page 138)
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Figure 10-4. Project Benefit Worksheet: food products project phrase, description, and benefit summary. 

Order Upside Supply Total Supply
Line On Fulfillment Chain Chain

Project Time and Cycle Time Flexibility Management 
Number Project Phrase Project Description In Full (%) (days) (days) Cost ($) COGS ($) Inventory ($)

Baseline 68.4% 5.0 89.0 $42,500,000 $215,000,000 $64,500,000

1 Improve Demand This project will improve 
Management poorly defined practices, 
and Forecasting underutilized modeling 8.4% 2.2 $3,000,000

techniques, and untrained 
personnel.

2 Optimize Supply This project will focus 
Management enabling and execution of 
Practices tactical processes with

targeted suppliers.

3 Improve This project will focus on 
Information scaling up more effective and 
Technology efficient data warehouse 
Effectiveness capability, and improve the $2,500,000

business units’ utilization of 
the planning and forecasting 
module within the ERP 
package.
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4 Improve Data This project will define a 
Integrity master data management 

process and correct errors in 2.0% 7.5
supplier, item, and customer 
master data.

5 Improve This project will focus on 
Supplier developing vendors’ 
Flexibility capability to respond to 

near-term demand 15.0 $2,500,000 $2,500,000 $6,000,000
fluctuations for source-to-
stock and source-to-order 
items.

6 Implement This project will design, 
Formal Product develop, and implement an 
Life Cycle integrated management 
Management process for all phases of a 
Process product’s life cycle, from 7.5 $2,500,000

introduction through 
commercialization to 
retirement.

(continues)
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Figure 10-4. (continued)

Order Upside Supply Total Supply
Line On Fulfillment Chain Chain

Project Time and Cycle Time Flexibility Management 
Number Project Phrase Project Description In Full (%) (days) (days) Cost ($) COGS ($) Inventory ($)

Baseline 68.4% 5.0 89.0 $42,500,000 $215,000,000 $64,500,000

7 Engineer an This project will design, 
Integrated develop, and implement 
Tactical effective and efficient tactical 
Planning planning processes to help 
Process manage the short term 

horizon balancing customer 3.5% $2,500,000 $2,500,000
orders, stocking levels, 
replenishment orders to 
factories and purchase orders 
to suppliers.

8 Implement This project will implement a 
Sales and Sales and Operations 
Operations Planning process integrate 
Planning demand and supply planning 4.0% $5,000,000 $2,500,000 $6,000,000

with business plans and 
reconciliation to financial 
objectives.
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9 Improve the This project will focus on short 
Efficiency and and long term physical network
Effectiveness of strategy improving cycle time, 
the Physical transportation and warehouse �4.0 $10,000,000 $7,500,000

Supply Chain spend, and align long term 
Network capacity requirements.

10 Tighten Up This project will cover entry 
Order errors, EDI errors, and business
Management rules from inquiry and quote 6.0%
Discipline through order entry and 

inventory allocation. This

11 Establish Formal This project will define and 
Return implement a reverse logistics 
Management processes from goods $2,500,000 $3,000,000

movement to policy to the 
authorization process.

12 Eliminate Poor This project will focus on 
Inventory defects that relate to inventory 
Control record accuracy, shrinkage, 2.5% $3,000,000

Practices and cycle counting.

Benefit 26.4% �1.8 30.0 $25,000,000 $10,000,000 $28,500,000

Projected Performance Level 94.8% 6.8 59.0 $17,500,000 $205,000,000 $36,000,000

© Copyright 2007 SCE Limited. Used with permission. 
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6. Implement Formal Product Life Cycle Management
Process. This project will design, develop, and implement
an integrated management process for all phases of a prod-
uct’s life cycle, from introduction through commercializa-
tion to retirement.

7. Engineer an Integrated Tactical Planning Process. This
project will design, develop, and implement effective and
efficient tactical planning processes to help manage the
short-term horizon balancing customer orders, stocking
levels, replenishment orders to factories, and purchase or-
ders to suppliers.

8. Implement Sales and Operations Planning. This project
will implement a sales and operations planning process that
integrates demand and supply planning with business
plans and reconciliation to financial objectives.

9. Improve the Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Physical
Supply Chain Network. This project will focus on short-
and long-term physical network strategy, thus improving
cycle time, transportation, and warehouse spend, and
aligning long-term capacity requirements.

10. Tighten Up Order Management Discipline. This project
will cover entry errors, electronic data interchange (EDI)
errors, and business rules from inquiry and quote through
order entry and inventory allocation.

11. Establish Formal Return Management. This project will
define and implement reverse logistics processes from
goods movement to policy to the authorization process.

12. Eliminate Poor Inventory Control Practices. This project
will focus on defects that relate to inventory record accu-
racy, shrinkage, and cycle counting.

� Assessing Impact and Effort
The team is cognitively moving from individual problems to proj-
ects. The Impact/Effort Worksheet (Figure 10-5) is used to calculate
a project score that will rank the projects using a two-by-two grid
(Figure 10-6). The category descriptions for the Impact/Effort
Matrix are listed below.

138 Supply Chain Excellence
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The “total score” field adds the total impact score to the total
effort score; the higher the number, the bigger and easier the proj-
ect. It’s the last calculation made in this worksheet.

The “project number” is taken from the “preliminary project
portfolio” worksheet (Figure 10-3). The “project phrase” briefly de-
scribes the project. The “project description” is a sentence or two that
describes the problem; it must be relevant to all of the individual
problems. To derive a project’s “percent improvement” and/or “dol-
lar savings,” use the Project Benefit Worksheet (Figure 10-4) to help
assign a 1, 2, or 3 to each metric impacted; second, add the scores to-
gether to get the total. For example, the percent improvement and/or
dollar savings for project eight is 10:1 for line on time and in full
(�10 percent), 3 for total supply chain management cost (�$500K),
3 for cost of goods sold (�$500K), and 3 for Inventory $ (�$500K).

The “time for benefit to book” (measured in months) is an es-
timate of how long, from the current period until the first benefit be-
gins; this score is based on the criteria in Figure 10-5.

The “customer satisfaction impact” is an estimate and ideally
could rely on detailed criteria from an official company survey.
“Leverage to other supply chains” is an estimate of the scope of im-
pact to other customers, products, suppliers, locations, and so forth;
this is the measure of “Think big, act small, and scale fast.”

“Total impact” is a calculated field that adds the impact scores
together. “Time to implement” (in months) is an effort factor that
measures how long it will take to design, develop, and implement
the project solution(s).

On the “effort” side of the worksheet, “Resources required” at-
tempts to characterize the resource requirements to implement the
project solution. Within this category, a “project team” refers to a
team that is part of a formal project management infrastructure. “FT
Job Exclusive” refers to full-time resources (e.g., a black belt or proj-
ect engineer). “PT Job Inclusive” refers to tasks assigned to individ-
uals as part of their normal job responsibilities.

In the “Complexity” column, “organizational complexity” is
low if a single individual or function has control over the outcome;

WEEK EIGHT: THE PROJECT PORTFOLIO 139
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Figure 10-5. Preliminary project portfolio Impact/Effort Worksheet. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

x � 10% or x � 12 Negative None x � 12 Project High x� $100K
$100K Team

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

10% or 3 � x � 12 Neutral Some to 3 � x � 12 FT Job Medium $25K � x 
100K � x Many Exclusive � $100K
� 25% or 

$500K

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

x � 25% or x � 3 Positive Most to All x � 3 PT Job Low Minimal
$500K Inclusive

% Time for Complexity
Improvement Benefit to Customer Leveragable Time to (Technically/

Total Project Project Project and/or $ Book Satisfaction to Other Total Implement Resources Organiza- Project Total
Score Number Phrase Description Savings (Months) Impact Products Impact (Months) Required tionally) Cost Effort

This
adds the
impact
score to
the
impact
score.
The
higher

Enter the
project
number
from the
"problem
definition"
worksheet.

The
project
phrase
briefly
describes
the
project.

The project
description
is a
sentence or
two that
describes
the
problem. It
must be

To derive a
project’s %
improvement
and/or $
savings use
the project
benefit
worksheet to
first assign a

For each
project,
estimate the
number of
months from
the current
period until
the first
benefit or

Estimate
the
project's
affect on
customer
satisfaction;
ideally the
team could
use more

Estimate
the scope
of impact
to other
customers,
products,
suppliers,
locations,
etc. This is

This
calculated
field adds
the
impact
scores
together.

This effort
factor
measures
the number
of months
it will take
to design,
develop,
and

This effort
factor attempts
to characterize
the resource
requirements
necessary to
implement the
project
solution.

Estimate the
complexity of
the project.
Organizational
complexity is
low if a single
individual or
function has
control over

Estimate
the
project
cost using
your
company’s
normal
costing
methods.

This
calculated
field adds
the effort
socres
together.
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the
number,
the
bigger
and
easier
the
project.

relevant to
all of the
individual
problems.

1, 2, or 3 to
each metric
impacted;
second, add
the scores
together to
get the total.

improvement
will begin
and then
enter the
appropriate
score based
on the above
criteria.

detailed
criteria
found on
an offical
company
survey.
Enter the
appropriate
score based
on the
above
criteria.

the
measure of
"Think
big, act
small, and
scale fast."
Enter the
appropriate
score based
on the
above
criteria.

implement
the project
solution(s).
Enter the
appropriate
score based
on the
above
criteria.

Project Team
refers to a team
that is part of a
formal project
management
infrastructure.
FT Job
Exclusive refers
to full time
resources (like
a black belt or
project
engineer). PT
Job Inclusive
refers to a tasks
assigned to
individuals as
part of their
normal job
responsibilities.

the outcome.
The more
functions or
departments,
the higher the
complexity.
Involving
customers
and/or
suppliers
generally
makes the
organizational
complexity
high.

Many
companies
will
include
internal
and
external
resource
costs plus
capital,
software,
etc. This
calculated
field adds
the effort
scores
together.

© Copyright 2007 SCE Limited. Used with permission. 
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Figure 10-6. Impact/effort matrix.

the more functions or departments, the higher the complexity.
Involving customers and/or suppliers generally makes the organiza-
tional complexity high.

Estimate the “project cost” using your company’s normal cost-
ing methods. Many companies will include internal and external re-
source costs plus capital, software, and so forth.

“Total effort” is a calculated field that adds the effort scores to-
gether. Figure 10-7 illustrates the Fowlers’ Impact/Effort Worksheet
for its twelve projects, sorted first by descending total score, then by
descending total impact, and then by descending total effort.

Figure 10-8 graphically represents how the projects related to
each other.

This day, although extremely rewarding, was mentally exhaust-
ing. The team would have agreed to any savings number at this
point. With that in mind, the reward was a simple reading assign-
ment as the only homework before the next session. The next topic
and design session would focus on detailed opportunity analysis;
sometimes it is good to not know what is ahead!
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Figure 10-7. Food products Impact/Effort summary. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

x � 10% or x � 12 Negative None x � 12 Project High x � $100K
$100K Team

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

10% or 3 � x � 12 Neutral Some to 3 � x � 12 FT Job Medium $25K � x 
100K � x Many Exclusive � $100K
� 25% or 

$500K

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

x � 25% or x � 3 Positive Most to All x � 3 PT Job Low Minimal
$500K Inclusive

%
Improvement
and/or $ Time for Complexity
Savings (All Benefit to Customer Leveragable Time to (Technically/

Total Project Project Impacted Book Satisfaction to Other Total Implement Resources Organiza- Project Total
Score Number Phrase Project Description Metrics) (Months) Impact Products Impact (Months) Required tionally) Cost Effort

25 8 Implement This project will implement 
Sales and a Sales and Operations 
Operations Planning process integrate 
Planning demand and supply 10 2 3 3 18 2 1 2 2 7

planning with business plans 
and reconciliation to 
financial objectives.

(continues)
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Figure 10-7. (continued)

%
Improvement
and/or $ Time for Complexity
Savings (All Benefit to Customer Leveragable Time to (Technically/

Total Project Project Impacted Book Satisfaction to Other Total Implement Resources Organiza- Project Total
Score Number Phrase Project Description Metrics) (Months) Impact Products Impact (Months) Required tionally) Cost Effort

26 5 Improve This project will focus on 
Supplier developing vendors' 
Flexibility capability to respond to 

near-term demand 
12 2 2 2 18 2 2 2 2 8

fluctuations for source-
to-order items.

25 7 Engineer an This project will design, 
Integrated develop, and implement 
Tactical effective and efficient tactical 
Planning planning processes to help 
Process manage the short term 

horizon balancing customer 
8 3 3 2 16 3 2 2 2 9

orders, stocking levels, 
replenishment orders to 
factories and purchase orders 
to suppliers.

24 12 Eliminate This project will focus on 
Poor defects that relate to 
Inventory inventory record accuracy, 3 3 3 3 12 3 3 3 3 12
Control shrinkage, and cycle 
Practices counting.
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23 4 Improve This project will define a 
Data master data management 
Integrity process and correct errors in 4 3 3 2 12 3 3 2 3 11

supplier, item, and customer 
master data.

21 6 Implement This project will design, 
Formal develop, and implement an 
Product integrated management 
Life Cycle process for all phases of a 
Manage- product’s life cycle, from 

6 2 3 3 14 2 1 2 2 7

ment introduction through 
Process commercialization to 

retirement.

21 1 Improve This project will improve
Demand poorly defined practices, 
Manage- underutilized modeling  4 2 3 3 12 2 3 2 2 9
ment and techniques, and untrained 
Forecasting personnel.

20 9 Improve the This project will focus on 
Efficiency short and long term physical 
and Effec- network strategy improving 
tiveness of cycle time, transportation 9 1 3 3 16 1 1 1 1 4
the Physical and warehouse spend, and 
Supply align long term capacity 
Chain requirements.
Network

(continues)
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%
Improvement
and/or $ Time for Complexity
Savings (All Benefit to Customer Leveragable Time to (Technically/

Total Project Project Impacted Book Satisfaction to Other Total Implement Resources Organiza- Project Total
Score Number Phrase Project Description Metrics) (Months) Impact Products Impact (Months) Required tionally) Cost Effort

20 10 Tighten Up This project will cover entry 
Order errors, EDI errors, and 
Manage- business rules from inquiry 
ment and quote through order 

2 3 3 2 10 3 3 1 3 10

Discipline entry and inventory 
allocation.

18 11 Establish This project will define and 
Formal implement a reverse logistics 
Return processes from goods 5 2 1 2 10 2 2 1 3 8
Manage- movement to policy to the 
ment authorization process.

15 2 Optimize This project will focus 
Supply enabling and execution of 
Manage- tactical processes with 0 3 2 2 7 2 2 2 2 8
ment targeted suppliers.
Practices

Figure 10-7. (continued)
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13 3 Improve This project will focus on 
Information scaling up more effective and 
Technology efficient data warehouse 
Effective- capability, and improve the 
ness business units’ utilization of 

3 1 2 3 9 1 1 1 1 4

the planning and forecasting 
module within the ERP 
package.

© Copyright 2007 SCE Limited. Used with permission. 
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Figure 10-8. Fowlers’ impact/effort Matrix.
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11

Week Nine: Opportunity
Analysis and Steering
Team Review Number
Four
Due Diligence for the Project
List

Three percent profit improvement to the sales value of the supply
chain: As described earlier, that’s the rule-of-thumb opportunity be-
fore the data are prepared (read: sanitized) for presentation to exec-
utives and the board. For every $100 million in revenue, that means
an opportunity for an extra $3 million dollars in earnings. This gem
is worth repeating.

Where any company comes in against this rule, however, de-
pends on its distance from parity on four key metrics: perfect order
fulfillment, order fulfillment cycle time, upside supply chain flexibil-
ity, and total supply chain management cost. The more of these met-
rics to which a company performs at or better than parity, the more
likely it is that the discovery and analysis process will yield opportu-
nity of approximately 1.5 percent. Companies that perform below

149
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parity with respect to these metrics typically will find opportunities
in excess of that amount—up to 4.5 percent.

Depending on how experienced design team members are at
the budgeting process, the opportunity assessment will range from
simple to mind-bending. The objectives of Week Nine are to create,
refine, and prioritize the project opportunity analyses and prepare
for the fourth steering team review.

� The Opportunity Analysis
The objective for this design session is to educate the team about the
process of quantifying the project benefits identified the previous
week, document important assumptions, and begin identifying key
TO BE material flow design drivers and assumptions.

The quantification process follows five principles.

� Principle One. At a minimum, the sub-teams must revisit the
defect analysis with the objective of validating the size of the
benefit.

� Principle Two. Factor out the effect of forecasted growth by
assuming constant revenue for the financial period; usually
savings are annualized. If the sponsor is willing, it’s accept-
able to include the profit improvement from revenue
growth.

� Principle Three. Be realistic in the savings estimates; the
steering team and ultimately the executive team should add
the appropriate safety buffer to the numbers, observing the
doctrine of “under-promise and over-deliver.” Conservative
realism is normal; gross sandbagging is not helpful at this
point.

� Principle Four. Document all assumptions behind the sav-
ings estimates. This is the most important principle; any
pushback by the steering team typically has more to do with
the assumptions than the numbers.

� Principle Five. Identify validation resources (finance!) that
can objectively test or spar with the numbers and assump-
tions—before the estimates are shared with the steering

150 Supply Chain Excellence
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team. There are two kinds of value that result from this ef-
fort: change management and content. The validation re-
sources accomplishes both, giving others the opportunity to
participate and feel ownership while making the content
more accurate.

Documenting the opportunity analysis varies from using so-
phisticated supply chain modeling and simulation software tools to
simple spreadsheets. In all cases, the true challenge is to represent the
value of implementing the project in the context of the profit-and-
loss statement and balance sheet. This part of the process makes
many people uncomfortable. Engineers and other detail-minded
folks on the project team may have a difficult time getting comfort-
able with estimating opportunity. Even with sophisticated modeling
tools, acronyms such as WAG (wild-ass guess) and SWAG (super
wild-ass guess) frequently show up at this phase of the analysis, but
there should be some comfort in the fact that you’ll round to the
nearest $100,000 or $50,000.

The Project Opportunity Worksheet
Each project will require an opportunity spreadsheet (Table 11-1).
The spreadsheet is organized using information that has been gath-
ered over the past six weeks. The first section—project phrase, num-
ber, and description—is taken from the preliminary project portfo-
lio. The first two columns are taken from the 2006 actual
performance in the cost of goods sold and total supply chain man-
agement cost metrics. The columns under 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,
and 2011 are where the team needs to enter estimated savings
recorded as a negative number for costs and a positive number for
revenue. The bottom line—Operating Income/Economic Value
Added Impact—simply adds the absolute value of Total Cost of
Sales benefits to Total Supply Chain Management Cost benefits.
The most frequent question from design teams at this point is how
to portray project savings over multiple years. There is only one an-
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swer to this: It depends! The finance and executive leadership teams
will have the answer. Some will require only new savings to be
recorded in each year; some would like to see cumulative savings
recorded in each year; some may use a formula yet to be discovered.
To illustrate the difference, let’s use transportation cost savings over
three years. Year one nets one million dollars in savings in the west-
ern region, year two nets another million in savings in the central re-
gion, and year two nets another million in savings in the eastern re-
gion. By using the “new savings” guideline, the three-year total is

152 Supply Chain Excellence

Table 11-1. The Opportunity analysis worksheet.

Project Phrase:

Project Number:

Project Description:

  T C A P M I   F O   R A E Y)s000(

2006 Baseline 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

000,052$euneveR

Cost of Sales

057,09$robaL

052,811$lairetaM

000,6$tceridnI

000,512$selaS fo tsoC latoT -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              

Supply Chain Management Expense

148,61$ tsoC tnemeganaM redrO

299$ tsoC ecivreS remotsuC

045,9$ tsoC esuoheraW sdooG dehsiniF

999,5$ tsoC noitatropsnarT dnuobtuO

Contract and Program Management Cost $100

Installation Planning and Execution Costs $0

012$tsoC elbavieceR stnuoccA

Material (Product) Acquisition Cost $8,598

332,1$ tsoC gnisahcruP

913$ tsoC esuoheraW lairetaM waR

726$ tsoC ytilauQ reilppuS

Component Engineering and Tooling Cost $414
628,5$ tsoC noitatropsnarT dnuobnI

971$tsoC elbayaP stnuoccA

958,1$ tsoC ecnaniF dna gninnalP

273$ tsoC gninnalP dnameD
896$ tsoC gninnalP ylppuS

987$tsoC lortnoC ecnaniF niahC ylppuS

181,41$ tsoC gniyrraC yrotnevnI

704,4$ tsoC ytinutroppO

652,7$ tsoC ecnecselosbO

814,2$ tsoC egaknirhS

001$tsoC ecnarusnI dna sexaT

120,1$ niahC ylppuS rof tsoC TI

427$ tsoC noitacilppA niahC ylppuS

IT Operational Cost for Supply Chain $297

Total Supply Chain Management Expense $42,500 -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              

Operating Income - EVA Impact -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              

Shaded areas are for input.  Use negative numbers for reduced revenue or expense savings, use positive

numbers for increased revenue or expense increases.

Project description comes from the preliminary project portfolio worksheet

Project Opportunity Analysis

Project phrase comes from the preliminary project portfolio worksheet

Project number comes from the preliminary project portfolio worksheet
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three million dollars. By using the “cumulative savings” guideline,
the three-year total is six million dollars (one plus two plus three).

The assumptions are the most important part of this chart.
There’s no magic in assembling a good one; it’s a matter of format.
Each metric that shows benefit gets its own statement of assump-
tion. It could include an item number or numbers by type (i.e., raw
material, work in progress, finished goods, or returns); estimated
volume, calculated using such data as market share, geographic seg-
ment, unit volume, or unit forecast; cost or revenue impact, calcu-
lated by cost per unit or margin per unit; and/or delivery reliability,
lead time, and necessary business conditions. There are different
kinds of assumptions. One kind describes the impact of cost reduc-
tion or productivity improvement in direct or indirect categories.
Another describes the revenue impact of delivery reliability through
fewer lost opportunities or pure growth. Yet another type of assump-
tion describes the working-capital impact of lead time and delivery
performance, as measured in inventory, payables, and/or receivables.

As an example, the Fowlers’ team identified five major profit
opportunities that would result from project eight (Figure 11-1).
They aligned these opportunity assumptions with the numbers in
the last column as summarized below:

1. Reduce lost opportunity orders, calculated as 1 percent of
total orders, or 26,532 orders missed on account of no im-
mediate material availability. At $339.20 average value per
order with a 50 percent gross margin, the profit opportunity
calculates to $4,500,000.

2. Achieve a 1 percent decrease in price per part for the ability
to provide accurate forecast data to all suppliers. At
$118,250,000 material cost, that equates to a $1,182,500
annualized cost decrease.

3. Have inventory immediately available. This will reduce 10
percent of the amount of time spent per order picking mul-
tiple times, expediting inventory transfer orders, and provid-
ing phone status to customer service representatives. At
$4.40 warehouse cost per order with 1,326,632 orders per
year, this equates to $583,718.
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Figure 11-1. Fowlers’ “Project No. Eight” opportunity analysis worksheet for
the first-year benefit.

Project Opportunity Analysis
Project Phrase: Implement Sales and Operations Planning

Project Number: 8
Project Description: This project will implement a Sales and Operations Planning process 

integrate demand and supply planning with business plans and 
reconciliation to financial objectives.

(000s) YEAR OF IMPACT
2006 Baseline 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Revenue $250,000 $4,500
Cost of Sales

Labor $90,750
Material $118,250 �$1,182
Indirect $6,000

Total Cost of Sales $215,000 $ (1,182) $       – $       – $       – $       –
Supply Chain Management Expense

Order Management Cost $16,841
Customer Service Cost $992
Finished Goods Warehouse Cost $9,540 �$584
Outbound Transportation Cost $5,999
Contract and Program Management Cost $100
Installation Planning and Execution Costs $0
Accounts Receivable Cost $210
Material (Product) Acquisition Cost $8,598
Purchasing Cost $1,283
Raw Material Warehouse Cost $319
Supplier Quality Cost $627
Component Engineering and Tooling Cost $414
Inbound Transportation Cost $5,826 �$2,039
Accounts Payable Cost $179
Planning and Finance Cost $1,859
Demand Planning Cost $372
Supply Planning Cost $698
Supply Chain Finance Control Cost $789
Inventory Carrying Cost $14,181
Opportunity Cost $4,407
Obsolescence Cost $7,256 �$3,628
Shrinkage Cost $2,418
Taxes and Insurance Cost $100
IT Cost for Supply Chain $1,021
Supply Chain Application Cost $724
IT Operational Cost for Supply Chain $297

Total Supply Chain Management Expense $42,500 $ (6,251) $       – $       – $       – $       –

Operating Income - EVA Impact $ 11,303 $       – $       – $       – $       –

Shaded areas are for input. Use negative numbers for reduced revenue or expense savings, use positive numbers for increased revenue
or expense increases.
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4. Reduce unplanned changes to purchase orders, decreasing
the number of instances of expedited transportation within
lead time. Sixty-five percent of purchase orders are currently
expedited, incurring 35 percent higher inbound transporta-
tion costs than necessary. Inbound transportation totals $5.8
million; improvement would reduce cost by $2.0 million.

5. Reduce nonworking inventory by 50 percent—from 18 per-
cent of overall inventory value to 12.5 percent of overall
inventory value, equivalent to $3,628,000. Accrual is already
in place for the 25 percent level.

Identify Further Validation Resources
As the team tweaks the assumptions, they also review the list of
names of people involved in building them and considers additional
validation resources.

There are two reasons to add more names. First, it may be neces-
sary to add more content expertise about details to further refine as-
sumptions. For example, one might include a marketing research ana-
lyst to help refine market share and volume numbers or a cost
accountant to calculate the impact of accruals or balance sheet changes.
Second, adding these topical experts gives them extra time to digest the
information before deciding to stand behind the numbers and there-
fore widen support for the project. It is normal for the numbers from
the preliminary project portfolio to change (reflected in project eight
from Figure 10-4 and Figure 11-1); as the team digs deeper into the
numbers and assumptions behind them, confidence will grow. Now is
the time when documentation discipline will start to pay off. The op-
portunity spreadsheets and the project metric summary are two of the
most important items to keep accurate. For example, teams often need
to add “Revenue Impact” to the project metric summary and adjust
the benefit dollars as they are refined (Figure 11-2). The next week will
be spent refining dollars and assumptions and increasing the level of
support for the change. With the path to the next week clear, the team
turns toward preparing for steering team review four.
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Figure 11-2. Fowlers’ “Project No. Eight” updates for the project benefit summary. 

Line On Order Upside Total Supply
Time Fulfillment Supply Chain 
and Cycle Chain Management

Project In Full Time Flexibility Cost 
Number Project Phrase Project Description (%) (days) (days) ($) COGS ($) Inventory ($) Revenue ($)

Baseline 68.4% 5.0 89.0 $42,500,000 $215,000,000 $64,500,000 $250,000,000

This project will 
implement a Sales and 

Implement Operations Planning 
Sales and process integrate 

8 Operations demand and supply 
4.0% $2,623,000 $1,182,000 $3,628,000 $4,500,000

Planning planning with business 
plans and reconciliation 
to financial objectives.

Projected Performance 94.8% 6.8 59.0 $19,877,000 $206,318,000 $38,372,000 $245,500,000
Level
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� Conducting Steering Team Review
Number Four

Prepare and conduct steering team review number four with the fol-
lowing agenda items:

� Project roadmap status.
� Review disconnect analysis.
� Review project metric impact summary.
� Review the preliminary project portfolio and impact-effort

grid.
� Decisions required today.
� Expectations for steering team review number five.
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12

Week Ten: TO BE
Material Flow
Identify the Drivers for
Change

The first two days that the team spends identifying TO BE material
flow changes often seem anticlimactic. From the first day of the first
week, people had ideas on how to fix things. By this point in the
analysis, it’s usually already clear what changes are needed to im-
prove profits and customer satisfaction. Sometimes, identifying the
details of TO BE change is as simple as adding the phrase “thou shalt
not” to the problem statements imbedded in the projects. However,
you can’t count on it being that easy. So the objectives of Week Ten
are to identify the change drivers to implement the projects.

■ Identifying the Drivers of Change
So far, analysis of AS IS material flow has been conducted by sub-
teams. For some reason, TO BE solutions are best developed by the
entire group. It may be more time-consuming, but in a discipline
that can be as much art as science, it just seems to work better. Figure
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12-1 is another matrix to help put more science to the TO BE de-
velopment process. The diagram “TO BE change drivers” (also
known as implementation scope factors) lists fifteen unique factors
to consider as the team finalizes its TO BE plans for each project.
The matrix is organized in rows listing five levels of change to poten-
tially include as part of a project’s implementation scope and organ-
ize assumptions. For each level, there are potentially three factors to
include: goals, design, and measurement. For each project, the team
must estimate the scope of change by identifying the unique level
and factor. A large scope would include TO BE changes in all cells
of the matrix; a small scope would include just one cell.

The trading partner level includes changes involving customers
and suppliers, and could contain factors that affect their cost versus
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Figure 12-1. TO BE project implementation factors (assumptions). 

Factors of Change

TO BE Change
Drivers also known
as Implementation Measurement—
Scope Factors Goals—Strategy Design Management

Trading Cost & Service Replenishment  Service Level
Partner Priority & Purchasing Agreement

Relationship

Competitive Organizational 
Organization Requirements, i.e., Structure Scorecard

SAPP

Customer Responsive TO BE Geographic 
Process More Efficient MapLevel 2, 3, and Defect Analysis

4 TO BE Processes
Leading Practices

People—Jobs Annual Performance Job Scope and Performance 
Goals Responsibilities Appraisal

Technology Strategy Screenshot 

Technology Storyline Detailed Uptime 
Solution Design Response Time
Configuration
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service priorities; replenishment and purchasing personnel relation-
ships; and/or service level agreements (contracts).

The organization level calls for structural changes to the com-
pany, including prioritization of competitive requirements organiza-
tion chart (including headcount adds and subtracts) and/or metrics
associated with a level one scorecard.

The process level involves setting goals for process perform-
ance, balancing efficiency and customer responsiveness; TO BE
process definition including geographic maps, Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) level two, three, and four blue prints,
and leading practices; or process continuous improvement using reg-
ular defect analysis.

The people-jobs level involves changes to individual goals and
objectives (often an annual process); job scope, description, and re-
sponsibilities; and/or the performance appraisal process.

The technology level includes changes to technology strategy,
often including macro-level architecture and platforms (i.e., demand
planning functionality will be based on SAP APO); detailed solution
design and configuration (functionality often illustrated using a
screenshot storyline); and/or system uptime and response time
measures.

Thoughts on Leading Practices
The TO BE material flow design is the first time when the team can
consider incorporating leading practices into solutions; the SCOR
blueprint is the second (Chapter 17). When incorporating leading
practices as a process design change factor at this stage, it is better to
pick a few and implement well, as opposed to a shotgun approach
where you initiate as many as possible and hope some of them stick.

There are some logical steps that will help the design team
focus their efforts on the important few. The first is to develop a
short list of leading practices appropriate for your company and in-
dustry that will help drive material flow efficiency and effective-
ness. Sources for this list include the SCOR dictionary; experience
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and education of design team members; professional and industry
associations; and disciplines learned from such initiatives as busi-
ness process reengineering, quality function deployment, Six
Sigma continuous improvement, efficient consumer response,
total quality management, theory of constraints, lean manufactur-
ing, and so on.

The second step—and it takes some research—is to find a good
case study for each of the leading practices on the short list; “good”
in this case is measured by at least three criteria:

1. The case study should describe detailed characteristics of the
desired state. These include strategy, design, and manage-
ment factors for the organization, processes, job tasks, and
technology.

2. The case study should describe the transition from current
practices to the end state, including lessons learned.

3. The case study should have relevance by industry, by the role
in a supply chain, or, preferably, both.

With the case studies in hand, assemble a business use scenario
that illustrates the before-and-after using the geographic material
flow and/or thread diagram.

TO BE Material Flow Design at Fowlers
As part of project seven, “Engineer an integrated tactical planning
process,” the Fowlers’ team identified a short list of four leading prac-
tices: distribution requirements planning; master production schedul-
ing; material requirements planning; and collaborative planning, fore-
casting, and replenishment (CPFR). Although there were remnants of
distribution requirements planning, master production scheduling, and
material requirements planning in the thread diagram, CPFR was well
beyond Fowlers’ current practices; forecast and replenishment variability
from large retail customers was creating financial chaos in returns, in-
bound and outbound transportation cost, poor inventory positions, and
inconsistent delivery reliability. CPFR was identified as a proven practice
that would help get a handle on near-term demand variability.

Leading retailers have been practicing CPFR for years with their
largest suppliers. As technology solutions helped bring down the cost of
communication infrastructure and forecast analytics, the number of sup-
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pliers investing in CPFR competency was growing. So the team had lit-
tle trouble finding good information.

The Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards organization
proved a rich source of research data through its Collaborative Planning,
Forecasting and Replenishment Voluntary Guidelines, published in 1998.
Its 1999 Roadmap to CPFR provided case studies. The Fowlers’ team
used the Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards web site
(www.vics.org) to locate a case history that addressed these critical issues:
Why CPFR? What are the steps to CPFR? How is CPFR aligned with
SCOR? What are some step-by step guidelines? Where can further refer-
ences be found?

The team’s Implementation Scope Factors matrix summarizes, at
a high level, the drivers of change and their assumptions (Figure 12-2).

■ Refining TO BE Models and
Initiating Quick-Hit Plans

The second day will be spent refining the implementation scope fac-
tors including assumptions, high-level scenarios, risk assessment,
and other pertinent detail. Particularly helpful at this point are the
before-and-after material flow illustrations that add visual detail and
clarity; the ones that take a spaghetti diagram and make it look sim-
ple. In next week’s steering team review, the executives are anticipat-
ing seeing the first clear map of the company’s future, and the solu-
tions need to be delivered simply enough for fast and easy
understanding—yet with enough detail for full appreciation of their
impact.

For Fowlers, the visual detail (the “process”—“design” cell of
the matrix) for CPFR involved four key changes. First would be
more direct ships from suppliers to targeted retail warehouses; this
changed connector lines on the geographic map. Before, material
flowed from supplier to Fowlers’ warehouse to Fowlers’ warehouse
to customer retail location. In the TO BE map, material would flow
from supplier to customer regional warehouse.

In the second key change, consigned inventory would be con-
solidated to fewer locations closer to the customer point of sale.
Before, a specific inventory item was stored in all Fowlers’ ware-
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Figure 12-2. Fowlers’ “Project No. Seven” implementation scope factors worksheet. 

Project 7 Engineer an
Factors of Change

Integrated Tactical
Planning Process

Implementation
Scope Factors Goals—Strategy Design Measurement—Management

Trading Partner Must include customer gross Must define transactional and leadership Service level agreements will need 
margin return on investment, relationships with replenishment revision for CPFR customers
service, and inventory goals managers and buyers

Organization Align competitive requirements Establish a key account team organization Need to update scorecard to include 
for retail to CPFR service level structure to support CPFR customers; CPFR key performance indicators
agreements complete RACI analysis for demand, 

supply, and factory planning roles.

Process Must establish material flow goals Complete TO BE geographic maps for Establish defect analysis for tactial 
for cycle time and reliability each CPFR customer; process blueprints process performance measures

for P4, P3, P2, P1.1, D1.2, and D1.3; 
leading practice white papers for DRP, 
MPS, MRP, and CPFR.

People—Jobs Establish annual performance Write job description CPFR planner; 
goals for all tactial planning roles align roles and responsibilities for 

demand, supply, and factory planners

Technology Assume functionality of next Complete detailed process design and Define uptime and response time 
Advanced Planning release screen shot storyline; set configuration, requirements

test, and go live requirements
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houses. In the TO BE, the item would be stored in a single Fowlers’
warehouse and in designated customer regional warehouses.

In the third key change, lead-time expectations were eased be-
cause of improved inventory handling; the result would be improved
delivery reliability and reduced transportation costs.

The fourth change optimized the flow of returned goods.
Before, returns moved from customer locations to the closest
Fowlers’ warehouse. In the TO BE, returns were consolidated at the
customer regional warehouse and shipped to a single Fowlers’ ware-
house designated to accept all returns.

The other expectation at this stage of the project is that the
team needs to identify and initiate quick-hit plans—one or two proj-
ects that will deliver fast return on investment with a minimum of
cultural change. There are two guidelines for this activity. First, the
quick-hit scope needs to be small enough so that the change can be
designed, developed, implemented (to some scale), and reported on
by the last steering team review. The quick hit is intended as a con-
fidence builder both for the design team and the steering team—a
“slam dunk,” as one team member put it.

The second guideline for initiating quick-hit plans is to effec-
tively move ownership of quick-hit implementations to extended
team members and others in the organization by developing a mini-
charter. It’s like the original project charter, but specific to the quick
hits. Elements of the mini-charter include a summary of the issue
and root cause analyses; recommended changes; action plans, re-
sponsibility, and timing; benefits as calculated in the opportunity
spreadsheets; an implementation leader (extended team or other re-
sources); implementation resources (including capital, expense, and
people); and an implementation sponsor (steering team).

In Fowlers’ case, the quick-hit plan involved supplier ship-
ments from the Pacific Rim (Figure 12-3).
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Figure 12-3. Fowlers’ Asia Pacific transportation consolidation—quick-hit
mini-charter 

ISSUE & ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 
Inbound shipments from Asia are consolidated by each supplier in quantities large
enough to support full container shipments. While each shipment has low transportation
cost, inventory value is high while flexibility and responsiveness are low.

RECOMMENDATION 
Setup a regional consolidation for all suppliers in the region. 

ACTION PLAN RESPONSIBILITIES/TIMING
1. Identify suppliers 1. Sort supplier list and validate with business

team—2 weeks—Buyer/Planner Analyst
2. Identify service provider 2. Define 3rd party logistics requirements and issue

request for proposal—4 weeks—Transportation
Analyst

3. Define and pilot process 3. Develop and pilot changes—2 weeks—Joint
4. Roll out changes 4. Plan and roll out consolidation—4 weeks—Joint

PAY-OFFS IMPLEMENTATION RESOURCES
Quantify in terms of cost, Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Personnel, Capital, and 
cycle time, quality, and/or Expensed Items
customer service
1. $1,750,000 annualized 1. 2 FTEs as identified for the duration defined in  

transportation cost reduction the responsibilities/timing section including a 
2. 6 weeks lead time Buyer/Planner and Transportation Analyst

improvement
3. 35% improvement in delivery

reliability by purchase order

IMPLEMENTATION IMPLEMENTATION SPONSOR(S)
LEADER
1. Buyer/Planner 1. Directors of Purchasing and Logistics

CHARTER STATUS
1. Approved as of Steering Team Review 5
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Week Eleven: Quick-Hit
Plans, Steering Team
Review Number Five,
and Initiating the Work
and Information Flow
Analysis
Dig into Work and
Information Flow

There are several points during a Supply Chain Operations
Reference (SCOR) project that seem to draw people into reflecting
on the significance of their work relative to the potential opportunity
for their company—as opposed to thinking about next week’s home-
work. The scorecard gap analysis during Steering Team Review
Number Two (Chapter 7) is often such an occasion. This is another.

At this point, members of the design team have reason to feel
like they’ve produced something of great value to their company—
measured in millions of dollars of potential profit improvement and
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customer satisfaction. Better still is the feeling that they’ve created
a detailed understanding of the improvements—projects that will
deliver the results. If this swagger shows up among presenters at the
steering team review, the steering team gets excited too.

By this time, project momentum has reached something close
to full speed, and other people throughout the organization are look-
ing for ways to participate, saying things such as, “This is one of the
most committed things our company has ever done.”

A careful mix of common sense, analysis, and measurable re-
sults has moved the project to the executive team’s center of atten-
tion. The organization stands poised for a transition to something
big and new. So does the design team. After six weeks of work on
metrics and material flow, everyone will be eager to put the geo-
graphic maps behind and move on to work and information flow.

With these thoughts as background, the objectives for Week
Eleven are to review and refine quick-hit mini-charters, prepare for
and conduct steering team review number five, and, finally, to initi-
ate analysis of work and information flow.

■ Reviewing and Refining Quick-Hit
Mini-Charters

Day One begins by focusing on the people who will take on the
quick-hit projects, including the implementation leaders and spon-
sors. To identify these people, the project manager and sponsor must
complete four tasks:

1. Identify and rank a short list of potential implementation
leaders—ideally from the group of people who have already
participated as members of the extended project team. The
short-list candidates also should report up through one of
the departments represented on the steering team.

2. Discuss the list with the steering team and gain consensus on
the leading candidate for the quick-hit project or projects
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(no more than one or two). This is followed by a phone call
from a steering team member to each candidate’s boss to en-
dorse the recommendation and discuss time commitments.

3. Meet individually with each leading candidate’s boss to de-
scribe the contents of the mini-charter and seek commit-
ment to support the time allocation.

4. Meet individually with the candidates to discuss the mini-
charter and any changes or suggestions brought out through
this process.

This commonsense but time-consuming activity is an impor-
tant piece of the change-management work that must accompany a
supply chain improvement. Ultimately, the implementation
leader—after dealing with the stress of suddenly having so much
more to worry about—will start to show ownership by tweaking the
mini-charter action steps, timing, and responsibilities given his or
her own personal expertise and style. This leader’s role in establish-
ing early success is critical; the candidates should understand that
fact and be recognized for taking on the responsibility.

As part of the knowledge-transfer process, the project manager
acts as the personal coach for the quick-hit implementation leader—
providing background on the issue and benefit analysis and the in-
corporation of the changes into the greater SCOR design process.

In Fowlers’ case, David Able and Brian Dowell identified two
short-list candidates: a buyer/planner for the largest commodity pur-
chases in Asia and a logistics engineer specializing in import/export.
Both candidates, they reasoned, had knowledge of logistics solutions
and relationships with suppliers in a region at the center of the
quick-hit project. Further, they both had participated in the mate-
rial flow disconnect brainstorm session and reported through the di-
rectors of purchasing or logistics.

With both candidates being highly considered, specific sup-
plier relationships became the tiebreaker and the buyer/planner got
the nod. After meeting with the commodity manager in charge,
David and Brian shared the good news.
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■ Initiating AS IS Work and
Information Flow

The primary agenda for Day Two is to plan and initiate the transac-
tional analysis; the activity itself is similar to the brainstorming event
that launched the material flow-disconnect analysis. There are three
initiating tasks to complete: Brush up on the SCOR Level Three
process elements; identify the transaction analysis teams; and plan
the “staple yourself to an order” kickoff event.

Using SCOR Level Three elements is like speaking a foreign
language; if you don’t use it, you lose it. At the end of this phase of
the project, the whole design team will be fluent in SCOR. To accel-
erate fluency, it’s helpful to have a quick-reference resource and dic-
tionary. The SCOR Quick Reference Guide provides a summary of just
the elements. The SCOR Dictionary provides individual definitions
for each element, along with suggested metrics, leading practices, in-
puts and outputs, and supporting technical features (Figure 13-1).

(For members of the Supply-Chain Council, the SCOR Model
can be downloaded from the council web site, supply-chain.org.)

The brush-up involves brief discussion on each element in the
quick reference guide, with reference to the dictionary for official
definitions and an example of the process steps in action. As with any
language, there is room for interpretation. For example, it is not
black and white where M1.3 Produce and Test ends and where
M1.4 Package begins. Many companies have developed rules of
thumb where M1.3 stops at primary package and finished goods test
and use M1.4 to describe the “storage” pack that prepares the prod-
ucts for work in process storage, staging, transportation, and so on;
palletizing would be a good example. This is the moment to achieve
consensus on the elements that cause contention.

Identifying the transaction analysis team—“team staple” if you
will—is not trivial. The objective, like the brainstorm activity, is to
assign members of the design team to lead sub-teams focused on each of
the six SCOR Level Three transaction types. These transactions are
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aligned with the SCOR processes. They are purchase order—SOURCE;
work order—MAKE; sales order—DELIVER; return authorization—
RETURN; forecasts—PLAN; and replenishment orders—PLAN. The
ENABLE elements will follow the appropriate process, that is, ENABLE
PLAN belongs to the PLAN sub-team, and so forth.

The design team leader(s) uses the staple yourself interview
planning worksheet (Figure 13-2) to help identify a group of indi-
viduals, by location, who know the details of each step. For example,
in SOURCE, the purchase order co-leaders need to assemble inter-
views in the sites that can provide a detailed hands-on tour of how
purchase orders move through:

S1.1—schedule product deliveries
S1.2—receive product
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Figure 13-1. SCOR level three dictionary sample.

S1.1 Schedule 
        Product Deliveries S1.2 Receive Product S1.3 Verify Product S1.4 Transfer Product 

S1.5 Authorize 
Supplier Payment

SCOR Model Structure

A set of standard notation is used throughout the
elements, M depicts Make elements, D depicts
SR = Source Return and DR = Deliver Return
process element is an Enable element associat
would be an Enable Plan element). Ever Level
    As indicated in the chart showing the Three
three levels. Here is a sample of the detailed
level process element. In this case, it is a source
= Leve 3 Source Stocked Product Receive Pro
Level 2, the Level 3 detail is only included for

S1 Source Stocked Product

Supplier

Product

Defective Products

M
RO Products

Excess Products
Receipt Verification

Receipt Verification

Receipt Verification

Receipt Verification

Receipt Verification

Scheduled
Receipts

Receipt
Verification

Transferred
Product

Receipt
Verification

From DR1.4: Transfer Defective Product
in DRI Deliver Return Defective

From DR2.4: Transfer MRO Product in
DR2 Deliver Return MRO Product

From DR3.4: Transfer Excess Product
in DR3 Deliver Return Excess Product

To ES.2: Assess Supplier Performance 
in ES Enable Source

To ES.1: Manage Sourcing
Business Rules in ES Enable

To ES.6: Manage Incoming Product
in ES Enable Source

To ES.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ES Enable Source

To ED.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ED Enable Deliver
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Figure 13-2. “Staple yourself” interview planning matrix. 

Design Team Locations

Source Source 
SCOR Team Co- Team Co-
Process Leader Name Name Name Leader Name Name Name Name Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4

S2.1 Interview Interview
Schedule List List
Product
Deliveries

S2.2 Interview Interview
Receive List List
Product

S2.3 Interview Interview
Verify List List
Product

S2.4 Interview Interview
Transfer List List
Product

S2.5 Interview Interview
Authorize List List
Supplier
Payment
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S1.3—verify product
S1.4—transfer product
S1.5—authorize supplier payment

This SOURCE team might be one person or five persons, de-
pending on the expertise and the uniqueness at each location. The
notion of a guided tour is discussed in the classic Harvard Business
Review article, “Staple Yourself to an Order” (July 1, 1992; Benson
P. Shapiro, V. Kasteri Rangan, John J. Sviokla).

■ Planning the Staple Yourself
Interviews

The objective of the “staple yourself” interviews is to collect AS IS
data for each relevant SCOR Level Three element by physically fol-
lowing it from the moment it’s opened until the moment it’s closed.
The AS IS data categories include steps to complete the process; input
trigger events and key process outputs; enabling technology (includ-
ing system modules); manual steps right down to the level of Post-It
notes; business rules—both formal and informal; and disconnects or
issues that cause cycle-time delays and rework of the transaction.

Staple yourself interview preparation has three components
similar to the brainstorm event. First, a pre-meeting is planned with
targeted extended team members. Second, a proper invitation for
the event is sent to the participating extended team members along
with the Harvard Business Review article as pre-read material. Third,
the pre-meeting is held focusing on providing the interviewees nec-
essary background about the project, a brief primer on SCOR using
the Quick Reference Guide, and a highlight of the kind of data that
will be gathered as part of the interview.

Fowlers’ Staple Yourself Structure
At Fowlers, the teams were organized in the following manner:

PLAN (ENABLE PLAN). The director of planning (team leader)
focused on the aggregate unit forecast and replenishment plans with ex-
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tended team members from corporate supply planning; forecast analysts
from each of the business groups; and the president, controller, and vice
president of operations for the technology products group.

SOURCE (ENABLE SOURCE). The director of purchasing (team
leader) focused on the entire acquisition process with extended team
members from corporate accounts payable; requisition agents from both
Food and Technology Products; a warehouse supervisor to support re-
ceipts; and a buyer/planner from the technology products group (not the
same individual who was chosen to lead the quick-hit projects).

MAKE (ENABLE MAKE). The director of manufacturing (team
leader) focused on scheduling, staging, and releasing work orders with
team members from plant scheduling, materials control, and manufac-
turing.

DELIVER (ENABLE DELIVER). The director of customer serv-
ice (team leader) focused on quotation to order promise, credit check, in-
ventory allocation, and the warehouse processes from order consolida-
tion through shipment and receipt at the customer’s site. Enlisted to help
were customer service managers from both food and technology prod-
ucts; a manager from corporate credit and accounts receivable; and ware-
house managers from two of the Fowlers’ warehouses.

RETURN (ENABLE RETURN). The vice president of sales and
marketing/food products group (team leader) focused on return author-
ization and goods movement with team members from corporate cus-
tomer service; a warehouse supervisor from the largest returns site; cor-
porate credit; and corporate quality assurance.

■ Conducting Steering Team Review
Number Five

Prepare and conduct the next steering team review meeting with the
following agenda items:

❏ Project roadmap status.
❏ Review TO BE geographic maps.
❏ Review quick-hit plans.
❏ Work and information flow overview with introduction of

the staple yourself interviews.
❏ Decisions required today.
❏ Expectations for steering team review Number Six.
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Week Twelve: The Staple
Yourself Interview
Follow the Information Step
by Step

This week marks the second time during the project that a large
group of people from across the organization are polled about issues
and opportunities in their piece of the company’s supply chain. The
first time—the material flow—disconnect analysis-the extended re-
sources came to the design team. This time, the design team will
travel to them.

The “staple yourself interview” is fieldwork that attempts to
learn how key transactions flow from supplier to customer and back.
Guided by the interview plan (Figure 13-2), members of the design
team travel to the site where their assigned transaction is created and
then follow it to its closure—literally cradle to grave. For example, a
sales order field trip may start at a salesperson’s home office, where
the quote is generated; then move back to headquarters to see how
the order is received, validated, and entered; then go to the ware-
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house to watch how the inventory is allocated to the order, so the
customer service representative can communicate a delivery date to
the customer; and ultimately end in accounts receivables where rec-
onciled invoices are archived. The design team covers just fifteen of
potentially 130 planning and execution processes. To dedicate a full
week to gathering and summarizing this critical information is fre-
quently not enough. The objective for Week Twelve is to conduct
the staple yourself interviews and document the findings.

■ Preparing for the Staple Yourself
Interview

The interview process is composed of three basic steps.
First, the design team leader—on arriving at the site—provides

a quick briefing to the interviewees regarding the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) Level Three processes under investi-
gation. This can be done in a small conference room with a dry-erase
board, by sketching out the flows (Figure 14-1) and labeling the
connections with primary inputs and outputs. The interviewees can
then help determine the best locations and strategies for conducting
the interviews.

Second, the leader should review a sample staple yourself inter-
view worksheet (Figure 14-2),making sure the team understands the
type of information, form samples, and screen shots that will be
helpful.

Third, the design sub-team and interviewees should proceed to
the planned locations and complete the interviews. A location could
be a desk, work station, production line, warehouse location, and so
forth. If the processes are completed primarily on the computer sys-
tem, then physically the interview may be accomplished at the desk;
the real tour will be through the computer system screens. In other
cases, the design team may perform the main interview in a confer-
ence room with a live computer log-on, and then walk the path
adding the finishing details.
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■ Understanding the Staple Yourself
Interview Worksheet

On the worksheet (Figure 14-2), process refers to the SCOR Level
Three process summarizing the element under analysis, including
both abbreviation and words. In many cases, the system completes
multiple SCOR processes in a single keystroke, batch run, or algo-
rithm. In those cases, teams often gang processes together. A com-
mon gang example is entering and running available-to-promise
checks for “to stock” and “to order” sales orders; the individual
worksheet would group D1.2, D2.2, D1.3, and D2.3 together.
Sometimes teams will use the notation DX! where the “X” is a wild
card that applies to all types of orders. In the sample case in Figure
14-3, the process-M1.2 issue material-refers to the pull and staging
of component material in advance of a manufacturing run of make-
to-stock product.

Primary Input(s) and Output(s) refers to the primary trigger(s)
to start the process and primary output(s) of the process. In the sam-
ple case, production schedule and pull instructions are triggers to the
warehouse operator issuing material to the production line; staged
material is the primary output as a result of four processing steps.

Figure 14-1. Sample process flow for MI Make-to-Stock.

M1.1

Schedule
Production
Activities

M1.2

Issue 
Material

M1.3

Produce 
and Test

Schedule Staged Materials

M1.4

Package

M1.5

Stage 
Finished 
Product

M1.6

Release
Finished
Product

Palletized Product Available Finished Goods

Inspected Product in Master Carton

Process Element Diagram

(text continues on page 181)
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Figure 14-2. Staple Yourself Interview Worksheet. 

Interviewees Enter the interviewees from the interview planning worksheet

Accountable Enter the title of the ultimate role accountable to the performance of this SCOR Level Three process
Function

Primary Input(s) SCOR Element Primary Output(s)

Enter the primary transactional Enter the SCOR Level Three Process element ID and description, Enter the primary transactional output(s) 
input(s) to this process i.e., M1.1 Schedule Production Activities to this process

Step Description Responsible Event Time

1 Enter the description of each of the process Enter the title(s) This is an effort of the amount of time 
steps; often referred to as level four process of those doing (often calculated in minutes) and is 
steps the work normalized to one of four transactions, 

i.e., purchase order, work order, sales order,
Process Steps return authorization, or forecast
(��4 and ��11)

2

3

4

5
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Figure 14-2. (continued)

Total Event Time for Process Steps 0

Technology Used Enter the relevant technology utilized in this SCOR Level Three process including appropriate system screens or 
transaction IDs

Business Rules
Enter the business rules both formal and informal that directly or indirectly influence process performance

Disconnect 
Disconnect Description Initials Relative Weight Project Number

Description, Describe major disconnects that cause process steps Interviewee's This compares This designates 
Initials, Relative to be reworked and/or add to process wait time (delay) Initial the relative impact the project that 
Weight, and disconnects in will eliminate this 
Project Number the list disconnect
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Figure 14-3. Staple yourself interview worksheet for M1.2 Issue Product. 

Interviewees Joe Buick, Lisa Sent

Accountable Warehouse Manager
Function

Primary Input(s) SCOR Element Primary Output(s)

Production Schedule M1.2 Issue Product Staged Components
Kan Ban Signal

Step Description Responsible Event Time (minutes)

1 Receive Kan Ban signal Warehouse  5
Operator

2 Locate components Warehouse 25

Process Steps 
Operator

(��4 and ��11) 3 Wand components out of the warehouse Warehouse 5
Operator

4 Move components to manufacturing process Warehouse 5
staging area Operator

5 Sequence components based on the schedule Warehouse 15
Operator

(continues)
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Figure 14-3. (continued)

Total Event Time for Process Steps 55

Technology Used Kan Ban Board, RF Terminal and handheld, Excel, Manufacturing Execution System, and Warehouse Management System 

Business Rules Don't let the production line stop—informal

Relative Weight

Disconnect 
Disconnect Description Initials (Total 100) Project Number

Description, Sometimes if receiving is behind, we will pull materials  JB 75 12 
Initials, Relative from the receiving area before official receipt in the 
Weight, and system; we do the paperwork later
Project Number

Production schedule changes multiple times per day LS 25 75
causing a resequencing of components
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Process steps refers to a maximum of ten tasks to complete the
SCOR Level Three process element. Why ten? Some teams need
more processes to describe how they do their work; the important
idea is to use the same maximum number of process steps for each
SCOR element to help normalize the level of detail. In the sample
case, the warehouse operator completed five tasks: receiving the Kan
Ban signal, locating, transferring, physically moving, and sequenc-
ing the components to be staged.

Technology used refers to the information tools used to com-
plete the tasks identified in the previous step. The tools can range
from an Enterprise Resource Planning module or Internet signal to
a fax, phone call, or simple Post-It note. In the sample case, the ware-
house operator used Kan Ban Board, Radiofrequency Terminal and
Handheld, Excel, Manufacturing Execution System, and
Warehouse Management System.

Event Time is the time spent from start to finish on the tasks,
assuming no lag time; the team tries to normalize this to time-per-
transaction. In this sample case, it would normalize to the event time
per production work order. Event time is in contrast with elapsed
time—the actual time that passes from start to finish, including wait
time for steps such as “get approval” (see Chapter 15).

Yield is another topic that will be covered in more detail in
Chapter 15; for now, it’s enough to say that it represents the num-
ber of transactions requiring no rework, measured as a percentage of
the total.

Business rules are policies and informal guidelines that govern
decisions and behavior. Processing all orders by 3:00 P.M. may be a
policy, but onsite supervisors might enforce an unwritten practice of
accepting an order an hour later—with the same delivery expecta-
tions—as part of a customer-focused culture. Both are business
rules. In the sample case, the most significant business rule support-
ing the warehouse operator’s decision and behavior is informal;
don’t let the production line stop.

Disconnects are issues that result in gaps between elapsed time
and event time—too much waiting—and bring yield below 100 per-
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cent-reworking orders unnecessarily. In the sample case, the ware-
house operator would often respond to the informal business rule to
keep the production line moving by pulling material from receiving.
This reduced transaction yield, because it created discrepancies in
documentation of where materials were located.

Fowlers’ Staple Yourself Analysis
In Fowlers’ case, the first draft of the consolidated transaction analysis
for D1.2 reserve inventory and determine delivery date and D2.2 re-
ceive, configure, enter, and validate order transaction analysis is summa-
rized in Figure 14-4.

The tour stop for this process element included customer service
representatives in each of the business groups, corporate credit, and cor-
porate customer service. It’s noted in the interviewee summary at the be-
ginning of the document that six people were interviewed in this staple
yourself exercise. The team agreed that the analysis could group sales or-
ders of stock items (D1) as well as configure-to-order items (D2). Types
of inputs are summarized including customer call, fax, or e-mail; web
order; field sales call-in; and customer master setup. The output was ap-
propriately called an entered order.

The design sub-team finished its staple yourself tours for the du-
ration of Week Twelve, documenting all fifteen DELIVER elements.
The other sub-teams gathered the rest of the forty-five other processes
spanning PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, and RETURN.

The goal for homework is to complete the staple yourself interview
worksheets for distribution on Day One of Week Thirteen. This data
packet will be the source for building the AS IS process flow and the
process performance summary. Extra time may be needed, and more re-
sources should be brought in to complete this step promptly to keep up
the project momentum.

182 Supply Chain Excellence
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Figure 14-4. Fowlers’ “staple yourself” interview worksheet for D1.2 Reserve Inventory and Determine Delivery Date and D2.2
Receive, Configure, Enter, and Validate Order. 

Interviewees Susan, Terri, Julie, Jane, Dan, and Mike

Accountable 
Customer Service DirectorFunction

Primary Input(s) SCOR Element Primary Output(s)

Customer call, fax, or e-mail D1.2 Receive, Enter, and Validate the Order Entered sales order
Web order Field sales contact D2.2 Receive, Configure, Enter, and Validate the Order
Customer profile

Step Description Responsible Event Time

1 Retrieve or enter new customer master record Customer Service 1
Representative

2 Verify ship to/bill to addresses Customer Service 1

Process Steps 
Representative

(��4 and ��11) 3 Review customer special notes Customer Service 5
Representative

4 Enter customer contact, payment terms, ship Customer Service 1
method and P.O. number Representative

5 Sequence components based on the schedule Customer Service 1
Enter requested ship date Representative

(continues)
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Figure 14-4. (continued)

Step Description Responsible Event Time

6 Enter part number and quantity Customer Service 1
Representative

7 Review part description and modify as Customer Service 1
necessary Representative

Process Steps 8 Input default price and unit of measure Customer Service 1
(Con’t) Representative

9 Update or save order record Customer Service 1
Representative

10 Call back customer when inventory allocation Customer Service 2
fails and re-date the order Representative

Total Event Time for Process Steps 15

Technology Used MS Word, Access, and Excel; Legacy Mainframe; Fax; E-mail; Fowlers Website

Formal—orders can be held waiting for payment for a maximum of 30 days after stock is committed.

Formal—Credit reviews holds once daily.
Business Rules

Informal—once an order is entered, each order line is manually reviewed for correct quantity, part number and price.

Informal—If the ship-to address or bill-to address is modified or a new address is added, the order will go on a sales hold.
Customer Service must review and approve the address change/addition before it becomes a permanent change/addition.
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Relative Weight
Disconnect Description Initials (Total 100) Project Number

System pricing does not match spreadsheet version of the JH 40 4
customer price

Manual entry to add new customer ship-to addresses for  ST 20 10

Disconnect

drop shipments from suppliers

Description,
Customer requests different terms than contract MJ 17 10

Initials, Relative Customer order incorrect increments, i.e., unit of  DS 10 10
Weight, and measure and order minimums
Project Number

Customer part number cross reference is not correct JK 7 4

New items aren’t setup JH 2 6

For EDI orders, the item is not available at default  TY 2 4
source of supply

Missing instructions on customer special instruction ST 2 4
orders
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15

Week Thirteen: 
The AS IS Process,
Understanding
Functional
Responsibility, and
Steering Team Review
Number Six
Learn About Who Really
Does What and When

Coming off an intense week of travel, the design team is armed with
a packet of interview summaries covering more than forty Supply
Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) Level Three process elements.
Members have discovered unwritten rules, policy shortcuts, work-
arounds, and a real-time validation of how silo mentality is destroy-
ing productivity. Now they’re ready to start assembling the picture
of how their supply chain processes function (or not) in the current
state. The main objective of Week Thirteen is to assemble the AS IS
Process, Functional, and Responsibility Diagrams using the data
summarized in the Staple Yourself interview worksheets.

186
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WEEK THIRTEEN: THE AS IS PROCESS 187

■ Assembling the Preliminary AS IS
Process Diagram

Process mapping is not a new technique for analyzing operational ef-
ficiency. Its effectiveness rests in the ability to pictorially portray
how seemingly disparate processes are connected; to illustrate the es-
sential information needed to drive the work; and to ultimately illus-
trate how process flow relates to organizational roles and responsibil-
ities. The last topic will be discussed in the next section.

The SCOR approach to process mapping considers the Level
Three elements as “the work” in “work and information flow.” The
input–output is “the information” or transaction (Figure 15-1). In
the sample case, the system’s material requirements planning (P2.1
and P2.2) generated planned requisitions for a planner to (1) bal-
ance, (2) convert (P2.3) to firm requisitions, and (3) release to the
buyer (P2.4). The released requisitions are converted to purchase or-
ders (S1.1) by a buyer; the purchase order record on the system and
the physical delivery of the material and packing slip trigger receipt

Figure 15-1. Source stocked product process diagram.
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188 Supply Chain Excellence

of the product (S1.2). The initial receipt record then triggers appro-
priate quality checks (S1.3); then a material move record assigns the
material to a warehouse location (S1.4). The purchase order record,
receipt record, and invoice from the supplier (D2) trigger accounts
payable to issue payment (S1.5). Meanwhile planning is transmit-
ting the next firm production plan (P3), which triggers the manu-
facturing team to send a signal to issue stored raw material (M1) to
a production line. The firm production plan also then begins the
next cycle of material requirements planning (P3 to P2.1).

(If your work involves flying, you might try to create SCOR
process diagrams of your own processes while waiting for the an-
nouncement giving permission to turn on electronic devices.)

■ Assembling the Functional Areas
and Responsibilities Diagrams

The functional areas diagram (Figure 15-2) illustrates for each loca-
tion (in this case, Production 2) the functions that participate in the
performance of each SCOR process. The responsibilities diagram
adds a slight twist; it illustrates the role each function plays in each
SCOR process (Figure 15-3).

In the example, a basic RACI set of categories are used. “R”
stands for those responsible to actively participate in the activity and
contribute to the best of their abilities—to do the work. “A” stands
for the person or function ultimately accountable for the results. “C”
stands for consult: those who either have a particular expertise they
can contribute to specific decisions (i.e., their advice will be sought)
or who must be consulted for some other reason before a final deci-
sion is made (e.g., finance is often in a consulting role for projects).
“I” is for informed: those affected by the activity/decision and there-
fore need to be kept informed, but do not participate in the effort;
they are notified after the final decisions are made.

In Fowlers’ case, here are the thoughts that team members dis-
cussed about the process, functional areas, and responsibility dia-
grams for P1—Plan Supply Chain (Figures 15-4, 15-5, and 15-6). 
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Figure 15-2. Functional areas diagram.
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190 Supply Chain Excellence

P1.1: Identify, Prioritize, and Aggregate
Supply Chain Requirements (Demand
Planning)
Who is involved in the process steps to complete the work? During
the staple yourself interviews it was discovered that five functions
compile a forecast—each somewhat independently of the others

Figure 15-3. Responsibilities diagram.
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WEEK THIRTEEN: THE AS IS PROCESS 191

and with different objectives in mind. Marketing develops a net
revenue forecast in dollars, based on assumptions for product mix
and average selling price. Sales develop a gross revenue forecast as
the largest factor in personal compensation plans, independently of
product mix and discounts. Sales and marketing fight to gain con-
sensus, with issues of control involving pricing approval and pro-
motional programs. Manufacturing develops a history-based unit
forecast to support volume and unit-cost goals in the budgeting
process. Marketing relies on manufacturing to guess at the right
product mix. Meanwhile, the planning department assembles a
forecast to estimate inventory needed to support forecasted rev-
enue; planning doesn’t trust marketing’s product mix forecast, and
it doesn’t trust the manufacturing unit plan. Finally, the finance de-
partment assembles annual budget data for all of the above, runs a

Figure 15-4. Fowlers' P1 level three process diagram.
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192 Supply Chain Excellence

pro forma profit-and-loss statement, and then usually sends the
numbers back for each function to rework because the profit pic-
ture isn’t ideal. The responsibility diagram sheds the most light;
everyone does work, no one is consulted or informed, and no one
accepts accountability.

So what is really the primary piece of information that triggers
work to begin?

Figure 15-5. Fowlers' P1 functional areas diagram.
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Figure 15-6. Fowlers' P1 responsibilities diagram.
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The team identified three things to produce a forecast. First is
the annual budget cycle, which starts in July and is supposed to wrap
up in November, but usually extends into January. Second is the
event of a missed quarterly profit plan, where some line on the in-
come statement or balance sheet (whether it’s revenue, cost, or in-
ventory) is off. Third is acquisitions and divestitures.

They decided to aggregate them into one input called “annual
budget expectations.”

What is the primary information output from this work that
triggers the next process? The only consistent information output is a
revised financial forecast in dollars, which is notorious across Fowlers
for having almost nothing to do with actual production of units. The
disconnects on this transaction analysis summary were staggering.

P1.2: Identify, Assess, and Aggregate Supply
Chain Resources (Supply Planning)
Who is involved in the process steps to complete this work? Three
functions: manufacturing, planning, and purchasing. Manufacturing
responds to volume fluctuations; demand is created and pushed to
the warehouses based on unit-cost goals. Planning responds to short-
term order-fill issues by moving inventory from warehouse to ware-
house and expediting factory replenishment orders. Purchasing wags
the tail of the plan by expediting and de-expediting supplier purchase
orders in response to actions taken by manufacturing and planning.
Once again, all parties feel responsible for doing the work that serves
their own respective interests, with no designated process accounta-
bility role, zero functions consulted before action, and zero functions
informed after action.

What is the primary information trigger to begin the work?
Sadly, it’s not the sales forecast generated in P1.1 above. Order-fill
problems result from a chronically poor inventory position. And it
is unit volume expectations from finance. The only output for sup-
ply planning was back to customer service with an expedited supply
plan to support individual order fill issues.
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P1.3: Balance Supply Chain Resources with
Supply Chain Requirements (Reconciliation)
Who is involved in the process steps to complete the work? There
are no functions formally involved in a balancing process; the
means to address delivery issues is an 8 A.M. meeting that lasts three
hours—led by manufacturing, with support from planning and
purchasing. What is the primary information trigger to begin the
work? The agenda for the 8 A.M. meeting is set by a daily backo-
rder reporting showing the status and age of everything in the
backorder pool.

P1.4: Establish and Communicate Supply
Chain Plans (Senior Leadership Review)
Who is involved in the process steps to complete the work? The
budget update is driven by the president of each business group, but
the process that they use is to “beat up” each individual function for
their piece of the pie. Marketing is in trouble for average selling
price declines, sales takes it on the chin for revenue decline, manu-
facturing gets tagged for unit cost, purchasing is blamed for pur-
chase price variance, planning is blamed for inventory increases,
and the controller is in trouble for simply being the messenger. As
in the previous processes, everyone is responsible for their own in-
terests, no one is ultimately accountable, and information isn’t
shared before or after decisions. What is the primary information
trigger to begin the work? It’s the forecast adjustment generated in
P1.1. What is the primary information output that triggers the next
process? A revised budget and review for the executive team and
board of directors.

As the team completed the assembly of the picture of their sup-
ply chain processes, they were already thinking about assembling
process performance summaries that would include transaction data
for process cycle efficiency, rework, and leading practice maturity.
They were reminded about the steering team review that afternoon.
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■ Steering Team Review No. 6
Prepare and conduct Steering Team Review No. 6 with the follow-
ing agenda:

❏ Project roadmap status.
❏ Anecdotal remarks from the “staple yourself” activity with

sample productivities, including the tour maps, interviews,
and so forth.

❏ Preview of transactional productivity data.
❏ Quick lesson on swim diagrams and the business blueprint.
❏ Expectations for Steering Team Review No. 7.
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Week Fourteen: The
Process Performance
Summary
The Numbers Behind the
Pictures

The objective of this week is to summarize overall process perform-
ance—volume, cycle time, leading practice maturity, and yield—
from the sixty or so Staple Yourself interviews, some form of leading
practice assessment, and some creative data collection. The summary
takes the form of six spreadsheets—one for each purchase order,
work order, sales order, return authorization, forecast, and replen-
ishment order.

The second objective is to introduce the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) process blueprint, which starts the
design team thinking about how transactions flow should work.

197
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■ Assembling the Process Performance
Summary

The activity for Day One, assembling process performance sum-
maries (Figure 16-1), involves five steps: First, prepare the templates.
For each major transaction listed above, the coach needs to work with
some of the system-savvy design team members to identify and label
minor transactions that have date and time stamps attached to them

Second is to group the minor transactions to the appropriate
SCOR level three elements; it is usually easiest to group multiple
SCOR elements to one minor transaction. Third, collect and aver-
age the minor transaction’s time stamp data (including the volume)
and then estimate the frequency that the minor transaction needed
to be “reopened” to be reworked (called “yield” in the template).
The yield data collection is the most fun; ideally this would be purely
data driven but frequently must incorporate some educated guess-
work.

Fourth, assess and enter appropriate leading practices maturity
scores. Fifth, calculate a process performance grade that can be used
to visually rate the performance of the process on the AS IS process
diagram.

Leading Practice Assessment
A typical leading practice assessment involves four steps. First, the
team needs to pick an assessment tool that will adequately balance
good content with an easy to answer approach. Frequently used tools
include the following:

❏ The Supply Chain Management Process Standards estab-
lished by the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals

❏ The Supply-Chain Council’s SCOR model
❏ The Oliver Wight ABCD Checklist for Operational

Excellence
❏ Sales & Operations Planning: The How-to Handbook, 2nd

Edition
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Figure 16-1. Process performance summary template. 

From Leading 
From Practice From Staple 

SYSTEM From Coach From SYSTEM Calculation From SYSTEM Assessment From SYSTEM Yourself From SYSTEM

Tool Interviews

SYSTEM SCOR Time Stamps Process Yield Leading Volume Event Time Average Elapsed 
Status Element Efficiency Practice Minutes Time Minutes 
Event

Order The coach and This section lists This is The yield is an The leading Volume is the The event time This is the average 
Created team achieve the "from" and calculated by estimate of the practice score is number minor total comes of the data sample

consensus on "to" time stamps; dividing event number of minor derived from a transactions in from the staple and is driven by 
how the minor the difference is time by transcations that leading practices the data sample. yourself the time stamps 
transactions defined as the elapsed time. require NO assessment that interview recorded in the 
map to the elapsed time for rework; rework has been worksheet; this SYSTEM.
SCOR the minor refers to having normalized to needs to be
elements transaction. to reopen and the SCOR normalized 

modify, adjust, elements. to the elapsed 
and/or change. time to calculate

process efficiency.
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200 Supply Chain Excellence

❏ APQC’s Open Standards Benchmarking CollaborativeSM

(OSBC)
❏ The Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) Scorecard
❏ For those who have completed previous SCOR projects,

your own company’s SCOR Level Four processes

Second, the team with coaching support needs to group the as-
sessment questions by appropriate SCOR element(s) similar to the
minor transactions above.

Third, the team needs to complete the assessment, making sure
to record the results numerically. Last, the team needs to calculate
the score by dividing the number of points awarded by the total
points possible. This percentage is then transferred to the process
performance summary.

This percentage score helps to color-code the SCOR Level
Three process elements on the process diagrams: red means broken
or missing; yellow indicates need for repair; and green means accept-
able. A fully colored AS IS process diagram sends an excellent visual
message on the state of your supply chain’s process performance.
Calculating a “final grade” for each SCOR process has been an evo-
lution. The most frequently used grading scale evaluates process ef-
ficiency, yield, and leading practice scores independently and then
uses a consensus process for the final color code.

For example, process efficiency Red is less than 10 percent,
Yellow is between 10 percent and 20 percent, and Green is greater
than 20 percent.

Leading practice R is less than 50 percent, Y is between 50 per-
cent and 80 percent, and G is greater than 80 percent.

Yield R is less than 75 percent, Y is between 75 percent and 95
percent, and G is greater than 95 percent.

To achieve consensus on the final color, many teams have
adopted the following logic. To be considered a G, process effi-
ciency, yield, and leading practice scores must be G; to be considered
an R, two of the three scores must be R. All other combinations will
be considered Y.

In Fowlers’ case, Figure 16-2 summarizes the Deliver process
performance focused on the sales order transaction. Five minor
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transactions were identified that had relevant and accurate time-and-
date stamps, including order created, delivery created, shipment cre-
ated, order “goods issued,” and customer receipt. In each case, the
minor transaction grouped one or more SCOR elements together.
This helped the team identify the right worksheets to add together
for the event time column. As Fowlers had customers either involved
in vendor managed inventory programs or wanting to be involved,
the team agreed that The ECR Scorecard would be the appropriate
tool for the job. The team graded itself using the efficient replenish-
ment section including the categories of strategy and planning, order
management, electronic data interchange, efficient delivery, efficient
receiving, and payment. For each category, the tool listed multiple
indicators each with descriptions of four levels of maturity.

For each indicator, the team simply had to read the statements
and achieve consensus, applying a score of zero through four. The
category score simply dividing the points awarded by the points pos-
sible. The coach then helped map the categories to the appropriate
SCOR elements and finally transferred the percentages accordingly.
The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals’ Supply
Chain Management Process Standards was used for SOURCE and
RETURN. The Oliver Wight ABCD Checklist for Operational
Excellence was used for MAKE. Sales & Operations Planning: The
How-to Handbook, 2nd Edition was used for PLAN.

The final process performance grades reflected in the process
color, using the logic above, are illustrated in Figure 16-3. D1.2 to
D1.3 scored R for process efficiency, R for yield, Y for leading prac-
tice, and R overall; both D1.2 and D1.3 are colored R. D1.4 scored
G for process efficiency, R for yield, Y for leading practice, and Y
overall. D1.5 to D1.7 scored R for process efficiency, R for yield, Y
for leading practice, and R overall.

■ Initiating TO BE Work and
Information Flow

Like the TO BE material flow process, the TO BE work and informa-
tion flow process seeks to improve transactional productivity by lever-
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Figure 16-2. Fowlers’ process performance summary for the delivery processes/sales order major transaction. 

From Leading 
From Practice From Staple 

SYSTEM From Coach From SYSTEM Calculation From SYSTEM Assessment From SYSTEM Yourself From SYSTEM

Tool Interviews
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aging appropriate leading practices and eliminating disconnects.
Disconnects in this case were generated more narrowly during the in-
terviews with two questions. Why is the yield low for this process
(meaning frequent rework)? Why is process efficiency low (meaning a
big difference between event and elapsed time)? Unlike material flow,
the end is already in mind—it starts with a blueprint. The SCOR
process blueprint shows the integrated processes for five leading prac-
tices: sales and operations planning, distribution requirements plan-
ning, master production scheduling, material requirements planning,
and available to promise. The blueprint also incorporates closed-loop
execution processes for all SCOR Level Three SOURCE, MAKE,
DELIVER, and RETURN process elements (Figure 16-4). This tem-
plate is the starting point for the TO BE work and information flow.
In this specific example, RETURN was not modeled.

The Blueprint Education
At first glance, the blueprint does not appear to be a simple docu-
ment. Its purpose is to picture a more effective way to work than the

Figure 16-3. Fowlers’ process performance scores for D1.2 to D1.3, D1.4, and
D1.5 to D1.7.
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tangle of evolutionary procedures that holds most businesses together
(or tears them apart). Predictably, after the team (including execu-
tives) spends some time going through the detail, the blueprint is per-
ceived to be a very simple diagram of their supply chain complexity.

So the main objective for Day Two is to educate the design
team on how integrated supply chain processes should work to-
gether. Some people find this to be an energizing part of the project.
Executive reaction to the blueprint is—to use G-rated language—
arm’s length. And design teams, after coming this far, don’t usually
stop at G-rated language.

That was the case for the Fowlers’ design team. It was the coach
who kept Day Two focused and effective. He did so by first explain-
ing the strategic intent of the process and then tracing the flow on
the blueprint diagram. It was conducted like a tour. The whole
process took about three hours, and with team members contribut-
ing true examples of poor practices at Fowlers, the group’s humor
quickly improved.

The tour took the team from PLAN P1 to P4 to P3 to P2 to
the SOURCE execution processes S1.1 to S1.5. Then it went on to
the MAKE execution process M1.1 to M1.6 and finally to DE-
LIVER execution processes D1.1 to D1.13. Finally, the tour ended
with the RETURN execution processes DR1.1 to SR1.6 and DR3.1
to SR3.7. The epilogue covered one of the most frequently asked
SCOR questions: “What do the enable processes do?”

The Fowlers’ SCOR Blueprint Tour
The following elements comprised the tour:

❏ PLAN Supply Chain—P1. This is the process of taking actual
demand data and generating a supply plan for a given supply
chain (defined in this case by customer, market channel, prod-
uct, geography, or business entity). This process step is most
closely associated with the discipline of sales and operations
planning. The basic steps require a unit forecast that’s adjusted
for marketing and sales events; a supply plan that constrains the
forecast based on resource availability (resources could be inven-
tory, manufacturing capacity, or transportation); and a balance
step where demand/supply exceptions are resolved and updated
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Figure 16-4. The SCOR process blueprint.
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on the system. The output between this process step and the
next—PLAN DELIVER (P4)—is a “constrained unit plan.”

❏ PLAN DELIVER—P4. This is the process of comparing actual
committed orders with the constrained forecast generated
above and generating a distribution resource plan to satisfy
service, cost, and inventory goals. It is carried out for each
warehouse stocking location and may be aggregated to region
or another geography type. This process step is most closely as-
sociated with the discipline of distribution requirements plan-
ning. The relationship between this process step and PLAN
MAKE (P3) are “replenishment requirements,” which tell the
plant manager how much product to plan for. Reserve inven-
tory and promise date (D1.3) is a “distribution requirements
plan,” which lets customer service know how much inventory
will be available to promise.

❏ PLAN MAKE—P3. This is the process of comparing actual
production orders plus replenishment orders with the con-
strained forecast generated above and then generating a master
production schedule resource plan to satisfy service, cost, and
inventory goals. It is carried out for each plant location and
may be aggregated to region or another geography type. This
process step is most closely associated with the discipline of
master production scheduling. The relationship between this
process step and PLAN SOURCE (P2) are “replenishment re-
quirements,” which tell the purchasing manager how much
product to plan for. It’s all rolled up into schedule manufactur-
ing activities (M1.1), which is the master production schedule
that lets the plant scheduler know how much total product
must be made by the ship date.

❏ PLAN SOURCE—P2. This is the process of comparing total
material requirements with the constrained forecast generated
above and generating a material requirements resource plan to
satisfy landed cost and inventory goals by commodity type. It is
carried out for items on the bill of materials and may be aggre-
gated by supplier or commodity type. This process step is most
closely associated with the discipline of material requirements
planning. The relationship between this process step and sched-
ule product deliveries is the “material requirements plan,” which
lets the buyer know how much product must be purchased on
the basis of current orders, inventory, and future requirements.

❏ SOURCE—S1. This set of execution processes involves the
material acquisition process—initiating and scheduling the
purchase order, receiving and verifying product, transferring
the product to available raw material, and authorizing supplier
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payment through. In the case of sourcing engineer-to-order
products, there are accommodations to identify and select ap-
propriate suppliers.

❏ MAKE—M1. This set of execution processes encompasses the
conversion process of raw materials to finished goods—sched-
uling production activities, issuing and staging the product,
producing and testing, packaging, and release of finished goods
to customers or warehouses. In the case of making engineer-to-
order products, there are accommodations to finalize engineer-
ing specifications before initiating a manufacturing work order.

❏ DELIVER—D1. This set of execution processes involves the
order fulfillment process—processing inquiries and quotes, en-
tering orders, promising inventory, consolidating orders, plan-
ning and building loads, routing shipments, selecting carriers
and rating shipments, receiving, picking, shipping, customer
receipt, necessary installation, and final invoicing. In the case
of delivering engineer-to-order products, there are accommo-
dations to include the request for proposal or quote and nego-
tiating contracts before order entry.

❏ RETURN—R1 and R3. This set of execution processes involves
the return authorization process, return shipment and receipt,
verification and disposition of product, and replacement or credit
process for defective and excess inventory. In the case of R2, more
detailed scheduling, determination of product condition, and
transfer of maintenance, repair, and overhaul items are modeled.

❏ ENABLE Processes. Enable processes prepare, maintain, and
manage information or relationships on which planning and ex-
ecution processes rely. There is no decomposition of enable ele-
ments. Think of them as necessary processes. There are eight
management categories of enable that are applied appropriately
to PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RETURN.
They are business rules, performance improvement, data collec-
tion, inventory, capital assets, transportation, physical network
configuration, and regulatory compliance. Another enable
process, unique to PLAN, manages alignment of the financial
and unit plans; another enable process—this one unique to
SOURCE—manages supplier agreements. Supply chains can
have well-integrated planning and execution processes and still
underperform if enable processes are poorly managed. For ex-
ample, a good sales and operations planning process cannot
overcome a poor EP.9—align unit and financial plans.

With this education, the design team was ready to begin build-
ing their own blueprint for Fowlers’ work and information flow.
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Week Fifteen: 
The TO BE Work and
Information Flow
Blueprint and Steering
Team Review Number
Seven
Define How the Business
Should Work

The goal of many design efforts is to “think outside the box.” There
was some kind of brain research from a college psychology class that
indicated children who haven’t yet started school will score an aver-
age of 95 percent on a creativity test, whereas third-graders score 30
percent on the same test—and adults in the workplace score 5 per-
cent. So much for “outside the box.”

Blend brain research with the fact that the relationships be-
tween supply chain processes are integrated and complex, and it’s
too much to ask for a design team to start building TO BE processes

208
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from scratch. So the objective for this week is not fluid creativity.
Rather, it’s to help define how the business should work. As pre-
viewed toward the end of the last session, the tool for this is the
Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) blueprint (Figure
16-4).

� Configuring the Blueprint
The agenda for Day One is to configure the SCOR blueprint to how
the company should operate its supply chain. There are six basic con-
figuration guidelines that facilitate the process:

Guideline One suggests that all SCOR Level Three elements
remain on the diagram unless there is consensus that the process is
not applicable (i.e., omitting D1.14 Install Product because that is
not part of your company’s business model).

Guideline Two requires all inputs and outputs to be translated
into the language of your company’s information system(s); that is
to say, SAP and Oracle, as examples, have different transactional ti-
tles for intercompany “orders.”

Guideline Three requires the team to identify at least the TO
BE RACI accountable and responsible roles. The next section in this
chapter on organizational considerations will provide guidelines as
to overall functional additions and/or subtractions.

Guideline Four requires the team to use the process performance
grading criteria to estimate the color of the process based on the suc-
cessful implementation of the project portfolio (i.e., an AS IS red P1
Plan Supply Chain may turn yellow or green in the TO BE blueprint).

Guideline Five requires the process diagram to illustrate addi-
tional leading practices that are a part of the project portfolio, such
as make-to-make blueprint scenario for subcomponents using Kan
Ban signals (Figure 17-1).

Guideline Six suggests that the team keep a running list of as-
sumptions regarding business rules, setup requirements, policies, and
so forth that will enable the TO BE process to perform effectively. The
change driver matrix, Figure 12-1, is a helpful assumption organizer.
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Figure 17-1. Make-to-make blueprint for subcomponents using Kan Ban signal.
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WEEK FIFTEEN: THE TO BE WORK BLUEPRINT 211

Fowlers’ P1 Plan Supply Chain 
Configuration
The P1 Plan Supply Chain changes identified in the Fowlers’ case
(Figure 17-2) included the use of all six guidelines. With respect to
Guideline One, the team used all the P1 process elements (remember
that in the AS IS, P1.3 was not attached) and included other SCOR el-
ements to illustrate how (1) distribution resource planning (P4) acts as
an interface between the revised forecast and the execution of the order
fulfillment processes (D1); (2) the enable process for planning data man-
agement (EP.3) provides input to initiate the demand planning process
(P1.1); and (3) the budget and financial project process (EP.9) is incor-
porated into the process.

Under Guideline Two, the team detailed inputs and outputs. The
following is part of a definitions page of their white paper. “Triggers for
a new unit forecast (P1.1) include sales history (with promotions); re-
vised item master data; and annual unit and financial budget. Sales his-
tory in this case refers to the month-end update of the planning software,
based on actual demand. Promotion refers to the revised promotional
calendar for specific customer or item events, as well as the general mar-
keting campaigns. Revised item master refers to changes in item data that
would change the method of forecast, for example, corporate marketing
needs to release new products and a list of rationalized items to be re-
tired. The annual unit and financial budget is the month’s previous
agreed-to plan—the most recent sales and operations plan compared to
the annual budget that was shared with the street. The consensus uncon-
strained forecast triggers a new supply plan (P1.2) with the output de-
fined as a constrained supply plan.”

In this case, Fowlers is assuming that the rough-cut capacity as-
sumptions, inventory stocking strategies, and other essential supply
planning setups are completed as part of the actual P1.2 work. The con-
strained supply plan triggers the balance activity between requirements
and resources, which resolves unit demand and supply mismatches
(often called exceptions) and then converts the numbers to a financial
projection that can be compared with the budget. Financial gaps to
budget are calculated, and the business team put action plans in place to
resolve them. In supply planning terms, the exception list is defined by
item and location where there is real potential to miss designated cus-
tomer service levels. Exceptions also point out where there is too much
inventory. The revised financial project with gap actions triggers a fore-
cast and financial projection update process, with the output forecast
feeding the distribution resource planning process and the approved
rolling eighteen-month unit plan and financial projection feeding the
corporate budget process.
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Figure 17-2. Fowlers’ TO BE P1 plan supply chain level three process blueprint.
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Under Guideline Three, the roles and responsibilities were de-
tailed and attached (as addressed below under “Organizational
Considerations for the TO BE blueprint”).

For Guideline Four, the team color-coded the P1 process perform-
ance summary as yellow for the first six months after implementation,
with a one-year goal of achieving green. Their conclusion was that while
the “learn by doing” approach they selected would take longer, the ulti-
mate process would be installed for the long term.

Under Guideline Five, they chose the Sales & Operations Planning:
The How-to Handbook, 2nd Edition, by Thomas Wallace to guide their
leading practice checklist. Figure 17-2 illustrates the high-level design.
Chapter 18 illustrates how that book helped them to detail the necessary
Level Four processes that will guide implementation.

For Guideline Six, the team compiled many assumptions and
grouped them into five major categories. Organization design changes
would be needed to support resource requirements; although the process
could operate without a perfect information system, more robust de-
mand planning and supply network (rough-cut capacity planning) tools
would be necessary; the finance organization would need to incorporate
Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) output with their budget proj-
ect process.

Organizational Considerations for the TO
BE Blueprint
In preparing to address Guideline Three—roles and responsibilities—it
is helpful to give the team a crash course in formal organization design.
Usually one of the first questions executives have before the project even
starts is around “How should we reorganize?” There are no fewer than
fifty Dilbert comic strips dealing with that topic! The truthful answer—
which doesn’t appear in any of those cartoons—is “I’m not sure yet.”

Organization design can be viewed as the process of grouping
functions together and defining formal and informal reporting relation-
ships. Leading practice methods to define effective organization struc-
ture have five rules and two corollaries in common.

Rule One: Three prerequisites must be in place: (1) effective strat-
egy, (2) efficient and effective TO BE process flows, and (3) a balanced
scorecard that measures organization, customer, and process performance.

Rule Two: Departmental groupings are based on TO BE processes
with boundaries that maximize scorecard performance, that is, customer
reliability, flexibility, and responsiveness, as well as company internal ef-
ficiency.
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Rule Three: Establish structural goals that minimize handoffs,
move the organization closer to customers or suppliers, optimize span of
control balancing that with effective employee development, minimize
layers of management, and drastically reduce or eliminate gray areas.

Rule Four: Formal organization structure needs to account for en-
abling processes, that is, managing business rules, data, performance, and
so forth that make planning and execution more effective.

Rule Five: The bottom layers of the organization are the most im-
portant; RACI roles for the primary planning, execution, and enabling
processes must be clear, effective, and efficient; and job level perform-
ance expectations, tasks, and feedback must be in place. Corollary One:
The degree of centralization is neither good nor bad, but it is dependent
on the structural goals defined in Rule Three. Corollary Two: Simply
choosing to organize by process versus by function is not inherently bet-
ter or worse; there are successes and failures in both cases. The challenge
is to balance process performance against functional or business needs as
defined in Rule Two.

Fowlers’ Organizational Changes Around
P1 Plan Supply Chain
The team agreed that the requisites of Rule One were satisfied with the
competitive requirements, TO BE SCOR blueprint, and scorecard deliver-
ables. The team recommended three changes to satisfy Rule Two relative to
P1. First, two additional functions were added to the list: logistics and the
business team (Figure 17-3). The absence of those two roles in the AS IS
caused much pain and rework. Second, planning was divided in half, based
on tasks and proximity to the customer. Demand planning aligned to the
forecast and was to develop intelligence around demand including sales,
marketing, and customer behavior. Supply planning, on the other hand,
aligned to manufacturing, logistics, purchasing—the supply resources.
Third, the team recommended that all the functional and business leaders
incorporate the scorecard metrics as a significant part of their annual incen-
tive program; the thought was that this would drive more collaborative be-
havior. The team satisfied some of the requirements of Rule Three by re-
ordering the line of site from customer to supplier. The list included sales,
marketing, demand planning, customer service, logistics, production, pur-
chasing, supply planning, controller, and business team. The team, to ad-
dress Rule Four, identified one enabling process (EP.9) as critical to the per-
formance of the Plan Supply Chain and included it in RACI analysis. The
results of Rule Five are illustrated in Figure 17-4. In summary, the team was
able to gain consensus agreement on changing the “everyone owns every-
thing and trusts no one” illustrated in the AS IS version (Figure 15-6) to a
process with more mature cross-functional teamwork.
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� Process Maturity and Executive
Change: Thinking Ahead

In thinking about the steering team review, the coach suggested
adding a topic covering the topic of process maturity. He described
that about six months after TO BE processes have been successfully
implemented, an interesting dynamic starts to occur at the execu-
tive, process owner, and/or sponsor levels. As disconnects that once
occupied such a large part of their time (and job expectations) go
away and the lower layers of the organization manage processes and
performance more effectively, a feeling of “What do I do now?” can
set in.

As part of the TO BE blueprint, the coach and sponsor need to
help the steering team and other leaders plan for addressing this
question proactively.

The checklist below is helpful in gauging process maturity; to
arrive at a maturity score, give yourself a 2 for yes, 1 for partial, and
0 for no. Divide your total by twenty-four to arrive at a percentage;
90 percent is an A, 80 percent is a B, and so forth.

Maturity Checklist

Organizational
� Your competitive requirements are aligned to your cus-

tomers’ cost-service strategies.
� Your organizational design is effective and efficient, with

clear roles and responsibilities, and decisions being made at
the appropriate level.

� Your performance measurement system (scorecard) is
aligned to the customer and is being managed monthly.

Process
� Process goals have been established in alignment to compet-

itive requirements.
� Processes are defined to Level Four—RACI roles are clear.
� Processes are being performed—process measures (per

Thomas Wallace) are being managed.
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Figure 17-3. Fowlers’ TO BE P1 Plan Supply Chain functional areas diagram.
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Figure 17-4. Fowlers’ TO BE P1 Plan Supply Chain responsibilities diagram. R, responsible; A, accountable; C, consult; I, inform.
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Job performer
� Annual job performance goals are aligned to the organiza-

tion.
� Job descriptions are complete and support RACI process

roles.
� Job performance is being managed with development op-

portunities being identified as needed.

Technical
� Technical platform is aligned to process requirements.
� Detailed solution design is derived from process require-

ments.
� Technical performance (uptime and response time) is man-

aged.

Typical Impact of Increasing S&OP
Maturity on the Executive
Here’s a list of typical changes through successful implementation of
S&OP that can lead an executive to wondering what to do next.

� Daily, weekly, and monthly tasks shift from “managing or-
ders” to “managing strategic growth,” that is, new products,
new customers, new markets, and so forth.

� Awareness grows of how a decrease in “fire fighting” has
translated into more value-added time with the customer.

� Management needs evolve from people and event issues to
metric and process issues.

� Issues that belong on an executive’s plate become easier to
separate from those that can be delegated.

� It becomes possible to focus more on the profit and loss and
potential gaps.

� Data are used more often, and the words “I think” less often
in supporting arguments and decisions.
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� Conducting Steering Team Review
Number Seven

Prepare and conduct Steering Team Review Number Seven with the
following agenda items:

� Project roadmap status
� Process performance summary by transaction type
� TO BE Blueprint
� Process maturity—changes to executive role
� Expectations for Steering Team Review Number Eight
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Week Sixteen: Level Four
Process Development
Where the Process Rubber
Hits the Implementation
Road

The Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) Level Three blue-
print is complete, organization structural recommendations are
under consideration, process performance targets are set, and RACI
analyses for the Level Three elements are finalized. The team now
starts to focus on implementation. In general language, there are five
steps to process implementation: define high-level business require-
ments; complete detailed solution design for technology-enabled so-
lutions; configure the software, test, or pilot; go live; and roll out. In
Six Sigma language, this equates to the DMAIC steps of Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control

The SCOR Level Three blueprint is most often associated
with high-level business (process) requirements and has been a sta-
ple of many projects. What many people refer to as SCOR Level
Four processes seem to fit in as part of the detailed solution design

220
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WEEK SIXTEEN: LEVEL FOUR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 221

and, in fact, are necessary for any kind of implementation activity
to occur. This discussion is kind of a misnomer because the SCOR
model doesn’t have any standardized definition for Level Four
processes (Figure 18-1); although the quick reference guide illus-
trates the relationship of Level Three to Level Four, there are no
Level Four definitions to be found in the SCOR dictionary itself.
This chapter, then, is dedicated to the concept of creating Level
Four diagrams.

The question of how to build SCOR Level Four processes has
been on the Supply-Chain Council’s frequently asked questions list
since 2000. Some argue there are no standard Level Four processes;
some argue that one standard needs to be defined for all. The truth
usually lies somewhere in the middle, balancing “standard” leading
practice criteria with “custom” functionality found in the company’s
mix of information systems.

■ Constructing a SCOR Level 4
Process

There are eight steps to build a Level Four SCOR process; here is the
list:

1. Find appropriate leading practice books that can guide you
through best in class characteristics.

2. Map your company’s “best practice” processes to SCOR
Level Three processes (for those who readily admit that they
have no leading practices, skip this step).

3. Cross-reference the processes as detailed in the book to ap-
propriate SCOR Level 3 processes.

4. Identify the main system modules to be used, and cross-ref-
erence the transactions to the appropriate SCOR Level
Three process; this will help with the inputs and outputs and
names for the transactions.

5. Use information system resources to help create a “screen shot
storyboard” that illustrates the different screens (features and
functionality) from the beginning of its Level Three parent to
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222 Supply Chain Excellence

its end. The storyboard is relatively easy to produce; the “print
screen” keys on the computer allow for easy capture. This is
not intended to replace technical documentation; the goal is
to provide the design and appropriate extended teams with a
visual tour of the important functionality.

6. Use the storyboard and the leading practice book to create
the first draft of your Level Four process.

7. By using a “conference room” pilot approach with appropri-
ate design and extended team members, walk them through
the process map and storyboard. Leverage the experience of
the design and extended teams in refining the process and
completing RACI analysis for each Level Four element; use
information system resources in refining their storyboard
(and ultimate detailed solution design).

8. If possible, set up an information system live test environ-
ment where company data can put the new processes and
functionality to the test away from the actual live system. In
many cases, these “sandboxes” were set up as part of a previ-
ous information system implementation effort.

Figure 18-1. Level four processes in relationship to the rest of the SCOR model.

Not
in
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WEEK SIXTEEN: LEVEL FOUR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 223

Fowlers’ P1 Plan Supply Chain Level Four
processes
The team satisfied steps one, two, three, and six using Wallace’s Sales &
Operations Planning book (Figure 18-2). They were able to use the
process details described in Wallace’s fifth chapter to assemble the lead-
ing practice perspective of the P1 Plan Supply Chain Level Four process.
Figures 18-3 to 18-6 illustrate the level process flows for demand plan-
ning (P1.1), supply planning (P1.2), reconciliation (P1.3), and senior
leadership review (P1.4), respectively. As an added twist, the team put
the Level Four processes in time-phased groupings. In each figure they
placed the Level Four processes in one of four rows; each row relates to
a week of a month (i.e., the first row contains all Week One activities for
P1.1, P1.2, P1.3, and P1.4). That way, a new demand planner can look
at Figure 18-3 and understand what work needs to be completed during

Figure 18-2. Amazon.com book graphic and partial table of contents from leading
practice book guiding the P1 plan supply chain level four process development.

Chapter 4 Inputs to S&OP

  Demand Input: Sales Forecasting

  The Supply View: Capacity

  The Interaction of Lean Manufacturing and S&OP

  Demand/Supply Strategies

  Time Zones

Chapter 5 The Monthly S&OP Process

  Step 1 — Data Gathering

  Step 2 — The Demand Planning Phase

  Step 3 — The Supply (Capacity) Planning Phase

  Step 4 — The Pre-SOP Meeting

  Step 5 — The Executive S&OP Meeting

  Tips for Effective Executive S&OP Meetings

Part Two — How to Make It Work

Chapter 6 The S&OP Implementation Path – Overview

(text continues on page 227)
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Figure 18-3. Fowlers’ P1.1 Level Four process blueprint for demand planning. SKU, Stock Keeping Unit.
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Figure 18-4. Fowlers’ P1.2 Level Four process blueprint for supply planning. SKU, Stock Keeping Unit.
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Figure 18-5. Fowlers’ P1.3 Level Four process blueprint for reconciliation.
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WEEK SIXTEEN: LEVEL FOUR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 227

each week of the month. In completing steps four and five, the team
cross-referenced the “forecast to plan” module of the software with the
P1 Plan Supply Chain processes. Figure 18-7 is a screen shot taken from
the P1.1 storyboard that illustrates where the analytical effort from
P1.1.4, P1.1.5, P1.1.7, and P1.1.8 (Figure 18-3) would be entered. The
shot also illustrates the set of new names for minor transactions, that is,
order forecast, marketing adjustment percentage, marketing/sales events,
and so on.

Because the “forecast to plan” functionality was a planned replace-
ment for the current demand planning tool, the information systems de-
sign and extended team members already had a head start on setting the
conference room pilot using a sandbox test environment (steps seven and
eight). They had selected sample data from the last twelve months to
help assess some of the forecasting algorithms (i.e., seasonality) and more
sophisticated product-customer forecast aggregations (i.e., forecasts by
Stock Keeping Unit and by customer). The team would get their first
view of the sandbox during the next two weeks.

Figure 18-6. Fowlers’ P1.4 Level Four process blueprint for senior leadership
review.
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■ Applications of SCOR Level Four
Processes

Seeing future supply chain processes in action through simulation
truly gives the team a glimpse of the future; this shared vision of
what the TO BE picture looks like is a powerful educational process
and acts as a magnet for the rest of the organization. The Fowlers’
design and extended team members were so enamored with the
process, they brainstormed some other ways this process could help
Fowlers.

1. For those using Lean Six Sigma to implement supply chain
process improvements, the process could be incorporated as
part of the Six Sigma DMAIC process steps.

2. For those in some phase of software implementation, the
process could provide a consistent requirements guideline
for software demonstrations in selection, defining detail
business requirements before configuration, and organizing
sandbox configuration test scripts.

Figure 18-7. Sample of one screen shot from the Fowlers’ storyboard.
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WEEK SIXTEEN: LEVEL FOUR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 229

3. For others using the Supply Chain Excellence approach to
implement a project portfolio, the Level Four processes
could provide a more detailed foundation for the corporate
process management framework and a means to audit cur-
rent practices.

The next—and last design session—summarizes benefits, up-
dates the project portfolio, assembles implementation plans, and
previews a new organization to support the longer-term business
process management needs.
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Week Seventeen:
Implementation
Planning, Program
Management, and
Steering Team Review
Number Eight
Organizing Supply Chain
Improvement as Part of Daily
Life

The finish line! Or is it? After one of the toughest graduate classes at
the University of Minnesota, as Professor Richard Swanson handed
out the final exam, he said, “True learning is a painful experience . . .
I can see that all of you have learned a great deal in this course.” As
the last of the students left the room at the end of the hour, he offered
one more piece of advice: “Remember,” he said, “that the road never
ends. It’s the journey that must be your home.”

230
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WEEK SEVENTEEN: IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 231

Design teams end this sixteen-week process weary, but also
transformed, enlightened, broadened, deepened . . . changed. In
many respects individuals knew the answers to the problems the very
first day. When asked why they still needed sixteen weeks, most
would summarize it something like this: “Each of us had our own bi-
ases, ideas, and agendas. The sixteen weeks helped us put data be-
hind the ideas, replace individual agendas with a shared vision, doc-
ument every assumption, educate our leaders on the real issues and
gain support for some tough changes. Our company is about to un-
dergo massive transformation, the time was necessary to change us,
the foundation, first.”

The final week of the project called for the team to build an ef-
fective implementation plan, paying attention to both critical details
and long-term vision. Details include polishing up the project port-
folio based on the work and information flow analysis, developing a
preliminary return-on-investment analysis, and assembling an im-
plementation timeline. The visionary part focuses on architecting a
program management process and organization to help sustain the
current list, strategically select and facilitate similar design efforts,
and integrate nearer term projects with the Lean Six Sigma program.

Fowlers’ Project Portfolio and Projected
Return on Investment
On Day One, the Fowlers design team met to review the project portfo-
lio and projected return on investment (Figure 19-1). The numbers pro-
vided some surprises. The first was in Project No. Three: Improve
Information Technology Effectiveness. Nearly everyone had fit into one
of two camps at the start of the project. The “rose-colored glasses” group
saw the new Tier One Enterprise Resource Planning system as having
achieved all that it was engineered to achieve; it was in and that was the
goal, right? Those in the “system is the problem” group viewed the
Enterprise Resource Planning system’s implementation over the last
couple of years as the main reason the company wasn’t as successful as it
had once been. But now, looking at the project portfolio, both groups
agreed that to improve performance, more investment was needed to use
the system to its fullest. The return on investment value of Project
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Figure 19-1. Fowlers’ final project portfolio and projected three-year return on investment.

Fowlers’ Project Portfolio

1st-Year
Cost

3-Year Benefit

3-YRGross EVA Benefit ($ in 000s) Investment FY 1 FY 2 FY 3
ROI

% of Annualized Benefit Achieved 100% 25% 40% 100%

1 Improve Demand Management and Forecasting $ (250) $ 75 $ 120 $ 300 1.98

2 Optimize Supply Management Practices $ — $ — $ — $ — —

3 Improve Information Technology Effectiveness $ (6,500) $ 625 $ 1,000 $ 2,500 0.63

4 Improve Data Integrity $ — $ — $ — $ — —

5 Improve Supplier Flexibility $ (1,800) $ 1,400 $ 2,240 $ 5,600 5.13

6 Implement Formal Product Life Cycle Management Process $ (1,100) $ 625 $ 1,000 $ 2,500 3.75

7 Engineer an Integrated Tactical Planning Process $ (250) $ 1,250 $ 2,000 $ 5,000 33.00

8 Implement Sales and Operations Planning $ (2,200) $ 2,826 $ 4,521 $ 11,303 8.48

9 Improve Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Physical Supply Chain Network $ (2,250) $ 4,375 $ 7,000 $ 17,500 12.83

10 Tighten Up Order Management Discipline $ — $ — $ — $ — —

11 Establish Formal Return Management $ (750) $ 775 $ 1,240 $ 3,100 6.82

12 Eliminate Poor Inventory Control Practices $ (125) $ 75 $ 120 $ 300 3.96

Grand Total $ (15,225) $ 12,026 $ 19,241 $ 48,103
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WEEK SEVENTEEN: IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 233

Number Three was low (0.63)—particularly in relation to the high level
of first-year investment. This helped bring the camps together on prior-
itizing supply chain improvement elsewhere before putting more money
into the system.

Another surprise had to do with Projects Seven and Eight:
Engineer an Integrated Tactical Planning Process and Implement Sales
and Operations Planning. Nobody had realized the tremendous cost of
poor planning; fixing it offered the second biggest opportunity for profit
improvement. The entire company had practiced execution and fire
fighting until it was an art form. In fact, service awards were given to
Fowlers’ employees who effectively responded to the most crises in a quar-
ter. All of that could now change. Even though the processes to be imple-
mented that would improve the company’s planning efforts were leading
practices, the implementation approach was not rocket science. Of more
concern was the human discipline needed to make, follow, and appropri-
ately adjust plans. There were a thousand-and-one behaviors to change—
from the executive team all the way to the manufacturing scheduler. Only
a third of the cost for this project actually went to improving planning
functionality; the rest was process and change management.

The third surprise was in Project Number Eleven: Establish
Formal Return Management. The financial impact of poor product re-
turn is the first low-hanging fruit of the Twenty-First Century. Accruals,
obsolescence, return policy, reverse logistics, customer service, technical
support, inventory disposition, product recall, and consigned excess in-
ventory have all evolved to a point where a well-designed RETURN el-
ement can deliver significant financial impact on every income statement
and balance sheet.

The fourth surprise was in Projects One, Two, Four, Ten, and
Twelve. These offered little to no operating income financial return;
their focus was on the customer. A need to improve delivery reliability,
order cycle time, and flexibility to respond to unplanned demand were
all things that had shown up on customer satisfaction surveys. Although
no one in sales and marketing would commit to an increase in revenue
from addressing these issues, the team thought there were several bene-
fits. First, the process performance analysis indicated that these projects
would free up non-value-added time from DELIVER and SOURCE re-
sources. Second, data from lost opportunity and canceled sales orders
suggested that delivery reliability could provide positive revenue impact.
Third, these projects were foundational to supply chain excellence; other
projects were dependent on them.

The fifth observation was no surprise; the physical supply chain
network was extremely inefficient—both from the supply base and
within the distribution network. Projects Five and Nine combined to
offer the biggest operating income opportunity. The sixth surprise was
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Project Six: Implement Formal Product Life Cycle Management
Process. It was the first time that the interdependency was recognized
among marketing, product development, and supply chain. For years,
obsolete and excess inventory, new product shortages, and engineering
changes were shouldered by the supply chain team.

Implementation Timeline
The Fowlers’ team viewed the implementation in four phases (Figure
19-2). Phase One initiated “foundational” projects (one, two, four, ten,
and twelve) that would make customers happy while improving produc-
tivity and freeing up resources to help with Phase Two. Phase One as-
sumptions included the following: uses Lean Six Sigma implementation
tools and resources, improves customer facing measures, raises process
performance at least one grade, starts immediately, and requires no or
low capital investment.

Phase Two initiated the “planning” projects (six, seven, and eight).
Scheduled to start six months after Phase One, this group’s job was to
drive both internal and external facing measures, infusing the company
with the first significant operating income benefit. Phase Two assump-
tions included the following: drive significant operating income and de-
liver next wave of customer improvements, drive at least 50 percent of
the benefit, and force integration between sales, marketing, and opera-
tions.

Phase Three initiated the “network” projects (five, nine, and
eleven). Scheduled to start three months after Phase Two, this group’s
job was to engineer an efficient distribution and supply network to sup-
port strategic growth and drive significant operating income benefit.
Phase Three assumptions included the following: drive significant oper-
ating income benefit; and plants, warehouses, sources of supply, and
transportation were all open for change. Phase Four initiated the “sys-
tem” project (three). Scheduled to initiate three months after Phase
Three, this group’s job was to identify necessary technical requirements
from the new Fowlers and assemble technology use-migration strategy.
Phase Four assumptions included the following: Fowlers is using legacy
information systems to their potential, collaboration with suppliers and
customers is paramount, accelerated business intelligence is a competi-
tive advantage, and so forth.

■ Program Management
Companies that have had the most success transitioning their Supply
Chain Excellence project from an event into a way of life have two
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Figure 19-2. Fowlers’ high-level implementation timeline. 
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236 Supply Chain Excellence

things in common. They learned how to manage processes effectively,
and they put an organization in place to focus just on that. With that
kind of success in mind the Fowlers’ team’s next task was to put to-
gether a vision of how they would support sustaining efforts in Supply
Chain Excellence. They agree that the vision needed to include effec-
tive process management methodology and a dedicated organization.

Supply Chain Process Management
The Fowlers’ process management approach had to address the inte-
gration of activity in three different time horizons (Figure 19-3). The
first horizon—immediate—needed to address unplanned perform-
ance issues and align to the methods (Lean Six Sigma) and resource
pools (e.g., green belts, black belts, Lean master) developed through
the continuous improvement program. The second time horizon—
rolling twelve months—needed to coordinate planned Supply Chain
Excellence deployments and support portfolio implementation ef-
forts from previous efforts. The third horizon—strategic—needed to
address the annual alignment of process strategy with business direc-
tion, including setting process goals and objectives, refreshing the
three-year process excellence plans, and gaining executive support for

Figure 19-3. High-level process management framework.
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future Supply Chain Excellence deployments. To keep things simple,
the graphic illustrates one cycle with no return loops.

Organization
It seems that the degree of centralization swings like a pendulum
over time. Companies that have achieved high-performance supply
chains seem to look at it more like a teeter-totter using effective
process management as the fulcrum to balance work between busi-
ness units and corporate roles. Figure 19-4 illustrates the concept
that many supply chain excellent companies have used as a model.
The columns are defined by business units or entities and represent
the decentralized part of the equation. They execute supply chain

Figure 19-4. Centralized versus decentralized concept.
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Figure 19-5. Supply chain organization scenario with matrix reporting. CEO, Chief Executive Officer; VP, Vice President; CIO, Chief
Information Officer; CFO, Chief Financial Officer; R&D, research and development; HR, Human Resources.
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WEEK SEVENTEEN: IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 239

processes to drive business results. The rows are defined by central-
ized resources deployed in process roles to drive process excellence
throughout the enterprise. Process standardization, efficiency, and
effectiveness are the priority. ENABLE processes include things such
as information systems, project management, and finance.

Reporting relationships—dotted line versus solid line—can
vary depending on the business models, autonomy, and global na-
ture of locations. Figure 19-5 illustrates one of the leading scenarios
for Fowlers. Assumptions behind this scenario include business unit
product development, sales, marketing, manufacturing plants, order
fulfillment, purchasing buyer/planners, and demand planning.
Central roles included supply planning, strategic commodity pur-
chasing, quality, safety, and logistics.

■ The Final Steering Team Review
The day is finished with the eighth steering team review, with the
following agenda:

❏ Project roadmap status.
❏ Review the project portfolio and return-on-investment pro-

file.
❏ Discuss risk for each project.
❏ Expectations for transition to implementation.
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Extending Excellence
Beyond the Supply Chain
Improving the Value Chain by
Analyzing Barriers to
Profitable Growth

There is a limit to the amount of change that anyone can handle at
one time. Individual changes, organizational changes, and more
macro or global changes can fill up capacity. By integrating supply
chain changes into operational strategy, material flow, and work and
information flow, the Supply Chain Excellence process results in
fewer but deeper projects that ultimately produce bigger and faster
returns, in other words, a manageable amount of change designed to
be measurable and meaningful.

That’s why the best part of a project is often the final review,
where the design team presents its TO BE design, project list, and
associated assumptions. To watch each team member speak to both
strategy and tactics in the same conversation and understand the
thread that ties it all together is worth the pain of the previous weeks.

Joe Farelong, president of the Durable Products Group, was
speechless after the design team’s final steering team review. He had

240
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EXTENDING EXCELLENCE BEYOND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 241

just seen the future leadership of the company collectively present an
organized, customer-focused, financially sound plan to drive supply
chain performance. The presentation showed passion, conviction,
and confidence. It was the first time he had seen anything like it at
Fowlers.

The Durable Products Group had a different set of challenges,
and he wondered, “How do I take this approach into my business?”

The Durable Products Group was developing a reputation of
leaving money on the table. It had premium brands that com-
manded premium prices, but profits were average at best. Unlike any
other operation in the company, its business model was primarily
make-to-order and engineer-to-order. Although his business was
routinely touted as the future growth driver for the company, Joe
lacked confidence in his ability to hit sales projections because there
didn’t seem to be any “science” behind the numbers.

Further, as sales, order fulfillment, manufacturing, sourcing,
planning, and product design teams worked to get product intro-
duced and out the door, they all had their own ways of getting the
work done, and “exceptions” were the norm. In one plant tour he
had received from a shift foreman, he counted forty-five instances in
which he was told, “...it works like this except when....”

For a long time, the Durable Products Group had been an early
innovator in quick response and flexibility to customer demands for
both new and existing products. But Joe knew that competitors were
catching up—and no one seemed to own “the plan” to take it to the
next level. Finally, he was under pressure from Lisa Booker, the
Chief Financial Officer, to commit to a plan to improve return on
sales. Analysts were not being kind to Fowlers’ stock price, and this
measure was a significant factor.

With all this on his mind, Joe pulled the coach aside and shared
his thoughts. The coach was planning to stay an extra day—so he
could join the design team’s scheduled celebration. The two agreed
to use the full day before the final party to discuss how they might
tweak the Supply Chain Excellence approach using Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR), Demand Chain Operations
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Reference (DCOR), and Customer Chain Operations Reference
(CCOR) models. Brian and David caught wind of the meeting and
asked if they could join as well.

■ Value Chain Excellence
The concept of value chain is not new. Both Michael Porter
(Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance.
New York: The Free Press; 1985) and W. Edwards Deming (Out of
Crisis. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center for Advanced Engineering Study; 1986) had developed process
frameworks that depicted the entire system of value creation. The de-
rivative, supply chain, was not new in 1996 when the Supply-Chain
Council released version 1.0 of SCOR. It was introduced then to pro-
vide more detail around common definition, metrics, and practices
with the goal that companies could use the framework to improve sup-
ply chain performance across industries and trading partners. As has
been demonstrated, Supply Chain Excellence describes a project ap-
proach to identifying a strategic project list to help drive sustainable
improvement.

With the introduction of the CCOR and DCOR processes, the
Supply Chain Council is again positioned to support value chain
performance improvement through common process definition,
metrics framework, and leading practices. The question is how to
use these models in a project.

That’s the question that Joe asked to start his meeting. Figure
20-1 illustrates how Joe, Brian, and David adapted the major phases
of Supply Chain Excellence to the extended value chain. Their next
challenge was to figure out how to adapt the major deliverables.
Fresh off the supply chain project, the team was familiar with each
week’s key deliverables. They wrote a list and then, for each supply
chain deliverable, asked two questions:

❏ Is it necessary for a value chain assessment?
❏ What is the estimated degree of adaptation?
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Figure 20-1. Project phases adapted for the value chain.
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Figure 20-2 summarizes their descriptions of key value chain
tasks by phase; the rest of this chapter will summarize the team’s dis-
cussion highlighting the adaptations for value chain.

■ Educate for Value Chain Support
The team agreed to describe the deliverables from this phase as (1)
identify value chain improvement roles, evangelists, active executive
sponsor(s), core steering team, and design team; (2) assemble and de-
liver appropriate educational content; and (3) gain consensus for a
pilot project.

Identify Value Chain Improvement Roles,
Evangelists, Active Executive Sponsor(s),
Core Steering, and Design Teams
This task would use the same steps (Chapter 2) as used in Fowlers’
supply chain project. As the discussion turned more philosophical,
the coach described the concept of Learning Quotient (LQ)—an or-
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ganization’s ability to acquire knowledge and adapt behavior in re-
sponse to changes in the business environment. A low organizational
LQ (poor adaptability) is like a perpetual “Go to Jail” card in
Monopoly. You never pass Go and are stuck watching the game from
behind bars unless you get a lucky roll of the dice. The Evangelist,

Figure 20-2. Value Chain Excellence project phases and key deliverables. 
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• Identify Value Chain Transactional Productivity Barriers
• Conduct Value Chain Leading Practice Gap Assessment
• Identify Value Chain Strategic Process Barriers

• Assemble Value Chain Improvement Opportunity Effort—
Impact

• Develop Value Chain Improvement Project Portfolio
• Identify Appropriate Project Implementation Approaches
• Create 18- to 24-month Implementation Plan

Source © Copyright 2006 SCE Limited. Used with permission.
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Active Executive Sponsor, Core Steering, and Design teams are four
key roles that will set the pace of the organization’s LQ in relation to
value chain improvement; all four roles must be in place to pass GO.

Assemble and Deliver Appropriate
Educational Content and Gain Consensus
for a Pilot Project
The team reflected on how they progressed from knowing nothing
about SCOR and Supply Chain Excellence to the final steering team
in six months: light speed compared with other major initiatives.
They defined three stages to their organizational learning and agreed
that each must occur to move on to the next one. They substituted
the word “Value” for “Supply” and agreed that Durable Products
would need to follow the same path.

Initial Exposure was the first stage; the objective was to investi-
gate the Value Chain Excellence framework and the fit of the process
models of SCOR, DCOR, and CCOR. The educational content of
this phase would be characterized by the phrase “short and sweet.”
This is the stage at which Evangelists and Active Executive
Sponsor(s) evaluate the fit of the method and the process frame-
works with their business needs.

Learn How to Sell is the second stage; the objective of
Evangelists and Active Executive Sponsor(s) is to sell Core Steering
Team members on the benefits of Value Chain Excellence and pre-
pare them to sponsor a pilot project. The educational content of this
phase takes the overview content style of the first phase and incorpo-
rates real company data in as many places as possible to give the lead-
ership team the best vision of a project in their own business language.

Implement a Pilot Project is the third stage; the object for the
Project Team—including the Evangelists, Active Executive
Sponsor(s), Core Steering, and Design Teams—is to develop the
knowledge, skill, and motivation to successfully execute a project.
The educational content in this phase is a mix of detailed “how to”
templates and anecdotes that take theory to practice.
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The amount of time spent in each phase depends on the orga-
nization’s LQ. Companies with low LQ spend a lot of time in the
first phase, often kicking tires until they’re flat. High LQ companies
can advance to the last phase in as little as three months; the typical
duration is four to six months.

Durable Products Group Challenges
Joe Farelong summarized three challenges Durable Products would
need to address as part of this phase. First was to identify the right
evangelist (and ultimate project leader) for an initiative that would
cross multiple processes and trading partner boundaries. To make
matters complicated, the product design role on the new chart re-
ported to a corporate function, and the formal product development
role reported directly to Joe (Figure 19-5).

The theory was sound, but Durable Products would have to
learn how to operate in the new world. Joe’s short list of candidates
included the Director of Product Development and his best
Regional Sales Manager.

The second challenge was to identify a core steering team that
ultimately would be in charge of implementing the value chain
changes. This would be the first time that Durable Products’ sales,
marketing, product development, and supply chain would jointly
sponsor anything—and two of the four roles had no experience with
process improvement. His first draft included the Vice President
Supply Chain, Vice President Research and Development, Durable
Products’ Director of Sales and Marketing, Chief Financial Officer,
and Chief Information Officer

■ Discover Value Chain Opportunity
The team described the deliverables from this second phase as fol-
lows: (1) Define the business objective and summarize business
background, (2) calculate the number of value chains, (3) assemble
high-level industry comparison, and (4) decide the scope of the pilot
project and finalize project charter.
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Calculate the Number of Value Chains
Defining the number of company value chains requires the same
technique as that of defining the number of supply chains (Chapter
3). Figure 20-3 illustrates the Durable Products Group’s adapta-
tions. As in the supply chain, the rows represent lines of business or
product families, and the lowest level of the row hierarchy is an item
or Stock Keeping Unit. The columns represent customers or cus-
tomer segments, and the lowest level of the column hierarchy is a
customer “ship to” location. The “X” indicates a product or service
that is delivered to a customer; the number of X’s provides a first
draft of the number of company value chains. One adaptation also
included “F”—future value chains that would evolve as part of the

Figure 20-3. Adaptations for the Durable Product’s value chain definition
matrix where data represents growth versus prior period.
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strategic plan. A second adaptation includes growth rate (revenue,
unit volume, and gross margin) data for each value chain. Durable
Products has six current and three future value chains.

Assemble High-Level Industry Comparison
The industry comparison is assembled using the same steps as for the
supply chain (Chapter 4), with five new data comparisons focused
on the rate of growth from the prior period. These categories are rev-
enue; sales, general, and administration expense; gross margin; oper-
ating income; and net income.

Deciding on Your Project Scope
The phrase “think big, act small, and scale fast...” still works for
value chain analysis. The value chain priority matrix is assembled in
the same fashion as for supply chains (Table 3-5). The team brain-
stormed other categories (columns) to consider, including revenue
growth rate, percent of new product revenue, and return on sales.

Durable Products Group challenges

Without data, the conversation was mostly theoretical, but it mi-
grated around three important points. First, in assembling the prior-
ity matrix, the weighting needed to emphasize both current and pro-
jected growth, and return on sales. Second, because most of the
Durable Products Group’s competitors were private, the industry
comparison would need to include companies in similar industries.
Third, it would take some minor wizardry to gather the unit, rev-
enue, and margin growth rates for the current value chains—and
major wizardry to project numbers for the future value chains.

■ Analyze Value Chain Basis of
Competition

The team listed four deliverables for this phase: (1) identify appro-
priate value chain performance metrics, (2) assemble appropriate
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benchmark comparisons, and (3) assess and prioritize competitive
requirements.

Identify Appropriate Value Chain
Performance Metrics and Assemble
Appropriate Benchmark Comparisons
(Combined Steps 1 and 2)
Although the previous scorecard (Chapter 4) provides a proven base-
line to measure supply chain performance, it does not include meas-
ures for the other business processes. The coach suggested the team
use a Balanced Scorecard (The Balanced Scorecard Institute, Cary,
NC, and Rockville, MD; www.balancedscorecard.org), an approach
to strategic management developed in the early 1990s by Dr. Robert
Kaplan and Dr. David Norton. The basic idea is that an organiza-
tion should measure its performance from a balanced view against its
goals as established in its vision and strategy. The Balanced
Scorecard has four measurement categories: customer facing, inter-
nal process, financial, and individual employee.

The challenge for Joe, Brian, and David was to pick the right
metrics for each category. The coach discussed two methods to gen-
erate the list. The first starts with a blank sheet of paper; we’ve all
been through that method. The second—which the team ultimately
picked—is to identify relevant metrics from a pool of readily available
benchmark sources. The coach suggested some of the same sources
used in the supply chain project (Figure 4-11). They include the fol-
lowing: The Supply-Chain Council (www.supply-chain.org), The
Performance Measurement Group (www.pmgbenchmarking.com),
Hoovers (www.hoovers.com), APQC—formerly the American
Productivity & Quality Center (www.apqc.org), and Manufacturing
Performance Institute Benchmark Toolkit (www.mpi-group.net).
Figure 20-4 is the list that the team generated. Each metric was as-
signed to a Balanced Scorecard category; the team decided not to cre-

(text continues on page 252)
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Figure 20-4. List of value chain level one metrics and benchmark sources; the SCOR metrics are highlighted in gray. 
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APQC Total Returns Management Cost X

Data GAP Total Customer Chain Management Cost X

ALL Days Sales Outstanding X

PMG APQC Total Supply Chain Management Costs X

ALL Inventory Days of Supply X

APQC PMG Total Design Chain Management Cost X

APQC Total Warranty Cost X

APQC PMG New Product Revenue X

ALL Cost of Goods Sold X

APQC PMG Hoovers Sales, General, and Administrative Cost X

ALL Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time X

PMG Hoovers Asset Turns X

Hoovers Return on Assets X

ALL Gross Profit Margin X

ALL Operating Margin X

Hoovers Net Profit Margin X

Hoovers Revenue Growth X

Hoovers Gross Profit Growth X

Hoovers Operating Margin Growth X
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ate employee metrics before brainstorming with a larger group.
Figure 20-5 is a sample of some of the benchmark data available for
select value chain metrics.

Assess and Prioritize Competitive
Requirements
With respect to value chain competitive requirements, the team
agreed that a broader framework was needed to assess overall busi-
ness strategy. The coach suggested a modification of a Michael
Porter (Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior
Performance) concept, which describes two basic strategies of com-
petitive advantage: Low Cost or Differentiation. These two strate-
gies, when applied to a narrowly defined industry segment, create
Porter’s third generic strategy: Focus. Put another way, a company
must answer two questions; “Will I focus on a broad industry or a
narrowly defined segment?” and then, “Will I achieve competitive
advantage through Low Cost or Differentiation?” Porter describes
companies that try to represent all strategies to all customers as being
“stuck in the middle”—and they generally perform at or below par-
ity in all dimensions.

The team also was enamored with the simple assembly and the
large impact of the supply chain competitive requirements (Figure 5-
2) exercise. The concept was easy to explain: A company must decide
on a supply chain strategy to achieve superior and advantage positions
in some metric categories, while maintaining at least parity in others.

So how can the concepts of Porter and SCOR be brought to-
gether? Figure 20-6 represents the team’s best attempt to mock up
an example using the Durable Products Group. The left arrow rep-
resents performance in the “cost” strategy, and the right arrow rep-
resents performance in the “differentiation” strategy. Specifically,
they related the left arrow with process measures and the right arrow
with customer-facing measures. The base of the arrow is actual per-
formance, the end of the arrow is target performance.

(text continues on page 255)
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Figure 20-5. Sample benchmark data for select value chain metrics.1,2 

Value Chain Benchmark

Performance Versus Comparison Population

Process Metric & Benchmark Parity Advantage Superior 
Model Source Sample of Level One Value Chain Metrics 50th Percentile 70th Percentile 90th Percentile

DCOR APQC New Product Development Cycle Time1 245 days 186 days 99 days

DCOR APQC Total R&D cost as a percentage of revenue 17.41% 10.00% 3.04%
(current reporting period)1

DCOR APQC Total R&D cost as a percentage of revenue 16.81% 7.99% 3.44%
(three reporting periods ago)1

DCOR APQC Design cycle time in days from start to design, 720.0 437.4 334.5
build, and evaluate through completion of test 
market product/service for new product/
service development projects1

DCOR APQC Total cost of the development cycle as a 13.00% 11.13% 4.13%
percentage of revenue1

DCOR APQC Percentage of sales which is a result of 16.50% 25.20% 50.00%
products/services launched during the most 
recently completed 12 month reporting period1

DCOR PMG Design Reuse Flexibility2 9.50% 8.49% 7.47%

(continues)
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Figure 20-5. (continued)

Value Chain Benchmark

Performance Versus Comparison Population

Process Metric & Benchmark Parity Advantage Superior 
Model Source Sample of Level One Value Chain Metrics 50th Percentile 70th Percentile 90th Percentile

DCOR PMG Total Design Chain Management Cost2 9.50% 8.49% 7.47%

DCOR PMG New Product Revenue2 22.50% 39.20% 55.90%

ALL Hoovers Sales, General, and Administrative Cost 19.45% 13.00% 9.06%

ALL Hoovers Revenue Growth 13.94% 18.99% 31.31%

ALL Hoovers Gross Profit Growth 18.01% 31.55% 39.66%

ALL Hoovers Operating Margin Growth 34.29% 63.55% 165.95%

1APQC is reporting this data on the assumption that lower R&D costs, lower cycle time, lower product development costs, and higher sales due to recent product launches
represent superior performance. APQC acknowledges that correlating these measures to various outcomes may support a different perspective. Mr. Bolstroff has APQC’s
permission to present the perspective that best fits his current needs. © Copyright 2007 APQC. All Rights Reserved. Used with permission.
2Data Reuse Flexibility, Total Design Chain Management Cost (PLM Operating Cost), and New Product Revenue data © Copyright 2003 The Performance Measurement
Group, LLC, subsidiary of management consultants PRTM. All Rights Reserved. Used with permission.
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EXTENDING EXCELLENCE BEYOND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 255

Joe talked through one possible strategic scenario: by focusing
on niche markets the Durable Products Group could adopt both
cost and differentiation tactics to put itself into a better market po-
sition. The direction of the arrows suggests that Durable Products
narrow its products and customer focus from “Broad Industry” to a
narrow industry niche and that it pursue superior cost performance
within that niche, while customer-facing metrics operate at parity.

In value chain metric terms, process measures need to move to-
ward the 90th percentile, and the customer-facing measures need to
move toward at least the 50th percentile. They all agreed this chart
needed more work, but that the concepts made sense. They recog-
nized that if both arrows are in the shaded portion, action is required.

Durable Products Group challenges

By lunchtime, the team felt a need to draw closure on this phase;
completing the scorecard would satisfy that desire. Figure 20-7rep-
resents their output; not all metrics were included; 2007 actual per-
formance was an estimate; and parity, advantage, and superior com-
petitive requirements needed some work. Some obvious themes
were already emerging: Although spend was comparable to other
competitors, new-product cycle time was far below parity, due in
part to poor design reuse. Revenue from new products lagged ac-
cordingly.

Figure 20-6. Sample of Durable Products’ value chain scorecard with 2007 es-
timate performance, benchmark comparisons, and competitive requirements. 
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Focus:
Differentiation
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Figure 20-7. Sample of Durable Products value chain scorecard with 2007 estimate performance, benchmark comparisons, and
competitive requirements (highlighted in gray).

Fowlers—Durable Products Group Benchmark Comparison

Metric Categories Metrics 2007 Estimate Parity Advantage Superior Parity Gap Source

Responsiveness New Product Development Cycle Time 325 days 245 days 186 days 99 days �80 days APQC

Flexibility Design Reuse Flexibility 18.0% 22.0% 37.2% 42.3% �4.0% PMG

Design Chain Total Design Chain Management Cost 9.4% 9.5% 8.5% 7.5% �0.1% PMG

New Product Revenue 15.0% 22.5% 39.2% 55.9% �7.5% PMG

Cost of Goods 87.7% 72.9% 69.6% 58.1% �14.8% Hoovers

Aggregate Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time 80.2 81.3 62.6 26.1 1.1 Hoovers

Inventory Days of Supply 55.5 33.5 25.1 19.7 �22.0 Hoovers

Asset Turns 0.8 1.2 1.7 3.0 �0.4 Hoovers

Revenue Growth % to prev Year 11.0% 13.9% 19.0% 31.3% �2.9% Hoovers

Growth GP Growth % to prev Year 9.0% 18.0% 31.6% 39.7% �9.0% Hoovers

OM Growth % to prev Year 28.0% 34.3% 63.5% 165.9% �6.3% Hoovers

Gross Profit Margin 12.3% 27.1% 30.4% 41.9% �14.8% Hoovers

Profitability Operating Margin 3.8% 2.7% 5.7% 12.2% 1.1% Hoovers

Net Profit Margin 1.8% 1.9% 3.5% 7.3% �0.1% Hoovers
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EXTENDING EXCELLENCE BEYOND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 257

Further, sales growth lagged compared with others in the in-
dustry, and although operating income was a little better than par-
ity, year-to-year growth in operating income was below parity—and
less than half that of companies in the 70th percentile. Joe sat down,
rubbed his face, and put his elbows on the table. Even imperfect data
validated what he and his staff had been feeling. His next question
was “How do we turn the ship?” The afternoon would detail and
adapt the next two phases.

■ Design Product-to-Market Flow
The team discussed four types of deliverables for this phase: (1)
Metric Defect Analysis, (2) Product-to-Market Map, both AS IS
and TO BE, (3) Process Thread Diagram, both AS IS and TO BE,
and (4) Disconnect and Opportunity Analysis.

Metric Defect Analysis
The team agreed that the disconnect analysis was critical to uncov-
ering the issues related to performance. Although some templates
would need to be created for the new metrics, the steps (Chapter 8)
were identical to the supply chain project.

Product-to-Market Maps
This set of deliverables was the most difficult to adapt. In the supply
chain project, the geographic map was an easy concept to grasp; even
applying the SCOR Level Two strategies (Chapter 7) was pretty
straightforward. Although there is a material movement piece to
value chain, the team discussed two other layers that needed to be
considered as part of the analysis as well.

First, it would be necessary to understand sales by region, as the
sales-and-marketing team views it. Figure 20-8 illustrates the three
regions of U.S. sales for Durable Products. Layering the geographic
map on top of the sales-by-region map was both intuitive and logi-
cal for the team.
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The third layer was not as simple. In fact, a spreadsheet was a
better tool than a picture. The concept the team was after was to un-
derstand the rate of growth in each sales region between new and ex-
isting products, and among new and existing customers. Figure 20-
9 is a mock-up of the concept, which the team eventually labeled
Value Chain Growth Analysis. The analysis attempts to calculate
growth rates for revenue, gross margin, and unit volume for each cell
in the matrix. With the use of predetermined criteria, a cell (product
and customer) is graded red, yellow, or green. The results helped the
team understand the issues behind growth. For example, Product
Family B has growth issues across the board, whereas Product
Family A has particular trouble building sales of existing products to
new customers.

The benefit of this perspective is that next set of “why” ques-
tions are not just aimed at supply. Marketing campaigns, pricing
strategy, product quality, product life cycle management, sales in-
centives, and so forth are all in the mix of potential root causes and
ultimate projects.

Figure 20-8. Durable Products’ U.S. sales by region map. 
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Process Thread Diagrams
As in the supply chain project, the preparation required to create a
process thread diagram (Chapter 8) involved identifying the appro-
priate Level Two processes for each location. Figure 20-10 is a par-
tial list of the choices for each location; one necessary adaptation is
the small-letter designation in front of the Level Two ID; “c” is
CCOR, “d” is DCOR, and “s” is SCOR.

Figure 20-11 illustrates the team’s work assembling a logical
Durable Products flow. The dotted lines represent information; the
solid lines represent product flow. As with any concept drawing, the
team had a tough time differentiating “the should be” from “the AS
IS.” Joe, David, and Brian also realized they would need to get signed

Figure 20-9. Durable Products U.S. growth rate analysis. +, positive growth; -,
negative growth; and 0, neutral growth. 
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260 Supply Chain Excellence

Figure 20-11. Demand chain operations reference, customer chain operations
reference, and supply chain operations reference level two process categories by
location.

Figure 20-10. Demand chain operations reference, customer chain operations
reference, and supply chain operations reference level two process categories.
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EXTENDING EXCELLENCE BEYOND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 261

up for DCOR and CCOR framework classes. They needed to affirm
their intuitions about the difference between design classifications of
“product refresh,” “new product,” and “new technology,” as well as
between the customer classifications of sell to “intermediary,”
“grouped account,” and “named account.” For the mock-up, they
used both refreshed (new and improved) and the traditional new-
product categories for design. For customer categories, they used
grouped account (direct-to-consumer). Figure 20-12 is the first draft
of the process thread diagram, with few connection rules. The team
decided that one of the necessary adaptations would be to create a set
of primary and secondary connection rules among DCOR, CCOR,
and SCOR Level Two process elements. They also considered substi-
tuting Lean Valve Stream maps for this particular deliverable.

Disconnect and Opportunity Analysis
The team agreed that this foundational supply chain deliverable
would be necessary to help dissect the issues, build projects, and
quantify the improvement (Chapters 9, 10, and 11). They thought
the defect analysis value chain growth analysis, and enterprise value
stream maps would be candidates for the brainstorm categories. No
other adaptations were necessary.

Durable Products Group challenges

In addition to getting acclimated to the new process categories, the
primary challenges for Durable Products would be the introduction
of this high level of rigor, data and analysis to sales, marketing, and
design—corners of the organization that had never been part of a
large-scale process-improvement initiative. As for putting revenue
estimates against projects, it wouldn’t be any easier than it was in the
supply chain project.

■ Design Work and Information Flow
The team discussed four types of deliverables for this phase: (1)
Staple Yourself Interviews, (2) Level Three process, functional areas,
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Figure 20-12. Durable Products’ process thread diagram.
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EXTENDING EXCELLENCE BEYOND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 263

and responsibilities diagrams, both AS IS and TO BE, (3) process
performance summaries, and (4) TO BE Level Four process dia-
grams with information system storyboards.

Staple Yourself Interviews
The team decided that the steps in preparing and conducting the sta-
ple yourself interviews would be identical (Chapter 14). The only
necessary adaptation was to brainstorm major transactions for
CCOR and DCOR. Here is their first draft list:

Supply Chain
❏ Purchase Order
❏ Work Order
❏ Sales Order
❏ Return Authorization
❏ Forecast
❏ Replenishment Order

Customer Chain
❏ Customer Profile
❏ Sales Call to Contract
❏ Quote/Proposal
❏ Service Request
❏ Sales $ Forecast
❏ Quota

Design Chain
❏ Engineering Change Request
❏ Product Design Specification
❏ Manufacturing Qualification “Certificate”
❏ New Product Introduction Plan

Level Three Process, Functional Areas, and
Responsibilities Diagrams
As in the interview deliverables, the team agreed that the steps in
building process diagrams, conducting the RACI analysis, and doc-
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umenting the functional areas and responsibilities diagrams would
be identical to that of the supply chain project (Chapter 15).

Process Performance Summaries
Here too, the steps involved in creating process performance sum-
maries for the major transactions were identical to those of the sup-
ply chain project (Chapter 16). The team did have two potential
adaptations. First, they were unsure of which leading practice assess-
ment would be appropriate for sales and product design; more re-
search would be necessary. Second, they needed input from the in-
formation systems team regarding the minor transactions for sales
and design. Supply chain transactions garnered most of the attention
at Fowlers.

TO BE Level Four Process Diagrams with
Information System Storyboards
As with a broken record, the team found the steps to build level four
processes and educate team members through the information sys-
tem storyboards were a direct application to value chain (Chapter
18). No additional adaptations were deemed necessary.

Durable Products Group challenges

Joe discussed two big challenges with this phase. First, there
would be a learning curve in his organization relative to the new or-
ganizational chart (Figure 19-5). His hope was that bad habits, brick
walls, and work-arounds wouldn’t become the norm before the proj-
ect initiating. His largest concerns were how a central research and
product design team would work with his product development
team, and how his product development team would cooperate with
his sales-and-marketing group. Second, his business unit did not have
many resident software experts relating to the design and sales tools;
the Chief Information Officer would have to provide that expertise,
and there would be a steep learning curve as that executive learned the
Durable Products’ make-to-order and engineer-to-order business.
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■ Implementing Value Chain
Improvements

The team discussed two types of deliverables for this phase: (1) proj-
ect return on investment summary and (2) program management
process and supporting organization. In both cases, the team agreed
that the same steps, processes, and supporting organization would be
directly applied to the value chain initiative (Chapter 19). The only
adaptations would be formalizing process manager roles for the cus-
tomer sales and design processes. The question is whether to organ-
ize around the Level One processes, that is, plan, research, design, in-
tegrate, amend, relate, sell, contract, and assist. If the answer is yes,
then the main issue is establishment of formal reporting relationships.

■ Value Chain Conclusions
The clock was pointing to 5:30 P.M., and the foursome sat around
the conference table, exhausted. They were already a half-hour late
leaving for the party that the supply chain design team was holding,
but they had that satisfied, head-spinning feeling that a well-studied
college student gets at the end of final exams. Nobody seemed quite
ready to move.

Surrounding them were three 12-foot whiteboards full of dia-
grams, notes, and numbers—each with a great big “SAVE” scribbled
in the corner. In one day, they had outlined how to stretch the
Supply Chain Excellence approach to cover the value chain require-
ments in Joe’s very different business. They were confident it would
work—and just realistic enough to know the method would have to
be adjusted as they progressed.

David and Brian felt as though they’d just gotten two process
improvements for the price of one. Joe felt that great sense of being
unburdened from the quiet troubles that had been building within
his business.

“When can we get started?” Joe asked.
Brian smiled and replied, “Can we wait until after the party?”
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A
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income statement, 35–36, 35t
industry comparison spreadsheet,

63t–64t
input, primary, 176, 177f–180f
integrated Level One processes, 5–6,

7f
internal profile, 36–38, 37t
interview planning, staple yourself,

171f, 172–173
INTROVERT, 25
inventory days of supply, 105

J
job performer maturity, 218

K
Kan Ban signals, in TO BE blueprints,

209, 210f
kickoff, project, 46–48, 48f

L
Lean Six Sigma, 12, 235, 238
Learning Quotient (LQ), 244–245
less savings later (LL) executives,

18–21
Level Four blueprint

for demand planning, 223, 224f,
227

for reconciliation, 223, 226f
for senior leadership review, 223,

227f
for supply planning, 223, 225f

Level Four process, 220–229
applications of, 228–229
overview of, 220–221

Level Four process construction,
supply chain, 221–229, 223f

case example of, 223, 224f–228f,
227

eight steps in, 221–222
in SCOR model, 221, 223f

Level Four process construction, value
chain, 264–265

Level One process
integrated, 5–6, 7f

Level Three elements, supply chain,
170f, 172

in AS IS process diagram, 187–188,
187f

in staple yourself interview, 177f,
181

Level Three process diagram
supply chain, 187, 187f
value chain, 263–264

Level Three process elements, supply
chain

definition of, 263–264
performance of, 264

Level Two process, 259–261, 260f
types of, 96–97, 97f
types of, in SCOR, 85–97, 89f; see

also SCOR Level Two process
types

line fulfillment, perfect, 51t
locations, physical, 37, 38
lost opportunity measure, 82
LOTIF defect analysis, food products,

103f

M
MAKE, 90–91, 176, 207

leading practices in, 17
See also PLAN MAKE

make-to-order order fulfillment cycle,
54t

make-to-stock order fulfillment cycle,
53t

management cost, total supply chain,
56t–57t, 112
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manufacturing, 191, 194
senior leadership review of, 195
in supply planning, 203

maps
geographic, see geographic map
process, 187–188

market/customer channels, 40–41
marketing, 191, 195
market share measure, 82
material flow

TO BE, 158–165; see also TO BE
material flow

design, see design material flow
AS IS, initiating, see AS IS material

flow, initiating
material flow disconnect analysis

brainstorm event in, 111–122,
114f–117f; see also brainstorm
event

see also disconnect analysis
maturity checklist, 217–218
metric defect analysis

supply chain, 104–105
value chain, 257

more savings faster (MF) executives,
18–21

N
numbers, book the, 87–88

O
operating margin, 35
opportunity

lost measure of, 82
parity, 69
project, worksheet for, 151–155,

152t, 154f
opportunity, discovery of

supply chain, 8, 31–48; see also
planning and organizing

value chain, 246–248, 247f
opportunity analysis, supply chain,

149–157
documentation of, 151

identifying further validation
resources in, 155, 156f

principles of, 150–151
project opportunity worksheet in,

151–155, 158t, 160f
value chain, 261

opportunity analysis, value chain, 261
order-fill problems, 203
order fulfillment, perfect, 52t, 112
order fulfillment cycle, 105

defect analysis of, 107f
defect profile of, 107f
for make-to-order/engineer-to-

order, 54t
for make-to-stock, 53t
time histogram of, for technology

products, 107f
ORGANIZATION, 25
organization, 237–239, 237f, 238f
organizational maturity, 217
organizational support for supply

chain improvement, building,
see supply chain improvement,
building support for

organization chart, 15f
organizing, see planning and

organizing
output, primary, 176, 177f–180f

P
parity opportunity, 69
perfect line fulfillment, 51t
perfect order fulfillment, 52t, 112
performance measures, set up for, 36
performance metrics, value chain, 249,

250f–251f, 252, 253f–254f
physical locations, 37, 38
PLAN, 18, 101–102, 176, 214
PLAN DELIVER, 206
PLAN MAKE, 206
planning and organizing, 28–45

business context summary in, 28–42
kickoff agenda for, 48f
project charter in, 43–45, 44f
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supply chain definition matrix in,
39–43, 39t, 42t, 43t

see also specific topics
planning department

in demand planning, 200
senior leadership review of, 195
in supply planning, 203

planning level, 99
planning process matrix, 99, 100f, 101t
PLAN SOURCE, 206
primary input, 176, 177f–180f
primary output, 176, 177f–180f
prioritization rules, 70–73, 72f
problems to projects, consolidating, see

consolidating problems to
projects

process mapping, 187–188
process maturity, 217–219
process maturity, and executive

change, 217–218
process performance summary, supply

chain, 197–201
assembly of, 198–201, 199f
TO BE work and information flow

in, 201, 203–207
case example of, 202f, 203f, 204,

206–207
leading practice assessment in, 198,

200–201
template for, 199f

process performance summary, value
chain, 264

process steps, 177f–180f, 181,
183f–184f

product cost, in supply chains, 40
product-to-market flow, value chain,

257–261
disconnect and opportunity analysis

in, 261
metric defect analysis in, 257
process thread diagrams in,

259–261, 260f, 262f
product-to-market maps in,

257–259, 258f

product-to-market maps
supply chain, 94–97, 95f–97f
value chain, 257–259, 258f
see also geographic map

profit, 34–35
program management, 234–239
project charter, 8, 43–48

project delivery formats in, 43, 44f
project descriptions, 132f, 133–138,

134f–137f
writing, 132f, 133–138, 134f–137f

project design team, picking, 24–27
access to data in, 26–27
dedication in, 26
guidelines for, 24
personality factors in, 25
problem-solving experience in,

24–25
project kickoff, 46–48, 48f
project opportunity worksheet,

151–155, 158t, 160f
project portfolio, 129–148

assessing impact and effort in,
138–139, 140f–141f; see also
impact and effort, assessing

case example of, 231–234, 232f,
235f

PSAP priorities, 81
purchasing

in supply planning, 194, 195

Q
quick-hit mini-charters, reviewing and

refining, 167–168
quick-hit plans, initiating, 162, 164,

165f

R
RACI set of categories, 188
reconciliation, 204

Level Four blueprint for, 223, 226f
responsibilities diagrams, supply

chain, 188–195, 190f
case examples of, 188, 193f
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demand planning in, 199–203
reconciliation in, 204
senior leadership review in, 195
supply planning in, 203

responsibilities diagrams, value chain,
263–264

RETURN, 92, 176, 216
leading practices in, 17

return on investment, project, case
example of, 231, 232f, 233–234

returns management, total, 105
warranty cost in, 58t, 112

revenue reporting groups, 35–36

S
sales, 191
sample size, of data, 61
SCOR, see Supply Chain Operations

Reference (SCOR)
scorecard, balanced, 249, 252
scorecard matrix, 49, 50f, 66t
scorecard review, 75–81, 76t, 78t, 80t

enterprise scorecard in, 75–76, 76t
food products scorecard in, 77, 78t,

79
overview of, 75
technology products scorecard in,

79, 80t, 81
SCOR Level Two process types,

85–97, 89f
DELIVER, 91–92
in AS IS material flow, 96–97, 97f
MAKE, 90–91, 176, 206, 207
overview of, 88–89, 89f
PLAN, 93–94
RETURN, 92
SOURCE, 90

SCOR process blueprint, 203–204,
205f

blueprint case example in, 204,
206–207

blueprint education in, 203–204

segmentation strategy, 61
senior leadership review, 195

functional areas diagrams, supply
chain, 204

Level Four blueprint for, 223, 227f
Six Sigma, 104
Six Sigma DMAIC

process steps in, 220
SOURCE, 16, 98, 176–177, 215
SOURCE team, 170, 172
stacked planned lead times sample,

109f
staple yourself interview, supply chain,

174–185
case example of, 182, 183f–185f
functions for forecast in, 194
overview of, 172–173
planning for, 171f, 172–173
preparing for, 175, 176f
understanding worksheet for,

176–182, 177f–180f
staple yourself interview, value chain,

263
steering team review #1, 73–74
steering team review #2, 86–88
steering team review #3, 122
steering team review #4, 157
steering team review #5, 166
steering team review #6, 196
steering team review #7, 208
steering team review #8, 239
strategic background, 29–32
strategic similarity filtering, 131
success, 33–34, 41
success factors, critical, 33–34

case example of, 33–34
supplier group, 40–41
supply chain

TO BE blueprint of, case example
of, 211, 212f, 213

history of, 242
integration of changes in, 240
narrowing scope of, 43, 43t
priority matrix for, 41, 42t
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total score for, 41
Supply-Chain Council, 1–2
supply chain definition matrix, 39–43,

42t, 45t, 46t
supply chain flexibility, upside, 55t,

112
supply chain improvement, building

support for, 11–27
active executive sponsor for, 18–21
case example on, 11–14
core team buy-in in, 21–24
evangelist for, 14–18
organization chart in, 15f
project design team in, 24–27
see also specific topics

supply chain improvement, SCOR in,
6–10

analyze basis of competition in, 8–9
design material flow in, 9, 93–179
design work and information flow

in, 10, 166–167
discover opportunity in, 8, 31–48
educate for support in, 7–8, 12–28
implement planning and project

portfolio development in, 9
overview of, 6–7, 7f
Value Chain Excellence in, 10
see also specific topics

supply chain management
in SCOR, 2–3, 3f
total cost in, 56t–57t, 112

supply chain metrics, 46–64
cash-to-cash cycle time in, 60t
cost of goods sold in, 59t, 112
order fulfillment cycle for make-to-

order and engineer-to-order
in, 54t

order fulfillment cycle for make-to-
stock in, 53t

perfect line fulfillment in, 51t
perfect order fulfillment in, 52t, 112
scorecard matrix in, 49, 50f
selecting mix of, 49–50
total returns management in, 105

total returns management in,
warranty cost in, 58t, 112

total supply chain management cost
in, 56t–57t, 112

upside supply chain flexibility in,
55t, 112

Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) model, 1–10

driving supply chain improvement
with, 6–10; see also supply
chain improvement, SCOR in

enable elements in, 3
framework of, 2–4, 3f
levels of process detail in, 4
process elements in, 2–3, 3f
scope of, 3
Supply-Chain Council on, 1–2
supply chain management in, 2–3,

3f
Value Chain in, 4–6; See also Value

Chain
value of, 10
see also specific topics

supply chain process management,
236–237, 236f

supply planning, 203
Level Four blueprint for, 223, 225f
purchasing in, 194, 195

SWOT analysis, 32–33
case example of, 32–33

T
tactical planning, 131
technical maturity, 218
technology products

order fulfillment cycle defect
analysis for, 107f

order fulfillment cycle defect profile
for, 107f

order fulfillment cycle time
histogram for, 107f

scorecard for, 79, 80t, 81
thread diagram for, 99, 102–104

technology used, 178f, 180f, 181, 184f
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thread diagram, supply chain, 99,
102–104

case example of, 103–104
for food products LOTIF defect

analysis, 103f
pieces of, 102
for technology products, 99,

102–104
thread diagram, value chain, 259–261,

260f, 262f
TO BE material flow, 158–165

identifying drivers of change in,
158–165; see also drivers of
change, identifying

initial identification of, 158
initiating quick-hit plans in, 162,

164, 165f
refining models of, 162, 164

TO BE work and information flow
initiating, 201–207
overview of, 208–209
process maturity/executive change

in, 217–218
SCOR process blueprint in,

education on, 203–204
SCOR process blueprint of,

203–204, 205f
SCOR process blueprint of, case

example of, 204, 206–207
TO BE work and information flow

blueprint, 208–213
Kan Ban signals in, 209, 210f
organizational changes in, case

example of, 214f, 215f, 216
organizational considerations for,

213, 216
overview of, 203–204
supply chain configuration in, case

example of, 211, 212f, 213
Total Quality Management, 104
total returns management, 105

warranty cost in, 58t, 112
total supply chain management cost

defect analysis, 110f

transaction analysis team, identifying,
175–176

U
upside supply chain flexibility, 55t, 112
upside supply chain flexibility defect

analysis, 108f
upside supply chain flexibility

histogram, 108f

V
value chain, 4–6

history of, 242
integrated level one processes in,

5–6, 7f
“operationalizing” definition of,

4–5, 6f
overview of, 4, 5f

value chain growth analysis, 258, 259f
value chain improvement, 10,

247–272, 256
analyze basis of competition in,

248–257, 250f–251f,
253f–254f

conclusions on, 265
design product-to-market flow in,

257–261; see also product-to-
market flow, value chain

design work and information flow
in, 10, 261–264

disconnect/opportunity analysis in,
261

discover opportunity in, 246–248,
247f

educate for support in, 243–246
implementing, 265
metric defect analysis in, 257
overview of, 240–242
process thread diagrams in,

259–261, 260f, 262f
product-to-market maps in,

257–259, 258f
project phases adapted for, 242,

243f
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project phases/key deliverables in,
244–245, 244f

value proposition statement, 33–34
case example of, 33–34

VISION, 25

W
warranty cost, 58t, 112
week 1, 28–45

see also planning and organizing
week 2, 46–65

see also project kickoff; supply chain
metrics

week 3, 66–74
see also benchmarks; competitive

requirements analysis; data
review; steering team review
#1

week 4, 75–84
see also gap analysis; scorecard review

week 5, 85–97
see also AS IS material flow,

initiating; gap analysis,
validating; steering team
review #2

week 6, 98–110
see also disconnect analysis; metric

defect analysis; planning
process matrix; thread
diagram

week 7, 111–128
see also brainstorm event; steering

team review #3
week 8, 129–148

see also project portfolio
week 9, 149–157

see also opportunity analysis; steering
team review #4

week 10, 158–165
see also TO BE material flow

week 11, 166–173
see also AS IS work and information

flow; quick-hit mini-charters;
staple yourself interview,

planning for; steering team
review #5

week 12, 174–185
see also staple yourself interview

week 13, 186–196
see also AS IS process; functional

areas diagrams; responsibilities
diagrams; steering team
review #6

week 14, 206–216
see also process performance

summary
week 15, 208–219

see also process maturity, and
executive change; steering
team review #7; TO BE work
and information flow
blueprint

week 16, 220–229
see also Level Four process

week 17, 230–239
see also implementation planning;

program management;
steering team review #8

work and information flow, supply
chain

TO BE, see TO BE work and
information flow

AS IS, initiating, 169–172, 170f
work and information flow analysis

and design, supply chain, 9
functional areas and responsibilities

diagrams in, 188–195, 190f,
193f

AS IS process in, assembling
preliminary, 187–188, 187f

staple yourself interview in,
174–185

work and information flow analysis
and design, value chain,
261–264

Y
yield, 181, 207
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Fowlers: Business Context
Summary

� Strategic Profile

Business Description
Fowlers Inc. is a billion-dollar conglomerate with worldwide leader-
ship in three businesses:  food processing (Food Products Group),
optical technology products (Technology Products Group), and
business services (Durable Products Group). Fundamental to its 
success is the Fowlers’ mission to continually exceed customer expec-
tations. The company and its employees believe that if they go be-
yond what customers require, those customers will return again and
again.

Food Products Group

Fowlers is a leading North American supplier of premium fresh and
frozen meat products and management services to the food service,
retail, on-line retail, and government sectors. Customers include
SuperValu, Walmart, Aramark, Simon Delivers, and thousands of
independent groceries and specialty restaurants.

Technology Products Group

Fowlers is one of the world’s largest independent suppliers of optical
storage products and services such as CD-ROM replication; CD-R
and CD-W media, title fulfillment and distribution services, and op-

1



tical drives. Customers include retail leaders like Walmart and
Target as well category leaders like Best Buy, Circuit City,
Officemax, and CompUSA.  Fowlers is also a major supplier to the
North American original equipment manufacturers for the personal
computer market. Customers include HP, Dell, and Apple
Computer.

Durable Products Group

Fowlers acquired one of the United States’ fastest growing sup-
pliers of business services providing personalized apparel, office sup-
plies, and promotional products to over 14,000 companies and 1
million individual wearers. Using a dealer franchise as the route de-
livery mechanism, Fowlers has gained a competitive edge as being
the both knowledgeable and responsive to individual customers in
the markets it serves.

SWOT Analysis Summary

Strengths

� Product quality in both the Food Products Group and
Technical Products Group is superior.

� Fowlers had achieved low-cost manufacturer status in the
Technical Products Group prior to outsourcing several key
items in the product line.

� The Durable Products Group is perceived to be the most re-
sponsive in its chosen geographic markets, often delivering
products and services on the same day as the request.

� The Food Products Group has earned the reputation for su-
perior delivery performance, mitigating criticism of pre-
mium prices in a commodity marketplace.

� Growth in Durable Products exceeds expectations.

Weaknesses

� Organizational assimilation of the new TIER1 Enterprise
Resource Planning System.

� Delivery performance is inconsistent, especially in the



Technical Products Group; customer complaints in this
market are especially high. Because the market visibility is so
high, Fowlers is developing a reputation in the consumer’s
eyes as being “tough to do business with” (hard to place an
order, incomplete and incorrect product shipments, inaccu-
rate pricing, poor order status capability, etc). This is nega-
tively impacting overall satisfaction ratings.

� Erosion of operating income in the Food and Technical
Product Groups due to price pressure.

� Costs for purchasing despite lower cost of sales.
� Rate of cost increase for customer service is substantially out-

pacing sales. 
� In spite of sales growth, Fowlers’ stock price has taken a hit

due to five quarters of stagnant profit-after-tax results and a
bloating cash-to-cash cycle; analyst criticism focused on
Fowlers’ inability to effectively manage return on assets and
integrate profit potential of the business services acquisition.

Opportunities

� Leverage commodity buys across all Fowlers product groups
to improve gross profit.

� Improve effectiveness and efficiency of order fulfillment to
improve customer satisfaction and indirect spend.

� Develop more advanced knowledge management capability
to add financial value to customers beyond pure price de-
crease. 

� Accelerate market share in the Durable Products Group by
introducing an on-line catalogue for end customers.

� Leverage cost-to-manufacture leadership in the Technical
Products Group to increase profits.

Threats

� Key competitors in the Food Products Group are buying
their way in to the market place using a “lowest list price”
strategy.

� Technical Products Group market share is declining faster



than the market overall; customer satisfaction scores put it in
the lowest quartile of performance.

� Price point in the Technical Products Group is getting too
low to meet profit targets with the current cost structure.

� Established catalogue apparel companies are potential com-
petitors to the on-line sales channel being introduced this
quarter by the Durable Products Group.

Value Proposition

Fowlers will grow profitably as the preferred supplier of customers in
our targeted markets, driven by exceeding customer requirements.

Critical Success Factors

� Maintain revenue contribution by increasing share of Food
Products Group product line in existing markets preserving
OI return.

� Drive revenue growth by introducing durable products in
the direct-to-consumer market and capturing targeted share.

� Achieve overall revenue growth for current year, targeted at
10% and after-tax profit of 7%.

� Maintain image as technical leader in Technical Products
Group and Food Products Group product lines while im-
proving overall return on assets.

� Optimize newly implemented TIER1 Enterprise Resource
Planning system.

� Effectively integrate assets of new acquisition. 

Critical Business Issues

� Customer Satisfaction from all channels in the Technical
Products Group are negatively impacting sales.

� Profits are disappearing from the Technology and Food
Products Group Products based on higher direct and indi-
rect costs.

� Revenue forecast to grow to $1.018 billion; actual projection
after 9 months is $1.000 billion.

� Durable Products Group integration of on-line capability is



behind schedule.
� Inventory and receivables are expanding seemingly uncon-

trollably.
� Key customers in Food Products Group are leaving based on

price-only criteria.

Fowlers Financial Information

Fowlers’ 2006, 2005 consolidated income statement (in millions).

2006 2005 Change

Revenue 1,000 925 8%
Cost of Revenue (Sales) Expense 860 750 15%

Gross Profit 140 175 �20%
% 14% 19%

Selling, General, Administrative Expenses 70 5 8%
Research and Development Expense 0 0 0%

Total Operating Expenses 930 815 14%
Operating Income 70 110 �36%

% 7% 12%

Interest Expense (10) (11) �9%
Income Before Tax 60 99 �39%

% 6% 11%

Income Tax Expense 23 38 �39%
Income After Tax 37 61 �39%

% 4% 7%

Extra Item Expense (2) (3) �33%
Net Income 35 58 �40%

% 4 6%



Fowlers’ product group revenue and operating income performance.

Fowlers’ 2006, 2005 consolidated balance sheet (in millions).

2006 2005 Change

Cash and Short Term Investments 20 15 26%
Total Receivables 371 370 0%

Total Inventory 215 175 19%
Other Current Assets 50 58 �17%
Total Current Assets 656 618 6%

Property/Plant Equipment Gross 269 248 8%
Accumulated Depreciation (140) (123) 12%

Goodwill 122 116 5%
Long Term Investments 24 25 15%
Other Long Term Assets 7% 12% �4%

Total Net Assets 291 279 4%

Accounts Payables 72 62 14%
Accrued Expenses 31 32 �3%
Short Term Debt 21 26 �24%

Leases 2 2 20%
Other Current Liabilities 62 60 4%

Total Current Liabilities 188 181 4%

Long Term Debt 76 71 6%
Minority Interest 11 13 �14%
Other Liabilities 40 43 �6%
Total Liabilities 127 127 0%



Financial Performance—Key Points

� Based on 2006 and 2005 actual costs and revenues as re-
ported in the annual reports.

� Cost-of-Revenue ratio of direct to indirect expense
• Food Products Group—80% to 20%
• Technology Products Group—65% to 35%
• Durable Products Group—35% to 65%

� Cost of Capital (Money) for Fowlers is 10%

Internal Profile

Organization

Manufacturing Locations

� Food Products Group has three plants:  Des Moines, IA;
Madison, WI; and Minneapolis, MN.

� Technical Products Group has four plants:  San Jose, CA;
Chicago, IL; St. Paul, MN; and Memphis, TN.

� Durable Products Group has four plants:  Houston, TX;
Dallas, TX; New Orleans, LA; and Atlanta, GA.

Distribution Locations

� Fowlers owns and operates four regional distribution cen-
ters:  Portland, OR; Atlanta, GA; Harrisburg, PA; and Santa
Fe, NM. Durable Products Group has one additional distri-
bution center in Kansas City, MO and twelve branch sales
locations supporting plant capacity and servicing customer
routes in the southeast.

Key Performance Indicators

1. Unit Cost
2. Line Item Fillrate
3. Operating Income
4. Revenue (Growth)
5. Backorders



External Profile

Market Channel/Customer

� Retail markets including mass merchant and category killer
� Distributor/wholesaler markets
� Direct-to-consumer markets
� OEM-key account customers
� Home delivery-route sales markets

Suppliers

� Main raw material commodity types include resins, packag-
ing, electronic components, live produce, hard goods, and
apparel.

� There are several contract manufacturers that supply ap-
parel, optical media, pre-cooked food, and computer hard-
ware.



Fowlers’ organizational chart.

Edward Row

President, International

Group

Brian Dowell
COO

Jim Erp

CIO

Lisa Booker

CFO

Sally Vesting
CEO

President, Europe

President, Latin America

President, Asia

Director, Customer Service
Director, Manufacturing
Director, Purchasing
Director, Logistics
Director, Planning

Director, Computer Operations
Director, Applications

Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Controller
Vice President, Operations

Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Controller
David Able – Vice President,
Operations

Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Controller
Vice President, Operations

Corporate Treasurer
Corporate Controller
Director, Accounts Payable
Director, Accounts Receivables
General Counsel

Joe Farelong

President, Double Products

Group

Timothy Goodfriend

Vice President, Sales

Amanda Messenger

Vice President, Marketing

Martha Tekitch

President, Technology
Products Group

Doris Early

President, Food Products
Group



Fowlers’ Supply Chain
Excellence Project Charter

Project Sponsor: Brian Dowell, COO
Department: Operations
Project Manager: David Able, VP Operations - Technology

Products
Start Date: May 14, 2007
Approval Date: Targeted for June 4, 2007
Revision Date:

� Introduction

Purpose of the Project Charter
The project charter is created during the initiation phase of a proj-
ect to ensure that a complete understanding of the project scope and
objectives is established. The document allows confirmation of as-
sumptions and expectations with the executive team, project spon-
sors, stakeholders, project managers, program manager and project,
validation, and resource team members. During the course of the
project, change requests may be generated and approved, which vary
the scope, schedule, or cost of the project. These changes should be
documented through the change management process and updates
reflected through revisions of the project charter.



Project Charter Contents
The project charter documents the background and business need
for the project as well as expectations for the project moving for-
ward. The project overview provides the project scope, business and
project objectives, and any assumptions. The project approach out-
lines the methodology to be used in completing the project along
with the schedule, milestones, deliverables, and any project depend-
encies. A budget for the project is presented and the organization of
the project team is discussed. Project expectations will be discussed
and how project success will be measured. A plan for communica-
tion on the project will also be presented.

Maintenance of the Project Charter

After the initial approval by project sponsor, the project charter will
be updated with approved change requests and noted with a revision
date on the cover page.

Project Overview

In Scope—White Areas

In addition to the product lines and channels summarized in the
supply chain definition matrix, other organizational, process, met-
ric, people, location, and technology performance drivers considered
in scope include:

Scope - Summary 

US Retail 
Markets

US Distributor 
Markets

US Direct-to-
Consumer 
Markets

US OEM - Key 
Accounts

US 
Government

US Home 
Delivery International

Food 
Products XXXX

Technology 
Products XX

Durable 
Products

Supply Chain 
Definition Matrix

Geography - Customer or Market Channel

Pro
du

ct



� Relevant supply chain functions at corporate level and in
business units.

� SCOR Level 1 metrics and specified shareholder metrics for
profitability, effectiveness of return, and share performance
estimated in 3 SCORcards including corporate, food prod-
ucts, and technology products.

� SCOR Level 1, 2, and 3 process types including PLAN,
SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RETURN.

� Technology architecture mapped to SCOR Level 3 process
types.

� Physical locations for the U.S. Food and Technology
Products Group supply chains, including 4 domestic re-
gional distribution centers, 4 manufacturing plants that
‘MAKE’ for the Technology Products Group, 3 manufac-
turing plants that ‘MAKE’ for the Food Products Group,
raw material suppliers of resin, packaging, and live produce,
and contract manufacturers for optical media, pre-cooked
food, and optical drives.

� Specific product lines in scope for the U.S. Technology
Products Group supply chain are CD-ROM replication, ful-
fillment, and life cycle management; optical drives; and op-
tical media. Specific product lines in scope for the U.S. Food
Products Group supply chain are fresh, frozen, and pre-
cooked.

� Detailed market/customer channels in scope for the U.S.
Technology Products Group supply chain are all retail, in-
cluding mass merchants/category killer, OEM, and distrib-
utor. Detailed market/customer channels in scope for the
U.S. Food Products Group supply chain are retail-mass mer-
chant grocery; retail-independent grocery; retail-on-line gro-
cery; and food service distributor.

Out of Scope—Gray Area

The product lines and channels are summarized in the supply chain
definition matrix. Other organizational, process, people, and tech-
nology performance drivers considered out of scope of this project in-
clude Durable Products Group, market/customer channels and sales
represented in International, and current or planned acquisitions.



Business Objectives

Aligned with the Fowlers’ Critical Success Factors and Key
Performance Indicator improvements for 2007.

� Improve cash-to-cash.
� Improve delivery performance.
� Improve operating margin.
� Develop effective supply chain knowledge management ca-

pability.
� Improve utilization of Tier 1 ERP system to leverage capital

investment.

Project Objectives

� Set competitive performance requirements by supply chain.
Create a SCORcard for each supply chain, as well as a con-
solidated enterprise SCORcard.

� Identify gaps between current and desired performance.
� Define the current material, work and information flow for

each supply chain, identify the disconnects/inefficiencies in
the flows, and quantify the internal and external impacts of
the disconnects.

� Create TO BE material, work and information flows for
each supply chain, incorporating the high-level supply chain
strategy and appropriate leading practices; addressing identi-
fied disconnects and closing or narrowing the identified
SCORcard gaps.

� Create and communicate a prioritized list of supply chain
change recommendations to support a multi-year project
portfolio of improvements.

� Develop internal Fowlers competence in implementing
SCOR projects in the future.

Project Approach

Methodology

SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference) model Version 8.0
will be used to analyze basis of competition, configure material,



work and information flows, identify disconnects, align processes
and systems, and define processes to meet internal and external per-
formance standards. The major work tasks will be organized using
the discipline highlighted in the Supply Chain Excellence book and
is summarized by the activities in Phase 1—Planning and
Organizing; Phase 2—Analyze Basis of Competition; Phase 3—
Design Material Flow; Phase 4—Design Work, and Information
Flow; and Phase 5—Implementation. Supply Chain Excellence
uniquely combines the concepts Business Process Engineering—
Management, Project Management and SCOR®.

Risks & Dependencies

� Executive sponsorship from Fowlers’ Business Units.
� A Fowlers financial analyst will be available for Performance

Requirements and Benchmarking phase of the project.
� Availability of in-scope worldwide Fowlers raw historical

data to collect and calculate actual performance against
SCOR methodology.

� Consistent availability of steering committee and design
team members.

Project Budget
Coach 25 Days @ $2000 $50K
Expense SCC Membership $3K
ProcessWizard Lease $4K
Total $57K
Project Organization

Roles and Responsibilities

Fowlers’ Steering Team

� Review and approve changes.
� Attend Steering Team Reviews.
� Ensure organizational commitment.
� Resolve cross-functional issues.



Project schedule.

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 0
Building Organizational Support March 1 to April 20, 2007
for Supply Chain Improvement

SCOR Implementation Overview 0 Workshop March 5, 2007

SCOR Framework Workshop 0 Workshop March 19, 2007

SCOR Implementation Workshop 0 Workshop April 2, 2007

Custom Executive Briefing 0 Workshop April 3, 2007

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 1

Discover the Opportunity May 14 to May 18, 2007

Planning and Organizing 1 Business Context Summary

1 Supply Chain Definition Matrix
May 14, 2007

1 Supply Chain Priority Matrix

1 Project Charter
May 15, 2007

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 2

Analyze Basis of Competition May 21 to June 8, 2007

Project Kickoff and SCOR Metrics 2 Workshop

2
Metrics Definitions and Data May 21, 2007
Collection Plan

2 Industry Comparison May 22, 2007

Benchmark, Competitive Competitive Requirements 
Requirements, and Steering 3 (Chip Exercise) May 29, 2007

Team Review 1

3 Benchmark Data May 30, 2007

3 Preliminary SCORcard May 30, 2007

SCORcards 4
SCORcard Gap Analysis

June 4, 2007

4 June 5, 2007

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 3

Design Material Flow June 11 to July 27, 2007

Initiating AS IS Material Flow
5 AS IS Geographic Map June 11, 2007

and Steering Team Review 2

5 Planning Matrix June 12, 2007

5 AS IS Thread Matrix June 12, 2007

Defect Analysis 6 Defect Data Collection Plan June 18, 2007

6 Defect Analysis June 19, 2007



� Provide resources in support of program as needed.
� Support change management cross-functionally.
� Initiate and champion projects.
� Prioritize projects within the program and enterprise.

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 3
Design Material Flow June 11 to July 27, 2007

Material Flow Disconnect Analysis 7
The Brainstorm Event and 

June 25, 2007
and Steering Team Review 3

Documentation
7 June 26, 2007

The Disconnect and 
8 Disconnect Analysis July 2, 2007

Opportunity Analysis

8 Preliminary Project Portfolio July 3, 2007

Opportunity Summaries, 
Initiating TO BE Material Flow, 9 July 9, 2007

and Steering Team Opportunity Analysis

9 July 10, 2007

To BE Material Flow 10 TO BE Geographic Map July 16, 2007

10 TO BE Thread Diagram July 17, 2007

Quick-Hit Plans, Steering Team 
11 July 23. 2007

Review 5, and Initiating 
the Work and Quick Hits

11 July 24, 2007

Phase Week Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 5

Implementation Planning September 3 to September 7, 2007

Implementation Planning and 
17 Portfolio ROI September 4, 2007

Steering Team Review 8

17
Implementation Scope and 

September 5, 2007
Sequence

17
Implementation Resource 

September 5, 2007
Options



Fowlers’ Project Sponsor

� Approve major strategic changes.
� Communicate and represent the business vision and objec-

tives of the initiative.
� Review team progress against deliverables.
� Provide resource support to Project Leader and Design

Team.
� Resolve escalated issues.
� Approve budget and schedule.
� Ensures availability of key resources.
� Provide final approval for all changes within defined scope.
� Attend Steering Team Review Meetings.

Steering team meetings.
Phase Week Focus Date

Phase 0
Building Organizational Support for Supply Chain Improvement

Custom Executive Briefing 0 Workshop April 3, 2007

Phase 2

Analyze Basis of Competition

Project Kickoff and SCOR Metrics 2 Project Kickoff May 21, 2007

Steering Team 1 3 Supply chain metric definitions, May 30, 2007
competitive requirements

Phase 3

Design Material Flow

Steering Team Review 2 5
Supply chain SCORcard and gap 

June 12, 2007
analysis; approve supply chain 
design

Steering Team Review 3 7 Material flow disconnect analysis June 25, 2007

Steering Team Review 4 9
Opportunity summary, and 

July 10, 2007
leading practices

Steering Team Review 5 11 TO-BE material flow July 24, 2007

Phase 4

Design Work and Information Flow

Steering Team Review 6 13 AS-IS swim diagram August 7, 2007

Steering Team Review 7 15
Work and information flow 

August 21, 2007
productivity opportunity 
summary



Fowlers’ Project Manager

� Staff project team.
� Facilitate design team and business interactions.
� Serve as liaison between project team and executive spon-

sors.
� Define, communicate, and facilitate necessary changes to

policies and standards.
� Measure team progress against deliverables.
� Ensure that project staff and vendor communications,

morale, and quality of work-life is conducive to the success-
ful attainment of project objectives.

� Manage all external resources assigned to the project to con-
tractual commitment.

� Manage all aspects of the project in a manner consistent with
company business requirements, policies, project manage-
ment methodology, and budget procedures.

Project organization.

Steering Team

Joe Farelong, President - Durable Products Group
Martha Tekitch, President - Technology Products Group
Doris Early, President - Food Products Group 
Lisa Booker, CFO
Tim Goodfriend, Vice President - Sales
Amanda Messenger, Vice President -  Marketing
Jim Erp, CIP
Brian Dowell, COO - Project Sponsor

Design Team

Director, Logistics
Director, Customer Service
Director, Manufacturing
Director, Purchasing
Director, Planning
VP Sales and Marketing - Food Products Group
Corporate Controller
Director, Applications
VP Operations, Product Technologys Group - Project Manager
SCOR Coach



� Define and plan the project. Responsible for establishing
quality standards and acceptance criteria in the statement of
work.

� Manage project budget and timeline.
� Escalate the resolution of critical issues.
� Identify, manage, and communicate project constraints.
� Ensure that project staff and vendors complete all deliver-

ables as defined in the statement of work, according to the
terms and conditions of the statement of work or subsequent
change orders.

� Obtain necessary deliverable approvals.

Fowlers’ Design Team

� Expected to be available for class sessions and other blocks of
time as required.

� Complete any assigned work on time, including all project
deliverables.

� Define and document desired material, work, and informa-
tion flows.

� Provide subject matter expertise as requested.
� Review and validate Design team deliverables.
� Present results to the Steering Team.
� Identify Extended Team members.

Fowlers’ Extended Team

• Expected to be available by appointment with advance no-
tice.

• Participate in team meetings, as required.
• Contribute to all activities of the design team as requested.

Coach

� Provide formal knowledge transfer to the project team RE
Supply Chain Excellence, SCOR, etc.



� Provide formal and informal direct knowledge transfer to
Project Leader of all aspects of Supply Chain Excellence,
Project Leadership, Tools and Techniques, and Change
Management.

� Facilitate class room sessions.
� Provide critique to deliverables.
� Modify instructional method as necessary.
� Insure curriculum integrities.

Benefits and Measures of Success

Stakeholder Expectations

Based on stakeholder interviews, the following key points represent
a summary of expectations:

� Improve corporate inventory turns.
� Cross-functional process changes, ownership.
� Superior delivery.
� Purchased finished goods (merchandise) turns from 5 to 10.
� Improve transaction process with suppliers.
� Complete metrics for each area of the supply chain.
� Clearly identify supply chain performance gaps.
� Drive 2006 and 2007 profit after-tax performance.
� Expand supply chain knowledge of the team.
� Develop a repeatable process for future SCOR initiatives.

Benchmarks

1. Supply-Chain Council—Performance Measurement Group
for SCOR Level 1 Metrics.

2. Existing internal benchmarking data from operational busi-
ness units.

3. Hoovers.com industry comparison for general 10K income
statement and balance sheet financial measures.



4. Manufacturing Performance Institute
5. Warehouse Education Research Center
6. APQC

Benefit Analysis

Supply chain improvement project portfolio and projected return
on investment is the final deliverable for “analyze and design.” Based
on experience, the average size of project portfolios is 3% operating
income improvement. The project portfolio will be sequenced to
yield a minimum of $408,000, based on 2X return-on-investment
of the green-dollar cost of this project.

Project Communication

A formal communication plan will be established for each group of
stakeholders in this project including the steering team, project
manager, design team, extended team, and Fowlers’ at large.



Steering Team

Project Manager

Design Team

Extended Team

• Create
awareness

• Establish
commitment

• Monitor and
evaluate
progress

• Issue escalation
and resolution

• Milestone
management 

• Coordinate
dependent
activities

• Issue escalation
and resolution

• Activity
coordination

• Work
prioritization

• Content and
deliverable
support

• Issue escalation
and resolution

• Activity
coordination

• Work
prioritization

• Content and
deliverable
support

• Issue escalation
and resolution

• Steering Team
Meetings

• One on One
with Project
Leader

• Scheduled
Preparation
Meetings with
Coach

• Debrief time
after design
sessions

• Scheduled
design sessions

• Informal one
on one
meetings as
needed

• By
appointment

• Schedule
updates

• Issue
management

• Change
management

• Risk
management

• Schedule
updates

• Issue
management

• Change
management

• Risk
management

• Resource
management

• Formal training 
• Homework

Status
• Schedule

updates

• Formal training
• Homework

Status
• Schedule

updates

• Scheduled
Meetings

• By
appointment as
needed by
project phase

• Prior to and
post design
session

• Design sessions
as scheduled

• Status weekly
and as needed
by project phase

• As needed

Fowlers’ communication plan.

Project Name: Fowlers Supply Chain Improvement Project

Project Manager: David Able

Communication Communication Communication
Stakeholders Need Method Contents Frequency



SCOR and Six Sigma DMAIC
Comparison



DMAIC SCOR

Measure Analyze Basis of Competition

Appropriate  
Measures:

CTQ;
Stratificatiaon

SCOR Metrics Template

SCORcard Baseline and Gap Analysis

SCOR Level 2 and 3 Measures for Material 
Flow Efficiency and Transactional Productivity

Operational   
Definitions

Data Sources, 
Data Collection, 
and Sampling

Sigma 
Calculation;

Unit, Defect, 
Defect 
Opportunities

Yield

Cost of Poor 
Quality

DMAIC SCOR

Define
Analyze Basis of Competition

Measure

Analyze Configure Supply Chain

Align Performance Levels, 
Practices, and SystemsImprove

Control Implement Supply Chain Changes



DMAIC SCOR

Define Analyze Basis of Competition

DMAIC Project
Charter

SCOR Project Charter Template

Supply Chain Definition Matrix

Identify Customer 
Requirements:

Chip Exercise
Kano Analysis; 
Voice of the 
Customer Analysis

Identify and 
Document the
Process:

SIPOC

Thread Diagram

DMAIC SCOR

Analyze Configure Supply Chain; Align Performance, 
Practices, and Systems 

AS IS Material Flow:
Data Analysis: Geographic Map; 
Pareto Chart, Run 
Chart, Histogram, Transportation, Inventory, Warehouse, and 
Scatter Plot, and Returns Expense Summary;
Fishbone 
Analysis Delivery Performance and Order Fulfillment

Lead Time Summary

AS IS Work and Information Flow: 
Process Analysis: Staple Yourself Analysis; 
Detailed Process 
Maps, Cross Swim Diagram; 
Functional 
Process Maps, Transactional Productivity for purchase, work, 
Process Value replenishment and sales orders; forecasts; and 
and Time return authorizations



DMAIC SCOR

Improve Configure Supply Chain; Align Performance, 
Practices, and Systems; Implement 

Supply Chain Changes

TO BE Material Flow:
SCOR Level 2 Configuration

Generate Strategy and Thread Diagram;
Creative Appropriate Leading Practices
Solutions
“Cook the TO BE Work and Information Flow:
Solution” SCOR Business Blueprint; 

Application Architecture—Use Case;
Organizational Design—Swim Lane Efficiency

Select and 
Solution: TO BE Work and Information Flow:
Impact—Effort 
Matrix; SCOR Business Blueprint;
Decision Matrix; Application Architecture—Use Case;

Organizational Design—Swim Lane  Efficiency
Force Field 
Analysis

Implement Supply Chain Changes
Pilot the Solution Detailed Solution Design;
Full Scale Roll Pilot and Evaluate
Out Roll Out Solution

DMAIC SCOR

Control Implement Supply Chain Changes

Discipline Supply Chain Program Management Office

Documenting the TO BE Business Blueprint, associated Material 
Improvement Flow Thread Diagrams, Supply Chain Definition 

Matrix

Keeping Score SCORcard

Process 
Management Organizational Responsibility Matrix
Plan



Strategic Improvement Roadmap incorporating the Supply Chain Excellence
(SCE) approach as part of project identification.

SDW SDW SDW SDW

SCE

DS

DS
LN

LN

LN

LN

SYM LTP

Progress Reviews

Alignment &
Focus

Discovery
Portfolio

Management
Long-Term

Planning

Strategic Improvement Roadmap

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Legend
SDW = Strategic Direction Workshop
LTP = Long -Term Planning Session
SYM = Project Symposium
HPT = High -Performing Teams Workshop
BDA = Basic Data Analysis Course

DS = Discovery Project
LN = Lean  Project
RA = Rapid Action  Project
IM = Improvement Project
DZ = Design Project

OpportunitiesOpportunities ResultsResults

Quick 
Hits

ResultsResults

--Mission, Vision, Values
--Performance Measures
--System Map
--Process Inventory
--Strategic Objectives

DS

DS

RA

RA

RA

RA

IM

IM

IM

IM

DZ

DZ

DZ

DZ

Charles A. Liedtke , Ph.D.
Strategic Improvement Systems, LLC

HPT

BDA

PortfolioPortfolio

ScorecardScorecard

Material FlowMaterial Flow

Transaction AnalysisTransaction Analysis

Implementation PlanningImplementation Planning

DMAIC SCOR

Six Sigma SCOR

Leadership Potential Core Planning Team and Steering Team 
Council Candidates

Champion— Active Executive Sponsor
Sponsor

Implementation Potential Evangelist
Leader

Master Black Potential Evangelist
Belt—Coach

Black Belt—
Project Leader Project Manager Candidate and Potential Evangelist

Green Belt— Project Manger Candidate
Team Members

Process Owner Potential Core Planning Team and Steering Team
Candidates
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SCOR Overview

The Supply Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR®) has been developed and
endorsed by the Supply-Chain Council (SCC), an independent not-for-profit corpo-
ration, as the cross-industry standard for supply-chain management. The SCC was

organized in 1996 by Pittiglio Rabin Todd & McGrath (PRTM) and AMR Research,
and initially included 69 voluntary member companies. Council membership is now
open to all companies and organizations interested in applying and advancing state-

of-the-art supply-chain management systems and practices.

Member companies pay a modest annual fee to support Council activities. All who
use the SCOR-model are asked to acknowledge the SCC in all documents describing

or depicting the SCOR-model and its use. The complete SCOR-model and other
rleated models of the SCC are only accessable through the members’ section of the

www.supply-chain.org website. SCC members further model development by 
participating in project development teams- SCOR and other related SCC 

Models are collaborative ongoing projects that seek to represent 
current supply chain and related practice.  

Further information regarding membership, the Council and SCOR 
can be found at the Council’s web site: www.supply-chain.org.

© Copyright 2006 Supply-Chain Council

Supply-Chain Operations
Reference-model
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1SCOR Overview

Capture the “as-is”
state of a process
and derive the
desired “to-be”
future state

Quantify the 
operational 
performance of 
similar companies
and establish 
internal targets
based on 
“best-in-class”
results

Characterize the
management 
practices  and 
software solutions
that result in 
“best-in-class” 
performance

Capture the “as-is” state of a
process and derive the desired 
“to-be” future state

Quantify the operational 
performance of similar companies
and establish internal targets based
on “best-in-class” results

Characterize the 
management practices  
and software solutions
that result in “best-in-class” 
performance

Business
Process

Reengineering Benchmarking
Best Practices

Analysis
Process 

Reference Model

What Is a 
Process Reference Model?
Process reference models integrate the well-known concepts of business process reengineer-
ing, benchmarking, and process measurement into a cross-functional framework.

Section

ONE

o o



2 SCOR Overview

A Process Reference Model Contains:
• Standard descriptions of management processes

• A framework of relationships among the standard processes 

• Standard metrics to measure process performance

• Management practices that produce best-in-class performance

• Standard alignment to features and functionality

Once a Complex Management 
Process is Captured in Standard Process 
Reference Model Form, It can Be:

• Implemented purposefully to achieve competitive advantage

• Described unambiguously and communicated

• Measured, managed, and controlled

• Tuned and re-tuned to a specific purpose

A Process Reference Model 
Becomes a Powerful Tool in the Hands 
of Management



SCOR Overview

SCOR is Based on Five Distinct Management Processes

Deliver Deliver DeliverDeliverSource SourceSource SourceMake MakeMake

Plan

Suppliers’
Supplier

Supplier
Your Company

Customer Customer’s
Customer

Internal or External Internal or External

Return Return

Return
ReturnReturnReturnReturn

Return

PlanPlan

Model 
Scope and Structure
The Boundaries of Any Model Must Be Carefully Defined
“From your supplier’s supplier to your customer’s customer”

SCOR spans:
• All customer interactions, from order entry through paid invoice
• All product (physical material and service) transactions, from your supplier’s supplier to your

customer’s customer, including equipment, supplies, spare parts, bulk product, software, etc.
• All market interactions, from the understanding of aggregate demand to the fulfillment of each order

SCOR does not attempt to describe every business process or activity, including:
• Sales and marketing (demand generation)
• Research and technology development
• Product development
• Some elements of post-delivery customer support

Links can be made to processes not included within the model’s scope, such as product development, and some
are noted in SCOR.

SCOR assumes but does not explicitly address:
• Training
• Quality
• Information Technology (IT)
• Administration (non SCM)

Section

Two

3



4 SCOR Overview

Demand/Supply Planning and Management
Balance resources with requirements and establish/communicate plans for the whole supply chain,
including Return, and the execution processes of Source, Make, and Deliver.  

Management of business rules, supply chain performance, data collection, inventory, capital assets,
transportation, planning configuration, and regulatory requirements and compliance.  

Align the supply chain unit plan with the financial plan.

Sourcing Stocked, Make-to-Order, and Engineer-to-Order Product
Schedule deliveries; receive, verify, and transfer product; and authorize supplier payments.  

Identify and select supply sources when not predetermined, as for engineer-to-order product.  

Manage business rules, assess supplier performance, and maintain data.  

Manage inventory, capital assets, incoming product, supplier network, import/export 
requirements, and supplier agreements.

Make-to-Stock, Make-to-Order, and 
Engineer-to-Order Production Execution

Schedule production activities, issue product, produce and test, package, stage product, and release
product to deliver.  

Finalize engineering for engineer-to-order product.  

Manage rules, performance, data, in-process products (WIP), equipment and facilities, 
transportation, production network, and regulatory compliance for production. 

Order, Warehouse, Transportation, and Installation Management
for Stocked, Make-to-Order, and 
Engineer-to-Order Product

All order management steps from processing customer inquiries and quotes to routing 
shipments and selecting carriers.  

Warehouse management from receiving and picking product to load and ship product.  

Receive and verify product at customer site and install, if necessary.

Invoicing customer.  

Manage Deliver business rules, performance, information, finished product inventories, 
capital assets, transportation, product life cycle, and import/export requirements.

Return of Raw Materials and Receipt of Returns of Finished Goods
All Return Defective Product steps from source – identify product condition, disposition product, request
product return authorization, schedule product shipment, and return defective product – and deliver –
authorized product return, schedule return receipt, receive product, and transfer defective product.

All Return Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul product steps from source – identify product condition,
disposition product, request product return authorization, schedule product shipment, and return MRO
product – and deliver – authorize product return, schedule return receipt, receive product, and transfer
MRO product.

All Return Excess Product steps from source – identify product condition, disposition product, request
product return authorization, schedule product shipment, and return excess product – and deliver –
authorize product return, schedule return receipt, receive product, and transfer excess product.

Manage Return business rules, performance, data collection, return inventory, capital assets, 
transportation, network configuration, and regulatory requirements and compliance.

Source

Plan

Scope of SCOR Processes

Make

Deliver

Return



5SCOR Overview

A Process Reference Model Differs from Classic
Process Decomposition Models
SCOR is a process reference model that provides a language for communicating among
supply-chain partners 

Level

1

2

3

4

Contains:

Process

Process Element

Process

Task

Task

Activities

Activities

Provide a balanced 
horizontal (cross-process)
and vertical (hierarchical)
view

Designed to be 
(re)configurable

Used to represent many 
different configurations of
a similar process

Aggregate a series of 
hierarchical process 
models

Process decomposition models are developed 
to address one specific configuration of process elements



6 SCOR Overview
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Scope

Level 1 defines the scope and content 
for the Supply Chain Operations
Reference-model. Here basis of 
competition performance 
targets are set.

A company’s supply chain can be 
“configured-to-order” at Level 2 from
core “process categories.” Companies
implement their operations strategy
through the configuration they choose
for their supply chain.

Level 3 defines a company’s ability to
compete successfully in its chosen 
markets, and consists of:

• Process element definitions
• Process element information 

inputs, and outputs
• Process performance metrics
• Best practices, where applicable
• System capabilities required to 

support best practices
• Systems/tools 

Companies “fine tune” their Operations
Strategy at Level 3.

Companies implement specific 
supply-chain management practices at
this level. Level 4 defines practices to
achieve competitive advantage and to
adapt to changing business conditions.

Top Level
(Process Types)

Configuration
Level (Process

Categories)

Process Element
Level

(Decompose
Processes)

Implementation
Level

(Decompose
Process

Elements)

P1.1
Identify, Prioritize, and

Aggregate Supply-Chain
Requirements

P1.2
Identify, Assess, and
Aggregate Supply-
Chain Resources

P1.3
Balance Supply-Chain

Resources with Supply-
Chain Requirements

P1.4
Establish and
Communicate 

Supply-Chain Plans

Level

# Description Schematic Comments

1

2

3

4

SCOR Contains 
Three Levels of Process Detail

Source

Plan

Make Deliver

ReturnReturn
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Process Categories
Defined by the Relationship Between a SCOR Process and a Process Type

Definitions
Processes that balance aggregate demand and supply to develop a course of 
action which best meets sourcing, production and delivery requirements

Processes that procure goods and services to meet planned or 
actual demand

Processes that transform product to a finished state to meet planned or 
actual demand

Processes that provide finished goods and services to meet planned or actual
demand, typically including order management, transportation management, and 
distribution management

Processes associated with returning or receiving returned products for any reason.
These processes extend into post-delivery customer support

Process
Type Process

Category

Planning

Execution

Enable

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

S1 - S3 M1 - M3 D1 - D4   SR1 - 
SR3

EP ES EM ED DR1 - 
DR3

Plan Source Make Deliver Return

SCOR Process

“SCOR Configuration Toolkit”

Level 1 Process Definitions
SCOR Is Based on Five Core Management Processes

Practitioners select appropriate process categories from the SCOR configuration toolkit to 
represent their supply-chain configuration(s).

SCOR Process 

Plan

Source

Make

Deliver

Return



8 SCOR Overview

SCOR Process Type

Planning

Execution

Enable

A process that aligns expected resources to meet expected demand requirements. 
Planning processes:
• Balance aggregated demand and supply • Consider consistent planning horizon
• (Generally) occur at regular, periodic intervals • Can contribute to supply-chain 

response time

A process triggered by planned or actual demand that changes the state of material goods.
Execution processes:
• Generally involve -                               • Can contribute to the order fulfillment cycle time

1. Scheduling/sequencing
2. Transforming product, and/or
3. Moving product to the next process

A process that prepares, maintains, or manages information orrelationships on which planning 
and execution processes rely

Characteristics

At Level 2, Each Process Can Be Further Described by Type

Performance Attributes and Level 1 Metrics
Level 1 Metrics are primary, high level measures that may cross multiple SCOR processes. Level 1 Metrics
do not necessarily relate to a SCOR Level 1 process (PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, RETURN). 

Level 1 Metrics
Perfect Order Fulfillment

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility

Upside Supply Chain Adaptability

Downside Supply Chain Adaptability

Supply Chain Management Cost

Cost of Goods Sold

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time

Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets

Return on Working Capital

Reliabilty Responsiveness Flexibility Cost Assets
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Customer-Facing Internal-Facing
Performance Attributes

The Level 1 Metrics are the calculations by which an implementing
organization can measure how successful they are in achieving their
desired positioning within the competitive market space. Most metrics in
the Model are hierarchical – just as the process elements are hierarchi-
cal. Level 1 Metrics are created from lower level calculations and are pri-
mary, high level measures that may cross multiple SCOR processes.

Lower level calculations (Level 2 and 3 metrics) are generally associat-
ed with a narrower subset of processes. Level 2 and 3 metrics associated
with Level 1 metrics are included in the SCOR 8.0 Appendix A.
Additional metrics that do not “roll up” to Level 1 are needed as diagnos-
tics (used to diagnose variations in performance against plan) and are
included in the SCOR Process Tables and Glossary.
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Enable
1) Establish and Manage Rules
2) Assess Performance
3) Manage Data
4) Manage Inventory
5) Manage Capital Assets
6) Manage Trabsportation
7) Manage Supply Chain Configuration
8) Manage Regulatory Compliance
9) Process Specific Elements Align SC/Financials Supplier Agreements

S
u

p
p

li
e

rs

SCOR Version 8.0 Level 2 Toolkit

P2 Plan Source

P1 Plan Supply Chain

S1 Source Stocked 
Product

S2 Source Make-
to-Order Product

S3 Source Engineer-     
to-Order Product

M1 Make-to-Stock

M2 Make-to-Order

M3 Engineer-to-Order

P3 Plan Make P4 Plan Deliver P5 Plan Return

Plan

Source Make Deliver

C
u

s
to

m
e

rs

D1 Deliver Stocked 
Product

D2 Deliver Made-to-Order 
Product

D3 Deliver Engineered-
to-Order Product

D4 Deliver Retail 
Product

Source Return
SR1 Return Defective 

Product
SR2 Return MRO Product
SR3 Return Excess Product

Deliver Return
DR1 Return Defective 

Product
DR2 Return MRO Product
DR3 Return Excess Product

Plan Source Make Deliver Return
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SCOR Level 3
Presents Detailed Process Element Information for 
Each Level 2 Process Category

Process flow
Inputs and outputs
Source of inputs
Output destination

SCOR Model Structure
A set of standard notation is used throughout the Model. P

depicts Plan elements, S depicts Source elements, M depicts

Make elements, D depicts Deliver elements, and R depicts

Return elements. SR = Source Return and DR = Deliver

Return. An E preceding any of the others (e.g., EP) indi-

cates that the process element is an Enable element associ-

ated with the Planning or Execution element (in this case,

EP would be an Enable Plan element). Every Level 1

Process has Enable Processes associated with it.

As indicated in the chart showing the Three Levels of

Process Detail, the Model is hierarchical with three levels.

Here is a sample of the detailed workflow for S1.2. S1.2 is a

notation that indicates a third level process element. In this

case, it is a Source (S = Level 1 Source) element that is con-

cerned with sourcing stocked product (S1 = Level 2 Source

Stocked Product) and is specific to receiving product (S1.2

= Level 3 Source Stocked Product Receive Product).

Though the other S1 processes are shown here to Level 2,

the Level 3 detail is only included for S1.2.

S1 Source Stocked Product
S1.2 Detail

S1.5 Authorize 
Supplier Payment

S1.4 Transfer 
Product

Scheduled 
ReceiptsS1.1 Schedule 

Product Deliveries

R
eceipt v erification

Product

D
efective Products

M
R

O
 Products

Excess Products

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

To ED.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ED Enable Deliver

To ES.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ES Enable Source

To ES.6: Manage Incoming Product
in ES Enable Source

To ES.1: Manage Sourcing
Business Rules in ES Enable

To ES.2: Assess Supplier
Performance in ES 
Enable Source

S1.2 Receive Product

From DR1.4: Transfer Defective Product
in DR1 Deliver Return Defective

From DR2.4: Transfer MRO Product in
DR2 Deliver Return MRO Product

From DR3.4: Transfer Excess Product
in DR3 Deliver Return Excess Product

Receipt 
Verification

Receipt 
Verification

Transferred
ProductS1.3 Verify 

Product

Supplier
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Examples
SCOR Level 3 Standard Process Element Definition, Performance 

Process Element S1.1: Schedule Product Deliveries
Process Element Definition
Scheduling and managing the execution of the individual deliveries of product against an existing contract or purchase order. The requirements
for product releases are determined based on the detailed sourcing plan or other types of product pull signals.

Metric Definition

% Schedules Changed within Supplier’s Lead Time

Average Days per Engineering Change

Average Days per Schedule Change

Average Release Cycle of Changes

Cost to Schedule Product Deliveries

Schedule Product Deliveries Cycle Time

The number of schedules that are changed within the 
suppliers lead-time divided  by the total number of 
schedules generated within the measurement period

# of days each engineering change impacts the delivery date
divided by the total # of changes.

# of days each schedule change impacts the delivery date
divided by the total # of changes.

Cycle time for implementing change notices divided by total #
of changes.

The sum of the costs associated with scheduling 
product deliveries.

The average time associated with scheduling the 
shipment of the return of MRO product

Best Practices Definition

Advanced Ship Notices Allow for Tight
Synchronization between Source and MakeProcesses

Consignment Agreements Are Used to Reduce Assets
and Cycle Time While Increasing the Availability of
Critical Items

Mechanical (Kanban) Pull Signals Are Used to Notify
Suppliers of the Need to Deliver Product

Utilize EDI Transactions to Reduce Cycle Time 
and Costs

Blanket order support with 
scheduling interfaces to external supplier systems

Consignment  
inventory management

Electronic Kanban support

EDI interface for 830, 850, 856 & 862 transactions
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Process Element S1.1: Schedule Product Deliveries

Intputs Definition

Logistics Selection from 
ES.6 Manage Incoming Product

Production Schedule from 
M2.1 Schedule Production Activities

Production Schedule from 
M3.2 Schedule Production Activities

Production Schedule from 
M1.1 Schedule Production Activities

Replenishment Signal from 
M3.3 Issue Sourced/In-Process Product

Replenishment Signal from D1.3 
Reserve Inventory & Determine Delivery Date

Replenishment Signal from 
M2.2 Issue Sourced/In-Process Product

Replenishment Signal from 
M1.2 Issue Material

Return Inventory Transfer Data from 
DR3.4 Transfer Excess Product

Return Inventory Transfer Data from 
DR2.4 Transfer MRO Product

Return Inventory Transfer Data from 
DR1.4 Transfer Defective Product

Sourcing Plans from 
P2.4 Establish Sourcing Plans

Supplier Performance from 
ES.2 Assess Supplier Performance

Carrier selection and management for inbound or outbound 
shipments (linked to terms  of delivery)

A plan that authorizes the factory to manufacture or repair a 
certain quantity of a specific item.

Any signal that indicates when to produce or transport Items in a pull
replenishment system.

The process of receipt and verification of the returned item against
the return authorization and other documentation 
and prepares the item for transfer.

An aggregate material requirements plan used to schedule material
deliveries to meet production plan.

The results of measuring the actual supplier performance on cost,
quality, engineering, purchasing, and so on, based on 
an agreed set of measurements.
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Process Element S1.1: Schedule Product Deliveries

Outputs Definition
Procurement Signal (Supplier) to Supplier

Product On Order to P2.2 
Identify, Assess, And Aggregate Product
Resources

Product On Order to ES.9 Manage Supplier
Agreements

Scheduled Receipts to D1.8 Receive Product
from Source or Make

Scheduled Receipts to M1.1 Schedule
Production Activities

Scheduled Receipts to S1.2 Receive Product

Scheduled Receipts to D4.2 Receive Product at
Store

Scheduled Receipts to M2.1 Schedule
Production Activities

Scheduled Receipts to M3.2 Schedule
Production Activities

Any signal that indicates when to produce or transport Items in a pull
replenishment system, or the signal that sends the estimated need of parts
or services to the supplier.

Product on order with a selected source.

Product due to arrive.
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D1.15
Invoice

D1.14
Receive & Verify

Product by
Customer 

D1.13
Install

Product 

D1.12
Ship 

Product

D1.11
Load Product &

Generate Shipping
Docs

D1.10
Pack

Product

D1.7
Select Carriers 

& Rate
Shipments

Implementation of Supply-Chain
Management Practices within the Company
Occurs at Level 4 (and below)

Receive
Order

Enter
Order

Check
Credit

Validate
Price

Process Element - D1.2

Access Credit
Screen

Contact
Accounting

Communicate
Results to
Customer

Clear Order

Task - D1.2.3

1. Contact customer account rep.

2. Look up customer history

3. If necessary, account rep. calls 
sales manager to authorize 
additional credit

4a. Account rep. clears credit issue

4b. Account rep. refuses credit request

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Tasks

Activities

Below Level 3, each
process element is
described by classic 
hierarchical process
decomposition

From
Source 

or Make

D1.6
Route 

Shipments

D1.8
Receive Product
from Source or

Make

D1.9
Pick 

Product

D1
Deliver 
Stocked Product

Check Credit
Availability

D1.1
Process Inquiry &

Quote

D1.5
Build 
Loads

D1.4
Reserve Inventory

& Determine
Delivery Date

D1.3
Consolidate 

Orders

D1.2
Receive, Enter &
Validate Order 
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Applying 
the SCOR Model

The Concept of “Configurability”
A supply-chain configuration is driven by:

Plan levels of aggregation and information sources

Source locations and products

Make production sites and methods

Deliver channels, inventory deployment and products

Return locations and methods

SCOR must accurately reflect how a supply-chain’s configuration impacts management processes and
practices.

Each intersection of two execution processes (Source-Make-Deliver) is a “link” in the supply chain

Execution processes transform or transport materials and/or products

Each process is a customer of the previous process and a supplier to the next

Planning processes manage these customer-supplier links

Planning processes thus “balance” the supply chain

Every link requires an occurrence of a plan process category

Each Basic Supply-Chain is a “Chain” of 
Source, Make, and Deliver Execution Processes

Plan

Source Make Deliver

Plan Plan Plan

Configurability

Customer and Supplier Customer and Supplier Customer and Supplier

Section

Three
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Plan Source

Respond to Order or Plan Signal

Transform and Move Product or Service

Source, Make, Deliver

Planning
Process 

Type

Execution
Process 

Type

Sourcing Plan

Production Plan

Delivery Plan

How SCOR Logic Supports
Horizontal Process
Integration Return Plan

Plan Make Plan Deliver Plan Return
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Plan Source

Source

Customer Order 
Signal

Delivered Product

Customer Order 
Signal

Delivered Product

Make Deliver

Plan Make Plan Deliver

Plan Source

Source Make Deliver

Plan Make Plan Deliver

How SCOR Describes One SCM Trade-off
Make-to-Stock Configuration
Common SCM objective — achieve “market-winning” fulfillment time with the least inventory risk. Example:
“pure” make-to-stock configuration. Plan Deliver and Deliver activities are taken upon receipt of Customer Order.

Common SCM objective — achieve “market-winning” fulfillment time with the least inventory risk. 
Example: replenish-to-order Deliver network. Plan Deliver activities are already in place and ready to be 
executed when Customer Order Signal is received.
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Plan Source

Source

Customer Order 
Signal

Delivered Product

Customer Order 
Signal

Delivered Product

Make Deliver

Plan Make Plan Deliver

Plan Source

Source Make Deliver

Plan Make Plan Deliver

How SCOR Describes One SCM Trade-off
Make-to-Order Configuration
Common SCM objective — achieve “market-winning” fulfillment time with the least inventory risk. Example: make-
to-order configuration. Plan Make and Plan Deliver activities are already in place and ready to be executed when
Customer Order Signal is received.

Common SCM objective — achieve “market-winning” fulfillment time with the least inventory risk. Example:
make-to-order configuration that extends through the Source process. All inter-enterprise planning functions are
already in place and ready to be executed when Customer Order Signal is received. This scheme requires some
degree of intra-enterprise P1 Planning. 
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Configuring 
Supply-Chain Threads
Configuring a supply-chain “thread” illustrates how SCOR configurations are 
done. Each thread can be used to describe, measure, and evaluate supply-chain 
configurations.

1. Select the business entity to be modeled (geography, product set, organization)

2. Illustrate the physical locations of:

• Production facilities (Make)

Distribution activities (Deliver)

• Sourcing activities (Source)

3. Illustrate primary point-to-point material flows using “solid line” arrows

4. Place the most appropriate Level 2 execution process categories to describe activities at each location

S1 Source Stocked Product

S2 Source Make-to-Order
Product

M1 Make-to-Stock

M2 Make-to-Order

M3 Engineer-to-Order

D1 Deliver Stocked Product

D2 Deliver Make-to-Order 
Product

D3 Deliver Engineer-to-
Order Product

Source Make Deliver

S3 Souce Engineer-to-
Order Product

SR1  Return Defective Product

Source Return

SR2  Return MRO Product

SR3  Return Excess Product

DR1  Return Defective Product

Deliver Return

DR2  Return MRO Product

DR3  Return Excess Product

D4 Deliver Retail Product
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Supply Chain Threads are 
Developed from the Geographic Product Flow

(S1)
(SR1, SR3)

(S1)
(SR1, SR3)

(S1)
(SR1, SR3)

(S1)
(SR1, SR3)

Warehouse
(S1, D1)

(SR1, DR1, DR3)

Warehouse
(S1, D1)

(SR1, DR1, DR3)

Warehouse
(S1, D1)

(SR1,  DR3)

Warehouse
(S1, D1)

(SR1, DR1, DR3)

Other Suppliers
(D1)

Latin American
Suppliers

(D1)

European  Supplier
(D2)

(DR1)

Manufacturing

Production Site

Return

Execution Process

(S1, S2
M1, D1)

(SR1, SR3, DR3)

Consumers

Suppliers

Warehouse
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P2 P3
P4

S1

5. Describe each distinct supply-chain “thread”

• A supply-chain thread ties together the set of Source-Make-Deliver supply-chain processes that a given product 
family flows through

• Develop each thread separately to understand common, and distinct, execution and return process categories

• Consider end-to-end threads in the inter-company case

6. Place planning process categories, using dashed lines to show links with execution processes

7. Place P1, if appropriate

• P1 - Plan Supply Chain aggregates outputs from P2, P3, and P4

Raw Materials (RM) Suppliers ALPHA Alpha Regional
Warehouses

Consumer

Key Other 
RM

Suppliers

European  
RM

Suppliers

P1

D1M1S1

D2M2S2

D1M1S2

P2

P3
P4

P1

D1S1

P2

P4

P1

S1

P1

DR1 SR1
SR3

DR3 DR1
DR3

SR1 SR1
SR3

SCOR Process Maps are Used as a 
Basis for Evaluating/Understanding the Supply Chain
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Change in Supply
(e.g. machine line breakdown)

Entity 4
Entity 5 Entity 7

Entity 6

Entity 8
Entity 9Source

Source Make

Make

Plan Plan Plan
Plan

Plan Plan
Plan

Deliver
Deliver

In a Classic Logistics World
A change in a supply chain often “ripples” through each linkage, affecting other areas.

Effective Supply-Chain Management 
Requires Balancing Multiple Links Concurrently

Deliver Source Make MakeDeliver Source

Develop plan that aligns 
supply resources to 

meet demand
Aggregate all 

sources of supply
Aggregate all 

sources of demand

P1 Plan Supply Chain

The impact of a change can be felt both up and down the supply chain

A change in supply caused by a “production planner” may impact a “materials planner” and an “inventory 
planner”

Further, such a change may impact both your customer’s and supplier’s supply-chain planning

Entity A Entity B Entity C Entity D Entity E Entity F
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SCOR is a process reference model designed for effective communication among
supply-chain partners.

• A standard language helps management to focus on management issues
• As an industry standard, SCOR helps management focus across inter-company supply chains

SCOR is used to describe, measure and evaluate 
Supply-Chain configurations

• Describe: Standard SCOR process definitions allow virtually any supply-chain to be configured.
• Measure: Standard SCOR metrics enable measurement and benchmarking of supply-chain 

performance.
• Evaluate: Supply-chain configurations may be evaluated to support continuous improvement and

strategic planning.

SCOR 
Overview Summary

Section

Four
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Partial List of SCOR Model
Leading Practices, Sorted by
Business Area

Business Planning
Activity-based accounting
Advanced planning optimization
Asset optimization
Attribute-based process planning
Collaborative planning, forecast, and replenishment
Constraint-based planning
Demand-driven production
Make/buy decision process
Multiplant supply synchronization
Operations and network analysis
Sales and operations planning
Service/inventory balancing
Strategic sourcing

Customer Service
Automated order validation
Automatic documentation generation
Available-to-promise
Cost-to-serve price structure
Customer data validation
Customer profitability review
Customer relationship management
Customer service measurement
Customer team empowerment
Delinquent account resolution



Dynamic order scheduling and allocation
Efficient consumer response
Integrated credit checking
Integrated order editing
Order segmentation
Quote generation without resource allocation
Remote order entry

Delivery
Compliance labeling
Exact delivery scheduling
Factory direct shipment
Integrated customs processing
Integrated load management
Load balancing
Pay on receipt

Demand Management
Demand planning, demand flow leadership
Dynamic restock prioritization
Instantaneous supply synchronization
Integrated sales promotions
Item level demand planning
Point of sale demand integration
Pull production systems
Real-time consumption data

E-Commerce
Electronic conformance documentation
Electronic data interchange
Electronic invoicing
Electronic manifesting
Electronic order management
Electronic product transfer
Electronic sourcing
Electronic sourcing rules
Online business rules
Online catalogues



Online documentation
Online marketplaces
Online order tracking
Online ordering
Online production status
Online request for quote
Online resource management
Online rule management
Online schedule integration
Online scheduling
Online shipment tracking
Online source data
Online spend data
Online supplier evaluation
Online transaction services
Partner trading network
XML or EDI data transfer

Information Management
Advance ship notices
Advanced planning/ERP integration
Automated data entry, barcode
Automatic Identification, RFID
Business intelligence
Business rules repository
Cross-organizational data visibility
DRP/ERP integration
Electronic batch recording/configuration
Enterprise data visibility
Enterprise information systems
Integrated logistics systems
Material backflush
Mode-specific data capture
Process data integration
Production data integration
Real-time production data



Regulatory requirements repository
Single customer data source
VMI system integration

Inventory Control
ABC classification
Consigned inventory
Date-based part management
Dynamic location assignment
Dynamic pick simulation
First in/first out inventory
Genealogy tracking
Inventory, cycle counting
Inventory disposition rules
Inventory lot reporting
Inventory ownership rules
Item profile analysis
Item segmentation and disposition
Item traceability
Kanban replenishment systems
Lot traceability
On-hand inventory visibility
Point of use delivery
Point of use replacement
Real-time inventory control
Removal of obsolete stock
Speed racks
Strategic safety stock
Vendor-managed inventory
WIP handling rules
WIP inventory optimization

Return Product Management
Advance planning systems, return
Automated ROA management
Dynamic return restocking
Historical return analysis



Rapid reconfigurable return capacity
Real-time return anticipation
Return product data visibility
Return product forecasting

Supplier Management
Automated supplier performance updates
Blanket purchase orders
Cost of nonconformance analysis
Enterprise level spend analysis
Enterprise spend consolidation
Inventory program, Kanban
Inventory programs, consignment
Inventory programs, vendor managed
Joint service agreements
Just-in-time agreements
Long-term supplier agreements
Performance-based sourcing
Postponed inventory agreements
Purchase contract sharing
Strategic spend groupings
Supplier certification programs
Supplier development programs
Supplier performance rating
Supplier qualification systems

Transportation Management
Back-haul trading exchanges
Carrier performance analysis
Carriers consolidation
Freight consolidation
Load optimization
Load sequencing
Route optimization
Route scheduling
Transportation modeling and rate analysis
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SCOR Quick Reference

Supply-Chain
Operations

Reference-model

PLAN SOURCE MAKE DELIVER RETURN

SCOR is a registered trademark in the
United States and Europe

Top Level
(Process Types)

Configuration
Level

(Process
Categories)

Process Element
Level

(Decompose
Processes)

Implementation
Level

(Decompose
Process Elements)
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Scope

P1.1
Identify, Prioritize, and

Aggregate Supply-Chain
Requirements

P1.2
Identify, Assess, and

Aggregate Supply-Chain
Resources

P1.3
Balance Supply-Chain

Resources with Supply-Chain
Requirements

P1.4
Establish and Communicate

Supply-Chain Plans

Level

# Description Schematic

1

2

3

4

SCOR Contains Three
Levels of Process Detail

ReturnReturn

Source Make

Plan

Deliver

PLAN
P1
Plan
Supply
Chain

P2
Plan
Source

P3
Plan
Make

P4
Plan
Deliver

P5
Plan
Return

P1.1:
Identify,
Prioritize, &
Aggregate
Supply-Chain
Requirements

P1.2:
Identify,
Assess, &
Aggregate
Supply-Chain
Resources

P1.3:
Balance
Supply-Chain
Resources with
Supply-Chain
Requirements

P1.4:
Establish &
Communicate
Supply-Chain
Plans

P2.1:
Identify,
Prioritize, &
Aggregate
Product
Requirements

P2.2:
Identify, Assess,
& Aggregate
Product
Resources

P2.3:
Balance
Product
Resources with
Product
Requirements

P2.4
Establish
Sourcing Plans

P3.1:
Identify,
Prioritize, &
Aggregate
Production
Requirements

P3.2:
Identify, Assess,
& Aggregate
Production
Resources

P3.3:
Balance
Production
Resources with
Production
Requirements

P3.4:
Establish
Production
Plans

P4.1:
Identify,
Prioritize, &
Aggregate
Delivery
Requirements

P4.2:
Identify, Assess,
& Aggregate
Delivery
Resources

P4.3:
Balance
Delivery
Resources with
Delivery
Requirements

P4.4:
Establish
Delivery Plans

P5.1:
Identify,
Prioritize, &
Aggregate
Return
Requirements

P5.2:
Identify, Assess,
& Aggregate
Return
Resources

P5.3:
Balance Return
Resources with
Return
Requirements

P5.4:
Establish &
Communicate
Return Plans

EP1:
Manage
Business Rules
for Plan
Processes

EP2:
Manage
Performance of
Supply Chain

EP3:
Manage Plan
Data Collection

EP4:
Manage
Integrated
Supply Chain
Inventory

EP5:
Manage
Integrated
Supply Chain
Capital Assets

Enable Plan

EP6:
Manage
Integrated
Supply Chain
Transportation

EP7:
Manage
Planning
Configuration

EP8:
Manage Plan
Regulatory
Requirements
& Compliance

EP9:
Align Supply
Chain Unit
Plan with
Financial Plan



SOURCE
S1
Source Stocked
Product

S2
Source
Make-to-Order
Product

S3
Source
Engineer-to-Order
Product

S1.1:
Schedule Product
Deliveries

S1.2:
Receive Product

S1.3:
Verify Product

S1.4:
Transfer Product

S1.5:
Authorize Supplier
Payment

S2.1:
Schedule Product
Deliveries

S2.2:
Receive Product

S2.3:
Verify Product

S2.4:
Transfer Product

S2.5:
Authorize Supplier
Payment

S3.1:
Identify Sources of Supply

S3.2:
Select Final Supplier(s)
and Negotiate

S3.3:
Schedule Product
Deliveries

S3.4:
Receive Product

S3.5:
Verify Product

S3.6:
Transfer Product

S3.7:
Authorize Supplier
Payment

MAKE
M1
Make-to-Stock

M2
Make-to-Order

M3
Engineer-to-Order

M1.1:
Schedule Production
Activities

M1.2:
Issue Product

M1.3:
Produce and Test

M1.4:
Package

M1.5:
Stage Product

M1.6:
Release Product
to Deliver

M2.1:
Schedule Production
Activities

M2.2:
Issue Product

M2.3:
Produce and Test

M2.4:
Package

M2.5:
Stage Product

M2.6:
Release Product
to Deliver

M3.1:
Finalize Engineering

M3.2:
Schedule Production
Activities

M3.3:
Issue Product

M3.4:
Produce & Test

M3.5:
Package

M3.6:
Stage Product

M3.7:
Release Product
to Deliver

ES1:
Manage
Sourcing
Business Rules

ES2:
Assess Supplier
Performance

ES3:
Maintain
Source Data

ES4:
Manage
Product
Inventory

ES5:
Manage
Capital Assets

Enable Source

ES6:
Manage
Incoming
Product

ES7:
Manage
Supplier
Network

ES8:
Manage
Import/Export
Requirements

ES9:
Manage
Supplier
Agreements

EM1:
Manage
Production
Rules

EM2:
Manage
Production
Performance

EM3:
Manage Make
Information

EM4:
Manage
In-Process
Products (WIP)

EM5:
Manage
Equipment and
Facilities

Enable Make

EM6:
Manage
Transportation

EM7:
Manage
Production
Network

EM8:
Manage
Production
Regulatory
Compliance

DELIVER
D1
Deliver
Stocked
Product

D2
Deliver
Make-to-
Order

D3
Deliver
Engineer-to-
Order
Product

D4
Deliver
Retail
Product

D1.1:
Process Inquiry &
Quote

D1.2:
Receive, Enter &
Validate Order

D1.3:
Reserve Inventory &
Determine Delivery
Date

D1.4:
Consolidate Orders

D1.5:
Build Loads

D1.6:
Route Shipments

D1.7:
Select Carriers &
Rate Shipments

D1.8:
Receive Product from
Source or Make

D1.9:
Pick Product

D1.10:
Pack Product

D1.11:
Load Product
& Generate
Shipping Docs

D1.12:
Ship Product

D1.13:
Receive & Verify
Product by Customer

D1.14:
Install Product

D1.15:
Invoice

D2.1:
Process Inquiry &
Quote

D2.2:
Receive, Configure,
Enter & Validate
Order

D2.3:
Reserve Resources &
Determine Delivery
Date

D2.4:
Consolidate Orders

D2.5:
Build Loads

D2.6:
Route Shipments

D2.7:
Select Carriers &
Rate Shipments

D2.8:
Receive Product
from Source or Make

D2.9:
Pick Product

D2.10:
Pack Product

D2.11:
Load Product &
Generate Shipping
Docs

D2.12:
Ship Product

D2.13:
Receive & Verify
Product by Customer

D2.14:
Install Product

D2.15:
Invoice

D3.1:
Obtain & Respond to
RFP/RFQ

D3.2:
Negotiate & Receive
Contract

D3.3:
Enter Order, Commit
Resources & Launch
Program

D3.4:
Schedule Installation

D3.5:
Build Loads

D3.6:
Route Shipments

D3.7:
Select Carriers &
Rate Shipments

D3.8:
Receive Product
from Source or Make

D3.9:
Pick Product

D3.10:
Pack Product

D3.11:
Load Product &
Generate Shipping
Docs

D3.12:
Ship Product

D3.13:
Receive & Verify
Product by Customer

D3.14:
Install Product

D3.15:
Invoice

D4.1:
Generate Stocking
Schedule

D4.2:
Receive Product at
the Store

D4.3:
Pick Product from
Backroom

D4.4:
Stock Shelf

D4.5:
Fill Shopping
Cart

D4.6:
Checkout

D4.7:
Deliver and/or
install

ED1:
Manage
Deliver
Business Rules

ED2:
Assess Delivery
Performance

ED3:
Manage
Deliver
Information

ED4:
Manage
Finished
Product
Inventories

ED5:
Manage
Deliver Capital
Assets

Enable Deliver

ED6:
Manage
Transportation

ED7:
Manage
Product Life
Cycle

ED8:
Manage
Import/Export
Requirements



RETURN
SR1 DR1 SR3 DR3

SR1.1:
Identify
Defective
Product
Condition

SR1.2:
Disposition
Defective
Product

SR1.3:
Request
Defective
Product
Return
Authorization

SR1.4:
Schedule
Defective
Product
Shipment

SR1.5:
Return
Defective
Product

DR1.1:
Authorize
Defective
Product
Return

DR1.2:
Schedule
Defective
Return Receipt

DR1.3:
Receive
Defective
Product
(includes
verify)

DR1.4:
Transfer
Defective
Product

SR2.1:
Identify
MRO
Product
Condition

SR2.2:
Disposition
MRO
Product

SR2.3:
Request
MRO Return
Authorization

SR2.4:
Schedule
MRO
Shipment

SR2.5:
Return
MRO
Product

DR2.1:
Authorize
MRO
Product
Return

DR2.2:
Schedule
MRO
Return
Receipt

DR2.3:
Receive
MRO
Product
(includes
verify)

DR2.4:
Transfer
MRO
Product

SR3.1:
Identify
Excess
Product
Condition

SR3.2:
Disposition
Excess
Product

SR3.3:
Request
Excess
Product
Return
Authorization

SR3.4:
Schedule
Excess
Product
Shipment

SR3.5:
Return Excess
Product

DR3.1:
Authorize
Excess
Product
Return

DR3.2:
Schedule
Excess Return
Receipt

DR3.3:
Receive
Excess
Product
(includes
verify)

DR3.4:
Transfer
Excess
Product

Source
Return
MRO
Product

Deliver
Return
MRO
Product

Source
Return
Excess
Product

Deliver
Return
Excess
Product

Source
Return
Defective
Product

Deliver
Return
Defective
Product

SR2 DR2

Enable Return
ER1:
Manage
Business Rules
for Return
Processes

ER2:
Manage
Performance of
Return
Processes

ER3:
Manage
Return Data
Collection

ER4:
Manage
Return
Inventory

ER5:
Manage
Return Capital
Assets

ER6:
Manage
Return
Transportation

ER7:
Manage Return
Network
Configuration

ER8:
Manage Return
Regulatory
Requirements
& Compliance

The
SCOR-model:

The Supply-Chain Operations

Reference-model (SCOR) is the

product of the Supply-Chain Council

(SCC), an independent, not-for-profit,

global corporation with membership

open to all companies and organizations

interested in applying and advancing

the state-of-the-art in supply-chain

management systems and practices.

The SCOR-model captures the

Council’s consensus view of supply

chain management. While much of the

underlying content of the Model has

been used by practitioners for many

years, the SCOR-model provides a

unique framework that links business

process, metrics, best practices and

technology features into a unified

structure to support communication

among supply chain partners and

to improve the effectiveness of

supply chain management and

related supply chain

improvement activities.

For more information:
In USA:
Supply Chain Council
1400 Eye Street, Suite 1050
Washington DC, 20005
Tel: +1 202-822-4660
Fax: +1 202-822-5286
Email: info@supply-chain.org

In Europe:
Supply Chain Council
287 Avenue Louise
2nd Floor
BE - 1050 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 627 0160
Fax: +32 2 645 2671
Email: Europe@supply-chain.org

www.supply-chain.org



Level 1 Metrics
Perfect Order Fulfillment

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility

Upside Supply Chain Adaptability

Downside Supply Chain Adaptability

Supply Chain Management Cost

Cost of Goods Sold

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time

Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets

Return on Working Capital

Reliabilty Responsiveness Flexibility Cost Assets
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

S1 Source Stocked Product
S1.2 Detail

Customer-Facing Internal-Facing
Performance Attributes

S1.5 Authorize
Supplier PaymentS1.4 Transfer Product

Scheduled
ReceiptsS1.1 Schedule

Product Deliveries

R
eceipt v erification

Product

D
efective Products

M
R

O
 Products

Excess Products

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

R
eceipt verification

To ED.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ED Enable Deliver

To ES.8: Manage Import/Export
Requirements in ES Enable Source

To ES.6: Manage Incoming Product
in ES Enable Source

To ES.1: Manage Sourcing
Business Rules in ES Enable

To ES.2: Assess Supplier
Performance in ES
Enable Source

S1.2 Receive Product

From DR1.4: Transfer Defective Product
in DR1 Deliver Return Defective

From DR2.4: Transfer MRO Product in
DR2 Deliver Return MRO Product

From DR3.4: Transfer Excess Product
in DR3 Deliver Return Excess Product

Receipt
Verification

Receipt
Verification

Transferred
Product

S1.3 Verify Product

Supplier SCOR Model Structure

A set of standard notation is used throughout the Model. P depicts Plan elements, S depicts Source
elements, M depicts Make elements, D depicts Deliver elements, and R depicts Return elements.
SR = Source Return and DR = Deliver Return. An E preceding any of the others (e.g., EP) indicates that the
process element is an Enable element associated with the Planning or Execution element (in this case, EP
would be an Enable Plan element). Every Level 1 Process has Enable Processes associated with it.

As indicated in the chart showing the Three Levels of Process Detail, the Model is hierarchical with
three levels. Here is a sample of the detailed workflow for S1.2. S1.2 is a notation that indicates a third
level process element. In this case, it is a Source (S = Level 1 Source) element that is concerned with
sourcing stocked product (S1 = Level 2 Source Stocked Product) and is specific to receiving product (S1.2
= Level 3 Source Stocked Product Receive Product). Though the other S1 processes are shown here to
Level 2, the Level 3 detail is only included for S1.2.

The Level 1 Metrics are the calculations by
which an implementing organization can
measure how successful they are in
achieving their desired positioning within
the competitive market space. Most met-
rics in the Model are hierarchical – just as
the process elements are hierarchical.
Level 1 Metrics are created from lower
level calculations and are primary, high
level measures that may cross multiple

SCOR processes. Lower level calculations
(Level 2 and 3 metrics) are generally asso-
ciated with a narrower subset of process-
es. Level 2 and 3 metrics associated with
Level 1 metrics are included in the SCOR
8.0 Appendix A. Additional metrics that do
not “roll up” to Level 1 are needed as diag-
nostics (used to diagnose variations in per-
formance against plan) and are included
in the SCOR Process Tables and Glossary.

Performance Attributes and Level 1 Metrics
Level 1 Metrics are primary, high level measures that may cross multiple SCOR processes. Level 1 Metrics do not
necessarily relate to a SCOR Level 1 process (PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, RETURN).

Level 1 Metrics
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The 
DCOR-model:

The Design Chain Operations

Reference-model (DCOR) is the

product of the Supply-Chain

Council (SCC), an independent,

not-for-profit, global corporation

with membership open to all 

companies and organizations inter-

ested in applying and advancing

the state-of-the-art in supply and

design chain management systems

and practices. The newest model

from the SCC, the DCOR-model,

captures the SCC’s Technical

Development Steering Committee’s

consensus view of design chain

management. The Model’s 

structure is inspired by that 

of the Supply-Chain Operations

Reference Model (SCOR).

While much of the 

underlying content of the 

Model was originally developed by

practitioners, the DCOR-model 

provides a unique framework that

links business process, metrics,

best practices and technology 

features into a unified structure to

support communication among

design chain partners and to

improve the effectiveness of the

extended supply chain.

Top Level
(Process Types)

Configuration
Level 

(Process
Categories)

Process Element
Level

(Decompose
Processes)

Implementation
Level

(Decompose
Process Elements)
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Not 
in

Scope

PD1.1
Gather Design

Chain
Requirements

PD1.2
Gather Design

Chain
Resources

PD1.3
Balance Design Chain

Requirements with
Resources

PD1.4
Establish 

Design-Chain Plans

Level

# Description Schematic

1

2

3

4

DCOR Contains Three 
Levels of Process Detail

Amend

Research Design

Plan

Integrate



PLAN
PP
Plan 
Design 
Chain

PR
Plan 
Research

PD
Plan 
Design

RESEARCH
PI
Plan 
Integrate

PA
Plan 
Amend

PP.1: 
Gather 
Design Chain
Requirements

PP.2:
Gather
Design Chain
Resources

PP.3:
Balance 
Design Chain
Resources with 
Design Chain
Requirements

PP.4:
Establish &
Communicate
Design Chain
Plans

PR.1: 
Gather 
Reserch
Requirements

PR.2: 
Gather
Research
Resources

PR.3: 
Balance
Research
Resources with
Research
Requirements

PR.4
Establish
Research Plans

PD.1: 
Gather 
Design Chain
Requirements

PD.2: 
Gather 
Design Chain
Resources

PD.3: 
Balance 
Design Chain
Requirements
with Resources

PD.4: 
Establish
Design Plans

PI.1: 
Gather
Integrate
Requirements

PI.2: 
Gather
Integrate
Resources

PI.3: 
Balance 
Integrate
Requirements
with Resources

PI.4:
Establish
Integrate Plans

PA.1: 
Gather 
Amend
Requirements

PA.2: 
Gather 
Amend
Resources

PA.3: 
Balance 
Amend 
Requirements
with Resources

PA.4: 
Establish &
Amend Plans

EP1: 
Manage Plan
Business Rules 

EP2: 
Manage 
Design Chain
Performance 

EP3: 
Manage Plan
Information

EP4: 
Manage
Product
Lifecycle

EP5: 
Manage Design
Chain Assets

R1
Research
Product 
Refresh

R2
Research 
New 
Product

R3
Research 
New 
Technology

R1.1: 
Schedule Research
Activites

R1.2: 
Source Materials

R1.3: 
Verify Materials

R1.4: 
Transfer 
Findings/Materials

R1.5: 
Authorize Supplier 
Payment (m-t-s)

R2.1: 
Receive and 
Validate Request

R2.2: 
Schedule 
Research Activities

R2.3: 
Source Materials

R2.4: 
Verify Materials

R2.5: 
Transfer 
Findings/Materials

R2.6: 
Authorize 
Supplier Payment

R3.1: 
Receive and 
Validate Request

R3.2: 
Identify Sources 
for Technology

R3.3: 
Schedule 
Research Activities

R3.4: 
Source
Materials/Technology

Enable Plan 

EP6: 
Manage 
Design Chain
Knowledge
Transfer

EP7: 
Manage 
Design Chain
Configuration

EP8:
Manage Plan
Regulatory
Compliance

EP9:
Align Design
Chain Unit
Plan with
Financial Plan

ER1: 
Manage
Research
Business Rules

ER2: 
Manage
Research
Performance

ER3: 
Maintain
Research
Information

ER4: 
Manage
Product
Lifecycle

ER5: 
Manage 
Research
Capital Assets

Enable Research

ER6: 
Manage
Research
Knowledge
Transfer

ER7: 
Manage
Research
Network

ER8: 
Manage
Research
Regulatory
Requirements



DESIGN
D1
Design 
Product 
Refresh

D2
Design 
New 
Product

D3
Design 
New 
Technology

D1.1:
Schedule 

Design Activities

D1.2: 
Design Prototype

D1.3: 
Build & 

Test Prototype

D1.4: 
Package Design

D1.5: 
Release Design 

to Integrate

D2.1:
Receive, Validate 

& Decompose 

Request

D2.2: 
Schedule Design 

Activities

D2.3: 
Develop

Prototype

D2.4: 
Build & 

Test Prototype

D2.5: 
Package Design

D2.6: 
Release Design 

to Integrate

D3.1: 
Receive, Validate 

& Decompose 

Request

D3.2: 
Schedule Design

Activities

D3.3: 
Acquire 

Knowledge

D3.4: 
Develop

Prototype

D3.5: 
Build & 

Test Prototype

D3.6: 
Package Design

D3.7: 
Release Design 

to Integrate

INTEGRATE
I1
Integrate
Product 
Refresh

I2
Integrate 
New 
Product

I3
Integrate 
New 
Technology

I1.1:
Receive & Validate 

Request

I1.2: 
Integrate 

New Product

I1.3: 
Obtain & 

Validate Design

I1.4: 
Pilot Design

I1.5: 
Package Product

I1.6: 
Release Product

I2.1:
Receive & Validate 

Request

I2.2: 
Decompose 

Request

I2.3: 
Distribute

Requirements

I2.4: 
Receive & Validate 

Design

I2.5: 
Pilot Design

I2.6: 
Package 

Product

I2.7: 
Release 

Product

I3.1: 
Receive & Validate 

Request

I3.2: 
Decompose 

Request

I3.3: 
Distribute

Requirements

I3.4: 
Receive & Validate 

Design

I3.5: 
Establish Execution

Processes

I3.6: 
Pilot Design

I3.7: 
Package Product

I3.8: 
Release 

Product

ED1: 
Manage 

Design

Business Rules

ED2: 
Manage 

Design

Performance

ED3: 
Manage 

Design

Information

ED4: 
Manage 

Product Life

Cycle

ED5: 
Manage 

Design Capital

Assets

Enable Design 

ED6: 
Manage 

Design

Knowledge

Transfer

ED7: 
Manage

Design

Network

ED8: 
Manage 

Design

Regulatory

Compliance

ED9: 
Manage 

Intellectual

Property

EI1: 
Manage

Integrate

Business Rules

EI2:
Manage

Integrate

Performance

EI3:
Manage

Integrate

Information

EI4: 
Manage

Product Life

Cycle

EI5: 
Manage

Integrate

Capital Assets

Enable Integrate

EI6:
Manage

Integrate

Knowledge

Transfer

EI7: 
Manage

Integrate

Network

EI8: 
Manage

Integrate

Regulatory

Compliance



AMEND

Enable Amend 
EA1: 
Manage Amend
Business Rules
Processes

EA2: 
Manage 
Amend
Performance

EA3: 
Manage 
Amend
Information

EA4: 
Manage 
Product Life
Cycle

EA5: 
Manage
Integrate
Capital Assets

EA6: 
Manage 
Amend
Knowledge
Transfer

EA7: 
Manage 
Amend
Network

EA8: 
Manage 
Amend
Regulatory
Compliance

A1
Amend
Product
Fallout

A2
Amend 
Deficient
Product

A3
Amend
Product
Specs

A1.1:
Receive & Validate 
Request

A1.2: 
Decompose
New Product

A1.3: 
Obtain & 
Validate Design

A1.4: 
Pilot Design

A1.5: 
Package Product

A1.6: 
Release Product

A2.1:
Obtain Deficiency
Information

A2.2: 
Validate 
Issue

A2.3: 
Decompose 
Issue

A2.4: 
Distribute 
Issue

A2.5: 
Publish 
Advisory

A3.1: 
Obtain Specificaton
Information

A3.2: 
Validate 
Issue

A3.3: 
Decompose 
Issue

A3.4: 
Distribute 
Issue

A3.5: 
Publish 
SCO

For more information, please contact the 
Council office: 

In USA:
Supply Chain Council

1400 Eye Street, Suite 1050

Washington DC, 20005

Tel: +1 202-822-4660

Fax: +1 202-822-5286

Email: info@supply-chain.org

In Europe:
Supply Chain Council

287 Avenue Louise

2nd Floor

BE - 1050 Brussels

Tel: +32 2 627 0160

Fax: +32 2 645 2671

Email: Europe@supply-chain.org

www.supply-chain.org
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